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CHAPTER ONE: Big Changes, Small Changes, No Changes, and Fascism

"Ingenting är ändå någon
ting för en nihilist."

H. Tikkanen
Finnish Novelist

1.1:

Scope and Framework

Scandinavian fascism was met with limited success, to judge by
electoral records. At the most, Nazi parties polled two percent
of the vote in the Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish interwar elections
respectively. Why did extreme right-wing parties do so poorly in
Scandinavia? That is the query to which this study addresses itself.
In a comparative European perspective the right-wing débâcle in
Scandinavia is surprising. Many of the conceivable determinants of
Continental fascism were also present on the Scandinavian theater.
Denmark, Sweden, and Norway in particular were hard hit by the
aftermath of the 'Black Thursday' on Wall Street in 1929. Unemployment
peaked just as high in Denmark and Norway as in Germany and Finland,
neighboring countries where fascism gained momentum. On top of
this, the agricultural sector had been beset with difficulties
ever since the recession of the early twenties. Common to Denmark,
Norway, and Sweden was also the multiparty system with its built-in
problems of ensuring stable and lasting coalition cabinets.
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Apparently, this explanatory framework on the rise of fascism
needs to be qualified in order to account for the Scandinavian
case(s).

A three-way working-hypothesis guides our line of

inquiry; (i) the Scandinavian economy went from bad to worse
during the early thirties, which (ii) furthered a right-wing
turn of the ideological climate, which (iii) was to be accommodated
within the Conservative and Agrarian parties, and what sentiments
among the electorate the fascist parties were cultivating, e.g.,
a distrust in the efficiency of parliamentary democracy, lost
much—if not all—of their potential for growth in the wake of
the Social Democratic-Agrarian

fCrisis

Agreements.1

All this leads us to the general assumption that the established
political structure handled both the origins and expressions of
the extreme right-wing challenge in a way that, metaphorically
speaking, served to pull the rug from under the feet of the
Scandinavian Nazi and semi-fascist parties.

Politics does make

a difference.
While previous attempts at explaining the whys for the rise of
fascism in Europe have tended to stress economic factors, this
study puts emphasis on how the Scandinavian society responded
politically when exposed to difficulties likely to foster discontent
of the right-wing cut. And, knowing that the instances of economic
crises not resulting in the appearance of extremist parties by far
outnumber the reverse case, we believe that the already existing
parties must hold much of their fortunes and misfortunes in their
own hands. Thus, our framework draws heavily on what is known as
the adaptation process in theories of social systems, cf., further
1.3 below.*
Fascism did fail in Scandinavia—as well as in most of Europe—
in the sense that none of these parties were to have much influence
on, let alone within, the executive branch of government. This is
not to say, though, that fascism as a political-sociological topic
is irrelevant for Scandinavia. Most of the values and ideas that
the extremists were to advance during the thirties were not novel
to the Danes, Norwegians, and Swedes (see Chapter 3). And, indeed,
in Southern Jutland the Danish Nazi party carried four percent of
^Throughout the volume, the first digit in cross-references corresponds
to the respective chapters, and subsequent digits to sections and
subsections therein. Likewise, tables, figures, charts, etc., are
numbered according to chapter sequence and order of appearance,
e.g., Table 4.1.
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the vote in 1935, in the county of Telemark the Norwegian NS
obtained nine percent in 1933, and in Gothenburg the Swedish
Nazis mustered six percent of the ballots cast in 1932. In
addition, semi-fascist parties like the Farmers1 Party in
Denmark, the National Liberal Party in Norway, and the
National Party in Sweden had some conspicuous strongholds.
Now, the breadth and depth of an ideology need not always be
reflected in party votes, sometimes not even in a party at all
because, behind labels such as 'Conservatives' and 'National
People's Party,' a multitude of right-wing opinions may be
hidden; the ideological span may cover everything from suave
economic liberalism to royal absolutism. The indistinct ideological
border between the parties of the right is brought out by the
fact that eighteen percent of the citizens in Weimar Germany did
not have to go through an overnight metamorphosis in 1930 just
to vote for the NSDAP. Had circumstances permitted the German
Conservative Party to continue on its come-back course, the party
would most likely have managed to recover a great number of the
supporters it had previously lost to Hitler. In short, the
;prevalence of an ideology cannot unreservedly be extrapolated
from fluctuating electoral strength and vice versa.
Fascism can be defined as a pattern of beliefs based upon an
almighty organic state, a national glorification, a capitalist
system which retains its mercantile regulations. This is to say
that fascism was an ideology, not just a mess of weird outbursts
of Mussolini and his likes. The fascist conception of the state
emanated from organic theory, i.e., the state leads a life in
its own right, whereas in socialist theory it is t he instrument
of the ruling class(es). Nationalism and a regulated marketplace
economy distinguished fascism from the liberalism professed by
most bourgeois parties. Attempts at arriving at a watertight
definition of political ideologies are a waste of time, however.
Such efforts tend to lead us back to the characteristics of the
given historical case from which we were supposed to generate some
general inferences.
Admittedly—and deliberately—the differences between fascism
and the ideas and beliefs of 19th-century conservatism are not
very pronounced in our definition. The two movements display

-
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similarities in their applied forms as well. In the industrial,
unlike the peasant society, extreme conservatism (read: fascism)
was given a heretofore unknown repressive capability to curb
the political demands of its have-nots, the working-class. Thus,
conservative oppression of the peasantry in 19th-century Europe
may be seen as the functional predecessor of fascist measures
against the working-class during the interwar years, the latter
clash being more violent because of organized resistance from
the oppressed and the use of modern fighting methods. The
experiences of fascism put to work should not be overemphasized
however, since violence per se was not an end in itself for the
fascists. Moreover, our ideological definition of fascism does
not pay attention to its social bases of support. A political
movement cannot be classified according to 'what' certain classes
are prone to rally behind at times of economic hardships. The
socioeconomics of fascism as well as the charisma of its leader,
etc., whether cast in contingency-table typologies or not, are
all empirical qualifications of the phenomenon, and if used
lavishly they will break the rule of parsimonous definitions.

1.2:

Economic Development and Political Response: Theoretical Remarks

Half a century after the fascist seizure of power, the academic study
of the topic has disposed of both the extreme idiosyncratic and
economic deterministic explanatory approaches; Nazism was not
Germany's fate, nor was the rise of fascism exclusively caused
by "the final gasp of capitalism.
"The task is, then, to provide the non-Marxist theory of fascism
with a socioeconomic dimension; more precisely, the task is to bring
the earlier attempts of t his kind up to date.1

Wolfgang Sauer wrote

this in 1965, and we intend to take him at his word.
"/Fascism/ can be defined as a revolt of those who lost—directly
or indirectly, temporarily or permanently—by industrialization.
Fascism is a revolt of the déclasses."^ Ironically enough, this
proposal of Sauer's is unmistakeably influenced by Marxist classanalysis. Sauer identifies "... peasants who opposed the urbanizing
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aspects of industrialism; small businessmen and those engaged in the
traditional crafts and trades that opposed mechanization or
concentration; white-collar workers...11 as the social losers.^ In
Marxist accounts of fascism and its origins, Sauer's way of
reasoning would have been cast within the prophecy of the petty
bourgeois revolt against the threat of it being knocked out by
big money.^ Indeed, these scholars can lean on the master himself
who, together with Engels, wrote this already in 1848; "Die Mittel
stände, der kleine Industrielle, der kleine Kaufman, der Handwerker,
der Bauer, sie alle bekämpfen die Bourgeoisie, um ihre Existenz als
Mittelstände von dem Untergang zu sicheren. Sie sind also nicht
revolutionär, sondern konservativ. Noch mehr, sie sind reaktionär,
sie suchen das Bad der Geschichte zurückzudrehen.

And, to speak

with Sauer again; "As a movement of losers, it /fascism/ turned
against technological progress and economic growth; it tried to
stop or even to reverse the trend toward industrialization and
g
to return to the earlier, 'natural9 ways of life."
So far so good! But Germany and Italy were not alone in having
to cope with discontent among small businessmen and farmers. This
calls for a more discriminative design of the socioeconomic approach
to fascism, both in terms of countries and time. Ve need to develop
the precipitating factors, historical determinants as well as con
temporary reactions that bear upon the immediate conditions of
fascist response.
Sauer1s explanatory model on the rise of fascism suggests that;
"The more highly industrialized a society, the more violent the
9
reaction of the losers."
This proposal needs to be reformulated,
however. As Sauer himself admits, the level of industrialization was
not all that crucial for the prospects of the fascists. Both France
and, above all, England were more industrialized than the Central and
East European countries that saw a growing right-wing extremism
during the late twenties. The model simply lacks a time-perspective;
it seems to imply that the West should have faced its most potent
fascist challenge in the early 1970s when industrialization peaked.
Sauer has overlooked the response side of his model.
One of the many possible explanations as to why British, French,
and Scandinavian fascism fared so badly may be that the petty bourgeoisie
was gradually assimilated both into other sectors of the economy and
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the body politic. The process of déctassément was accompanied by an
adaptation process. Thus, the most convenient way to rescue Sauer1s
suggestion would be to substitute rapidity for his term 'highly.1 À
sudden and pervasive industrialization leaves a great number of
people from the obsolete branches vulnerable to being swayed by
unscrupulous political profiteers.
This emphasis on the intensity rather than the relative level
of economic development may be found in political-sociological
analyses of the labor movement. Radical response among the
Scandinavian socialist parties during the 1910s was "... primarily

. . . 1 0
motivated by the anomic results of rapid and intense industrialization."
The underlying idea behind this proposal—that it is the social
disruption accompanying rapid growth which directly contributes to
the possibility of unstable political behavior—is of use also in
the study of right-wing extremism.
Social stress is not exclusively caused by rapid growth, however.
Rather, we are more familiar with studies linking political upheavals
to social instability originating from economic recessions. And, at
a closer examination, the concepts of growth and recession may spell
similar, if not identical, net results when it comes to the socio
political aspects. Therefore, we are left with little or no constraints
should we like to offer a theory and hypotheses about what kind of
political leanings gain tailwind among different classes at times of
economic growth. And with the use of high-speed digital computers for
processing of volumnious data masses—that is, inductive

11theory-

building11—it is relatively easy to show that workers tend to go left
and the petty bourgeoisie right when the economy is either on a marked
upward or downward trend. Both situations put allocation more than
anything else in the focus of political life; who are to share in the
profits, and who are to bear the burdens of the losses? True, there
are enough prima facie exceptions from such patterns to discourage
any deeper elaboration on a model of political polarization. So,
suffice it to point out a few sociological and, above all, historical
circumstances behind the political response of the two main classes
in a fully mobilized society.
Whenever a semi-rural economy, like the Scandinavian one, enters
phases of rapid industrial expansion, the demand for labor and capital
is felt very concretely and burdensome also in the primary sector.

-
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Farm laborers, tenants* and petty freeholders are tempted to give
up their jobs for better-paid ones in the cities. Most of the
sudden influxes of work-forces into the urban areas during the
interwar years added to the already strained social conditions
in the cities. Furthermore, in the cyclical interwar economy the
demand and supply of labor were in poor balance with each other,
periodically leaving a great number of industrial workers unemployed.
Such a setting proved conducive to left-wing radicalism.
For those who preferred to remain in the countryside, the
industrial surges meant raising costs for labor and higher interest
rates on the mortgage and investment fundings. Thus, to the farm
owners and other rural entrepreneurs economic growth was always
tantamount to economic difficulties likely to further political
discontent of the right-wing variety. So when the industrial
booms of the twenties were replaced by the Great Depression,
the rural economy went from bad to worse, making the political
climate even more tense; polarization loomed large in the background
since the working-class and the petty bourgeoisie were simultaneously
affected by a severe economic crisis. But political extremism does
not materialize out of t hin air; there must be something more than
economics to it.
However much fascism and radical socialism may be attributed to
fluctuations in the economy, the interactive effects between the
two types of political extremism must not be forgotten. What was
later to emerge as fully fledged fascist parties often started out
immediately after World War I as anti-Communist movements out to
crush organized labor (cf., 3.5 below). Apart from the right-wing
extremist response to Marxism, the Weimar Republic also experienced
the reversed reaction. As the NSDAP grew stronger, so did the
German Communist Party. This support came about chiefly at the
expense of the Social Democrats. In interwar Scandinavia, Social
Democracy managed to retain and extend its control of the labor
unions. Since this served to keep the political tensions down,
and ultimately to pave the way for the 'Crisis Agreements', our
analysis of Scandinavian fascism should pay attention also to
its adversary, the labor movement.

-
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Almost invariably, economic instability attracts both left-wing
and right-wing political agitators; men who easily spot the mileage
to be derived from a situation in which threats, on the one hand,
of wage-cuts and lay-offs and, on the other, of farmsteads and
retail stores being put out of business either are or said to be
imminent. As for working-class radicalism, the Third International
had already outlined a "revolutionary manual11 in which Communist
party officials were instructed how to take advantage of, for
instance, rank-and-file discontent with a revisionist tradeunion leadership. In contrast, the political mobilization of the
petty bourgeoisie gives one the impression of ad hoc-ery. To be
sure, no ready-made strategy is available for prospective peasant
leaders, a Poujade, a McCarthy, or a Vennamo to mention but a
few of the more recent self-appointed radical right-wing leaders.
But this should not make us oblivious to the obvious similarities
in extreme right-wing tactics across boundaries. In their rhetoric
right-wing leaders are fond of making use of one-liners when presenting
their concerns; propaganda built upon dichotomies, it is either 'good'
or 'bad1,

fwef

against

fthemf,

and so forth. A right-wing leader

publicly takes pride in his background as a 'common citizen1 raised
in the spirit of 'common sense,' a philosophy bound to clash with
the cosmopolitan outlooks of Big Business, Big Labor, and Big
Government (cf., Hitler's aversion to Vienna, and McCarthy's attacks
on the Eastern Seaboard establishment).
Now, since petty bourgeois proclivity to support radical rightwing parties is primarily a (well-known) contextual level relation
ship, it does not cover in full the dynamics behind the rise of
interwar fascism, let alone its capture of power. The fascist
Machtergreifung and executive history are, however, of marginal
interest beyond the Italian and German cases. Therefore, we need not
elaborate on the transformation of democracy into dictatorship. In
fact, we should be cautious not to take too many cues from singular
events and trends in Mussolini's Italy and the Third Reich when
outlining a general framework for the study of fascism.
When installed in power, the conditions of fascism change, and
the academic treatment of the subject must adjust itself to that.
For instance, what interpretations are we to make in view of the
fact that after 1934 Hitler—der österreichischen Gefreiten—was
increasingly well received among the German bourgeoisie? Some,

-
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notably Marxists referring to Bonapartism, would take this as proof
of their thesis that Nazism served the objective interest of big
business from the very beginning. 11 Of course, this exerts a profound
as well as harmful impact on Maxist analyses of the NSDAP during the
Weimar years. A more appropriate way of dealing with the social bases
of Nazism during the late thirties would be to recognize the bandwagon
effect. Big industrialists and workers alike were not left with much
of a choice other than to join the winning team. A blurring of the
three stages of the fascist era—the challenge, victory, and war—
may lead to absurd retrospective deductions. It may be that war, even
the Holocaust, were inevitabilities inherent in the evolution of
fascism, but from this one cannot conclude that each individual
NSDAP voter back in 1930 eventually would be in favor of all of
Hitler's excesses.
Unfortunately, it is not feasible to ignore wholly what took place
on the Continent when analyzing Scandinavian fascism. In the course
of the thirties, events in the Third Reich, e.g., the Night of the
Long Knives Massacre, were becoming more and more of a shackle on
the hands of Nazis in Scandinavia, Britain, Holland, and elsewhere.
What if, as we have well-founded reasons to suspect, a testing of
the economic instability theory on att European nations yields a
paltry .20 correlation coefficient between the fascist vote and
variables tapping the concomitants of, e.g., the Great

Depression?^

The posing of this question serves to draw attention to an ail-too
common trait in theories of comparative fascism; the all-out cover
factors smelling of defeatism.
Sauer, having found his theory not sufficiently fruitful, writes;
"The problem can be solved only by adding a broader historical analysis
involving the specific national, social, and cultural traditions that
industrialization encountered in individual societies."13 This
conclusion is very much to the point, but, alas, it is trivial.
Nobody would come forward to argue that factors like the Teutonic
mind and the Dotchstoss Myth of the German nationalists need not
be accounted for when determining the origins of the Nazi movement.
Likewise, national trauma like a humiliating loss in World War I
co-varies quite neatly with the subsequent rise of fascism, but
this bears limited theoretical implications for countries that did
not take part in that war at that certain point of time. If used
too freely, however, "cover variables" may become counter-productive
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to the initial attempts to build a theory of fascism. A comparative
model must be put to a test on the assumption that it is, at least,
equally applicable (do not read: fruitful) on all analytic units
If not made explicit, all qualifications of the model in 'midanalysis1 add to the risk of finally being pushed back to squareone as far as the quest for theory is concerned.
Seemingly, this hazard does not apply to multi-variate analysis
conducted in the familiar stepwise fashion with partial correlation
coefficients. Standard programs may be called upon to compute, in
our case, the exact effect of religious denomination on Nazi voting
propensity given the impact of the economic hardships. Sadly enough,
it is not that simple. Apart from multi-collinearity between the
independent variables, we must reckon also with the syndrome problem.
It is questionable whether the social background of fascism may be
broken down into distinct factors for separate assessment of their
relative importance. If one variable were to be lifted out from its
context, we would run the risk of losing the meaning of the others
since it might have been the rare combination—the syndrome—that
originally produced such a fertile soil for the fascists (cf., 5.2
below).
For two reasons we are encouraged to make the economic background
of fascism an integral part of the theoretical springboard. An
extensive amount of scholarly work, pertaining to different areas
and eras, has substantiated a radical right-wing susceptibility
among the petty bourgeoisie.^ At least in its latent form, we
expect this contextual-level relationship to be present in Scandinavia
as well. The crucial question is whether the Great Depression unleashed
manifest discontent among the farmers and urban independents. Since
a political reaction of the right-wing variety is contingent also on
the degree of polarization in society, we need to find out whether
the crisis caused a simultaneous radicalization of the working-class.
How were these political sentiments, those of the right as well as
the left, organized and how did the parties and government respond
to them? Second, a framework as general as that of the response of
the social classes gives us the necessary lee-way for advancing the
explanatory proposal to the study of fascism in Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden. That is what we now turn to.

-
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Economic Development, Political Response, and Beyond

Scandinavian politics, in the electoral arena and beyond, have
commonly been reduced to matters of left vs. right, and center vs.
1 fi
periphery.
Some sixty percent of the variance in electoral
behavior may be explained by using the socioeconomically defined
left-right model. That is indeed satisfactory for our purposes;
nowhere could a socioeconomic point of departure to the study of
fascism be more a priori suitable than in Scandinavia.
Party system changes in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, e.g., set
backs and gains of a conservative party (Y), depend on ideological
shifts among the electorate (x^), likely to have been caused by
socioeconomic stress (x^). This may be formalized as; Y=f(x<j+x2),
where x,|=f(x2). If it were not for leakages, feedback, and
adaptation this would be the ultimate model. Predicting partisan
strength and political issues would be a routine work simply by
observing, for instance, the financial pages in major dailies.
Now, since there is a reciprocal relationship between the variables
in the model, i.e., parties do have an influence on the ideological
mood, and they do have the capacity to alter the conditions of the
social classes, political science will remain an endeavor of sorts.
Leakage here stands for what is not encompassed by the left-right
cleavage. By experience we know that the initial model is somewhat
crude but the parsimony and generality requirements do not warrant
an extensive inclusion of factors likely to influence the voting
behavior (see 5.2 below on cross-cutting cleavages among the
Scandinavian electorates).
Party systems are not isolated from their environment; they have
to cope with disturbances ranging from trivia such as minor indiscretions
by party officials to severe outside pressure such as general strikes.
As for the petty events, it usually takes nothing more than ordinary
internal party dynamics to ward off lasting consequences, whereas in
cases of radical external changes the party system itself may have
to undergo a process of substantial restructuring. At all times,
feedback is imperative for the survival of the party systems in that
it furnishes decision makers with information on which to base their
policy, and then provides them with a chance to evaluate the effects
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of the initial measures. Not only does

n...

the feedback concept

permit a more sophisticated approach /to politics/ than does the
traditional mechanistic concept of equilibrium...," it requires
such a design of analysis.^
Our model above on changes of party strength in Scandinavia is
precisely of the mechanistic variety. Like most other models of
its kind, it rests on the oversimplified assumption that however
much the dependent variable varies over time, the variable basically
remains unaffected in its composition. In other words, the model
assumes that despite recurrent losses or gains of a certain party
it never tampers with its ideological profile and parliamentary
tactics. A good example of how reality strikes back against such
a notion is the post-WW II development of the Swedish Center Party
from that of a clear-cut agrarian interest party to a bourgeois
catch-all party, all of which went towards making the socioeconomics
of the primary sector less useful in explaining Center Party fortunes
at the polls.
While the feedback loop between the x:es and the Y in our model
is a conceptual process, adaptation is its end product conducive
to being operationalized for empirical analysis. Adaptation denotes
instrumental flexibility, that is the readiness and ability of social
systems to adjust themselves to changing environments. A nation facing
a shift in overall priority from that of global superiority to domestic
well-being needs a different economy. But, we may also speak of
adaptation without necessarily implying new goals. To the political
party, rational-choice theory has it that vote-maximization is and
has always been the number-one goal. In this pursuit, parties are
under constant pressure to reconsider (adapt) their means; what
strategy pays off and which ideas have to be toned down or even
abandoned? It is apparent that, without adaptation, the Swedish
Center Party would have counted among the endangered species. In
general, a sweeping glance at the Scandinavian party arena over time
suggests that adaptation as a response to change is much more common
than the occurrence of new party formations.
The message of this theoretical detour is as plain as can be; in
a thoroughly mobilized society 'background variables1 exert an impact
on political life that oftentimes is conditioned by the parties
themselves; political parties do as well as they deserve. That is why
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we will focus on government dynamics as the explanation to the
fascist debacle in Scandinavia.
How did the established parties react to the ideological aftermath
of the Great Depression, and how did that influence the conditions
to which the radical right-wing parties had to take into account in
their attempts to woo the voters? A simple illustration is in order:
Figure 1.1:

Party System Dynamics in Interwar Scandinavia

Prior to the
Great Depression

->

->

Ideological Aftermath
of the Great Depression

Party System
Response

->

-O

Legend: SS = Socioeconomic Setting
IS = Ideological
Setting
PS = Party
Setting

Of course, the impression of complete harmony between socioeconomics,
ideology, and party configuration prior to the Great Depression is
fallacious in that we would never dream of producing empirical evidence
of the 1.0 magnitude of correlation between Y and x in our initial
model above. Be that as it may. The point is that the analytic
sequels to the Great Depression become apprehensible. So, according
to Figure 1.1, the socioeconomic stress that accompanied the Depression
furthered an expansion on the right-hand side of the ideological
continuum, subsequently to be matched by a party setting response,
cf., the hatched areas.
As already suggested above, it was the Conservative and Agrarian,
rather than the extremist parties, that successfully came forward
to accommodate the lion's share of the recent rightist sympathies
amongst the voters. Indeed, from a Conservative and Agrarian point
of view, these parties were well advised in choosing a strategy of
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adaptation instead of confrontation vis-à-vis the far right. After
all, those were the parties who stood to lose if fascism had gained
momentum at the polls; the two parties simply had the capacity to
pre-empt the incentives for fascist parties. The Conservatives,
Agrarians, as well as the right-wing radicals catered to the interests
of the urban and rural petty bourgeoisie-—the key classes in this
context. Also, the ideas and values of the new right were not
worlds apart from those of the established right, see Chapter 3.
The Conservative and Agrarian leaderships were indeed aware of
the threats of electoral challenge imposed by their internal rightwingers as well as by the non-affiliated radicals. What means were
at the disposal of the Conservative and Agrarian executives to
safeguard their constituency? It is better to accommodate than
excommunicate; there is a lot of historical evidence to support
that, cf., the recurrent splits of the radical socialists. In
applying the soft line, the party executive has at least a minimum
of control over the discontented members and voters, and remedies
may be worked out to reinforce the party cohesion. The very foundation
of a party often constitutes the bottleneck for the opposition. Once
on its own, the faction may hurt its mother-party badly.
Ideological adaptation is not necessarily the same as all-out concession.
Since the extremist factions within the Conservative and Agrarian
parties were in a minority position, they could easily have been
accommodated without the party executives bending over backwards to
please the radicals. In fact, to parties that, by tradition, have
never permitted ideological purity to take precedence over pragmatic
politics, a shift in nuances would have been sufficient to incorporate
the demands of dissatisfied urban entrepreneurs and fanners: their
calls for, e.g., tougher measures against organized labor, corporatist
solutions of the economy invoked in nationalist overtones, and
mercantilist barriers within trade and craft.
It takes refined tools to document instances of Conservative and
Agrarian adaptation vis-à-vis the pressure from the extreme right-wing.
Apart from scrutinizing official Conservative and Agrarian party
programs, we should be alert to know different issues were emphasized
and played down in statements released by party representatives in
various contexts and forums, and how the two parties responded in
face of internal right-wing factionalization.
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How are we to make an undisputable case of the Crisis Agreements
as the terminal blow against the Scandinavian Nazi and semi-fascist
parties? Comparative logic is of little avail because in all European
countries where some kind of a broad coalition was reached across
party lines the fascist records at the polls were unimpressive (e.g.,
the Popular Front i France). We are basically up against the same
problem as when faced with the question if fascism would have been
possible at all had it not been for WW I and the Bolshevik Revolution,
one of the by-products of the war. What remains is to look into how
the Crisis Agreements were rationalized. At least three different
motives may have contributed toward bringing this "new deal'1 about;
the party, class, and national motives, of which the latter is seen
as a means to promote popular respect and belief in parliamentary
democracy. Second, did the participating parties market the Crisis
Agreements in populist overtones, introducing the coalition as one
of the broad sections of the little people? Third, what kind of
reactions to the Crisis Agreements may be registered among those
who entertained doubts as to the viability of liberal democracy?
Also, we cannot avoid asking whether the Crisis Agreements were
yet another example of intra-Scandinavian diffusion of political
innovations, with this particular chain of events originating in
Denmark in 1933 and, by way of Sweden, ending in Norway two years
later.
In this final version, our theoretical suggestion lets us account
for the straightforward strength of the fascist parties, the
ideological and organizational adaptation of the democratic rightwing parties, and the overall party system response.
Obviously, there are many ways to approach the question 'why
no fascism in Scandinavia?1 (the less cumbersome version of 'why
only 132,254 votes for the extreme right-wing parties in Scandinavia?').
One of them would be to examine the ideals and values advanced by
the Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish Nazi parties. It follows that
the method in such a treatise requires a content analysis of Nazi
propaganda output.

Although interesting in their own right, the

findings of this inquiry would only make a very limited contribution
to our explanatory ambition. Therefore, we would have to ask ourselves
why the ideological message of Scandinavian Nazism did not impress
the electorate, and the method would have to be altered accordingly.
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This volume represents an intellectual endeavor more than an
investigation; its scope implies the painting of a vast political
fresco in time, space, and subject matters. What features of
Scandinavian fascism are to be brought into the foreground or
placed in the background, is contingent on the theoretical conceptions
generated by the overarching question. Consequently, the study
employs a number of different methods and sources, among them timeseries analysis of statistical data, ecological analysis, and so
forth.
Common, however, to the research strategy is that is is guided
by a comparative methodology, applied both horizontally and
vertically at different levels of abstraction. For instance, the
political status of organized labor in Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden before the Great Depression is largely established by way
of cross-national (horizontal) comparisons. But as for labor's
response to the economic crisis, the analysis is cast mainly in a
comparative vertical fashion correlating domestic time-series data
with political activity among the working-class in each country.
It was comparative logic that once inspired the theoretical
framework of this volume; it also closes with comparative implications.
*

*
*

The subsequent part of the volume has been arranged as follows;
Chapter 2 gives a presentation of the Scandinavian extreme rightwing parties. Chapter 3 unravels the political and ideological state
of affairs in the three countries prior to th e Great Depression.
In Chapter 4 the two first steps in the hypothesis are put to a test.
Chapter 5 aims at determining the characteristics of the fascist vote.
Chapters 6 and 7 are both devoted to adaptation, beginning with that
of the Conservative and Agrarian parties and concluding with the
analysis of the Crisis Agreements. Thus, these two chapters complete
the attack on our three-way hypothesis. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes
the findings and gives us the opportunity to revisit our initial
approach.
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CHAPTER TWO: Fascist and Nazi Parties in Scandinavia

"Diese Gummischweinschen
muss man dann und wann
aufpusten y damit sie
stehen bleiben."

A. Hitler
German Chancellor

2.1:

Introduction

In Sweden alone there were close to one hundred extreme rightist
groupings ranging from fairly well operated political parties to
athletic clubs inspired by Aryan sports ideals J Denmark saw at
least seven Nazi-oriented movements founded during the interwar
years. 2 In Norway, one the other hand, Quisling's NS was the
3
dominant radical right-wing force.
Our task in this chapter defines itself. Before delving into
further analysis of radical rightism in Scandinavia, we have to bring
some order to the intriguing party landscape. Key factors to be
discussed are the (i) genealogy, (ii) organization, and (iii)
ideology of the clear-cut Nazi parties and the fascist borderline
cases.
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Genealogy

The Danish National Socialist Workers' Party, DNSAP, entered the
scene in 1930. It was founded by Captain of Cavalry Cai Lembcke,
one of the pioneers of the Danish Boy Scouts Corps. In the mid
twenties Lembcke unsuccessfully tried to rally support for a
fascist mass movement modelled after Mussolini's Blackshirts.
Obviously a loser, Lembcke was ousted from the DNSAP in 1933
when Frits Clausen became king of the mountain.
Born in 1893 in Aabenraa, Southern Jutland, then under German
supremacy, Clausen gained reputation as an ardent nationalist
fighting for his regionfs reunion with Denmark. He was drafted
to serve in the German Army in World War I and was soon taken
prisoner of war in Russia where he was to witness the October
Revolution. Captive Clausen made futile attempts to escape in order
to join the White Army. After returning to Copenhagen in 1918 he
completed medical school. Six years later, Fritz (according to
his baptismal certificate) Clausen opened his practise in Bovrup,
a rural community at the outskirts of his hometown Aabenraa.
Clausen had been a Conservative sympathizer but, although a tentative
contender, had held no prior political office before assuming the
leadership of the DNSAP
Just like other Nazi parties the DNSAP was to see its position
undermined by recurrent internal splits. Factions broke away
continuously during the thirties. To judge by the party names
chosen by the renegades, anti-Semitism, working-class relations,
and ideological ties to Italian fascism were the sources of
instability within the DNSAP. How many members the mother-party
lost as a consequence of the secessions cannot be ascertained,
but the figures hardly add up to more than a couple of hundred.-*
Besides, none of these rival parties tried their fortunes at the
polls.
The Norwegian National Unity, NS, was formed in 1933. Major
Vidkun Quisling became Party Leader. The NS was not a split-off
from any particular party. Rather, it was a coalescence of nationalists
from a variety of political groupings such as the most extreme elements
from the National Rescue, the Patriotic League (cf., 3.5 below) and
the National League, an insignificant fascist party that in 1927 had
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put up high-ranking bourgeois people for candidacy in the
constituency of Oslo.
Quisling was born in 1887 in Fyresdal, a small community in
a scenic Telemark valley. His father, like his seven forefathers
before him, was a country-parish priest. Quisling, however,
embarked on a more down-to-earth career. He graduated the top no. 1
ever from the Military Academy, and made captain in 1917. One year
later, Quisling was appointed military attache in Soviet Petrograd.
After a short assignment with the Norwegian Embassy in Helsinki,
he returned to the U.S.S.R to serve on explorer Fridtjof Nansen1s
Russian Relief Committee. Quisling's rationale for working on the
committee, officially recognized by Lenin's Communist Party, was
primarily humanitarian, not ideological. Nevertheless, he did
express sympathies with the new rulers of the Kremlin from time
to time. Once back in Norway in 1929, Quisling reentered the army
as a major. His political thinking took a distinct turn to the
right. In newspaper articles Quisling adamantly came out against
anything that reeked even faintly of Marxism. In March, 1931,
Quisling took part in the founding of the Nordic Popular Rise,
a movement foreboding the coming of the NS. This organization never
got off the ground, however, partly because Quisling two months
later was brought into the Agrarian cabinet as Minister of Defense.^
Quisling was not slow to take advantage of this position in his
plans to make the Agrarian Party suit his own purposes. But his
g
efforts came to naught.
The 1933 electoral returns made the NS leaders downcast, and
they began looking for ways to improve the format of the antiCommunist, nationalist movement. Attempts were made to establish
a National Bloc by merging the NS, Patriotic League, the National
Rescue, and the Agrarian Party. Some agreements were reached among
the negotiating parties, but in September, 1934 the talks came to
a halt when the Agrarian Party withdrew for fear of jeopardizing
its own internal cohesion (see further section 6.3.2 below).9
The miscarriage of the National Bloc, later aggravated by the
electoral debacle in 1936, marked the beginning of the end for the
peacetime NS. Prominent regional leaders, fy Ikesfervere, were to
turn their backs on the party. The majority of the defectors felt
that the party had become too Nazified and lost its Norse traditions;
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the minority felt the other way around. More specifically, the NS
was torn apart because the National Socialists felt that racial
issues were being held back by the party executive. The Christian
faction, on the other hand, left the NS for precisely the opposite
reason. In between these two subgroups, Quisling and his followers
10

yearned for a fascism of the Italian cut.

In 1937, party infighting

came to a final showdown between Quisling's friends and foes. The
net result was that 330 members found themselves excommunicated
from the NS.^
In Sweden the Nazi party dates back to 1924 /sic!/ when the
Swedish National Socialist Freedom League was formed by veterinarian
Birger Furugård of Molkom, a rural community in the midwestern
woodlands.
The son of a sheriff in a farming and forestry district in
Värmland, Furugård was Quislingfs contemporary. At the age of
twenty-three, Furugård enrolled at the University of Lund. He
signed up for courses in both the humanities and sciences, but
failed to get a diploma. Nevertheless, academia left him with
permanent influences. Furugård got acquainted with works dealing
with "Nordic" philosophy, religion, and science. According to the
biographical sources, Furugård had no experience as a politician
prior to 1924.
Furugård1s party was reorganized in 1930 when it merged with
the Fascist Fighting Organization of Sweden into the National
Socialist People's Party. After three years of internal feuds,
Furugård was discharged as Party Leader in a coup de palais staged
by sergeant Sven Olof Lindholm, who by then had become disillusioned
with the party's bourgeois clientele, "drivel" about Jews, and
12
Furugård's drinking habits.
Born in 1903 in Jönköping, south central Sweden, Lindholm
enlisted as an artillery volunteer after finishing secondary school.
By chance he got hold of some fascist leaflets and newspapers while
stationed with a Stockholm regiment. The anti-Communism of the printed
materials immediately appealed to Lindholm as did the pro-military
slogans—at that time military personnel were frequently being harassed
by civilians. In a matter of months Lindholm made it to the top in the
Fascist Fighting Organization. From 1930 to 1933, he was editor of the
newspaper of the temporarily united Nazi party.
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The 1936 election results showed that Lindholm—if anyone—was
the Führer of the Swedish Nazi movement. His National Socialist
Workers1 Party, SNP as it was to be known after the coup, polled .6
percent of the vote whereas the remnants of ex-Führer Furugård1s
party gained one tenth of one percentage point. After this fiasco
Furugård, before falling into political oblivion, conceded the
game and urged his followers to join Lindholm1s party.
Splits were the order of the day in the Swedish radical-right
movement. Lindholm's party was challenged by, for example, the
National Radical Coalition Party and the Church People's Party,
a fundamentalist and anti-socialist party confined to the West
•
Coast.1 ^ In addition,
party label changes obfuscate the picture.

The SNP, for instance, was renamed in 1938 to the Swedish Socialist
Unity.
A few similarities among the Scandinavian Nazi leaderships are
noteworthy. Clausen, Quisling, and Furugård were all brought up in
a predominantly rural environment, but not as sons of farmers
(cf., Hitler, the son of a customs official in rural Austria). Born
into relatively well-off middle-class families, none of the Nazi
leaders-to-be could have been materially deprived if only because
they were given the opportunity to pursue higher education. At the
time of the Bolshevik Revolution, Clausen, Quisling, and Furugård
were in the politically sensitive age of the mid or upper twenties.
Evidently, the events in Russia had a profound impact on their
political minds. Clausen and Quisling had been eyewitnesses to the
aftermath of the Communist take-over, and Furugård's brother, who
held an executive position in the SNP, had been an associate of the
Swedish Relief Corps in Russia.
As for the organizational framework of the extreme right-wing
movement, the mindboggling factionalizationhad its origins in two
ideological cleavages common to all Scandinavian Nazi parties. AntiSemitism was perhaps the issue to divide the parties since the question
of race and ethnicity never had a political dimension to it among the
electorates in the three countries (also see 3.6 below). To many
members in the Nazi parties racism was seen as nothing but a tirade
imported mainly from Bavarian misfits, and it was a burden rather than
an asset in the recruitment of popular support for the party. The
Italian connection was the other bone of contention. In its extension,
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a socioeconomic conflict pertaining to the working-class appeal of
fascism was clearly visible. Religion, too, made party cohesion
weaken in that the Aryan myth clashed with Christian fundamentalism.
Were the Scandinavian Nazi parties merely ridicule-provoking
imitations of the NSDAP? Organizationally, the answer must be in the
affirmative, see 2.3 below. Ideologically, they were not altogether
replicas of the German Partei in the sense that the NSDAP itself
only compiled various ideas and beliefs into Nazism; it did not
invent anti-Semitism, anti-parliamentarism, and so forth (cf., 2.4
and Chapter 3 below).
In the fall of 1923, one year before the founding of the Swedish
Nazi party, Furugård and his brother visited Germany where they got
to meet with a certain A. Hitler and other Nazi leaders. Upon
returning to Sweden, measures were taken to set up a Swedish "outlet"
of the NSDAP. The first Swedish Nazi program, published in the first
issue of Nationalsocialisten y was quite in line with the 1920 NSDAP
program. The Danish Nazis made no attempt to conceal that the
electoral success of the NSDAP inspired the formation of the DNSAP.
On the contrary. The German elections were taken as a sign that the
time was ripe for a Danish Nazi party. So, it was only natural that
the first program became a (bad) translation of Hitler's Twentyfive Theses. But, since Denmark had regained Southern Jutland through
the Versailles Treaty, the DNSAP could not subscribe to the NSDAP
view of the peace settlement as being a dolchstoss in the back. This
dilemma was easily solved by splitting a few theses making the
program totalling twenty-five.
While there is no doubt as to the strong German influence on
Swedish and Danish Nazism, the case of th e NS is more of an open
question. At least, this party could fall back upon a decade of
turbulent right-wing moods in the domestic arena. But, needless to
say, Quisling could not avoid getting acquainted with events in
Germany and Italy. Incidentally(?), the Hitler coup preceded the
founding of the NS merely by a few months. The NS programs, however,
are by no means an amateurish echo of German Nazi documents. Quite
a number of clauses in the 1934 program are nation-specific. AntiSemitism, a prominent feature in the propaganda of the Danish and
Swedish Nazis, is played down to a minimum in the NSfs program
(cf., 2.4 below). Eventually though, the NS became more and more
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inspired by the German Nazis, and it too ended up being nothing but
a NSDAP puppet party.
In order to make the subsequent discussion less cumbersome, the
following abbreviations will be used for the "pure11 Nazi parties;
the ÖNSAP (Denmark), the NS (Norway), and the SNP (Sweden).
*

*
*

Among the fascist borderline cases that qualify for systematic inclusion
in this study are the Farmers' Party* in Denmark, the National Liberal
Party** in Norway, and the National Party*** in Sweden (none of them
will be initialed in the text).
The Farmer's Party was formed in 1934 out of a radical peasant
movement, the Farmers' Association, which was founded in 1930 in
reaction to the economic hardships that followed upon the Great
Depression. Both the interest organization and the party primarily
leaned on the capacity of former Agrarian Liberals, and since the
two were almost inseparable entities they will be discussed in
detail in section 4.5 below}^ Throughout the thirties the Farmers'
Party cooperated with the DNSAP on an ad hoc basis, and after the
German occupation of Denmark the two parties (almost) made common
cause. For this, the leadership of the Farmers' Party had to face
charges of high treason after 1945.
Two Danish parties of an obscure nature are to be identified in
the electoral statistics of 1939; the Danish Unity and the National
Unity polling .5 and 1.0 percent of the vote respectively. A former
Social Democrat, Danish Unity Leader Arne S0rensen founded his party
in 1936 in opposition against the prevailing party system which,
because of its class basis, was said to ruin the national interest.
S0rensen himself was an anti-fascist, but his party was lost to the
far right after 1939 when it merged with the National Unity, headed
by former Conservative MP Victor PürschelJ^
*In 1935 the Farmers' Party, Bondepartiet, ran as the Free People's
Party, Det Frie Folkeparti.
**Known as Det Frisinnede Venstre, and after 1933 as Det Frisinnede
FoVkepartiy it will consistently be referred to as the National
Liberal Party.
***In Swedish, De Nationella.
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The National Liberal Party in Norway was a strange phenomenon
on many counts. Its history dates back to the beginning of the
century when a faction in the Liberal Party together with non
partisan high-ranking echelons drifted away and eventually wound
up in the extreme right-wing camp. Since the National Liberals
never had anything of an organization worth mentioning, they were
often in liaison with the Conservatives at times of elections.
The National Liberal Party had close ties with two heavily antisocialist movements, the National Rescue and the Patriotic League,
with which it ran a joint ticket in the 1936 election (also see
3.2, 3.4, 3.5, and 5.4 below).16
The National Party in Sweden was founded in 1934 on the basis
of the National Youth League, which from 1915 to 1933 had been the
"independent11 youth branch of the Conservative Party. It is more
accurate though, to describe the Youth League as a right-wing
satellite of the Conservative Party since the League de facto
had always recruited members irrespective of age. The National
Youth League had its origins in the controversy over defense
appropriations during WW I. The diehards of the pro-military
Farmers1 March (cf., 3.4 below) and nationalist people from
academia, students and faculty alike, became the core group in
the organization. Ideologically, the Youth League was headed by
political science professor Rudolf Kjellén, a strong admirer of
Bismarck and his social worldview. Kjellén dreamed of tra nsforming
socialism and Marxism into 'national socialism.' When reports
eventually had it that some Adolf Hitler in Munich was addressing
beer-cellar crowds on national socialism and Lebensraum, Kjellen's
disciples were right in saying that those ideas were not novel to
the Swedes. Also the French Reaction, represented most prominently
by de Maistre, Barres, and Maurras, had a great influence on the
Youth League as evidenced by its anti-democratic and antiparliamentary propaganda. Between 1925 and 1932 the League was
provided with three very concrete issues which had a boosting
effect on its membership enrollment. To begin with, the League
vehemently fought against cut-backs in the defense budget enacted
by the Social Democrats (cf., section 4.3 below); second, the
logrolling strategy of the Liberal minority cabinet gave fresh fuel
to the anti-democratic sentiments within the League; third and most
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serious for the future status of the Youth League, the Conservative
government that succeeded the Liberals did not manage to have the
defense strengthened in a way that could make its youth branch
satisfied. As a reaction to this Conservative "sell-out", a faction
of disappointed Conservatives in Stockholm put up its own candidates
in the 1932 election. And that was only the beginning. The founding
of the National Party was triggered by the Conservatives1 decision
in 1934 to set up a new, formally affiliated and hence more easily
maneuverable, youth branch (also see 5.4 and 6.4.2 below)
Not surprisingly, also the Conservative parties in Norway and
Denmark had difficulties in having their respective youth branches
toe the line. The Young Conservatives in Norway wanted to see the
parliamentary system replaced by a strong executive power cast
within the framework of corporatism. The Führer-principle and
hounding of Jews, on the other hand, were rejected by the Young
Conservatives. Confident in that the mother-party eventually would
adopt stances to the liking of the youth branch, the Young
Conservatives never broke away to found a party of their own.
"Undoubtedly, an extensive sympathy for fascist and Nazi ideas was
to be found in Young Conservative circles in 1933 and 1934. This
is an impression supported by the praise with which the Danish
Conservative Youth and the Swedish National Youth League are referred
to in the journals of the Norwegian Young Conservatives. It was
stated that

fyoung

conservatism in the Scandinavian countries pursues
a similar struggle for similar ends.™ 18
The Danish Conservative Youth, too, declared parliamentary democracy
bankrupt, and corporatism was offered as the panacea for the economic
and political difficulties.19 In this propaganda, the Conservative
Youth unabashedly hailed the new "healthy" situation in the Third
Reich and Franco Spain.20 Much of the radicalization of the
Conservative Youth have been credited to Jack Westergaard, Chairman
from 1932 to 1936, who sent his members uniformed in shirts, breeches
and boots out into the streets to take active part in the political
debate (read: fist-fights). ^ In 1935 the Conservative Youth membership
curve peaked at 30,000. One year later, the mother-party—embarrassed
by the methods of its youngsters—succeeded in having Westergaard
removed from the chair of the youth organization. A considerable
number of the youth branch members felt betrayed and applied for
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admission into the DNSAP.22 (See further 6.4.2 on the conflict between
the Conservative youth and the mother-party).

2.2:

Organization

Data on the Nazi and fascist organizations are hard to come by. And
to arrive at good comparability in the material is but wishful
thinking. History was to make Nazi membership a case for judicial
investigation in liberated Denmark and Norway. Therefore, membership
files and other records were impounded in those countries. In
Sweden, on the other hand, there were no co-ordinated efforts to
save the internal documents of the extremist parties—measures to
the contrary were more likely to be taken.
The Scandinavian Nazi parties (the DNSAP, NS, and SNP) were all
built upon the Führer-principle. This format was claimed to be in
line with old Nordic traditions of social division, and not a phony
imitation of the German party. Clausen, Quisling, and Lindholm
appointed district leaders who were in charge of areas that roughly
corresponded to the regional constituencies (amt, fylken, and län
respectively). Local leaders completed the organizational structure.
Voting and other kinds of "democratic bickering" were banned in the
parties. So, only with difficulty could demands, complaints, and
ideas be channeled through the party hierarchy. It follows that
the Nazi parties ran a constant risk of accumulating discontent
within their ranks. And defection was often the only avenue open
for members with deviant beliefs. The Führer-principle per se can
thus take some credit for the many rifts that afflicted the Nazi
movement. According to the Danish Führer the internal schisms
stemmed from the fact that the party attracted a large number of
9^
"incurable revolutionaries."
But, as argued above, first and
foremost the infighting had its immediate source in the Nazi ideology.
Like the German NSDAP, the DNSAP, NS, and SNP set up stormtroops,
women, girl, and boy branches. All members of these auxilliary units
underwent physical, ideological, and—primarily the males—military
training. The number of stormtroopers in Denmark was reported to be
1,000 immediately prior to the Occupation. ^The NS and SNP's
Sturmabteilung counted an estimated 100 to 200 troopers respectively,
•
2S
i.e., a bunch of gorillas.
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With due reservation for inaccuracy in the sources an attempt
will be made to compile what Nazi membership statistics are
available, see Table 2.1.
Table 2.1:
Year
1924-25
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

Estimated Number of Members in the Scandinavian Nazi Parties.
DNSAP

NS

SNP (incl. of antecedents)
50-200
1,000
1,000

50
100
900
2,600
2,800
900
4,000
2,000
4,800

'

15,000

< 1,0 00

4,000

Sources: Djursaa, M., "Danish Nazism: The Membership of 'Danmarks National Socialistiske
Arbejder Parti,' 1930-1945," Essex: mimeo., Ph.D. diss., University of Essex,
1979, p. 67? Ugelvik Larsen, S., "Nazismen i No rge," in Birkeland, B., and Ugelvik Larsen, S. (eds.), Nazismen og norsk litteratur, Bergen-Oslo-Tromsö: Universi
tetsförlaget, 1975, p. 74; Wårenstam, E., Fascismen och nazismen i Sverige 19201940, Upp sala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1970, pp. 35-39, 65-66.

It is indeed unlikely that the number of members in the
Swedish Nazi party between 1924 and 1925 exceeded 200 since the
party newspaper was put out of business less than a year after
it started coming out. In 1929 Lindholm's Fascist Organization
(which was to merge into the SNP) counted close to 1,000
followers according to an article Lindholm wrote in 1949. This
figure seems reasonable in view of the prospects for the SNP
newspaper in 1930-31. A total of 5,000 copies of the paper
was to be printed, and every party member was expected to sell
at least—and presumably at the most—four copies. It is
possible that the party added a few hundred members to its ranks
in 1932. But from then on, one many conjecture that the total
membership curve was on the decline rather than on an upward
trend.
The remaining entries in Table 2.1 are derived from official
party reports. The figures for the DNSAP, an unsteady increase from
50 to 4,800 members between 1931 and 1939, are probably not too
far off the mark. It is much more uncertain whether the NS really
counted 15,000 members in 1935. Given that the party obtained some
28,000 votes in 1936 the reported number appears dubiously large.
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As to the qvmlity of the Nazi organizations, the SNP was run
on an amateurish basis compared to its Scandinavian sister parties.
The Swedish Nazis never managed to set up a nationwide network. In
1932 the SNP ran candidates in eleven and, in 1936, twenty-six out
of the twenty-eight regional constituencies. But, the expansion
between the two elections was confined to limited localities in
the recently organized constituencies. In a great number of
communities the SNP never got a single vote. It goes without
saying that the inferences as to the organizational strength are
based on the assumption that local Nazi leaders did vote for their
own party.
Even though there are no SNP party archives to fall back upon,
a rough idea of the party's spatial pattern of organizational
strength/weakness is obtainable. In his retrospective article on
the SNP, Lindholm made an account of the number of SNP party
rallies held and their attendance in the 1932 election campaign.
Since the reported size of the crowds was likely to be much more
inflated than the number of meetings actually held, the latter
measure is depicted in Figure 2.1. The SNP worked "traditionally11
Nazi-sympathetic areas in announcing election rallies in Gothenburg,
the northwestern coastal regions, and the constituencies of Värmland
and Örebro. Gothenburg was somewhat of the Swedish Nazi epicenter
where numerous small anti-Semitic groupings had been operating for
quite some time (see 5.3.2 below). The quest for Stockholm and
its surroundings was a more chancy venture, but, all in all, the
party's organizational endeavors were not completely in vain since
SNP strongholds in the election turned out to be those in which
the party had been most active.
There is a marked pattern in the geographical distribution
of the NSTs members. Prior to April 9, 1940, more than sixty percent
of the NS members lived in the Oslo area and the East Inland,
whereas the North accounted but for seven percent of the total
enrollment, see Figure 2.1. These data, drawn on NS files, are
matched by electoral statistics; in 1933 the NS appeared on
ballots exclusively in the cities of the areas beyond Oslo and the
East Inland. In 1936 the party was able also to cover the remaining
countryside of the West and North.
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Figure 2.1: The Spatial Pattern of Scandinavian Nazi Party Organization.

Norway: NS Members Prior
to April 9, 1940

Sweden: Number of SNP Rallies
Held in the 1932
Election Campaign.

Denmark: DNSAP Members 1939 as
Percentage nf Total
population.

Sources: Djursaa, M., DNSAP. Danske nazister 1930-45, Ktfbenhavn: Gyldendal, 1981, Vol. II,
p. 44; Myklebust, J.P., "Hvem var de norske nazistene?," Bergen: roimeo., University
of Bergen, 1974, p. Ill; Wärenstam, E., Fasoismen och nazismen i Sverige 1920-1940,
Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1970, p. 196.

Southern Jutland was the DNSAP stronghold par excellence both as
far as membership and electoral support were concerned. Other
favorable areas for the party organization were the mid regions of
Zealand, Lolland-Falster, the northern half of Funen, and the
northeast of Jutland. Among the weak regions for the DNSAP were
western and mid Jutland, and Copenhagen. In sum, the party was
entrenched on the national level, which does not come as a surprise
given Denmark s small area and hence high density. Thus, no clearcut urban-rural pattern of organizational strength among the Scandinavian
Nazi parties emerges from Figure 2.1.
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The volume of the Scandinavian Nazi press was modest by most
standards. The SNP merely managed to have weeklies issued, and
even those did not appear regularly. It is not likely that the
circulation of the SNP papers surpassed, say, one thousand copies
a week. Both the DNSAP and NS, on the other hand, published dailies
almost as of the inception of the parties. Fœdrelandet was the
daily official voice of the DNSAP. It was streamlined by the party
ideologues which meant that the paper hardly reached readers
outside the membership cadre. The DNSAP also published a weekly,
and a monthly magazine designed for Nazi leaders throughout the
country.^ Nasjonal Samling, from 1936 Fritt Folk, was the weekly
mouthpiece of the NS. A definite asset to the NS was Vestlandets
Avis y a daily published in the city of Stavanger. Up till 1935 the
paper was controlled by the Christian faction within the NS, and
one is ready to believe that Vestlandets Avis, with a circulation
of 2,150 copies a day, was instrumental in helping the NS to muster
twelve percent of the votes cast in Stavanger in the 1934 municipal
elections (see 5.3.2 below)

In 1935-36 the NS acquired nine

papers, among them the Stavanger-based Norges Vei with a purported
circulation of 2,000 copies a week, but most of them did not survive
for more than a year.^®
*

*
*

Among the semi-fascist parties, the Swedish National Party was the
most thoroughly organized. Prior to the split with the Conservative
Party, the National Youth League counted some 40,000 members
distributed among some four to five hundred local branches all over
the country. In the National Party weekly, Nationell Tidning,
organizational activity and bulletins issued by the party executive
were published regularly under the heading

fThe

Movement Grows.1

It did not take long, however, until the contents of those columns
became more and more vague about membership enrollment. For instance,
in 1935 the party reported its membership figure to be 40,000.^
This number tallies badly with the 27,000 votes the party obtained
in the 1936 election.
No organizational data for the Farmers' Party are available.
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Although officially two separate movements, the Farmers1 Party had
obvious connections with the Farmers' Association. Therefore, one
may assume that the association's membership figure constitutes
the upper limit for how many followers the party would be likely
to attract. In 1938 the Farmers' Association counted close to
30,000 members spread rather evenly across the whole country.30
The National Liberal Party regarded itself as an elitist party.
Its organizational ambitions were limited to finding one member,
a leader with capital fl! who could unite the entire nation. The
party was far from successful on that score. In fact, on one
occasion the Chairman-elect refused to accept the office on the
grounds that he had not even attended the meeting that nominated
him. The ideas of the National Liberals were expressed by three
fairly large newspapers in Oslo, Bergen, and Trondheim, respectively,
and that helped compensate for the lack of active party members.
"The low participation level and the weak party organization were
related to an array of political-philosophical features attached
to this /the National Liberal/ group. They held politics to be
something dubious and suspect, they had no issues they wanted to
see realized."31

2.4:

Ideology

What were the basic values of the Scandinavian Nazi and semi-fascist
parties? On what counts did their ideology resemble socialism and
conservatism? Which were the ideological ties between Continental
and Scandinavian right-wing extremism?
The basic tenets of the Nazi parties may be derived from Chart 2.1,
which quotes selected parts of the DNSAP platform 'What We Want,' a
leaflet edition of its official program; the 1934 NS program; and the
32
1936 electoral manifesto of the Furugård Nazi party.
Chart 2.2
serves to highlight the ideology of the Farmers' Party (the first
program of its sire, the Free People's Party); the National Liberal
Party (manifesto for the 1933 Storting election); and the National
Party (official party program).^ Both charts have been arranged
into issue areas.
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Chart 2.1:
Issue
Area
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Ideological Profile of the Scandinavian Nazi Parties.
DNSAP

NS

SNP (antecedent)

We struggle against Marxian
class division of o ur people,
and see t he people as a
national organic whole. There
fore, we t ight against the
parliamentary formula, which
we want to replace with gov
ernment of personal respon
sibility through branch cor
porations and institutions
as advisory structures.

A st rong national government
independent of partisan poli
tics. An organization of the
nation's cultural and econom
ic li fe into autonomous and
recognized branches which,
supervized by t he state, con
stitute links between the in
dividual and the state. An
organization of the branches
into a national diet which is
to influence the governing of
the nation.

The reinst itution of an au thori
tative national governttteht built
upon the Nordic principle of
leadership and responsibility,
which at its disposal has a coun
selling and supervising popular
body consisting of vocationally,
judicially, and administratively
skilled men.

We call upon Danish business
to see to t he need of the
Danish society instead of, as
now, exclusively serving the
profit greed of capital. We
demand the right of property
to l and a nd homesteads secur
ed through an act that hind
ers all speculation thereof.

The individual's enterprises
and right of property is se c
ured within a planned economy
of the country's capability.
Capital shall serve work. The
interest rate is eased. Harm
ful speculation and unreason
able incomes without work are
hindered. A na tional peasant
policy which secures a free
self owning farmer and small
holder estate. Strong support
for handicraft, domestic pro
duction, and small businesses

The breaking of the supra govern
mental financial powers' command
of our people and our life sources.
The organization of the econorav
into branch associations (corpo
rations) under official supervision.
The resuscitation of agriculture.

We demand the right of w ork
safeguarded. We fight against
extortion of the producing
people. The reward for pro
duction and labor shall be
given in re lation to the contribu t ion of work.

Everybody's right of and duty
The ceasing of u nemployment through
to work. All honest work shall
a determined exploitation of our
be r espected, irrespective of
country's large natural resources.
whether it is manual or intell
ectual labor. Lockouts and
strikes are banned. A l abor act
guides the rights and duties of
employers and workers, their
internal cooperation, and states
how labor conflicts are to be
handled. The stock market and
company acts arc changed in
order to protect the enterpris
es and their furctionaries and
workers from mismanagement. The
personal responsibility of the
executive is extended. Unemploy
ment is brought to an end
through all possible means based
on a nationwide labor plan.

The Danish National Socialist
Workers' Party wants a r egene
ration of the Danish people,
economically and morally, on
a Nordic cultural and racial
basis. We fight against the
liberal and materialistic
view of l ife and demand protec
tion of the idealistic and
socialist forces of our people
under the ba nner of: The Weal
th of the Masses is Superior
to th e Wealth of the Individ
ual. Based on that demand we
want to support the Church in
its struggle for a Christian
Danish people.

A mo re extensive control of
the residency permits for
foreigners and of immigration.
The protection of the basic
values of Christianity.

Swedish racial protection in order
to preserve our free Nordic crea
tivity. The preservation of our
Christian beliefs.

We demand Denmark's national
souvereignty intact and sec
ured through armed forces
based on a united popular
will. Under the symbol of the
Swastika we strive to a rrive
at friendly cooperation with
the other Nordic-Germanic
people, to whom we feel our
selves connected through the
Bond of B lood.

The strengthening of the ar med
forces, especially the naval
and air forces. The foreijn
policy shall seek connect ons
with racially, culturally and
interest related people a 1
over the world.

The reestablishment of our on
historical grounds based national
defense. A determined and c lear
sighted Swedish foreign policy.
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Chart 2.2:
Issue
Area
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Ideological Profile of the Scandinavian Semi-Fascist Parties.
Farmers' Party

Nat. Lib. Party

National Party

Proper government to s ucceed
ruined parliamentary govern
ment because time, and espe
cially the youth of the time,
demands action, decisiveness;
action right away and far le
ss bickering. Proper civic
government is installed, pop
ular instead of c lass govern
ment. Increasing destructive
competitiveness, which has
run amok to 'everybody's
fight against everybody,' is
replaced by a brotherly,
affectionate co-operation,
where the greatest Leader
is the greatest Servant,
where Leadership is not Tyrrany but a sense of Serving
according to the commandment
in the 'Golden Rule.'

Today oui" country faces a crisis
which more than anything else is
due to the following conditions:
The revolutionary character of
the Co mmunist parties, the plann
ed e fforts of the unions to gain
economic power, unemployment, the
debt, the ruining tax pressure,
and the increasing obstacles to
production and trade. The state
must be furnished with tools that
can secure a p eaceful and right
ful solution of labor market con
flicts. Revolutionary agitation
must be prohibited. Courts and
the police are reformed in order
to maintain the state's authority
and ability to secure law and
order.

A f irm executive power, above
party and specific interest
groups, empowered* and capable
of intervening in the instant
when private and c lass egotism
becomes a hazard to the nation
and people. The
returns
to its designated task as an
advisory, controlling, appro
priating body. It mus t not g ov
ern. It s hall represent the
people, not parties. Society
shall adopt a responsible com
petence represented by its nat
ural corporations, vocational
organizations, interest bodies,
and different branches of cui-'
turai life.

Debts, mortgage, and earning
of interest are by law im me
diately reduced to half of the
present interest, and those
who previously lived on interest are compensated by a
higher old-age pension.

The responsibility of business to
society must be made more poign
ant. Legislation should be geared
to hinder hazardeous speculation,
and to strengthen the permanent
interest of business. The Nation
al L iberal Party will use all its
strength to support the country's
productive branches. We will try
to launch a large inland coloni
zation program with the aim to ere
ate new holdings and self-owners
of un claimed land. Companies with
large work forces hit by the c ris
is should continue to operate if
possible.

The economy shall be based upon
free enterprise and ownership.
The state creates protection aga
inst both Marxian capital extor
tion and anti-social speculatory
capitalism. Small businessmen's
operations must enjoy protection
and support.

Unemployment is replaced by em
ployment. Present consumption
ought to be doubled for everybody in order to dispense off
tangible production at least at
its production cost, which, in
its turn, is determined by the
country's overall cost level.

The National Liberal -°arty see s
the struggle against unemploy
ment as the mor.t important of
all contemporary political iss
ues. In this task, we will spare
no effort; we want a long range
job-creation plan, and initiate
jobs which can give an immediate
relief to the plight.

Mass unemployment, particularly
among the youth, is th e most ser
ious hazard to Western culture in
that it und ermines responsibility,
civic morale and popular health.
Its conquering therefore stands
out as one of society's most im
portant tasks.

The West-European culture could
and ought to b e Christian. The
teaching from the Old Testament,
the practise of the Scribes
and the P harisees will be e liminated—without anti-Semitism
but also without mercy.

We want to see compassion in sac
ral and spiritual matters, and
work for reforms in religious ed
ucation. Church institutions are
to be protected.

Swedish demographic policy should
also pursue the protection of the
Swedish population stock. Immigra
tion of l ess valuable race elements
should be precluded. The physical
and moral health of the Swedish
people should be pr otected by r aci
al hygienic measures to the ext ent
that scientific knowledge provides
a sufficient basis for doing so.

The Defense Act of 1933 is to be
implemented without cut-backs.

Considering the state of internat
ional relations, immediate measurers
for t he strengthening of the de fense forces must be t aken.

h'ikcdacj
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All three Nazi parties called for the abolition of democratic
representation based on the formula one man=one vote. Parties and
Parliament were to be replaced by a strong national government
consisting of men (?) appointed by various branch organizations,
i.e., a corporatist system (see Issue Area 1).
The DNSAP, NS, and SNP agreed also to the structure of the
economy. Business was to cater to the national—not the individualinterest and, therefore, had to submit to governmental regulations.
But these restrictions evidently had to stop short of tampering
with the right of property, cf., the DNSAP and NS's emphasis on
that right. Agricultural problems got special attention in the
programs (see Issue Area 2).
In a corporatist society there is no room for labor acting out
of class interest. To make that point unambiguous the NS wanted
to ban strikes and lockouts. Honest—as opposed to 'non-productive'—
work was hailed. Full employment was the first priority in all Nazi
parties (see Issue Area 3).
On matters of ethnicity and religion the SNP was more frank than
the other parties; 'Swedish racial protection in order to preserve
our Nordic creativity.' Even though the DNSAP, and the NS in
particular, did not elaborate on racial questions, the hostility
towards non-Aryan people and culture is traceable in the programs.
All three parties were careful to profess that they adhered to
Christian beliefs (see Issue Area 4).
The pro-military posture of the Nazi parties was evident, whereas
the wording of their foreign policy was somewhat cryptic. The proGerman undercurrent of the paragraphs should nevertheless stand
beyond doubt; '... friendly co-operation with the other NordicGermanic people' (DNSAP), '...connections with racially, culturally
and interest related people all over the world'—a handy way of
narrowing down the number of countries which in the final screening
would meet NS's standards for connections with Norway. From SNP's
point of view a '... clear-sighted Swedish foreign policy,' implied
nothing but a halt to Swedish criticism of German internal affairs
(see Issue Area 5).
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Among the semi-fascist parties, the Swedish National Party was
most explicit in smearing the liberal form of democratic government;
rather it would have preferred to see an executive body of appointees
drawn from different corporate interests. The Farmers1 Party agreed
with the Nationals in that parliamentary government, and especially
the parties, had forfeited their right to rule. It (the Farmers'
Party) never called for outright corporatism, however. The National
Liberal Party seemingly accepted Norway being governed by the
Storting and its parties, it just wanted Parliament to be more
decisive and tough in the future; '... maintain the state's
authority and ability to secure law and order.1 (see Issue Area 1).
Both the National Liberals and the Swedish National Party came
out hard against potential encroachment upon free enterprise. But
they were also anxious to add that business now had to serve the
collective cause, and hence avoid speculative undertakings. The
Danish Farmers1 Party, having to accommodate for a specific class,
concentrated its economic policy-making on matters of currency and
interest rates (see Issue Area 2).
For all three semi-fascist parties the elimination of unemployment
was very much in the center of their programs (see Issue Area 3).
On the question of ethnicity a sharp demarcation line ran between
the Swedish National Party and the other two parties. The Nationals
wanted to close the ports for immigration of

T...

less valuable race

elements... and to bring in scientific assistance in improving the
Swedish race, whereas the entire race issue was ignored (or steered
clear of) by the National Liberal and Farmers1 parties. They were
content in just pointing out that both Norway and Denmark should
pursue Christian virtues (see Issue Area 4).
The Farmers' Party did not delve into problems of defense and
international relations. For its constituents Britain was perhaps
the undisputable ally. The National Liberals wanted the 1933 Defense
Act, less generous than previous military appropriations, implemented
without further cut-backs. The Swedish National Party argued for a
general boost in defense spendings (see Issue Area 5).
A juxtaposition of the six programs above (Charts 2.1 and 2.2)
brings out some common patterns as well as differences. It is evident
that the Swedish National Party joins the Nazi parties in declaring
parliamentary democracy bankrupt and corporatism as society's salvation.
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These trains of thought are not unconditionally shared by the
Farmers' Party in Denmark and the Norwegian National Liberals.
In its 1936 electoral manifesto, however, the National Liberal

Q/

Party tentatively makes some appreciative references to corporatism.
All six parties were committed to work to the benefit for the petty
bourgeoisie, and to help put an end to unemployment. Only in the
National Party did the Nazis find a confederate in their concern
for the alleged deterioration of Aryan race and culture. All this
goes to suggest that, in the case of the Swedish National Party,
'semi-fascist' is a question of subtle definition—the prefix might
as well be deleted. After all, the Nationals had access to a staff
of highly educated people who knew how to express racism in a more
sophisticated wording than the plain Nazis did. In the case of

the National Liberal Party, on the other hand, it may intermittently
be questioned whether the party really belonged to the far right
fold. Its uncompromising attitudes, and proposed measures, toward
the Left were second only to those of the NS. And that tips the
balance.
While the DNSAP, SNP, and the National Party repeatedly exalt
the 'Nordic' myth in their statements, the NS, National Liberal,
and Farmers' parties keep a more low-keyed nationalist profile.
The unlikeness is probably not a coincidence. It may be that the
DNSAP's national chauvinism should be ascribed to the party's
dearth of in dependent creativity, it certainly did not dare dream
of a Grossdänemark, an outright anomaly even for the most inveterate
Danish nationalist. As for the Swedish extremists, on the other hand,
we feel safe to argue that expansionism was an integral part of their
nationalism. In contrast, Norway and Denmark count among those countries
in which patriotism took a sound course. Norway's nationalist movement
of the late nineteenth century became a concern for the entire population,
especially the liberal middle-classes, and it was to be victorious in
getting rid of both the Stockholm connection and the tradition of
Danish-Swedish influence in the public administration and the cultural
life of Oslo. Little wonder then that both the NS and the National
Liberal Party were hesitant to employ terms that could have been
suspected for ideas about Pan-Nordic schemes (see 3.2 below).

- 42 Thus, there are two sides to nationalism.

D

The variety which

proved to be congenial to the fascist crusade was nourished among
36
the defeated states of Europe.
Although Sweden stayed neutral in
WW I, she may be said to have been on the losing side ever since
1809. Incidentally, also Denmark and Norway escaped the war, which
is to say that nowhere in Scandinavia did veterans1 organizations
founded in agony of defeat get a chance to infect the masses with
bitterness.
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Swedish nationalism was branded by the physical losses of Finland
and Norway. Germany's defeat in WW I, with its psychological spill
over eff ect on the Swedish Right only made matters worse because
for a long time the Swedish bourgeoisie had been brought up in a
38
Germanophilie aura.
This tradition surfaced during the war when
the "activists," influential people in high places, pushed for
unrestricted Swedish alignment with Germany. Rudolf Kjellén, the
spiritual father of t he National Party, was one of the activists.
Kjellén was preoccupied by the life of nations and states. His
scholarly production bore the mark of both organic theory and
social Darwinism. States, like all living things, strove to grow
and spread but sometimes they succumbed due to altered preconditions
for their very existence. Not only did this geopolitical tool "explain"
what courses different nations and states had been following, it also
furnished the analyst with a key to predict future events in the
global arena. Furthermore, certain countries, among them Germany,
could use Kjellén's works as an excuse for pursuing an aggressive
policy vis-à-vis their neighbors. Sweden, for that matter, could not
be blamed had she chosen to declare war with Norway over the status
of the union. And a war against Russia or, rather, the Soviet Union,
would have been nothing but a heroic venture (irrespective of who
waged it).
"Kjellén saw nationalism as a natural force beyond good and evil,
he praised the generation of power among strong states and held that
they, under certain conditions, were justified in their expansionism,
and he looked upon war as something necessary and valuable. It is
obvious that Kjellén has to be regarded as an advocate of the extreme,
power hailing form of the modern European nationalism that became one
of the ideological foundations of the nationalist dictatorships. A
potent ingredient of this nationalism was something that might be
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called political Darwinism: the mutual conflicts among states were
seen as an eternal struggle for existence, in which the weak ones
are sifted off through natural selection and only the best, i.e., the
strongest ones survive.1139
Kjeilen may have been carried away far into the extreme nationalist
fold. But he never lost ties with his conservative heritage. Twentiethcentury conservatives maintained that the unity of the state and
nation remains the overtowering value. True to their organic perspective,
the conservatives still found that the whole, the nation, is greater
than the sum of its parts; the state is a supraindividual organism.
"Everywhere conservatism, in that it sees itself as the guardian of
national values, has asserted the pivotal significance of external
policy and been inclined to see also domestic policy in that aspect.
It has been argued that internal unity is vital if the state is to
uphold its outward position, and demands for radical reforms have
been rejected as they tend to divide the people and its strength.
In a similar vein, a strong executive power, independent of shifting
political opinions, has been seen as a prerequisite for the safe
guarding of the country1 s interest.1140 (Cf., the conservative attitudes
toward democracy).
All three Nazi parties and the Swedish National Party wholeheartedly
opted for corporatist ideas. In that sense they were fascist parties.
But their programs placed equally heavy emphasis on free enterprise,
a prosperous petty bourgeoisie, and a self-owning farming class. How
did this square with corporatism? Empirically at least, free enterprise
under government red tape is a textbook example of a contradiction. It
is part and parcel of the fascist ideology, however, that ideals may
very well—and must—take priority over the reality, see Issue Area 4
for the DNSAP in Chart 2.1 above.
What, more precisely, is anti-capitalism in the fascist mold?
It is the theoretical web, not the rhetoric, of this anti-capitalism
that is perplexing; for electoral reasons it was advantageous for
the fascist, yes for all parties, to make big bankers and department
store owners responsible for agrarian indebtedness and shrinking
turnover for small shop-keepers (cf., Issue Areas 2 and 3 in the
charts above and the 'socialist1 clauses in Nazi programs discussed
below).
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The fascist conception of the economy was anachronistic. Four
different levels comprise the modern marketplace economy: the
individual businesses, the sectors, the national and international
arenas. The fascists could grasp the first two levels—everyone
knew what it took to run a farm, a workshop, and so forth. But the
macro perspective on the economy only made the fascists bewildered.
In fact, the very idea of a market, not to speak of its concomitant
lingo, was incomprehensible to them. So, in this dire situation, the
first thing the fascist ideologues did was to shut out the international
arena, that is to say, call for plain autarchy. Self-sufficiency also
permeated the fascist ideas of how to rescue the domestic economy.
All branches were to be individually accountable for their prosperity,
just like the peasant was answerable for his farmstead and family.
This society would make the banker, stockbroker, and his likes
obsolete. In sum, the fascist solution is very much reminiscent of
the mercantile system with its organic perspective on the economy.
Not only for illustrative purposes have the prophets of the organic
polity likened society with the human body. Since the head was of
limited use for tasks other than thinking, bright people should serve
the function of governing and not be toiling; limbs were made to
carry out the intentions of the brains, and for that there were
workers. Any disruption of this system was tantamount to a physical
illness. In the organic framework economic branches were merely parts
of the social body, yet were distinguished by the task they performed.
Agriculture, for instance, was to feed the social body. Transportation
was equivalent to blood circulation in that both delivered the
necessary goods, be they spare parts or oxygen. It follows that
workers, functionaries, and owners had a "natural11 reason to unite
for the cause of their branch. Thus, the raison d'etre of class
based trade unions, parties, etc., had never been at hand.
Economics is often stressed by scholars who refuse to see basic
similarities between conservatism and fascism. This is a somewhat
delicate topic. Today's conservatives, who most unwillingly admit to
their party having had values in common with the extremists of the
thirties, need not feel ill at ease, however. They are—or should
so be—well advised that after WW II the conservative parties finally
cast off their ideological heritage and became the prime proponents
of laissez-faire economics.
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Fascism fought against capitalism, it is true. But did the
conservatives fight for the market economy? This is an empirical
question to be tackled for each country and period of time. And,
as far as interwar Scandinavian conservatism is concerned, those
who plead for the differences in economic worldview between the
two ideologies may have a fairly strong case (see further sections
3.3 and 6.4 below).
Undoubtedly, early conservatism clashed with capitalism because
the market economy both presupposed and enhanced individualism at
the expense of the national organic interestFreeing business
from restrictions would be to endorse "survival of the fittest.11
That would be detrimental to those who always finished second or
worse and hence hazardous to society's future as an organic
community. Here, the conservatives pointed to the harsh way in
which the industrial tycoons treated their workers compared to
the paternalism prevalent in the mercantile society. Free enter
prise, the backbone of the liberal system, would only lead to
economic chaos and eventually a social revolution thrusting the
Bolsheviks into power with all what that would entail for, inter
/O
alia, national identity and religion.
All six extreme right-wing parties had nothing but contempt to
offer Parliament. Personifying all the drawbacks of contemporary
society, the Scandinavian MP:s were made the primary target of the
fascist propaganda (see Issue Area 1 in the charts above). In the
fascist ideology, anti-parliamentarism and anti-democratism carry
almost identical implications and they may be used interchangeably.
True, Parliament did not rank high in the socialist camp either. But
this particular aversion did not spill over into a questioning of
the democratic formula based on the conviction that each individual,
if freed from material and mental deprivation, possessed full ability
to proper judgements in political matters. In short, socialism had
/

a benevolent, whereas fascism had a malevolent, view of the people.
But wouldn't the corporatist arrangement of society present a
perfect opportunity for the practising of "real11 democracy? No,
because, in the final analysis, the same kind of troubles which
characterized the loathed parliamentary system would emerge the
instant a representative format of governing was employed to run
a body, an inevitable function to be carried out even in the most
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thoroughly fascistoid corporation. And, needless to say, direct
democracy, as opposed to the representative design, was completely
out of the question as far as the fascists were concerned. The
Führer-principle ruled out any idea of announcing ad hoc conventions
with a mandate to decide. So, in the fascist ideology all subjects
may very well have been counted equal, but some just had to be
treated more equally than others. Trapped in this dilemma, the
fascists gave up and retreated back into their original ideological
habitat, the conservative fold.
Misanthropy, which fascism shared with conservatism, may turn
into cynicism or anti-intellectualism. Early conservatism, like
fascism, was outspokenly anti-intellectual, i.e., it appealed to
instinct, intuition, tradition and occultism instead of inquiry.
The Briton Edmund Burke and the French nobleman Joseph de Maistre
in particular lauded anti-rationalism. According to the former,
political activity should be guided not by man's reasoning but by
his nature, which lodges dependable and strong instincts in
contrast to man's sense which is faulty and yields unreliable
results. Doubt creates the books, de Maistre wrote (being living
proof of his own observation). He praised stupidity as a God-sent
gift and acclaimed the Catholic Church which, unlike the Protestants,
refrained from discussing and arguing. In general, questioning and
analysis should not proceed beyond a certain limit. All forms of
government are beset by details which ought to remain in a salubrious
dusk because they are comprehensive on a common-sense basis but cease
to be that if they are subjected to scientific inquiry.44
With this load of deeply rooted mistrust against all proposed changes,
advanced in reference to new insight based on accumulated knowledge,
the conservative reaction to the coming of democracy could easily
have been foretold. "As for the constitutional debate, the conservative
trends which have not approved of democracy have assumed that certain
individuals or groups possess selected ability to comprehend the state
interest or the public interest... Heredity, the unyielding position,
which is thought of as a protection against influences from class and
private interest; the up-bringing within a milieu attentive to the
preservation of tradition and the sustainance of the national interest,
was believed to predestinate for power. A residue of this notion may
be traced even within moderate and democratic conservatism. As a rule,
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the recognition of the parliamentary system is accompanied by the
reservation that, in crucial times, the monarch, as a representative
of the state interest or as the highest civil servant above party
45
lines, may rend independent services.11
Interwar conservatism, in
contradistinction to liberalism and socialism, had still to reconcile
itself with the principle of popular superiority based on unqualified
equality.
For obvious reasons it is unnecessary to elaborate on a definition
of anti-socialism, another central feature in the fascist harangues.
Instead, it seems more appropriate to discuss that topic from a
totally reversed angle because, for some abstruse reason, Nazism,
Nationalsozialismus, has sometimes been seen as a branch of socialism.
Nothing could be more erroneous. That is, of course, if one refers
to the fundamental tenets of socialism as they were spelled out by
Marx, Engels, Lassalle, et al.
German—and Scandinavian—National Socialism did not derive its
ideology from materialistic historical analysis, let alone did it
recognize that the production conditions determined class relations,
which in turn set the structure and process of the political system.
To speak with orthodox socialists, class less society is obtainable
only through a nationalization of the means of production. And, indeed,
socialization of private property was tentatively advocated by Nazism
in its infancy. In the 1920 NSDAP program, the Twenty-five Theses,
point 13 calls upon the state to take over all trusts, in point 14
the state is to share in the profits of large companies, in point 16
the party demanded the big department stores communalized, and in
point 17 the Nazis proposed that land be expropriated without
46
compensation if the national interest was at stake.
However radical the early theses of the NSDAP may seem, they did
not originate from 'scientific socialism.1 Rather, and this was
stressed time and again by NSDAP ideologues, Nazi socialism implied
ff...

comradeship, solidarity, Volksgemeinschaft, sense of duty to

. h i In 1921,

the public, Prussian spirit, national self-assertion.

Spengler, a Weimar philosopher and historian later to be referred
to by Nazi theoreticians, wrote: "The German or, more accurately,
the Prussian instinct has always been: power belongs to society.
One orders and one obeys. Since the 19th century this is Authoritative
A8
Socialism.1
Such Nazi praise of the state and collectivism was proof
of their conservative heritage in the Bismarckian tradition, and not
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socialism. Subsequent documents published and speeches held by the
NSDAP leadership testify to the party's gradual loss of radical
zest. Suffice it to quote Feder, perhaps the Nazi chief ideologue
and considered a left-winger within the party, who in 1931 wrote;
"... individual property rights and free disposition of acquisitions
are the cornerstones of every economy and thus of every high-order
culture. The development of the economy is dependent on the absence
49
of harmful restrictions.11
Compared to the Scandinavian Nazi programs (see Issue Areas 2 and
3 in Chart 2.1), the NSDAP's Twenty-five Theses were considerably
more radical. In fact, is is hard, perhaps not possible, to trace
socialist sentiments in the Scandinavian Nazi programs. The DNSAP,
the only party to mention the very term 'socialist1 in its program,
may have stood somewhat to the "left" of the NS and SNP. In areas
pertaining to business and labor the DNSAP opened its statements
with the edge against capital, whereas the NS preferred to emphasize
the right of property. The moderate hue of these clauses may partly
be explained by the fact that the Scandinavian documents quoted above
were issued in the mid thirties, and by that time the cue-giver of
the Nazi movements had come a long way from its initial quasisocialist ideas
Why, then, has the idea of Nazism being a branch on the socialist
tree grown so strong? Tingsten showed, already in 1936, that Nazi
'socialism1 amounted to nothing but lipservice instrumental in
mobilization purposes as a distinction vis-à-vis the established
51
.
bourgeois parties.
The historian Alan Bullock, too, disposes of
socialism in the Nazi variety as a strategic ruse; "In 1920 the
Twenty-five Points were useful, because they brought support; as
soon as the Party had passed that stage, however, they became an
embarrassment. Hitler was as much interested in the working class
and the lower middle class as Drexler, but he had no more sympathy
for them than he had in Vienna: he was interested in them as a
material for political manipulation. Their grievances and discontents
were the raw stuff of politics, a means, but never an end. Hitler
had agreed to the Socialist clauses of the programme, because in
1920 the German working class and lower middle classes were saturated
in a radical anti-capitalism; such phrases were essential for any
politician who wanted to attract their support. But they remained
phrases.
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Tingsten arrives at the conclusion that:

?!Many

German politicians

who before 1933 had fought against socialism and worked in pursuit
of conservative ideas, adopted the National Socialist formulations
without having changed their opinion. They discovered that, as a
matter of fact, they since long had honored the 'true1 socialism.

CO

The ideological history of the NSDAP, with its trends, turningpoints and their causal background, is, by and large, comparable to
what took place within the Scandinavian Nazi movement (if we for
the moment disregard things like individual idiosyncracies). As for
the left-right conflict, with its roots in the social composition
of the parties and what role the party was supposed to fulfil,
both the DNSAP and NS were to be dominated by the right-wing faction
whereas the SNP was lost to the leftists.
Interwar radical-rightism was not necessarily anti-Semitic. The
Italian fascist movement is a good case in point. But there is always
a tendency among extreme right-wing parties to indulge in slandering
of national, religious, and/or cultural minorities. Sometimes this is
done for sheer tactical reasons, and not out of conviction. Again,
we must separate the functioning of a political message from how it
fits into the overall value pattern of a political party.
There is no tradition of racism and anti-Semitism in the conservative
ideology; ethnicity was simply not a matter of import in Europe prior
to about 1850. But as the industrialization process gained momentum
and new states were created or ceased to exist, Europe soon saw an
array of national and ethnic minorities. This situation gave birth
to racism both among the public at large and within the quasi-scholarly
discipline race-biology. In other words, anti-Semitism and racism was
known long before the inception of the NSDAP, and it is no coincidence
that early anti-Semitism prospered within conservative circles above
allInherent in militant nationalism, be it Francophilie, Germanic,
Nordic, etc., is an implicit tendency to vilify not only one another's
culture, but also those who happen to belong to some minority. It is
hard, if not impossible, to glorify one's own national history without
making comparative references. A conservative travesty of a well-known
socialist catchword would thus have been a contvadictio in adjecto;
'Nationalists of the World—Unite!' This way of reasoning applies to
sacral domains as well. Uninhibited praise for the Christian religion
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tends to spill over into an unfriendly or, at the best, ignorant
bias toward members of other denominations. Section 3.6 below will
provide empirical evidence that Swedish nationalism not seldom
had a racist undercurrent.
This section was guided by two objectives: to prove that fascism
was an ideology and that its origins went back to the conservative
Weltanschauung. The main distinction between orthodox and radical
conservatism was how they were practised among the right-wing
movements; the fascist and Nazi parties were determined to do
something about the wrong course society had been following for the
last half a century.

As will be shown in Chapters 3 and 6, prominent

Conservatives and Agrarians in Scandinavia, especially in Norway and
Sweden, did not oppose the radicals so much on the grounds of their
beliefs but over the ways they went about carrying them out.
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CHAPTER THREE: Fascism and Nazism in Scandinavia: Antecedents

"Skall det vara Stat och
Samhälle så skall det
ta mig fan vara riktigt."

A. Strindberg
Swedish Novelist

S.l:

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the ideological and political
conditions of a potential radical right-wing success in Scandinavia.
To what extent were Denmark, Norway, and Sweden unfamiliar with
the ideas and values of the fascist and Nazi parties before these
movements presented themselves to the electorate in the early
thirties? The reason for raising this question is simple: political
parties that offer a traditional, yet slightly different set of
ideas stand a better chance of meeting a favorable response than
if they were to market an entirely new ideology.
Five themes were to become dominant in the radical right-wing
propaganda, and for educational purposes they determine the design
of the analysis of fascist and Nazi antecedents. The five factors
to be discussed are; (i) nationalism, (ii) anti-capitalism, (iii)
anti-democratism, (iv) anti-socialism, and (v) racism and antiSemitism. Notwithstanding the differences of arrangement, this
outline corresponds to the analysis of the radical right-wing
ideology in Chapter 2, in which the theoretical background of the
five components is spelled out.
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Our concern is both with the nature and magnitude of, e.g.,
nationalism in a macro-level perspective. In this pursuit, focus
will be placed on political parties, interest groups, and social
classes likely to accommodate values reminiscent of those referred
to in Charts 2.1 and 2.2 above. Our scope implies a restriction
in time; the analysis, mainly based on secondary sources, covers
the period up to about 1930 with emphasis on the twenties.

3.2:

Nationalism

What kind of a national aura would one expect to meet, on the one
hand, in a country that only recently had gained full political
sovereignty, and, on the other hand, in countries that once used
to rank almost on par with the dominant nation-states of Europe?
In 1814 Denmark surrendered Norway's fate to be decided by the king
in Stockholm, who was forced to grant the Norwegians independence
m 1905.

1

.

. .

.

.

.

The Swedish bourgeoisie could live with this loss. That

was barely true in 1809 when Sweden lost Finland to Russia, of
all countries.
Here we face two varieties of nationalism. In Norway it was
elevated by the rapture of finally being recognized; in Sweden
it sprang out of recollections of a more glorious past. Though
vastly apart in terms of intensity and mass appeal, Swedish
nationalism bore some resemblance to the German and French cases.
Danish and, above all, Norwegian nationalism was more of an
internal problem than an external relations question of whether
the two countries were superior or, at least, equal to other
countries. It is the old center-periphery cleavage all over
again, where Copenhagen and Kristiania represented the suave,
openminded and modernized way of life in stark contrast to the
fundamentalist, yet national radicalist atmosphere of the
2

provinces.

During the mid 19 th century, the peasants and the

educated middle class in provincial cities commenced their
attack on the Capital.
Four different, yet interrelated issues provided the rationale
for Norway's popular movements. The Jaabaek Peasant Society of
the 1860s and '70s worked both out of egoistic economic incentives
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and a civic-minded perspective. In short, the movement demanded
a better business climate for the farmers, i.e., the ceasing of
governmental interference such as taxes. The Jaabaek people also
called for complete introduction of universal suffrage and
3
compulsory elementary school. In the liberal mood of late
19th-century Norway, even the Church got its share of the flux.
The official Lutheran Church met competition for the souls from
the lay-Church wave, which emanated in the South and West.
Imposed on the urban-rural dimension was also the linguistic
cleavage. The long Danish reign in Norway had gradually led
to the detraction of the Norwegian language in culture, business,
and, most provocative of all, among official authorities. With
the aim of restoring the status of genuine Norwegian, the Nynorsk
movement endeavored to condense the backwoods dialects into
formalized writing standards for public use. Finally, there
was the teetotalist movement which also had its strongholds in
the periphery, mainly in the South and West.
H.F. Dahl has gathered the various facets of the Norwegian
national heritage into two, more or less distinct, mainstreams
relevant for our time period;
"One /mainstream/ is particularly linked to the
Liberal Party and its national traditions. The
most loyal Liberal voters of the f20s were the
people of the coasts and moors, the fishers and
farmers of the South and West. While other parts
of the country defected to other parties, those
people stayed firm. They were bearers of important
elements in the liberal movement; lay Christianity,
the breaking of the privileges of the civil-servant
estate, the cultural heritage of the liberal youth
movement with its demand for Norwegian language,
and culture free from alcohol. It was particularly
this national radicalism of Norway's mountains and
fiords that, after 1905 and later in the T20s,
accounted for the strength of the Nynorsk and
prohibition movements, respectively. That made
national radicalism a factor of import in interwar
politics and social life.
In a way, the other nationalist movement also
flows from Liberal Party traditions, but it has
an entirely different social basis. One may say
that it rests especially on the intermediate
group between the Conservative and Liberal parties,
which labeled itself as the National Liberal Party.
In its evident nationalist slant, this group attracted
many Conservatives as well as supporters of the
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Agrarian Party, which in the '20s took over
Liberal voters in the East Inland and Tr^ndelag.
In contradistinction to the Western, clearly
national radical movement, this East InlandTr^ndelag nationalism had its roots among the
rural establishment and urban middle class.!f4
If the National Liberals entertained plans of capitalizing on
Norway's national traditions for vote-getting purposes, they were
well advised to strike the counter-cultural chord. They did not.
Instead, the party favored the romanticism of East Inland peasant
culture, and, at best, ignored the Nynorsk, temperance, and nonorthodox movements.

ffIn

principle /the extremists/ referred to

Christianity as something that should be protected. But this was
expressed mainly in general terms without penetration of the
subject^ a prerequisite for having even the faintest of chances in
/lay-Church/ circles... One of the parties that most wholeheartedly
was to side with the NS—the National Liberal Party—was devotedly
anti-clerical.11
The National Liberal Party had been formed by people who wanted
to see the nationalist spirit of 1905 perpetuated for good. This
National Liberal nationalism did not try to ride on anti-Swedish
feelings—that would have been beneath the dignity of this coterie
of in tellectual aristocrats. Rather, it was a nationalism based
on the conviction that the country possessed prospects too propitious
to be left in the hands of a Parliament of uneducated fundamentalist
peasants. Incidentally, anti-Swedish feeling as an ingredient in
Norwegian nationalism was almost negligible, limited as it was to
sections of the Radical People's Party. The National Liberal Party
served to drain the Conservative and Liberal parties of their most
nationalist elements. For the sake of clarity it should be noted
that national megalomania was next to unheard-of in Norway and if
it indeed existed it was the Agrarian Party's headache (see further
below).6
Danish nationalism resembles that of Norway's insofar that both
were socioeconomically tied to the peasantry, mixed the civicminded messages with Lutheran pietism, and eventually found its
political platform in the liberal Venstre movement. While the
various components of Norwegian nationalism intermittently were to
cause heated political confrontations well into the twenties (see
3.4 below), it seems fair to say that Danish nationalism ceased to
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divide the masses in 1901. In fact, it may even be questioned
whether Denmark had seen any non-nationalists at all. At any rate,
it would be incorrect to see the Transformation of 1901, when the
Right granted the Liberals parliamentarism, as a nationalist victory.
For one thing, the Venstre movement had been aided by organized
labor, which means that the resistance in terms of mass support
was reduced to virtual insignificance.

For another, Denmark's

Right did not represent any anti-nationalist values, let alone
a foreign power like the Norwegian government did in 1905. Further
comparisons with Norway may help explain why Danish nationalism
soon lost its potential for political conflicts. First, Denmark's
area and topography were widely different from the Norwegian,
which meant that the Danish periphery was not as secluded as
that in Norway. True, both countries may be partitioned into the
peripheral West and the central East. For instance, the Danish
Inner Mission Society had its strongholds in western and northern
Jutland whereas the eastern part of Zealand was the weakest
region.^ Sim ilar patterns are well-known for Norway, where the
hinterland stood a better chance of retaining its political
culture in face of a growing trend toward homogeneity. Second,
Danish, unlike Norwegian, nationalism was not monopolized by the
Liberals. Denmark's Social Democratic Party, with its class roots
among the artisans, never challenged the national values, whereas
Labor in Norway effectively cut itself off from access to the
counter-cultural community by going revolutionary in 1918 (see
3.4 and 3.5 below). The Agrarian Liberals may have been the
legitimate disciples of Grundtvig, only there were few souls to
be converted.
Swedish nationalism lacks the linkage to the popular liberalism
based on non-conformism and teetotalism. Although primarily mobilized
by the Liberal parties, these two folk movements found political
expression also among the agrarian-conservative and Social Democratic
parties. This indistinct picture of liberal nationalism reflects
the fact that Sweden, unlike Denmark and Norway, never went through
a well-defined liberal era. Spared from domestic as well as foreign
repression of the subjects, Sweden simply did not provide immediate
incentives for a strong and united liberal movement?
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Monarchist autocracy had been represented in Sweden
only for short periods, and it did not attain the
same perfection as in many of the states on the
Continent. The representative system could refer
to a uniquely long tradition, even though the role
of the Riksdag in state government at times has been
negligible. Never was the Swedish peasantry as fully
oppressed as elsewhere. Consequently, Sweden, like
England, saw a certain extent of civil rights,
constantly adduced but not always respected. In
addition, a certain balance of power in government
and extensive civil rights were upheld after 1809.
In comparison with most European states, Swedish
constitutional development was marked by stability
and consistency to the constitutional confines.
The July and February Revolutions had not excited
too fierce conflicts; jumps from democracy to
dictatorship had not occurred. ... The difference
in the political and cultural life between, on the
one hand, Sweden and, on the other, Denmark and
Norway is remarkable during the last decades of
the 19th century... In general, Denmark and Norway
showed more political liveliness and critical
intellectualism than Sweden. In this context, it
should be noted that, at the time when the generally
conservative, socially and culturally ignorant
Yeoman's Party dominated our Lower House, the control
of Denmark's Folketing and Norway's Storting rested
with parties akin to the Swedish neoliberalism, which
not until the early 20th century grew into a political
factor of power.1
In terms of political mass mobilization, Sweden's gradual
development of incorporation meant that the peasantry—one of the
four estates in the old diet—found itself in a somewhat frustrating
situation. In theory, it was expected to push for a political radicalization
similar to the trajec tory in Denmark and Norway. So, with a peasantry
pacified, it was a lot easier for the urban nation-builders to keep
their definition of

f,trueM

nationalism intact. Hjärne, the leading

conservative intellectual of the turn of the century, may very well
have represented the mainstream of bourgeois nationalism: praise
the State, not the nation.

10

According to Torstendahl, whose work on the ideological debate
within the Swedish Conservative and Agrarian parties covers the
period from 1918 to 1934, nationalism was a factor of import in
both the Conservative and Agrarian party circles of the twenties.
This probably surprises nobody, but what is noteworthy is that this
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nationalism, in view of Sweden's 'East Complex', only sparingly
left traces of state-expansionist ideas. Nationalism was given
a quite vague meaning in the Conservative publications in that
it was discussed not in principle, but was allowed to permeate
almost every aspect of social and political problems. Conservative
Party Leader Lindman made it a point to use the term 'national'
in his appearances, but it was cast in the same uncommitted
connotation as in the party program of 1919. In the Agrarian
style, on the other hand, nationalism was an integral part in
the party's anti-capitalist campaigns against international
business, bankers, and so forth.^
To get a more precise picture of the extent and character
of Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish expansionist nationalism,
three concrete political issues from about 1920 will be
discussed in a comparative fashion. Our concern is the Schleswig
borderline issue, Norway's claim for Greenland, and the Aland
issue.
In brief, the background was as follows; in the aftermath of
the Danish-German war of 1863-64 over the Schleswig region,
Denmark lost Southern Jutland beyond the Konge Creek which
implied that a great many Danish speakers eventually became
subjects of the Kaiser. Among the Danes at large, this was a
national disaster and they never ceased hoping for a reunification
of the "occupied" territories. With Germany's loss in World War I,
in which Denmark had managed to stay neutral, the possibilities
of regaining Danish Schleswig increased substantially.
Greenland, the vast island in the Arctic Ocean, had no apparent
ties to Denmark, and certainly not the uninhabited eastern part
of the island along whose coast a handful of Norwegian fishermen
had their fishing-waters. With the end of WW I the status of
another island, Spitsbergen, was to be settled, and the Danes
found it appropriate to approach the Norwegians with a suggestion
about the supremacy of the whole Arctic area. This move reactivated
dormant nationalist feelings in Norway, those which went back to
the Danish-Norwegian union prior to

1814.

The 'Arctic Imperialists'

in Norway invoked historical and national arguments in favor of
their claim for at least parts of Greenland.^
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When Sweden surrendered Finland to Russia in 1809, the Swedish
speaking island of Aland as well became part of the Russian Grand
Duchy. A dispute arose during the 19th century whether Aland had
ever been part of Finland, and this controversy was nourished by
the many international conventions that pointed to the specific
status of the archipelago. For instance, Aland was to remain a
demilitarized zone. Two factors were to revive the dormant
Swedish aspirations of reclaiming Aland. After the U.S.S.R. had
granted Finland independence in 1917, a petition signed by the
inhabitants of Aland for making the island part of Sweden was
presented with the Swedish king. Second, as WW I was coming to
its close, Germany committed itself to work for Aland's
incorporation with Sweden. This proposal, not known to the public,
was warmly welcomed among Conservative politicians, whereas the
Liberals and Social Democrats felt that there were strings attached
to the German scheme which, if accepted, would not be in consonance
with Swedish neutrality. Since word of the German plan was passed
on in confidence to a few leading publicists, the proposal was to
affect the Swedish opinion in the Aland issue.
The Danish attempts at getting back parts of Schleswig gave
rise to three different movements. The most expansionist group,
the Danevirke Movement, wanted the Danish-German borderline moved
southwards to Ejderen, whereas the other two differed as to the
future status of the city of Flensburg. Initially, both agreed to
a solution that should build on national self-determination; the
people concerned were to decide their supremacy through a
plebiscite. This was also the unanimous standpoint of all the
political parties in Parliament—the October Resolution of 1918.
Common to the 'moderates' in this question—whose line eventually
became victorious—was their wariness not to have the border issue
solved in a way which later would present Denmark with a minority
problem. The 'intermediates', the Flensburg Movement, defended their
efforts to have the city reunited irrespective of the plebiscite
results by referring to Flensburg's Danish history which, after
1864, had been subjected to a large-scale Germanization process.
The political alignments of the border-issue have been summarized
by Salomon; "Ideological contrasts, not easily located on a party
political dimension, were hidden behind the different views on
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where to draw the borderline. The ideological home address of
the Flensburg Movement was the national conservative camp,
whereas the Aabenraa Movement /the 'moderates'/ represented
a liberal stance. A party poli tical division line split the
Agrarian Liberal Party down the middle, with the majority of
those to the right in support of the Flensburg Movement, whereas
the Social Democrats, the Radical Liberal Party, and some
Agrarian Liberals lined up with the Aabenraa Movement.If^3The
king and his court, Conservative dailes and, gradually with
drawing from the declaration of October, also the Conservative
Party took an expansionist position on the issue. The Danevirke
Movement was in close contact with members of the royal staff
After the issue had been brought to a resolution, many of the
members in the Flensburg Movement, who represented high-ranking
people within Danish conservative politics, business, administration
and culture, came to accept the solution. The largest of the few
and otherwise insignificant groups that refused to recognize the
settlement was the DDD, Denmark, Danebrog, Danevirke, which
counted an unimpressive 4,000 members.^ Salomon concludes;
"Nevertheless, the call for a more southern borderline did not
receive sufficient popular and political support to exert any
influence on the Danish border policy. Danish controversies on
the borderline issue were gradually mitigated, and status quo
1 f)
became the shared policy on the location of the borderline.1'
In Norway, the Greenland issue gave rise to two pressure groups.
One of them, organizing those whose immediate livelihood was at
stake, i.e., the fishermen, took a quite matter-of-factly attitude
to the controversy; national supremacy ranked second to a
guarantee for future fishing-rights. The other group, the Greenland

League, elevated the issue to grand politics. For a few years,
between 1921 and 1924, the two interests converged into what
initially seemed to signal the organization of a popular movement.
However, since the fishermen took a lukewarm attitude to the plans
of the Greenland League of making the whole of the island into
Norwegian territory, they left the alliance with the young nationalists
and Nynorsk activists. A few years later the Greenland League was
further isolated from a mass appeal when the plans of forming a
nationwide organization did not receive any support from the
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Those who engaged themselves in what remained of the Greenland
League's local branches were primarily Agrarians and Liberals.
With very few exceptions they all belonged to the urban bourgeoisie
of the South. No peasants or workers joined the movement. Strong
nationalist feelings, blended with hopes of a bourgeois front
against organized labor, provided the political rationale of the
Greenland League. By the end of the twenties the Greenland issue
began to register opposition also among bourgeois circles.
Conservative Party Leader Hambro, for instance, turned his back
on the League and Liberal Party Leader Mowinckel became known
as a "soft11 supporter of the cause. Only the Agrarians stood
firm—the Greenland issue was employed as a means of strengthening
the party's nationalist image—and it was the Agrarian Hundseid
cabinet that formally sanctioned the wild-cat Norwegian occupation
of Eastern Greenland in 1932. Denmark responded by taking the
case to the International Court in the Hague, which found Greenland
to be a legitimate Danish territory. The most extreme remnants
of the Greenland League were to return to the political scene as
those who took part in the attempts of forming the National Bloc
in 1934 (see 6 .3.2 below).^
As a matter of fact, parallels between the Schleswig borderline
issue and the question of Aland's legal affiliation appeared in
Swedish newspapers during the course of the 'Aland Issue' in
1917-21. Inspired by events in Denmark (?)9 local government
officials in Aland organized a 'plebiscite' in the summer of 1919,
which showed that, out of the two thirds of the inhabitants that
turned out to vote, 95 percent was in favor of the island becoming
18
a part of Sweden.
But this manifestation, as well as the Swedish
efforts to oblige the people of Aland, were all in vain; Aland was
to remain under Finnish supremacy.
The party political grouping in the Aland debate displays a
pattern almost identical to the Danish configuration above. The
Conservative Party, which at this time represented a great many
farmers, launched an offensive to have the archipelago incorporated
with Sweden, and strongly criticized the Liberal-Social Democratic
cabinet for not taking efficient measures to that effect. Initially,
the Conservatives referred to strategic reasons for gaining control
over Aland; the island would become a vital component in Swedish
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defense against aggression from the East. Later on, national
overtones were to be voiced when the Conservatives motivated
their standpoint. The king did not take an idle position on
the matter, but he refrained from intervening too openly in
the political process. The press assumed a posture that reflected
the partisan alignment on the issue. When, in 1920, Sweden and
Finland began negotiating about the future of Aland, and the
League of Nations was brought into the picture, the Swedish
actors closed their ranks and the debate cooled off accordingly.
But after the League of Nations in 1921 ruled in favor of th e
Finnish case, the Aland question once again became an object of
party political division. In the 1922 debate on the budget and
government policy, Conservative Party Leader Lindman commented
the verdict of the League of Nations;

ffTo

the Swedes of Aland,

this verdict meant the destruction of their dearest national
aspirations to be reunited with the people to whom they belong
19
through the ties of the blood, language, and heart.11
Among the public at large, the Aland issue never produced any
political activity of magnitude. From 1917 to 1922 a total of
some ten to twenty public rallies in support for regaining Aland
were announced, but they never had much attraction on the masses.
This aura of indifference to the problem was also noted by the
observers sent out by the League of Nations, and that in fact
served to weaken the Swedish positions in the final decision on
20
the matter.
The three issues discussed above are not entirely comparable,
if only because Sweden and Norway were involved in a conflict with
a Nordic neighboring country, whereas Denmark's opponent was
Germany. Nevertheless, it is evident that expansionist nationalism
in the three countries did not take excessive proportions, and
that the phenomenon was to be found only in a limited circle
primarily comprising Conservatives in Denmark and Sweden and
Agrarians in Norway. This impression is also supported by another
issue of similar character as the Schleswig conflict, that of
Denmark's sale of three islands in the West Indies to the United
States in 1916. This sale, opposed by the Conservatives and some
Agrarians, was brought to a decisive referendum in which a meager
158,000 came out against, and 284,000 for the sale of the islands;
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the remaining 400,000 voters did not care enough to turn in
their ballots.21
Ä

-k
*

Norwegian and Danish nationalism of the late 19th and early
20th centuries was as much a concern of the left-wing
bourgeoisie as the Conservative elite. Nationalism in Sweden,
however, was linked mainly to the Conservative movement and was
therefore deprived of its mass-basis. The political history of
late 19th-century Scandinavia lies behind these differences.
Norway and Denmark went through a successful liberal transition
which challenged the Conservative monopoly of defining the "true"
national values. The strong counter-cultural element in Norway
was subsequently organized into distict political cleavages,
whereas Denmark's national romanticism was permitted to permeate
almost all political parties, not excluding Social Democracy. This
served to depoliticize nationalism as a source of conflict. In
Sweden, on the other hand, the ruling class did not concede its
position to the liberals, but to a combined Liberal-Social
Democratic opposition, which never took the trouble of revising
the national history of Sweden; if the Conservatives wished to
retain their political history they were most welcome since it,
in retrospect, was to become a burden to the Conservatives and
an asset to the democratic parties.
The implication of this within-Scandinavian divergency is
that ttßo-nationalism, which tends to further also anti-capitalism
and racism, was likely to become more prevalent in Swedish
nationalism compared to t hat of Denmark and Norway. It is quite
obvious that, at the mass level, the nationalist niche in
Danish and Norwegian politics was already occupied by the leftwing heritage, to which the DNSAP and NS evidently had
difficulties of adapting themselves. By contrast, it seemed as
if the neoconservatives in Sweden, and the would-be Nazi and
semi-fascist parties, were to be served with an opportunity for
mass response. Their plans were to be thwarted, however, and all
the more so in view of the fact that Kjellen's nationalist
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apocalypse signified somewhat of a break with the Conservative
9?
tradition. This was not good for a start since the Conservative
and to some extent also the Agrarian parties were the only
potential reservoir of Swedish popular nationalism (see further
5.4 and 6.4.2 below).

3.3:

Anti-Capitalism

Bourgeois anti-capitalism, distinct from the socialist variety
in that the former has its origins in the organic pre-industrial
economy, was more widespread in Sweden and Norway than in Denmark.
This rank-ordering is related to Scandinavia's economic
modernization in general as well as to the specific conditions
of agriculture in the three countries (see further 4.5 below).
At least during the twenties, Swedish Conservative Party
Leader Lindman's views reflected what the majority of his
constituents thought about economic concerns. Lindman honored
economic liberalism, but only to a degree. Private property
and free enterprise were inviolable for Lindman. He condemned
government ownership but not public interference in the economy
on the (perfectly correct) grounds that ownership was hostile
towards capital whereas interference could have a profitable
effect. Government interventions could be vindicated for reasons
such as protecting certain branches against international
competition, Swedish farming being a constant object of protective
trade barriers. In fact, Lindman accused even the Social Democrats
of being extreme liberals since they were strong opponents to

duty

on foodstuff and unwilling to shelter Swedish steel-works against
competition from low-wage steel producing countries. Lindman1s
protectionism should be placed in the conservative organic framework.
Society's "natural" interest was furthered by tariffs because then
weak enterprises could continue to operate, thus providing their
community of workers, functionaries and their dependents with
social security payments of sorts. In accordance with conservative
work ethics, there was nothing derogatory in drawing social welfare
as long as people toiled for it. National romanticism was not far
away when the Swedish Conservatives defended tariffs in agriculture.
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If the farmers were sheltered from the import of produce, the
regrowth of the peasant population stock would not be endangered.^
The official Conservative Party standpoint was questioned by two
factions, of which one, the staunchly anti-capitalist circle, was
to form the National Party in 1934. The other group was tied to
the party's ideological journal, in which distinguished scholars

voiced their clear-cut liberalism. This faction attacked its
party for taking part in, for instance, labor market legislation
which, from a liberal point of view, would prevent the optimal
use of the production factors.
The structure of the Danish economy compelled the Conservatives
to pursue a policy that in many ways was at odds with the party's
formal praise of capitalism. Only at the micro-level did the
Conservatives leave things at the whim of the market forces. For
instance, the party was not very prone to intervene against
tendencies of trust formations. But at the macro-level, in the
national perspective, the Conservatives were not willing to ease
their traditional demands for protective tariffs in the urban
as well as rural sectors. In complying with the interest of its
rural component (big farmers), the party advocated tariffs on
grain, an important cattle-fodder which the ordinary farmers
wanted at a favorable price. The Conservative industrialists
were in need of protective measures because their products were
designed mainly for the domestic market. To the overwhelming
majority of the peasants, the Conservative economic ideas were
unacceptable. Danish farming was an export business, and in
order to sell, the country had to advance competitive quotations,
which would not be possible if the farmers would have to work
with expensive and inferior domestic machines and tools. More
importantly still was to sustain a free trade climate between
Denmark and her partners, whose access to the Danish market was
part and parcel of that climate. It was this conflict pattern that
ruled out any lasting consensus between the Conservative and
Agrarian Liberal parties. The already strained relationship
between the two parties became even more tense with the forming
of the Agrarian Madsen-Mygdal cabinet in 1926. Madsen-Mygdal was
an ardent believer in liberalism. He held that industry's problem
was self-inflicted; it had to adapt itself to the lower price-level,
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not rely upon government subsidies and other artificial remedies.
On one score, the Agrarian Liberals agreed with the Conservatives.
Both the national and local budgets had to be cut back to a
"reasonable" level. In fact, the dissension between the Agrarian
Liberal and Conservative economic worldviews forced the latter
party to reach for temporary agreements with the Social Democrats,
whose interest coincided with the Conservatives insofar that both
parties wanted to maintain employment opportunities in industry.^
While the Swedish Conservatives were favorably disposed towards
ad hoc public interventions out of conviction, and the Danish out
of necessity, the Norwegian Conservatives stuck to their teaching.
Why was it that the Conservative Party in Norway came to embrace
economic liberalism with such esprit? The party not only opposed
controls of trusts, prices, and foreign trade, it also questioned
the licence permit design applied to multinational companies1
prospective operations in Norway, and that at a time of strong
national feelings. 25 Apart from the sheer economic explanation—
Norway's future as an industrialized country was likely to become
dependent on exports—the social basis of the party was more
homogeneous than that of the Conservative parties in Denmark and,
particularly, Sweden, which had to cater to the interest of an
agricultural component of considerable strength. In fact, by the
first decades of this century

the Norwegian Conservative Party

had become a party very much dominated by the East Inland in
general and Oslo in particular. The Conservative rural constituency
is not to be overlooked in terms of numbers, but its ideological
leverage was quite limited. In the urban setting two categories
of constituents were dominant, the higher civil-servants and the
business people. With the termination of the union the former
class lost much of its social standing and thus its political
clout, which was to be taken over by the industrialists

whose

position within the party was to leave sharp ideological marks.
As to the Agrarian parties, those in Sweden and Norway comply
with the traditional anti-capitalist image of peasants1 movements,
whereas the Danish party markedly falls out of the fold. In
Sweden; "One of the main theses in the Agrarian propaganda of the
early twenties was the anti-capitalist element. It was toned down,
though still present around the mid twenties, only fiercely to be
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9 fi

Anti-

capitalism in the Agrarian mold was vague on all scores except
perhaps for the party's anti-trust policy. "Common sense1', not
economic theory, often formed the rhetorical platform of the
party's campaigns. The pivotal ideas in the Agrarian economic
Weltanschauung had obvious ties with those of the anti-capitalist
faction within the Conservative Party, i.e., the group which
later was to form the National Party. Speaking with this semifascist party, as well as with the Agrarians and some of the
Conservatives, the government should never hesitate to intervene
in the economy if the national interest called for additional
regulations. But, again, the state was not allowed to make
infringements on private property—at all times, farms were
better off run by farmers than by bureaucrats. In the Agrarian
propaganda, the Conservative Party and big business were seen
as inseparable entities together responsible for the finance
capital's bleeding of the productive masses. Banking tycoons
were robber barons, spongers and enemies of the yeomanry and
workers alike. In its radical tinge, this harangue tentatively
served to bring the Agrarian Party closer to the Social Democrats
in the beginning of the twenties. It was a temporary shift in
sympathies, however, out of which nothing much could come. The
Agrarians, wary of competition from the anti-socialist freeholder
community within the Liberal Party, were still too prone to lapse
into rural extremism, lumping together the workers and Socialists
on the one hand and the industrialists and Conservatives on the
other as bedfellows out to harm agriculture. Conservative
protectionism was not satisfactory enough for the Agrarians,
who craved outright autarchy. Swedish business should cater to
its own internal market, to which domestic industry was to be
given precedence through high tariff-walls and other protective
measures. Lindman's national romanticist views on economic
problems were even more pronounced within the Agrarian Party
(see below on peasant romanticism and racism).
The schizophrenic posture of the Agrarian Party in Norway,
epitomized by its aversion to all government impositions except
for protective tariffs, reflects its dual heritage. The party's
'minimum-budget line' was an ideological residue from the
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mobilization of the peasantry against the bureaucracy during
the liberal wave of the late 19th century. The Agrarian economic
ideology was as simple as can be; the micro-level perspective
was imposed on the macro-level. Investments at the farmsteads
were conditioned by savings, which in part were dependent on
administrative cut-backs. The same rule of thumb should apply
to the governmental sphere as well. But the Agrarians overlooked
the global context in which the international capital knew of
no such things as borders. Thus, trade barriers became the
Agrarian solution to rescue the party's economic ideology
from falling apart. This protectionism was brought into the
party chiefly by the former Conservative East Inland wealthy
farmers, whose overtowering interest was to shield the grain
market from outside competition. This group together with the
Tr^ndelag farmers outnumbered the Agrarians from the West, the
former Liberals who were less wealthy and more orthodox in life
style. Also, nationalism and anti-capitalism were strongly rooted
among the small self-sufficient farmsteads of the West, where
mortgage banks were seldom heard of (and from). The economic
outlook of the Norwegian party was as naïve as that of the
Swedish Agrarians. They all wanted to safeguard their sector,
not necessarily the individual businesses; farming was a way of
life, not a way of making money. It was a national interest to
a development that
O1
as a leading Agrarian put it.
Norway's

reverse the trend of industrialization;
leads to the chasm,11

lf...

youth was to remain in its true element through a land colonization
program that would open up new holdings.
The Agrarian Liberals in Denmark could enjoy the rare pleasure
of fulfilling the intentions of the party program. The Agrarian
trade as well as finance policy were imbued with liberalism,
especially during Madsen-MygdalTs term as Premier. Free trade and
budgetary cut-backs made up the yardstick by which he went about
in trying to solve Denmark1s economic problems.^ Could this policy
be construed as a sign that liberalism had penetrated deep into the
minds of the Agrarian Liberal constituents? Or, was it the
comparatively healthy state of Danish farming that permitted the
Agrarian Liberal Party to take a liberal stance on economic issues?
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The Agrarian Liberals did not leave everything in the hands of
the market mechanisms, however. The Danish peasants1 movement
was a pioneer in Scandinavia within the field of producer co-ops.
Before the turn of the century the farmers had formed a tentative
structure of what was to become an elaborate network of dairies,
mills, slaughter-houses, and mortgage institutes run by the
farmers themselves. As to the spiritual side of the farmers'
organization, an impressive number of high-schools /folkehtfjskoler/
had been founded across the country. These schools were to provide
the sons and daughters of well-to-do freeholders and young adults
with an education based on less rigid curricula and a more liberal
ecclesiastic teaching than the public schools. The question is not
whether rural values were exalted within this organizational
framework, but whether they reached the level of Norwegian and
Swedish peasant romanticism, the cry for "back to nature.11 Did
the Agrarian Party call for a halt to the industrialization process
and a rural neocolonialism? No, they did not (of course). For one
thing, Denmark possessed no open frontier whatsoever, and, furthermore,
the property structure of the holdings had already been established
with a very limited margin of manœuverability to it. In due course,
what crofters there were became self-owning smallholders or left
their land to be incorporated into a holding of a bigger farm.
Some fifty percent of the Danish farmers in 1920 may be characterized
as relatively wealthy farmowners (see Table 4.8 below), whose
interest hardly coincided with that of a neo-colonialist. An
influx of urban people into agriculture would be detrimental to
the prospective expansion-plans of the farmowners; it would all
become as close as can be to a zero-sum game. A general inference
of this analysis is that without any free land waiting to be
cultivated, the Agrarian movement in Denmark lacked an essential
part in rural romanticism with all what that entails in terms of
pursuing a successful anti-capitalist aura among the electorate.
In contradistinction to the Agrarian parties in Norway and Sweden5
the Agrarian Liberals had a more matter-of-fact attitude towards
cheir branch. And as long as capitalism delivered sizeable income
there was no sense in renouncing it.
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Not all farmers in Denmark were on the receiving end of the
capitalist system, however. The smallholders found themselves
unjustly affected by the tax system in that the levy did not
discriminate much between those (the farmowners) who could
easily afford the tax rates and those who could not (the petty
freeholders). To many smallholders the ideas of the American
Henry George looked promising. He proposed that income from
labor should be exempt from taxation. Instead, the public sector
was to draw its revenues from the land rent, which undeservedly
was being raked in by the property owners. Of course, the big
farmers would not have anything of that, and the stage was set
for a split down the middle of the peasants' movement. In 1905,
the smallholders' movement, husmandsbevaegelsen, and a large
part of the Copenhagen intelligentsia got together to form the
Radical Liberal Party, leaving the mother party, the Agrarian
29
Liberals, with the wealthy farmowners.
Georgeist values were
prominent also in the Radical Liberal programs of later years.
But given the party's limited strength, a good ten percentage
points of the vote during the interwar years, nothing much
of the Georgeist ideals came about in practice when the Radical
30
Liberals, fully or partially, were m control of the executive.
However, with the assistance of the Social Democrats, the overall
mistrust of capitalism that the Radical Liberals harbored was
converted into certain regulations of the economy during the
teens. In retrospect, the Radical Liberal Odense program of
1905 may be seen as something of a check-list of what the Social
Democratic-Radical Liberal era of government managed to accomplish
prior to the Occupation. This is to say that anti-capitalism in
the Radical Liberal design had more in common with socialist anticapitalism than that of, e.g., the Agrarian parties in Norway and
Sweden. These parties would surely not have supported the Radical
Liberal demands for a progressive death duty, property taxes,
free trade, unemployment insurance, and a regulation of the working
:,ours. It does not come as a surprise then, that the Agrarian
. . 31
Liberals found this program outright socialist.
A heavily Georgeist inspired party, the Single Taxers existed
alongside of the Radical Liberals, but they never gained more than
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two percent of the votes during the twenties. The party was quite
evenly represented throughout the country, and its 25,000 ballots
were polled mainly among former Radical Liberal smallholders. The
Single Tax Party was truly anti-capitalist—it rejected the right
of property of natural resources, be it land, water, etc.; man
should only claim right of possession, liable to be terminated
if not correctly used. Apart from this, the Single Taxers were
ultra-liberals; the state should stay out of the way in next to
every respect. 32
It is tempting, though somewhat misleading, to draw parallels
between the Single Taxers in Denmark and the Radical People's
Party in Norway, sometimes known as the Worker Democrats. True,
they were of comparable strength during the twenties, both leaned
on the support of the smallholders and had obvious ties with the
Radical Liberal and Liberal parties in Denmark and Norway,
respectively. However, within the Radical People's Party
"... Henry George's teaching was met with interest, but it was
never included in the party's program.'33 Nevertheless, Georgeist
ideas did leave a few traces in the Radical People's Party's land
and property program. The party was formally founded in 1906 on
the basis of the philanthropical wing of the labor movement in
which the Liberal Party had been deeply involved. It was this
tradition that the Radical People's Party endeavored to maintain.
But the party's balancing between the Socialists and Liberals was
a futile enterprise. Indeed, among the public at large the Radical
People's Party was seen as nothing but an appendix of the Liberal
Party, and that was an accurate observation. In a way, the Radical
People's Party became the Liberal Party's replacement among the
smallholders in the East Inland. The Radical People's Part'- did try
to expand beyond the East, but the results were discouragi-Ideologically, the party had much in common with the Radical Liberals
in Denmark in that they both held that the government had an
obligation to provide the citizens with social goods."l^th the
political polarization of Norway during the twenties, which made
itself felt strongly in the East Inland, the Radical People's
35
Party began falling into oblivion (see further 5.3.1 below).
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Not counting the Independence Movement in Southern Jutland,
which displayed signs of anti-capitalist values (see further below),
no extraparliamentary anti-capitalist movements of import existed
in Scandinavia during the early 19th century. Since the vocational
branch of the farmers1 movement was an integral part of the
Agrarian parties they have not been discussed separately.
*

*

*

In Sweden, both the Conservative and, particularly, the Agrarian
Parties were strong adversaries of capitalism. The Norwegian
Agrarian Party, like the Swedish but unlike the Danish, was even
prepared to work for a means that would put an end to industry's
expansion. What bourgeois resistance against the evils of capitalism
existed in Denmark was concentrated in the Radical Liberal Party
and, to some extent, in the Conservative Party.
As to the whys of this inter-Scandinavian difference, the general
level of economic development must be given precedence over other
potential explanations. Already in the beginning of this century,
Denmark had her most hectic industrialization phase behind her,
whereas Sweden and Norway were in the midst of their transitions
from a rural to an urban society during the teens and twenties,
Norway's ordeal being more profound than Sweden's in the twenties.
A response of frustration and hostility was only to be expected among
parties which, not without reason, found the farming sector to possess
a potential for becoming something big. Other factors that may have
contributed to the macro-level variation, like Denmark's comparatively
low level of industrial concentration, will be elaborated upon in
Chapter 4.
Similarities between the anti-capitalism of the Norwegian
Agrarian Party and the Swedish Agrarian and Conservative parties on
the one hand and that of the Nazi and semi-fascist parties in
Chapter 2 on the other, are easily pin-pointed. The organic
perspective on the economy, vividly represented among the Swedish
Conservatives, can be detected in the programs of the right-wing
extremist parties. The Swedish Agrarian Party's diatribe against
bankers was later echoed by the Swedish Nazi Party; "The breaking
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of the supra governmental financial powers1 command of our
people and our life sources.11 Moreover, the Agrarian parties,
like the radical rightist parties, were the repository of an
inveterate aversion against the official rural bureaucracy only
mitigated if government provided tariffs and other functionally
equivalent varieties of handouts (see 6.3.2 below for the 1933
program of the Swedish Agrarian Party).

3.4:

Anti-Democratism

The more entrenched the democratic traditions are, the harder
it becomes for extremist parties to make inroads among the
electorate. Trivial and tautological as this may seem at first
glance, it is of interest in a comparative perspective. Democratic
strength, in that it taps an array of underlying socio-political
factors, is but one of the independent variables likely to add
to the explanation of party successes and failures. So, how
deeply rooted was democracy, fiercely slandered by the four
diehard parties in Chapter 2, by the time Scandinavia approached
the crisis of the thirties?
In a formal sense, only Norway could boast about having had mass
democracy for any extensive period of time. Sweden has the least
resplendent democratic record; Denmark falls in between the other
two countries.
The constitutional highlights are as follows; Parliament as a
representative organ was introduced in 1814, 1849, and 1866 in
Norway, Denmark, and Sweden, respectively. Parliamentarism made
its final breakthrough in 1884, 1901, and 1917 in Norway, Denmark,
and Sweden, respectively. The Danish king, however, could not
refrain from tampering with it in 1920. Manhood suffrage was first
introduced in Denmark (1849), followed by Norway (1898) and
Sweden (1908). Universal suffrage was in effect as of the 1915
Storting election, the 1918 Folketing election, and the 1921
Riksdag election. Thus, only some ten years prior to the worst
crisis in the modern West, a majority of the Scandinavian MP:s
refused to entrust all of their subjects with the right to re
elect or reject them.
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Voting turnout, the only straightforward national indicator
of political participation available for this time period, is
yet another indicator of the relative backwardness of Sweden.
The average level of turnout in the Riksdag elections held from
the introduction of universal suffrage through the twenties was
fifty-eight percent. The corresponding figures for Norway and
.
37
Denmark were sixty-five and seventy-eight percent, respectively.
In Denmark, the coming of democracy met resistance from the king
and the Conservarive Members of Parliament, especially from those
of the Upper House, the Landsting. In the aftermath of Parliament's
victory over the Right in 1901, the contours of the united
Conservative Party that constituted itself in 1915 began to take
shape. Without the backing of the Court, the Conservative group
in Parliament would be reduced to an insignificant element,
numerically as well as politically. For one thing, the majority
elections in single-member districts threatened the very future
of a conservative party. So, in exchange for a PR system, a few
leading non-aristocratic Conservatives agreed to take part in the
negotiations for the new democratic Danish Constitution, which
was passed in 1915 and in force as of the 1918 election.
This support-—or resignation—did not come easily, however. As
late as 1914 the two Conservative caucuses of the Upper House
blocked the constitution bill by practising walk-outs, thus making
Parliament incapable of forming a quorum. Eventually however, the
politics of stalling gave way to the politics of 'conservative
guarantees.1 The Conservatives managed to have the lowering of the
voting age to the Folketing elections introduced gradually, and,
instead of being abolished altogether, the reserved seats in the
Upper House for royal appointments were to be transformed into a
system in which one fourth of the chamber was elected by the
retreating House. According to the Conservative Upper House Leader,
these 'guarantees1 had the prospects of becoming functionally
equivalent to a census design—votes in relation to income—which
was the initial Conservative proposal in the negotiations. More
than a third of the Upper House Conservatives voted nay on the bill,
whereas with one single exception all Folketing Conservatives supported
it. But the Lower House Caucus Leader was eager to state that this
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should not be construed as a Conservative endorsement of the
principles of the Constitution; "The party as an entity is not,
and has never been an adherent of the superiority of universal
suffrage upon which this Constitution is built, and, as we see
it, its application does not give satisfactory protection to
the social interests which, from a Conservative vantage point,
one wishes to protect.
With universal suffrage and parliamentarism as an ineluctable
fact, the Conservative forces in Denmark were in need of an
ideological and organizational face-lift. The new party had to be
founded on the basis of liberal democracy and the growing middle
classes in the cities and countryside, not on the organic and
paternalistic ideas of the estate owners and higher civilservants. A strong defense force and protective tariffs could
not continue to be the only issues the Conservative Party should
profess. Six months after the new Constitution had been passed
in Parliament, the Conservative (People's) Party was formed on
the basis of a program that bore the mark of a compromise between
the old and new wing. In the twelve-clause program, democracy was
paid a formal tribute in the eleventh thesis. The comment that
was attached to the wording of thi s thesis had a pessimistic
aura to it. The extended franchise might become a hazard to
society's peaceful development if the Social Democratic and Radical
Liberal parties did not consider their responsibility for the
unity of Denmark and the liberty of her citizens. ^
How strong was this recently aquired democratic conviction
among the Conservatives? Already in 1920 it was to be put to a test.
What was to become known as the Easter Crisis emanated from three
main sources, seemingly unrelated to each other, but on a closer
examination all determined by bourgeois dissatisfaction with the
Radical Liberal-Social Democratic government. First, Radical
Liberal Premier Zahle would not accept the king's and the
Conservatives' expansionist policy on the Schleswig borderline
issue. Second, the Agrarians and Conservatives felt that the dere
gulation of the war-economy went too slowly. Third, measures had
to be taken to prevent a major labor market conflict from breaking
out in April.
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When king Christian X intervened and called upon Zahle to
announce an election the Premier did not oblige; Zahle and the
incumbent parties were in the midst of making the Folketing
pass an amendment to the election law that, partly at the expense
of the Agrarian Liberal Party, would benefit the Radical Liberals.
The king subsequently discharged the Zahle cabinet and installed
an "independent11 conservative government. While the Social Democrats
and their newspapers flashed news of a coup d'etat, the Conservative
Party issued a communique saying that the king, in a perfectly
constitutional way and in accordance with the parliamentarian
order, had made an appeal to his subjects; "He has dismissed the
ministers who have intruded between himself and the people and
obstructed the Crown in complying with the popular will." The party
then strongly pleaded for "all responsible and patriotic citizens
to unite in protection against the subversive and nationally
AO
disintegrating movements in our country.
In the concluding
sentence of the statement Social Democracy was identified as the
subversive movement. In the Conservative press the king was even
more vehemently defended and the hatred against the Social Democrats
even more bluntly expressed. Incidentally, the tone in the Agrarian
Liberal newspapers was also relentless towards the royal
obstructionists, whereas the official Agrarian position was
somewhat low-keyed and marked with embarrassment. After all,
41
it was this party that in 1901 had won Denmark parliamentarism.
In a sense, the Easter Crisis was a watershed in the development
of democracy in Denmark. Neither the new Constitution of 1915 nor
the fresh start of the Conservative Party had done very much to
change the attitudes of great sections of the Conservative movement.
Had the ideological transition been more profound, the king's
doings in the crisis would have met some expressions of doubt among
the Conservatives. Not so. Most likely, king Christian would have
gotten away from Conservative criticism with a much weaker case than
just by legitimizing his dismissal of Zahle with the prime minister's
refusal to call for an election at the caprice of the bourgeois
triumvirate. Since none of the involved parties, let alone the king,
was said to have profited from the outcome of the Easter Crisis,
the political healing of the nation progressed surprisingly fast.
Already in 1924, the Social Democrats, upon being asked by the
king to succeed the Agrarian Liberal cabinet, revised their way of
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referring to the crisis from that of a 'coup d'etat1 to an
'episode1—yet another proof of the "sound opportunism" that
distinguished the Danish labor movement^ This Social
Democratic moderation, and the soft profile adopted by their
first cabinet, was to affect the Conservative Party in a
similar way. In the course of the twenties, democratic values
made their final breakthrough among the Conservative elite
(see also 6,4.2 below).
With the possible exception of the Independence Movement in
Southern Jutland, there were no anti-democratic organizations of
strength in the extra-parliamentary arena during the twenties.
The Independence Movement, led by Cornelius Petersen, arose from
rural discontent owing to the problems that followed upon North
Schleswigfs reunion with Denmark. The movement was not pro-German,
on the contrary. Instead, it advocated an extensive autonomy in
order to free the farmers from politics in general and the
bureaucracy in particular. In the 1926 Folketing election, the
Independence Movement ran its own candidates in Southern
Jutland where it polled three percent of the vote. After 1927
the movement began falling apart; some sections were to wind up
in obscure fascist groupings (see further 5.3.1 below)
In Sweden, the king and the Conservative Party represented
the organized opponents to democratic reforms. Especially the
Conservative Party of the Upper House spared no efforts to bloc
Liberal and Social Democratic bills calling for the extension of
the suffrage—a sense of déjà vu is imminent.
A mixture of normative and empirical considerations served to
persuade the Conservatives in their anti-democratic cause. A series
of editorials published in 1912 in the leading Conservative news
papers attacked the fundamentals of democracy. Because of its
erroneous acclaim of social equality, democracy would result in
disdain of expert knowledge. Furthermore, it was stressed that
democracy puts incompetence or, at the best, mediocrity in the seat
of honor. The ideological journal of Swedish Conservatism, Svensk
Tidskrift, was worried about the fact that democracy did not
recruit the nation's best, but those men who master the game of
intrigues and mass suggestion. Such tricks were bound to pay off
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since the masses did not have satisfactory political education,
. . .
.
.
. .
44
nor the intellectual abilities to judge in political matters.
Here, as in many other contexts and fora, the strong influence
of the French Reaction on Swedish Conservatism is readily apparent.
Swedish Conservatives, like Gösta Bagge, later to succeed Lindman
as Party Chairman, were swayed also by well-known scholars such
45
as Pareto, Mosca, and Michels.
Political parties were inept in
ruling a nation since their own internal democratic process tended
to derail into oligarchy, which furthered, e.g., corruption, nepotism,
and patronage. Ironically enough, here the Conservatives steered
themselves into a contradictionary impasse. What guarantees could
the Conservatives produce against oligarchical trends in their
own cherished system? To rely upon a selected few performing their
noblesse oblige without any private greed whatsoever would be to
return from an empirical to a normative way of reasoning.
The Easter Crisis did have its predecessor in Sweden in 1914.
Karl Staff1s Liberal cabinet clashed with the king, Gustavus V,
on defense appropriations. Aided by the queen, the Conservative
Party Leader of the Upper House, and sections of the military, the
king indirectly forced Staaff out of office. The event which
precipitated the government's fall became known as the 'Courtyard
Crisis1; using in full his prerogatives as Chief of State, king
Gustavus delivered a supportive reception speech to the Farmers1
March organized to endorse a stronger defense force.
The 1917 election thrust the Liberals and Social Democrats into
a majority position in Parliament. Only after having received tacit
consent from the Court that the king would refrain from making and
breaking cabinets did Liberal Leader Eden accept the job of forming
46
a Liberal-Social Democratic government.
It is, by and large,
appropriate to mark the inauguration of the Eden cabinet as the
definite breakthrough of parliamentarism in Sweden. But that should
not be construed as the concomitant downfall of Monarchy.
Intermittently, the king1s influence loomed large in the background,
particularly when one cabinet, as a result of an election, was to
be altered by another.
How was this development, and the subsequent extension of the
franchise enacted by the Eden cabinet, received in Conservative
quarters? Söderlind set out to answer those questions by looking into
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Conservative press editorials from 1918 through 1922. In his
English summary, he comes to the conclusions that;
"Criticism of parliamentarism occurs in all the
Conservative newspapers investigated during
almost the entire period... These papers consider
the parliamentary theory or 'doctrine' as a foreign
imported article, entirely unsuited to Swedish
conditions... Swedish parliamentarism implies
the rule of the Riksdag; this, at least at the
outset of the investigated period, is a usual
accusation... Parliamentary government is unpractical,
divorced from reality and sterile; talk of its
'bankruptcy' both in Sweden and abroad is a
recurring theme in the Conservative press of
these years... Criticism of Riksdag despotism is
reinforced by frequently repeated charges against
the Riksdag for insufficient competence and lack
of responsibility. But incompetence is also
considered an outstanding feature of parliamentary
governments.11^
And, as to the democratic system in general, the Conservative
Party press;
"accept democracy in so far as they do not advocate
a new constitutional struggle nor urge the
Conservative party to devote their energy to a
revision of the constitution in an anti-democratic
direction. Their acceptance is obviously tinged
with resignation and constraint... Charges against
the Swedish party system for its alleged rule by
minority and clique occur in the years 1919-1921
but scarcely at all in 1922. Criticism of the
Riksdag on various points also reaches its peak
during the first years of the investigated period.
It should therefore be justifiable to speak of
a successive falling-off of anti-democratic
criticism."
The inevitable question to ask, then, is; when did Swedish
Conservatives ultimately concede the fight against democracy, and
begin to protect it? According to Torstendahl, the Conservative
Party was never to align itself with the aotive democratic forces!
In fact, Torstendahl rejects Söderlind's conclusion (quoted above)
that there ever was a decrease in Conservative anti-democratic
propaganda output during the twenties. In Conservative periodicals
of this time, only one (1) article explicitly came out to defend
the democratic principles—it was written by a scholar who soon
was to leave the party. What appreciative references to democracy
did surface among the abundance of criticism were only lukewarm;
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it was a form of government that had to be accepted for want
of a better system. Even Party Leader Lindman, considered a
liberal, was ambivalent in his attitudes towards democracy
49
throughout the twenties.
Most of the old 19th-century Conservative blame on democracy
was sustained and carried over into the interwar years. Because
of its naïve beliefs that man possessed equal abilities badly
needed talents were wasted within politics and beyond. Second,
the functioning of democracy had proved unreliable. Too many
cabinets had fallen during the twenties, which had crippled
severely the executive power of the nation. Was a "Strong Leader11
the solution to the problem? All essays in the Conservative
journals unanimously agreed to a strengthening of the executive
at the expense of the legislature. The concrete proposals ranged
from ministerial governing to royal absolutism to outright
dictatorship. Many Conservative ideologues did not shun even the
idea of a "state-of-emergency dictatorship11 in Sweden, but as
pointed out by Lindman, who was not entirely appalled by the idea,
such moves were dubious since it would be difficult to reinstall
traditional democracy once the crisis no longer called for
extraordinary measures. The question of a "state-of-emergency
dictatorship" being somewhat academic, the authors discussed
the topic only in general, oftentimes vague words. Conservative
feelings about Mussolini's and Primo de Rivers1s dictatorships,
on the other hand, were mostly sympathetic. The loss of liberal
freedom was excused by the progress in every-day life the
Italians and Spanish people were said to enjoy.
Also within the Agrarian Party, which during the teens had been
formed out of secessions from the Conservative Party, democracy
was viewed with considerable suspicion during the twenties. It was
a skepticism more than a criticism; democracy was desirable but not
altogether feasible. While the Conservative attitude towards
democracy grew out of ideological considerations, the Agrarian
position was guided by pragmatism. If the primary sector stood
to gain from a democratic system, it could count on the support of
the Agrarian Party. However, with the stepped-up urbanization
process, it became more and more difficult for the farmers to get
their say in politics, and they often felt themselves badly treated
51
by the majority m Parliament.
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Fully aware of the fact that the farming population would
continue to dwindle, and hence their political clout diminish,
the Agrarian Party advocated an executive power standing above
party interests. During the twenties, the theme of the articles
in the Agrarian publications underwent a gradual change, both
in intensity and content. Parliamentarism was roundly scoffed at
in the beginning of the decade when many authors, solemnly
praising the spirit of the Farmers1 March, banked on the king as
the true national leader. An Agrarian editorial of 1925 ended
saying; "The democrats have draped the king's dignity in a fool's
hood—let us give him back the symbol of the ruler—the purple
mantle.11^ This royalism was to give way to the idea of cabinets
composed of non-political experts, whose executive duty did not
have to abide by party doctrines. A few years later (about 1932),
the non-political format was dropped in favor of a grand-coalition
expert cabinet—the party came to realize that the probability of
an expert beyond agriculture having an Agrarian party-identification
approached zero. In the grand-coalition expert government, the
parties were to contribute with their most suitable capacities for
53
cabinet appointments (most likely according to a Proporz design).
Norway did not lack anti-democratic traditions; it was just that
hers were much more intricate in character and linkage to political
actors compared to the heritage of Swedish and Danish anti-democratism.
In these countries, democracy's chief antagonist was conservatism
in its most genuine brand, i.e., the rejection of the idea of
government was to rest on popular superiority. Basically an
egalitistic society—no noble estate owners and a defunct civilservant estate—Norway was spared from a conservative movement of
the aristocratic imprint. The Conservative Party in Norway was to
accept the fundamentals of democracy long before the Danish and,
particularly, the Swedish Conservative parties did. For instance,
the Norwegian party de facto came to adjust itself to
parliamentarism in 1889, and the major Conservative internal
faction during the 1890s attacked its party from a right-wing
angle.-^
In fact, rather than speaking of Norwegian anti-democratism we
should discuss anti-parliamentarism, which, for different reasons,
had penetrated into alt bourgeois parties with the possible exception
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of the Liberal Party. The distinction between the two concepts
may be subtle, alright. Some anti-parliamentary movements, like
the Patriotic League, were to be carried away in a direction
that eventually led to a questioning of the very raison d'etre
of democracy. But there was also a tradition of anti-parliamentary
ultra-democratism, which was championed by those who wanted the
Storting to get off their backs so that they could mind their own
businesses through frequently held referenda, etc?"*
Undoubtedly, the radicalization of the Labor Party after World
War I was a major cause to the anti-parliamentary surge in the
twenties. But it was not the only one because this branch of
anti-parliamentarism may be traced back to the first years after
Norway1s "independence" from Sweden; and to the people in and
around the National Liberal Party in particular. In their opinion,
the peaceful dissolution of the union was brought about by a
political unity that, in effect, had proved political parties to
be superfluous; to go back to tedious party bickering was
uncalled-for. A bewildering loosely knit syndrome of former Liberals
and a few Conservatives, the National Liberal Party strove for a
military rearmament and a corporatist organization of the
representative functions cast in a framework of extreme liberalism
(cf., Chart 2.2 in Chapter 2). Such obviously incompatible goals
(liberal corporatism!) were not likely to be achieved within the
existing party configuration, which partly explains why the
National Liberals opted for the 'Strong Leader format' of
government?^ Themselves socialities of sorts—sophisticated
liberal intellectuals and East Inland big farmers—the National
Liberals were in the market for a non-political national leader,
a popular hero.^ Until his death in 1924, Christian Michelsen,
Premier in 1905-07, was the obvious choice as Norway's leader,
and Fridjof Nansen his heir apparent (see further below on the
Patriotic League-National Liberal attempt at installing Nansen
as prime minister of the 'National Cabinet'). This exaltation of
the leader was brought into the National Liberal ideology by
the one-time Liberals, not Conservatives.^® As a matter of fact,
remnants of the leader cult were still discernible within the
Liberal Party of the twenties although the bulk of the phenomenon
had already been taken over by the National Liberals.^
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The Agrarian Party was second only the National Liberal
Party in scoffing at Parliament and parties^

The common

conservative antipathy against parties per se was very much
alive within the Agrarian movement, and many ordinary hard
working farmers had preferred not to see their party founded at
61
all on that summer day in 1920.They entertained apprehensions
as to what good could come out of yet another split in the
bourgeois block. This skepticism was nourished by the failure
of the non-socialist parties to respond appropriately to the
'Communist threat.T

Agrarian attacks on the Labor Party were

merciless, at least as expressed in their papers. The editorials
of the main Agrarian paper, Nationen, frequently referred to
sturdy anti-Communist measures taken in other countries as
62
worth considering by the Norwegian authorities.
Anti-parliamentarism in the Conservative mold is much harder
to come to grips with than that of the National Liberal and
Agrarian parties. Mistrust in Parliament was not at all an
63
uncommon feature among Conservative MP:s and papers.
In
addition, the relatively sympathetic references to the Continental
anti-democratic movements that appeared in Conservative papers
were in stark contrast to the official party line. This is but
one example of the ideological heterogeneity that characterized
the Conservative Party during the twenties (see further below).
*

*
*

The state of interwar Swedish democracy leaves one with an eerie
perspective. As late as 1930, two established parties—representing
some forty percent of the electorate—were, at most, halfheartedly
committed to the principles of democracy. Of course, the values
and ideas reported in this review were those of the Conservative
and Agrarian elite, and they need not necessarily be identical
to the values and ideas of the parties' voters. But one is hard
put to believe that the Conservative and Agrarian masses of interwar
Sweden possessed deeper democratic beliefs than their leaders—
more likely, the situation was the other way around^

The Danish

democracy, on the other hand, was in a much more healthy condition.
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Most, if not all, of the anti-democratic sentiments were confined
to the old wing of the Conservative Party. But, in the course of
1915 to 1920, this group of estate owners and civil servants lost
much of its position within the party. What 'politicai influence
the old Conservatives retained after 1915 was severely reduced
in the wake of the Easter Crisis. In contradistinction to the
Agrarian parties of Sweden and Norway, the Agrarian Liberals—
the victorious party of the 1901 Transformation—were completely
free from anti-democratic leanings. The Norwegian democracy led
a perplexing life. It was widely supported, yet its institutional
mechanisms strongly criticized, especially by the National Liberals
and Agrarians. Also the Conservative Party lined up among the
slanderers of Parliament. But, in a Scandinavian perspective, the
Norwegian Conservatives were quite liberal.
The low status of the national assembly is remarkable in all
three countries. But the causes of these ambiguities vis-à-vis
Parliament varied, as did the implications. In Sweden, large
sections of the Conservatives and Agrarians did not approve of
the bicameral Riksdag, rather they would have preferred to see
the old, four-estate non-democratic Riksdag kept intact. In effect,
their criticism of Parliament reflected an ambivalence toward
mass democracy as such. Much of the same way of reasoning may be
applied to the old wing of the Danish Conservative Party. It shared
with the Swedish Conservatives the dislike in principle of
egalitarian democracy, and they all believed in the legitimacy
of royal interventions in the government process.
The short and limited experience of mass democracy in Sweden
was in part compensated by the country's tradition of a
representative system of government; while Denmark and Norway had
grown accustomed to a culture encouraging each individual to take
active part in politics, Sweden had developed a group-oriented
fi S
process of articulation. Of course, the two formats are perfectly
compatible with each other, and the aforementioned observation is
meant to be interpreted in terms of differences of degrees, not
characters. This Swedish tradition of government by interests
rather than subjects had its roots in the semi-liberal economic
and social conditions accompanying the Constitution of 1809 and
its concomitant civil rights (see 3.2 above). The institutional
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expression of Swedish government, the four-estate Riksdag and
extensive local self-determination, was to secure a slow and
gradual incorporation of the free peasantry. In a similar vein,
the stepwise extension of the suffrage during the first two
decades of this century was a guarantee for continuity and helped
moderate the political branch of organized labor.
While the Riksdag (and to some degree also the Folketing) was
attacked for being democratic, the Storting was under fire for
not being democratic enough. All bourgeois parties in the Storting
complained about the weakness of the executive, the cabinets, but
few were prepared to do anything about it. They had a mutual
interest in safeguarding the cornerstones of society (a liberal
economy, Christian beliefs and values, etc.), but when it boiled
down to its administration the consensus was gone. It was the
complexity of Norway's cleavage system—center vs. periphery,
language, and temperance—that ruled out inter-party cooperation
of any stability and durability. With the radicalization of the
Labor Party, the already dissatisfied citizens outside the countercultural heartland became even more disillusioned with their
representatives in Parliament. To those voters, it seemed absurd
to be discussing trivia like the percentage of alcohol in beer
when the future of bourgeois Norway was endangered. Instead, they
held that the some sixty percent of the vote that the bourgeois
parties had been entrusted with should, in accordance with the
plain rule of plurality, be converted into an efficient executive.
It was this widespread feeling of anti-parliamentarism that provided
the Patriotic League, primarily an anti-socialist movement, with its
congenial background.
It is evident that when the extreme right-wing parties entered
the scene they did not introduce anything entirely novel into the
political debate. It did not take the DNSAP, NS, and SNP to make
bourgeois Scandinavia aware of malfunctions in the executive branch
of government. Cabinet crises were part of every-day politics
during the twenties (cf., Chart 7.2 below). And, at least as a
concept, 'Strong Leaders' were not alien to the Scandinavians.
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3.5;

Anti-Socialism

The end of World War One did not signal the coming of a peaceful
Europe. On the contrary. The October Revolution in Russia, the
Finnish Civil War, the Spartakist Revolts, Soviet Poland, and
Mussolini's seizure of Rome were all violent reminders of how
deep the social and political

cleavages ran in Europe. Scandinavia

was no exception, but it got away with hunger riots, strikes, and
lots of rumors of imminent revolutions. Many felt that something
had to be done to protect society from a Communist take-over;
it was high time to get organized in defense of bourgeois values.
Parliament and parties were not to be relied upon; action—not
words—was long since due.
All possible permutations of the relationship between fascist
and socialist strength have been suggested in textbooks on fascism
and its causes. In the case of a power equilibrium between the
working class and the bourgeoisie, the zero-correlatiori situation,
the capitalists were supposed to unleash their ultimate weapon,
fascism. According to the negative-correlation theorem, fascism
is likely to make inroads wherever socialism is weakly represented
among the workers and the middle classes. Finally, fascism is
viewed as a bourgeois counterrevolutionary measure, its extent
and intensity being positively related to the strength and
radicalism of the labor movementP^
Theories should be judged by their explanatory and predictive
fruitfulness, not by their fancy design. Consequently, the first
proposal may be brushed aside on the grounds that it offers
insurmountable methodological problems. One may find empirical
cases to support both the negative and positive correlation
theorems. In Sweden, where the fascists polled about one percentage
point of the vote, the socialists controlled more than half of the
electorate, which implies that the parties had recruited voters
beyond the working class proper. In Weimar Germany, where the
NSDAP obtained eighteen percent of the votes in 1930, the socialists
not only trailed their Swedish comrades by a margin of more than
ten percent, they were also bitterly divided, with a revolutionary
party polling some thirteen percent of the vote.
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Whenever two seemingly contradictory theories turn out to
yield empirical proofs, there must be a paradox hidden somewhere.
At a closer examination, this confusion stems from the incomplete
premises, and the dynamics, of both the negative and positive
correlation theorems.
First, if indeed the prerequisite of the socialists becoming
strong enough to fight back fascism is the support also from among
the middle classes, then it follows that the socialists will have
to take on an ideological moderation down to a degree that to no
small extent is indirectly defined by the right-wing1s sense of
what is "tolerable" socialism. Second, the idea that fascism is
positively related to the strength and radicalism of the socialist
movement falls on its own premises; radical socialism has never
been strong, at least not in a popular sense. But radical socialism,
or Communism, has been sufficiently potent to provoke fascist
tendencies among the bourgeoisie. If only there were more than a
handful of empirical observations to fall back upon, we could
venture to suggest that fascism covaries with a Communist party
of considerable strength, say ten plus percent of the electorate.
Without adopting the rigid theory of Ernst Nolte, which tends to
seek an equilibrium between fascist and Marxist strength, and
67
equivalences in their practise,
we will argue that the history
of Scandinavian socialism—and anti-socialism—must be an integral
part in any subsequent analysis of fascism in Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden (also see 4.7 below).
Our focus will be on extra-parliamentary anti-socialism because
such phenomena were likely to serve as an organizational reservoir
of the fascist parties, in a way similar to the Stahlhelm movement
becoming an asset to the NSDAP.
The forming of the Patriotic League, Fedrelandslaget, in 1925
was directly engendered by the political polarization process
Norway went through after WW I. While practically all European
socialist parties took to the revisionist course, the Labor Party
in Norway joined the Comintern in 1919. A section of the Third
International, the party now had to pave the ground for a
revolution: in that work it could (or, had to) count on aid from
Moscow. With the arrest of Labor leaders returning from the U.S.S.R.
with their luggage containing gold rubles, and similar incidents,
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rumors among the bourgeoisie soon had it that the revolution
was just a question of time. What is more, those rumors were
nourished by Labor leaders themselves, particularly during the
general strike in 1921, Although Labor voted itself out of the
Comintern in 1923, people's minds were still in a state of
political unrest. As far as the industrialists and farmowners
were concerned, Tranmael and his likes were still Communist
infiltrators. And, as a matter of fact, the Labor Party stuck
to its radical vocabulary—or was provoked to do it—all the
way up till 1933 (see further 7.3 below).
But even more aggravating to Lehmkuhl, Nansen, Michelsen,
and their hard-core nationalist cohorts, was the political
paralysis of, and infighting among, the bourgeois parties which
caused one minority cabinet after the other to fall. Under no
circumstances was the Liberal Party willing to enter a bourgeois
coalition government. That would simply result in the Liberal
Party losing votes both to its left-wing satellite party, the
Radical People's Party, and the Labor Party. Also, the whole idea
was an historical tour de force—the Liberal and Conservative
parties, the archrivals in Norwegian politics, under the same hat!
The Conservative Party was not altogether appalled by the grand
coalition format, but it was wary of Agrarian class egoistic
politics, and Party Leader Hambro agreed with the Liberals in
that it would be a potential catastrophe innate in forming a
united bourgeois front against the labor movement. Besides, such
an accommodation of the Patriotic League would serve to legitimize
the need for an extraparliamentary movement. In the end, only the
Agrarian and National Liberal parties were favorably disposed
towards the National Cabinet, Norway's one and only salvation
according to the Patriotic League.
In its appeal to the Norwegian citizens, the Patriotic League
stated its main tasks to be; "The elimination of revolutionary
activity through enlightenment measures. To demand respect for
law and right in every instance. The country should be built
upon the law without outside interference in our government. To
promote understanding and solidarity between cities and countryside,
and between social classes. To raise our people's political and
68
social development on a national and democratic basis.
Among
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the 900 people who had signed the appeal were prominent members,
not leaders, of the Agrarian, Conservative, and National Liberal
parties. Some Liberals and Radical People's Party sympathizers
had also supported it. The appeal's general intention being
apparent, it nevertheless had a tentative aura to it.
Revolutionary activity was to be cured, not simply prohibited
as in the National Liberal program (cf., Chart 2.2 in Chapter 2).
That, and the name of Michelsen—the grand old man of the Liberal
movement—on the petition, may account for the Patriotic League's
initial support also from within the Liberal camp. To Labor, on
the other hand, the Patriotic League was but yet another fascist
organization. Events were to make this description fairly accurate.
Less than a year after its inception the Patriotic League
presented the Liberal government with a petition that called for
outlawing Labor and the Communist Party. The demand was not only
turned down out-of-hand, it also backfired. Liberal supporters of
the Patriotic League turned their back on the movement, and it no
longer stood a chance to gain a foothold in the center of Norwegian
politics. The Patriotic League flatly denied reports that had it
that the organization was losing members as a consequence of the
abortive proposition.
In 1926, the Patriotic League was up for yet another debacle.
The movement announced Fridtjof Nansen, the legendary polar
explorer, as the national leader who would be prepared to assume
the responsibility of uniting the country. The 'Nansen-scheme',
a "state-of-emergency government11 of sorts, was rejected both by
the Liberal and Conservative parties; "... you can't make a
premier out of any skier," Conservative Leader Hambro commented^
He and the Liberals realized the danger inherent in the Nansen
government. It would legitimize Labor's threats of extraparliamentary measures to gain political power.
In the period between the 1927 and 1930 elections, the Patriotic
League continued to work in pursuit of a bourgeois cooperation
across party lines. The organization attacked the Conservative
Lykke cabinet to make it resign in favor of a coalition. This, and
a plan initiated by the Patriotic League to make itself a recipient
of the cash contributions that business by tradition had been
giving to the bourgeois parties, made Hambro outraged.
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The 1930 Storting election was a veritable bourgeois landslide,
and the Patriotic League did its

utmost to push for a coalition

between the Conservatives, Agrarians, and Liberals. But it was
all in vain, and patience was running out within the movement.
It now turned its resentments towards the very fundamentals of
democracy, Parliament and parliamentarism. The right-wing mood
within the Patriotic League grew even stronger with the forming
of Quisling's NS in 1933, in that it threatened the rationale of
the Patriotic League, which indeed lost a considerable number of
members to the Nazi party. "The leadership of the Patriotic
League youth branch pointed to the difficulty of maintaining
the enthusiasm and activity among the members when they did not
have more concrete goals to relate to. It called upon the Patriotic
League leadership to run its own candidates in the 1936 Storting
election. If the Patriotic League leadership did not respond to
this demand it risked losing some of the most active youth
branch members to the NS."^ A few months after the 1933 election,
which resulted in a resounding Labor success, the Patriotic League
violated its leading idea and opted for the party format.
In its 'Norwegian Program1, the Patriotic League took a distinct
step to the right; "National and moral resuscitation: a merciless
and broad-scale fight against Marxism, materialistic wickedness
and all imported uncultural ingredients. The State must exact
unconditional loyalty from its servants. The defense forces are
to be strengthened and modernized. The order, labor peace, social
justice, and equality: a judicial system exclusively based upon
the law. A Labor Act which arranges the organizational problem on
a corporative and national solidary basis. Prohibition of lockouts
and strikes. Governmental settlement of all labor disputes^
Also, the executive was to be given more power, and the Storting
sessions were to be reduced to half of their present time. Among
the Labor movement and the Conservative and Liberal parties, the
reorganization of the Patriotic League was seen as an irretrievable
alignment with the far right.
The history of the Patriotic League as a political party is a
history of failure. In 1934, the NS, Patriotic League, the Agrarian
and National Liberal parties got together to form a National Bloc
(see further 6.3.2 below). It was never to materialize but the
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Patriotic League and the National Liberals decided to run a
joint ticket in 1936• They polled upwards of one percent of the
vote. As the Patriotic League entered on its downhill course,
it became more and more desperate and isolated. The organization
was to become tangled up in incidents that had to do with how
the Patriotic League looked upon events in the Third Reich. And
the movement was not successful enough in convincing the Norwegians
that the integrity of the organization remained untarnished. The
Patriotic League ceased to exist in 1940.
It is a moot question whether the Patriotic League was a
fascist movement or not. The organization itself did not put forth
an elaborated goal-conscious program pertaining to various social
sectors. And it did not make much difference to the Patriotic
League if the government was guided by a Liberal, Agrarian or
Conservative program as long as it claimed allegiance to bourgeois,
national and Christian values, and could serve as a common
denominator on which to form the 'National Cabinet Against A
Communist Norway.1
Like many other movements that operate from the idea that the
ends justify the means, the Patriotic League was carried away in
a direction which lent itself to be evaluated only in hindsight.
When the 'Nansen-scheme1 failed and the call for outlawing the
Socialist parties boomeranged, many leaders in the Patriotic League
came to realize that the plans were inane form the beginning. An
ex post rationalization or not—what if the plots had succeeded,
like in Finland where the fascist Lapua movement accomplished
to have the Communists banned, would Norway still have counted
as a liberal democracy with freedom of speech, assembly, and so
forth? Norland, in his extensive account of the Patriotic League,
argues that; "Ever since 1925, the movement had rejected the idea
of a dictatorship, and this policy was sustained...11 72 It may very
well be that the Patriotic League denounced outright dictatorship,
but what guarantees did the organization have that the effect of
its proposals would stop short of resulting in a dictatorship?
It was repeatedly stressed by Patriotic League leaders that the
Führer-format in Germany and Italy was alien and unsuitable for
Norway. To this the Conservative paper Stavangeren commented;
"How does one go about to create a fascist state without a
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Mussolini or Hitler, and without telling anybody?1

73

It is

also well worth noting that Hitler was never ardently condemned
by the Patriotic League. Instead, drawbacks and excessive
violence in the Third Reich were excused by reference to the
miserable conditions of the Weimar Republic. In an editorial
on Germany after 1933, the Patriotic League weakly, ABC, argued ;
"A Communist movement, resorting to violence, class terrorism
and dictatorship, will meet opposition in every society—should
meet opposition if society is viable and not voluntarily
prepared to be slaughtered. As a rule, these counteractions should
be organized by the State itself and rest upon the law. But if
the State neglects its duty, others may assume it to prevent
society from disintegrating.11 ^Since the situation at home, as
the Patriotic League saw it, was not much better than in Weimar
Germany, a totalitarian regime in Norway could conceivable be
warranted.
The diverse political home address of the Patriotic League
members has sometimes been taken as a pretext for the League not
being a fascist movement. This is a dubious approach. First, the
party affiliation of the Patriotic League members is, and forever
will be, uncertain. Second, those who enrolled in the Patriotic
League may first have left their previous sympathies behind for
good. Third, members of the Patriotic League who remained true
to their movement after 1933 could by no means have been unaware
of the Patriotic League's turn to the extreme right-wing. Fourth,
the Patriotic League was not a party based on the mass-membership
representational format, in which the rank-and-file defined the
program in the final analysis. Not only was the Patriotic League
a fascist movement, it could also qualify for inclusion under
section 3.4 above; in its rabid fear of Communism, the Patriotic
League was prepared to go beyond elementary democratic means.
The size of the Patriotic League membership body cannot be
verified by internal records. They were burned after April 9, 1940.
Reports of its strength appeared irregularly in Patriotic League
newspapers. In the course of 1927, the number of members was said
to have increased from forty to seventy thousand. In 1929, close
to one hundred thousand people had sought themselves to the Patriotic
League, and the six-digit mark was passed in 1930. The great majority
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of the members were to be found in the cities of the East, South,
and West.75 How far from the truth is the reported number of
members? The fact that the Patriotic League daily, Norges Fremtid,
did not stay in business for more than two years (1930-32), does
not necessarily reflect the strength of the movement. Norway's
newspaper distribution system of those years left much to be
deserved for the national dailies. Since the Patriotic League
reached its all-time high membership figure shortly after Labor's
decision to delete its program clause about abiding by the popular
majority will, one is ready to believe that the official numbers
are not too distorted. Furthermore, if the National Rescue, an
organization in which activity was essential, could manage to
attract 30,000 members (see below), then the Patriotic League,
in which lipservice alone qualified for inclusion, very well could
have succeeded in recruiting nearly one hundred thousand followers—
numbers comparable even to those of the Labor Party.
The relationship between the Patriotic League and the bourgeois
parties has already been hinted at above. The Liberal party was
antipathetic, whereas the parties that took part in the negotiations
on the National Bloc were, by and large, sympathetic to the Patriotic
League. The Conservative Party's attitude is more of an open question.
At the Conservative grass-root level the Patriotic League made
considerable progress; among the Conservative leaders the movement
aroused mixed feelings. Hambro was adamantly against the Patriotic
League, whereas J. Bratlie, former chairman and one-time prime
minister, came out in defense of the movement. But already at
the 1927 Conservative Convention, the Hambro faction succeeded
in having the majority of the delegates pass a statement which,
for all intents and purposes, condemned the Patriotic League.
No anti-socialist political mobilization of the bourgeoisie
in the extra-parliamentary form of, e.g., a Patriotic League took
place in Denmark or Sweden in the twenties. But common to all
Scandinavian countries was the industrial mobilization of the
bourgeoisie; if society's values were not to be saved from
socialism, the least one could do was to protect one's own valuables.
For one thing, the strike wave in Scandinavia 1918-23 (see Table
4.11 in Chapter 4) had to be curbed. Steps to that effect had already
been taken in Weimar Germany, where the Technische Nothilfe 'had been
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set up to provide corporate managements with scabs, and to
counteract Communist activity in other appropriate ways. This
organization was to serve as a model for the Danish National
Rescue, which later influenced to the forming of identical
organizations in Norway and Sweden.
The DNR, Samfundshjœlpen, founded in 1920, was the work of
high officials in the Danish Employers' Federation. They, as well
as other leaders of the DNR, had had indirect or even first-hand
experience with the October Revolution and the Finnish Civil War.
The purpose of this so-called

fnon-political1

organization was

to command enough manpower to expediently intervene in cases
when strikes imposed threats on "vital social interests.11
Financially, the DNR was assisted by banks, shipping companies,
and other large enterprises. The most extensive assignment
the DNR ever faced occurred already in 1920 when the transportation
workers went on strike.

Sanctioned by the conservative "Easter-

Crisis government11 the organization recruited 1 ,800 teamsterreplacements to the Copenhagen harbor and 4,500 people to man the
merchant fleet. This was to become a propaganda victory for the
DNR. Before the end of 1920, it counted some 7,000 active members,
a great part of them being conservative college students, together
with businessmen, functionaries, academics, and some workers.
Throughout the twenties the Danish National Rescue leadership
remained true to conservative beliefs and anti-Communism, but it
was considered less extreme compared with the leaders of the
sister organization in Norway. When, after 1922, the Danish
labor market cooled off the DNR lost much of its rationale and
thus its strength. In addition, the coming of the Social Democratic
cabinet in 1924 spelled difficulties for the organization. Formally
76
it was dissolved in 1942.
Representatives of the Danish organization were consulted by
the would-be leader of the Norwegian National Rescue, Samfundshjelpen,
Colonel Fougner, and the Liberal cabinet which, together with six
leading industry associations, was brought in as an active party
in the formative negotiations in 1920. The purpose of the NNR was
to; "keep society's vital enterprises in operation by voluntary
work-forces" in the case strikes were launched by the labor movement.
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Fougner's original plans also included the establishing of
an armed auxilliary unit, a political gendarme corps, but the
government disapproved of the idea. However, the official
authorities pledged themselves to furnish police and military
protection when the strikebreakers were called out for missions.
Furthermore, the NNR secretariate was granted status as an
official government agency under the auspices of the Department
of Trade. But, as in Denmark and Sweden, the great bulk of the
NNR1s revenues came from banks, shipping companies and other big
enterprises.
Like all National Rescues, the NNR claimed status as a nonpolitical organization; "The Norwegian National Rescue does not
act politically and will not look after the interest of specific
groups. Its task reveals society's expression to maintain
important functions when work stoppages ram society..."^ 'Nonpolitical' or not, the following samples of speeches held at NNR
rallies in Bergen testify to the extreme right-wing character of
the organization;

ffWe

now know for sure that our foes, by

revolution, arms, corruption and violence in next to all contexts,
will attempt to overthrow our country's nearly 1,000-year-old
history and ruin its Constitution, built on law and order and
handed over from fathers to sons. They will turn our country
into a province or vassal state of another, to us inferior and
wildly odd, in fact an illiterate state society—a SlavicMongolic society with all its bestial brutality, preferably a
worldwide despotic society, mainly led by Jews.1'® And, as if
not enough; "Does anyone of you believe that men like Scheflo,
Furrubotten, Krogh, Hilt, Tranmael, and whatever these Bolsheviks
are called, who more or less blindly bow to Moscow—that 3rd
International with its Jewish, Slavic, and Mongolie regime, that
they who betray their fatherland and faith, are well suited and
capable of creating Norwegian popular happiness?... that those
men, with their slave instinct who praise brutality and wish
civil war, can give Norwegian workers and everyone else of us
more freedom, work, happiness, and joy of

living?"^9

The NNR's most hectic period occurred in the first years of
the twenties when strikes were the order of the day in Norway.
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Commanding sixty local branches, the NNR was said to count
30,000 members at that time. It was at its strongest in the
East and South. As the organization tended to lose momentum
after 1923, Colonel Fougner again pushed for turning the NNR
into a para-military outfit. Incidentally, it had already
been militarized covertly in Bergen, where 800 troopers had
collaborated with the police department during the general
strike in 1921. Fougner's request was turned down both by
the industry and the Conservative Lykke cabinet. Fougner
responded by taking the remnants of the NNR, and minor local .
militias such as the Burgher's Society and the Anti-Bolshevik
Club, under ground. Be that as it may—in 1929 the Liberal
government declared the militia an official police reserve
force. This move was probably taken as a security measure to
curb potential working-class upheavals. It was this government
that succeeded Norway's first Labor cabinet, which—after
19 days /sic!/—was forced out of office as a result of
pressure from the banking community. The labor movement
regarded this as nothing but a coup d'etat?®
Nationwide, the military NNR recruited about 10,000 members,
Oslo being the stronghold par excellence with 3,000 to 5,000
militiamen. 8^ All members were assigned to clandestine cells
upon being screened by the commanders. Shipowners, industrialists,
and businessmen formed the NNR leadership. The organization was
never called out for action, but was said to have been put on
alert during the nineteen days of Labor rule in 1928. When, in
1935, the Labor Party took over the government for the second
time, the NNR and other private militias were outlawned, and
effectively so.®^ Before being banned the NNR had aided the
Peasant League, the economic interest organization of Norway's
wealthy farmers, in the formation of a rural strikebreakers'
organization—the Liberty of Labor—which operated in the East
Inland forestry districts.
The Swedish National Rescue, Samhällshjälpen, was formed in
1921, reached its activity peak in the mid twenties, started to
dwindle away after 1931, and was finally dissolved in 1944.®^
Its ties with the Danish National Rescue are easily discernible.
On a visit to Denmark the Swedish Employers' Federation Chairman
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briefed his board on the DNR. Shortly thereafter Lieutenant
Colonel Grafström in Malmö was asked by the Employers'
Federation to organize what would become the first SNR local
84
branch.
It is also likely that experiences from the general
strike in 1909, when militiamen apart from acting as guards
were recruited as strikebreakers, animated to the establishing
of the SNR.^~*
"The aim of the National Rescue is... to volunteer workforces
and supplies to the disposal of the national authorities in
order... to ward off nuisances... stemming from work stoppages
86
(strikes and lockouts), natural disasters and other causes.11
(Natural disasters occur once in a century in Sweden.) The SNR
was very eager to emphasize its neutrality; the organization
would not side with any party in the labor market, and was in
no way a common strike-breaking squad. This non-alignment was
purportedly guaranteed by the organization's statutes, which
said that all SNR interventions had to have prior consent from
the national authorities. However, the SNR's one and only
assignment in its history (according to the internal records)
was sanctioned not by the national but a city government.
Moreover, Social Democratic newspapers claimed knowledge of
a number of instances when the SNR covertly had coordinated
and monitored the recruitment of scabs to private companies hit
by strikes. Financially, the SNR leaned on contributions from
companies, membership dues, and gratifications from private
citizens.
The ideological framework of the SNR, as it is spelled out
in its propaganda pamphlets, revolved around the regular antiCommunist rhetoric. Moscow was the conspirational center of
World Communism, to which Sweden was tied through her fellowtravellers. They were said to be paving the way for a Soviet
Sweden by propagating class struggle, creating discontent and
disorder iii the labor market.
In 1926 through 1929 the SNR counted about 18,000 members.
From 1930 the membership cadre began tapering off, leaving the
.
.
.
8 7
organization with less than 8,000 followers m 1938.
The
members were divided into an active and passive category. The
former was to make itself available for work if the need arose
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whereas the latter only had to make token cash contributions.
Incidentally, dues, not work, was the criterion for raising
suggestions and voting rights at SNR meetings. Forty-two out of
fifty-eight SNR district leaders were military officers. Whitecollar workers and lower non-coms dominated the SNR rank-and-file,
which also counted business and estate owners, managers,
physicians, and farmers. Despite the heavy military representation
88
in the SNR,
there are no data available that hints towards
the SNR being, in part or full, a paramilitary outfit. Nothing
is mentioned about the DNR in that respect either.
Except fo>r the SNR, there existed an array of regional and
local organizations that assumed the combined role of employment
agencies and anti-socialist trade unions. The net effect of this
format almost invariably turned out to be a strikebreakers1
organization. Most of these ten plus organizations counted their
members in the hundreds. A few, notably the Save the Crop and
Liberty of Labor, founded in 1920 and 1923 respectively, were
of some significance. Indeed, the Liberty of Labor in an inflated
report claimed its membership figure to hover around the 18,000
mark during the thirties, whereas the Save the Crop may have had
close to a thousand members at its disposal in the mid twenties.
Both organizations were linked to the rural setting. The Save
the Crop was intended to provide for manpower in the event of
a farm laborer strike. For obvious reasons, this organization
was confined to southern Sweden. The Liberty of Labor, on the
other hand, was to be found up in the forestry districts of the
North. Headed by Conservative MP Frändén, the Liberty of Labor
was a reaction; "... against socialist command over the ancient
Swedish liberty of being able to work undisturbed, and to rule
89
over one's assets in accordance with law and tradition.11
The concrete background of this organization, as well as of its
namesake in Norway, was the problem that came with both owning
forests and being part-time employed by big forestry companies.
Of course, these people were not very prone neither to join the
union or demand higher wages since they occasionally needed a
hand in their own forests. The Liberty of Labor went further than
just supplying forestry companies with strikebreakers. Roads and
building construction sites in conflict were also manned by people
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sent out by the Liberty of Labor, primarily seasonally
unemployed smallholders/lumberers. The organization was
vehemently defended in Conservative circles, both in
90
Parliament and in the party s newspapers.
A Danish blackleg organization comparable to that of
the Swedish Save the Crop was founded in 1921. Formally, it
was independent from the National Rescue, but in practice
the rural organization operated very much like the DNR. It
was during the earlier half of the twenties that Denmark's
agricultural business faced many labor disputes. The large
land owners did their utmost to stop labor from organizing
the farmhands, and it came to open confrontation between
agriculture and organized labor in connection with the many
transportation strikes between 1920 and 1925. The strength of
the rural strikebreaking squad was relatively modest. At the
most, some 500 "volunteers11 were recruited to replace teamsters
c
and other positions vital to Denmark's export of farm products.
The only known Swedish militia faintly comparable to the
militarized section of the National Rescue in Norway, the
Stockholm Voluntary Air Defense Force, was set up in 1927
with the purpose of assisting the police department in the
event of (airborne?) subversive riots. The clandestine Munck
Corps, as it was to be known after its leader Lieutenant
General Bror Munck, included about 2,000 armed men (cf., the
3-5,000 troopers in the NNRfs Oslo corps). It was never called
out for any large-scale action, however.
The Munck Corps fell apart on a petty technicality in 1931.
A former leader of the Fascist Fighting Organization, to which
the Munck Corps allegedly was affiliated, filed three
consecutive police reports with the Stockholm Chief charging
the militia with illegal possession of firearms. By so doing,
the erstwhile fascist leader hoped not only to discredit his
one-time comrades, but also the Chief of Police, who would be
hard put to repudiate previous knowledge of the Munck Corps.
Lieutenant General Munck was subsequently found guilty of
illegally possessing 200 weapons, and was sentenced to a
moderate fine. The Munck Corps was done for, but some of its
members reported for duty in the official police reserve force,
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organized by the new Stockholm Chief. When the Munck affair
was brought to the floor in Parliament, Conservative Party
Leader Lindman praised the militia as a manifestation of
admirable patriotic spirit. At about the same time militias

92
were banned in Norway, they were also outlawed by the Riksdag.
If the Munck Corps was a pathetic parenthesis in Swedish
interwar anti-Communist history, then the Danish National
Corps, founded in 1925, was but a paper tiger which would
have passed unnoticed had it not been for a correspondence
leak.
Inspired by Italian fascism, a group of military officers
formed the National Corps to support anti-parliamentary
movements. It was believed to be in liaison with the Peasant
Corps, an even more insignificant organization in Southern
Jutland aided by Petersen's Independence Movement. When a few
officers in the reserve, who were said to belong to the
Peasant Corps, wrote some officers asking them about what action
they would take in the event of a coup d'etat, the government
indicted Cornelius Petersen. Also, Captain Miller and a few
comrades of his in the National Corps faced charges with having
planned this "coup," but they were later acquitted. The National
Corps was afflicted by incessant splits, and it would be
surprising if it ever reached more than, say, one hundred
93
members before falling apart for good in 1932.

It is evident that anti-socialism was more widespread and
intense in Norway than in Sweden and, particularly, Denmark. The
extra-parliamentary right-wing political mobilization of the
Norwegian bourgeoisie organized into the Patriotic League had
no counterpart elsewhere in Scandinavia, and the industrial
mobilization met a more favorable response in Norway, where the
NNR recruited 30,000 members compared to 18,000 in the SNR, and
7,000 in the DNR. Finally, Norway experienced a seriously potent
para-military corps whereas both the Munck Corps in Sweden and
the National Corps in Denmark did not gain much stability and
strength.
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Ideologically, the intimate ties between all the antisocialist movements and the Nazi and semi-fascist parties are
obvious. The Patriotic League, like the National Liberals and
the NS, wanted to see a ban imposed on the "Communists,11 cardcarrying members as well as radical Social Democrats. Furthermore,
they all craved a corporatist system to end parliamentary twaddle
(compare the Patriotic League's 'Norwegian program1 with Charts
2.1 and 2.2). However, like the National Liberal Party, but unlike
the NS, the Patriotic League refrained from anti-Semitic outbursts.
That was not the case for the Norwegian National Rescue, at least
not if the speeches quoted above are representative of the
movement's stance on racial issues. As a rule, the National
Rescues of Denmark and Sweden did not indulge in active political
propagandizing, at least according to the available sources. Also,
we know little about the individual links between the DNR, SNR,
Save the Crop and Liberty of Labor on the one hand, and the
extreme right-wing parties on the other. Even if all the national
and local Nazi leaders were found to have had a past record in
the strikebreakers' organizations (a not too far-fetched
assumption), it would not be a sufficient ground for defining
these organizations as fascist movements. For the Patriotic
League and all the para-military corps, on the other hand, we have
ample indicators suggesting that many members of these units were
to flock to the fascist parties; those movements were true
antecedents of fascism in Scandinavia.
The within-Scandinavian variation in the magnitude of antisocialism springs from two main causes, of which one, the
comparatively worse state of the Norwegian economy, will be
discussed in section 4.3 below. Here, the nature of the bourgeois
and socialist parties will be stressed in a political explanation
of the differences. At the core of this explanatory proposal lies
the conception that the Norwegian bourgeois party configuration
was so hampered by cross-cutting cleavages that it left its
right-wing in a vacuum at a time when left-wing radicalism put
extraordinary strain on the political situation. The Danish and
Swedish party systems, on the other hand, were more unidimensional
and covered most, if not all, of what ideological sentiments there
were amongst the voters.
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In the eyes of the Patriotic League, it was the Liberal
and Conservative parties that had to bear the brunt of the
blame for the country's inability to obliterate the Communist
menace. Even if the Liberal Party's position was not excusable,
it was understandable that the party was not willing to pay
the price of having its wings severely clipped just to see the
National Cabinet realized. But the Conservative Party, it seemed,
had no votes to lose had it joined a bourgeois coalition, so,
as far as the Patriotic League was concerned, no extenuating
circumstances were at hand for the Conservatives' refusal. To
plead ideological second thoughts about the bourgeois front was
not going to satisfy the extremists. They could not accept the
fact that the Conservative Party under Hambro had come a long
way on its liberal course. Norwegian Conservative values at
the elite level were almost of th e laissez-faire liberal cut,
and thus at odds with the conventional idea of regulating the
market economy. In a bourgeois coalition, the party would have
to cope with internal demands calling for government intervention
in the rural sector. Still worse, these demands would not even
have been compatible with each other. The Agrarian and Liberal
parties, in representing the well-to-do farmowners and small
holders respectively, could not come to agreement on the matter
of which agricultural branch should be pampered and/or sheltered
from imports. Also, a clash between the Conservatives and Liberals
on the licence permits to exploit Norway's vital natural resources
would have become inevitable. And, on top of this, a bourgeois
coalition would have been crippled by infighting between the same
pair of parties on the issues of alcoholic beverage, language,
and religion (cf., 3.2 above on the cultural traditions of the
Liberal Party). Indeed, the National Cabinet did not have much
going for it.
Now, our comparative perspective suggests that the Danish and
Swedish Conservative parties were more steadfastly anti-socialist
and hence more complaisant towards their right-wing than the
Norwegian sister party. As for the Swedish party, there is more
than circumstancial evidence in support of such a notion. The
Conservatives came out in defense not only of the private militias
(which the Norwegian party was reluctant to do), they also did
their utmost to aid the anti-socialist trade unions. The Liberty
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of Labor, for instance, was led by a Conservative MP.

The

breaking of the Social Democrats' dominant position within
the unions was in the front of Conservative politics. Not
until the trade unions and the Swedish Employers1 Federation
signed the collective bargain agreement in 1938 did the
Conservative Party lessen its criticism of the unions. It is
much more uncertain whether the Danish party was more antisocialist than the Conservative Party in Norway. True, the
barrage of the Danish party's election campaigns in the first
part of the twenties was aimed at the labor movement, and from
1922 to 1928 a Conservative of the old slant was caucus leader
.
9
4
in Parliament,
but whether this was enough to satisfy the
Conservative constituents cannot possibly be determined.
Anti-socialism does not exist in a void. It is likely to
covary with anti-capitalism and anti-democratism, and indeed
the two latter factors were found to be more prevalent in
Swedish Conservatism than in the Norwegian. Moreover,

a stronger

anti-capitalism and anti-democratism may serve to compensate
for a possible low-keyed stance on anti-socialism. The message
of this exercise is that the Danish and Swedish Conservative
parties had an untarnished image, whereas in Norway the rightwing had at least three reasons to be disappointed with its party.
Bourgeois disunity was not unique to Norway, however. In
Sweden the Liberals became (all too) well-known for practising
the 'alternating-majority formula1 to have their propositions
passed by the Riksdag. In Denmark the Radical Liberal Party was
part of the center-left bloc, not a bourgeois "allied." True,
grumbling about Liberal 'betrayal' was heard also among Swedish
and Danish bourgeois circles, but it never resulted in any
serious attempts to copy the Patriotic League. The acute needs
were simply not at hand; neither in Denmark nor Sweden did the
Social Democratic parties impose threats on the 'established
order.'
The history of Scandinavian Socialism in the twenties is well
95
documented elsewhere, and need not be recapitulated here.
Suffice it to point out a few dissimilarities between the
revolutionary Labor Party in Norway and the revisionist Social
Democratic parties in Sweden and Denmark. In practice, Labor in
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Norway did not reconcile itself to the parliamentary way of
gaining power until 1928, whereas the Danish and Swedish
Socialists had taken part in a center-left coalition already
in 1913 and 1917, respectively. Of course, this lag was due
to the Labor Party's alignment with the Comintern from 1919
to 1923, and the ideological residues that this era left
within the party. The nineteen-day experience with the
trappings of power was to set off yet another period of
Labor radicalization. At the 1930 Congress, the party deleted
the program clause about working on the basis of a popular
majority will. In Denmark and Sweden liberal democracy had been
accepted already in the beginning of the century, if not earlier.
In sum, a paralyzed bourgeois bloc and a radical socialist
movement add up to the most important immediate explanatory
factor of the strong anti-socialist wave in Norway of the
twenties.

3.6:

Racism and Anti-Semitism

Scandinavia, whether seen as a geopolitical entity or viewed
separately in terms of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, probably
ranks among the most homogeneous polities in the modern West.
None of the countries has provided the necessary raw materials
for religious, linguistic, racial or, even, cultural conflicts
of any seriously disruptive nature. In this comparative perspective,
the two minorities of import in Scandinavia—the German speakers
in Southern Jutland and the Lapps in northern Norway and Sweden—
have been objects merely of limited and transient political
crises.
In the absence of cultural minorities one would assume that,
at least in politics, Scandinavia was spared from religious and
racial prejudice; it would seem reasonable that there was not
much political mileage in trying to play off the vast majority
against some insignificant minority community. For the citizens
it was, or should so be, all too evident that a few 'aliens'
could not be held responsible for any social deficiency of
magnitude. On the other hand, microscopic or even non-existing
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threats may be exaggerated or invented. And in Scandinavia,
where homogeneity had fostered a pressure for uniformity,
racism and anti-Semitism occasionally came to light in the
political debate.
Due to the very nature of the topic and the disparate
character of the data, caution is of the essence in comparing
the extent of racism and anti-Semitism among the three countries
prior to the Nazis entering the arena. Nevertheless, the analysis
below will permit us to conclude that racism and anti-Semitism
were far more widespread in Sweden than in Denmark and Norway.
In 1930, close to 80,000 foreign born people lived in
Q{%
Sweden, 90,000 in Denmark, and 35,000 in Norway.
Fifty to
eighty percent of them, however, were born in a Nordic country
or in North America, the latter most likely being returned
Scandinavian emigres and their offspring.
Official statistics on minority relations in Scandinavia—
there mere existence being proof of the pressure for uniformity—
show that in 1920 the Mosaic Congregation amounted to 5,947,
1,457, and 6,469 members in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden,
respectively.97 Ten years later, the number of constituents
was 1,359 and 6,653 in Norway and Sweden, respectively.98
Thus, the common anti-Semitic outcry of the twenties that hordes
of Jews were about to flood the Scandinavian countries was sheer
nonsense. In comparison with the size of the official state Church
body, which more or less equals the total population in the three
countries, these figures are almost negligible. However, the
Mosaic Congregation was the largest non-Christian community in
Stockholm and Copenhagen (and probably Oslo as well). The Jewish
minority in Denmark was almost completely concentrated in the
Capital, whereas seventy-five percent of the Swedish Jews lived in
Stockholm, Gothenburg, and Malmö. In other words, only an
infinitesimally small fraction of one percentage point of the
inhabitants in Scandinavia had a cultural heritage that deviated
markedly from that of the majority. Legal immigration from the
Third Reich to Denmark between 1933 and 1937 on the average
amounted to 2,500 subjects a year.^ In those years, some 600
Germans annually left for Sweden J

Merely from this general

expose of the ethnic situation in interwar Scandinavia, it is
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apparent that racism, anti-Semitism, and other kinds of
cultural intolerance should have been superfluous in the three
countries.
"The notion of the Nordic race's purity and superiority over
other races was astonishingly well accepted during the twenties.
It was not just a matter of xenophobia and anti-Semitism in the
traditional cut, rather a teaching of humanity's ordering into
races, genetics, and cultural development.11^ Race biology and
race hygienics, eugenics, went through a revival of sorts in
early 20th-century Scandinavia. Though the quotation above
refers to the Swedish case, it is true also for the Danish and
Norwegian situation, with the qualification that eugenics did not
penetrate as deeply into various public branches, and was sooner
to lose its force in the latter countries, at least m Norway.102
In 1921, a unanimous Riksdag granted physician Herman Lundborg
and his associates funding for the establishing of an institute
for race biology. "Its task would be to preserve the population
stock by counteracting the spreading degeneration taking place
in all nation-states, which, according to the authors of the bill,
came to light in

fthe

enormous and never-ending cost increase

stemming from defect, abnormal, criminal, and asocial individuals.111
Of course, this institute was warmly welcomed by the plain antiSemites, whose ideas now got scientific blessing. That caused a
few Social Democratic and Liberal MP:s to report second thoughts
about LundborgTs undertakings. His colleague in Norway, Jon A.
Mj^en, had a more difficult time in convincing the Storting about
the need of eugenics research. It was not because of resistance
from any particular party; Mjç<enTs friends and foes were to be
found in all parties. The aversion against Mj^en stemmed from
the scientific debate that arose in connection with his book on
eugenics being published in 1915. Mj^en was accused of being a
scholarly dilettante. Be that as it may, one year later Parliament
decided that Mj^en's discipline was to be taken care of under
the auspices of the Department of Genetics, University of Oslo.
This solution was believed to be a guarantee against possible
irregularities in the application of eugenics J^From 1920 to
1931, Mj^en issued a genetics journal, Den Nordiske Rase, in
which W. Johannsen, Denmark's leading geneticist, was a regular

1 QO
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contributor until his death in 1927.105
In Sweden, remarks of racism and cultural intolerance often
surfaced in official reports written by government authorities
and police departments in borderline areas of the country. For
instance, Finnish "red11 refugees from the Civil War were nothing
but a bunch of criminal degenerates as far as the authorities
in the constituency of Norrbotten were concerned. In classified
memos, the Department of Foreign Affairs asked the Swedish
embassies in the Soviet Union in 1919 and Germany in 1924 not
to issue visas to Jewish applicants. And in 1923, the Department
added

fReligious

Denomination' to all visa application forms. No

explication was given for this addendum. The same year, the Social
Welfare Board brought forward racial considerations on immigration
legislation. It was of profound import, the Board argued, that
the racial, linguistic, and religious homogeneity of the nation
should be kept intact for the future. Immigrants who were unable
or unfit to be assimilated into the population stock, should never
be permitted to enter the country.^6in the 1929 issue of the
Swedish Army Soldier Manual, distributed among the draftees,
right-wing officers had left this political remark: "It is in
the racial character of the people that our ability and power
ultimately rests... Admixture with a race not equally valuable
is therefore one of the major threats to an advanced population."1
Whether similar remarks are to be found in Norwegian and Danish
official records is hard to say since such notes, if indeed public
are often identified by chance. At any rate, nothing is mentioned
about semi-official immigration policies, etc., in Mendelsohn's
extensive work on the history of the Norwegian Jews]®® A
comparable source on the situation of the Jews in Denmark does
not refer to covert anti-Semitism in the routines of government
authorities.109
The need for systematic data on anti-Semitism in Scandinavia
makes itself felt even more strongly as we turn to the private
sector. Of course, instances of anti-Semitism in letters to the
editor, political cartoons, poetry, novels, motion pictures, etc.,
are easily pin-pointed. But, for want of reliable measures of anti
Semitism and racism, we have to do with reported impressions of
the phenomena, and, needless to say, they vary. Mendelsohn, for
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example, comes to the following conclusion of his analysis of
anti-Semitism in the Norwegian press during the twenties; "It
would be wrong, however, to believe that anti-Semitism in
110
Norway was widely spread.11
But, according to Dahl; "... the
race-biological prejudice against this micro-minority was more
111
widespread than one is willing to recall today.11
The same
tendency to play down the extent of anti-Semitism often appears
in Danish accounts of the problem, whereas Swedish references
rarely bring forward an insufficient anti-Semitic background as
an explanatory factor to the poor election results of the radical
right-wing

parties.

One is ready to agree with this approach

to the topic. Also, the rank ordering of the prevalence of antiSemitism in Scandinavia inherent in the above discussion is fairly
accurate, at least to judge by data on anti-Semitic remarks among
the political parties.
Racist ideas were part and parcel of early 20th-century Swedish
Conservative immigration policy in that it was cast in a nationalist
112
and peasant romanticist framework.
In 1914, the Conservatives
called for "... immigration control in order to safeguard national
security against external and internal enemies, to assert national
values against foreign influence, and to strengthen Swedish selfconsciousness. Foreign businessmen could not be compared to the
Swedish peasant stock, the core of the population, as well as
East European immigrants /read: Jews/ could not match Swedish
113
emigres.11
"The race-biological viewpoint, with its leading
political idea that moral characteristics are conditioned by
heredity, is never denied, nor becomes the object of repudiation
in the investigated Conservative publications issued during the
114
twenties.11
Even Party Leader Lindman was occasionally swayed
by German race mysticism. In a speech delivered in 1930, Lindman
spoke of; "... the Swedish population stock, sprung from noble
root, grown in unyielding freedom, stately and strong, flowed by
115
purest Germanic blood."
As a rule however, biopolitical reflections
rarely loomed up in Lindman1s oral and written pieces. "Though streaks
of racist trains of thought often appeared in the Conservative
ideological debate, biopolitical considerations seldom formed the
basis of proposals with a concrete political implication. Within
116

the Agrarian movement the situation was rather the other way around."
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Already in its electoral manifesto of 1920, the Farmers1
National League (later to merge with the Peasants1 League
into the Agrarian Party) called for immigration control as a
measure against racial degeneration (cf., Issue Area 5 in
Charts 2.1 and 2.2). In Agrarian publications during the
twenties, the Jews are accused of having invented and furthered
socialism, the free trade doctrine, and slogans like 'liberty,
equality, fraternity.1 Swedish citizens of Jewish or other
foreign extraction, who spread "false teachings11 should be
exiled, the chairman of the Agrarian Party in Stockholm wrote
in a pamphlet in 1930j^
Much of the same kind of intolerance and chauvinism thrived
within the Agrarian Party in Norway. In its program of 1921,
the party emphasized the importance of promoting and protecting
Norwegian culture and traditions, as well as the population
11o

stock.

In the 1924 Stortzng debate on the budget and finance

bill, Agrarian Party Leader Mellbye referred to "international
11Q
Jewish capital" in his speech.
In 1930, Mellbye's successor,
Hundseid, raised a question in Parliament whether Norway was
to become "an international garbage can in a race-biological
190
.
respect.1
Eugenical considerations were prominent in the
Agrarian Party's pushes for a more restrictive immigration policy
1 ?1

m 1925.

.

.

.

.

In the Agrarian paper Nafoonen, anti-Semitism was
1 oo
, .
never far away during the interwar years.
Within the Conservative
Party, on the other hand, no explicit or implicit racist remarks
are to be read in its program of the twenties. And it would be
far-fetched to expect such slurs if only because of Party Leader
Hambro's partly Jewish extraction (of the same ancestry as the
family controlling Hambro's Bank of London). The Danish Conservative
and Agrarian parties never spoke of eugenics aspects on immigration
policy in their programs. But occasional defamatory remarks about
Jews emerged in the Danish political debate, with the Radical
Liberals, the daily Politiken, and the Brandes brothers as the
J For instance, when the Zahle
prime objects of harassment.12^
government was dismissed in connection with the Easter Crisis,
a major Conservative newspaper exulted about the cabinet of "Jews
and bourgeois gentlemen" finally being forced out of office J^
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Such anti-Semitic slandering was not confined to Conservative
papers. A Social Democratic comics magazine published during the
twenties was prone to identify capitalism with Jewish finance
tycoons.
Nationalism, anti-capitalism, anti-democratism, and antisocialism were not unheard of in Scandinavia when the extreme
right-wing parties launched their propaganda campaigns. Prejudice
against Jews had long existed in Scandinavia, where its rudest
political forms were absorbed by the Swedish and Norwegian
Agrarian parties. Among the public at large, however, this
prejudice did not differ much in character or degree from all
the other varieties of prejudice that were part and parcel of
every-day life in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. Anti-Semitism
simply did not fit along any political conflict dimension. So,
when the Nazis commenced their unprecedented anti-Semitic
attacks, the electorate was dumbfounded because such harangues
•
1
1 2S
were truly alien to Scandinavian politics.

3.7:

Conclusions

Of all the five factors discussed in this chapter, one—racism
and anti-Semitism—did not possess a potential for political
conflicts at the mass level. Scandinavia, with a heritage of
religious and cultural homogeneity going way back to the
Reformation, counted its minorities in a few thousand

fairly

integrated subjects (for the German community in Denmark, see
5.3.1 below). And the pervasiveness of the two major cleavages
developed during the late 19th and early 20th centuries did not
permit anti-Semitism to exert any influence on political mass
opinion.
Nationalism was a widespread virtue in both Denmark and
Norway, only it was the wrong kind of sentiments to be of much
help to the fascists. A compound of pietism, puritanism, and
populism, this nationalism was at odds with Nazi elitism,
megalomania, and expansionism. In Sweden, on the other hand,
the national values were largely left for the Conservatives to
be cultivated. Still captivated by the memories of a more
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glorious past, ready to aid "activist" plans vis-à-vis Norway
and Russia, the Conservatives were left reminiscing while the
ordinary Swedes remained unimpressed.
While it is obvious that Scandinavia's cultural origins
served to furnish Denmark, Norway, and Sweden with an initial
cover against right-wing totalitarianism, the economic and
political conditions seemed more workable from the fascist point
of view. Anti-capitalism, anti-democratism, and anti-socialism
were well-known in Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian politics—and
in that rank-ordering.
Anti-capitalism of the right-wing cut found limited expression
in Denmark, confined as it was mainly to the old estate-owner
faction of the Conservative Party. Both the primary sector in
itself and its political representatives, the Agrarian Liberal
Party, held back the Danish, as opposed to the Norwegian and
Swedish peasantry, from being swayed by rural extremism and
heated antagonism toward Big Government, Big Business, and Big
Labor. In Sweden, unlike Norway, the Conservatives still bore
a deeply rooted dislike of the marketplace economy.
The Danish democracy was embraced by all important sections
in society except for the Conservative aristocracy. Isolated
strands of anti-parliamentary feelings

may also be registered

among groups in Southern Jutland toiling for self-government.
Norway faced a growing distrust in the parliamentary system during
the early teens and twenties, when the Patriotic League managed
to recruit widespread support among the bourgeois constituency,
primarily Conservatives and Agrarians. But Norwegian antiparliamentarism was different also in art from the Swedish
hostility toward the national assembly. Large sections of the
Conservatives and Agrarians in Sweden questioned the very legitimacy
of egalitarian democracy. The Norwegian backbiters of the Storting
were primarily worried about the executive instability of government,
and for very good reasons (see Chart 7.2 below).
Anti-Socialism, strongly correlated with anti-democratism, was
most potent in Norway. Labor's radicalization in 1918 and 1930,
and paralyzing infighting among the bourgeois parties, sent the
bourgeoisie out into the streets—the Patriotic League—and
paramilitary troopers waiting on alert. Swedish and, above all,
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Danish Social Democracy was too temperate to provoke a bourgeois
response similar to that in Norway. However, Sweden, and to some
extent also Denmark, saw an array of militant anti-socialist
movements and strikebreakers' organizations in the early twenties.
This is where the treatise faces a point of no return: we may
either move forward or backward in time in the pursuit of the
factors explaining why the extreme right-wing parties did so
poorly in Scandinavia. From the analyses offered in this chapter
some would suggest that Denmark, Norway, and Sweden were
insusceptible to fascism. As a consequence—and convinced about
the accuracy of the conclusion as only those working with the
benefit of hindsight can be—the subsequent inquiry would place
emphasis on the time-period between the Reformation and the end
of World War I. Key variables in such an historical account of
the conditions of fascism would be the different structural
features accompanying the nation-building process, and so forth.
Very tentatively, some of these aspects were touched upon in
the discussion above, but, needless to say, they deserve a
separate volume!126
Not prepared to relegate the remaining ten years of interwar
Scandinavian politics to a footnote, the rest of our volume will
provide explanations as to why, for instance, Norway's turbulent
development during the twenties never found strong electoral
expression through the NS, Sweden's relative backwardness in
terms of mass participation did not favor the SNP at the polls,
and Denmark faced a dangerously potent Nazi response in Southern
Jutland. Of immediate interest is whether the Great Depression
was the precipitating factor in blowing life to extreme rightwing opinions and organized action?
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CHAPTER FOUR: Classes and Crises: Conflict or Consensus?

"He was a farmer who held
that federal aid to anyone
but farmers was creeping
socialism."

J. Heller
American Novelist

4.1:

Introduction

The task in this chapter is to unravel the economics behind Scandinavian
politics of the interwar years; our chief concern will be to arrive at
conclusions about what kind of political feelings and organized reactions
the Great Depression bred among, inter alia, the farming class. Did the
Danish peasantry remain true to its liberal heritage, did the anti-capitalist
tradition among the Swedish farmers explode into a political adventure?
In other words, these questions bear directly upon the first two steps in
the working-hypothesis posited on page 7 above.
Consequently, our analysis does not aim at correlating fluctuating
party shares and economic statistics for Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. In
fact, that is precisely what the discussion will stop short of doing:
A
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The familiar approach of looking at electoral returns in relation to
economic changes, solution A above, was criticized in Chapter 1 for being
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too simplistic and not very fruitful in a comparative perspective. Such
a design is to no small extent an a-theoretical byproduct of high-speed
computer access: these devices can always be relied upon to turn out
some sort of co-variance. Second, and more substantially, it was argued
that linear economics fall short of explaining the records of fascist
parties in interwar Europe.
As an alternative to this macro-level economic determinism, we will
propose a contextual-level analysis of how the social classes were
affected

by the fluctuations in the interwar economy and what effects

that had on their political activity, solution b above. In this light—and
when attached to the adaptation process among the already existing parties—
changes in the electoral arena become meaningful in the theoretical sense
in which they were depicted in Figure 1.1 above. But that is a matter
for the remaining chapters.
The party configuration in Scandinavia suggests that, along the eco
nomic axis, the political system has been shaped by conflicts between and
among the bourgeoisie, farmers, functionaries, and workers (cf., further
5.2 below). Accompanying the empirical inquiry into their respective
situations, each subsection below briefly highlights the socioeconomic
and socio-psychological links between fascism and these classes, i.e.,
their readiness to be swayed by fascist stimuli.
Admittedly, this scope presents a great many theoretical as well as
methodological difficulties if only because the dependent variable in
our model, political response (y), cannot be operationalized in a manner
similar to what is feasible in the macro-level case, party strength per
centages (Y). We will deal with ideological class-reactions to the eco
nomic development and the extent to which these reactions were aggregated
into organized ventures of reversing the course of the economy. When avail
able, time-series data on membership among different organizations, strikes
in protest to wage-cuts, etc., will be employed to check the political
response against quantitative measures.
An elaborated, yet concentrated, version of mass theory guides our
inquiry into what impacts the findings below were to exert on party
government. The bottom-line in most theories of mass society is that
fascist movements are likely to arise whenever the traditional class
structure breaks down, leading to an atomization of the individuals;
society's castaways become unsheltered targets of fascist propaganda.^
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In theory there may be a lot of elegance to this argument. Empirically,
however, it is hard to picture the complete and synchronous withering
away of all social groupings without others taking shape continuously.
A more reasonable approximation of society is to outline it as a fivesided pyramid seen from a bird's eye view:

Workers

Although atomization, the erosion of the very foundations of the
social brickwork, may be ruled out on a common-sense basis, the overall
level of unorganized Scandinavians among different classes (1), as well
as the occurrence of overlapping membership (2), need to be assessed.
As to the already formed organizations, our interest focuses on their
hierarchical perfection, everything from possible cracks in the wall to
large-scale defections of splinter groups (3). All highly homogeneous
countries, Scandinavia has been marked by ontzuiling rather than
verzuiling^ and thus, we would expect, has offered favorable
opportunities for the practising of

!fnegotiational!l

democracy among

the elites representing industry, labor, agriculture, etc. (4). Finally,
this leaves party government (5) with two options; either to assume the
role of a supervising pouvoir modérateur or aloft following the consti
tution word-for-word. The way individual parties and government responded
to the mounting demands from the masses below will be addressed in
Chapter 6 and 7 respectively.
Our foremost methodological problem is that of causality, how to arrive
at convincing conclusions about the linkages between causes and effects.
Again, take the farmers as an example. What kind of political response to
the Depression did they express in the first place? In what way was it
due to the interest rate on the mortgage, wholesale prices on dairy
produce, and so forth? Since the real world, in this context reduced to
three number of cases, is much more intricate than a stack of neatly
piled bivariate asymmetrical relationships, the limitations of the
comparative approach are obvious enough.
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As far as data are concerned, we are not much better off in this
chapter compared to the previous one. Official statistics, time-series
data that bring out the rapidity of economic change, are only accidently
recorded with an eye to sociological criteria. Save for the workers and
farmers, few attempts have already been made to delineate the shifts and
nuances in the political leanings among Scandinavians at large.

4.2:

The Scandinavian Interwav Economy: Ups and Downs (and Ups)

Denmark, Norway, and Sweden shared the main trend in the Western interwar
economy. Scandinavia experienced the boom as well as the "hangover" that
followed upon the end of World War I. The next dip in Figure 4.1 bears
out the aftermath of the Great Depression.
Figure 4.1: Development of the GNP in Interwar Scandinavia; 1914=100.
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Source: Johansen, H. Chr., "Hovedlinier i den Ekonomiske udvikUng i de nordiske
lande i me llemkrigstiden," in Kriecr och kriepolitik i Norden under mellankrzgei iden, Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1974, j>_, 19,

To the unbiased analyst, Sweden's economic records would perhaps evoke
images and pictures of a country plagued by social and political unrest.
Norway and Denmark in particular seemingly went through the period with
less drastic swings compared to the Swedish roller-coaster pattern of
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economic development. However, a remarkable thing about the Scandinavian
interwar economy was the very quick recuperation from the worldwide slump.
It merely took a couple of years for the countries to turn the trend of
the national output. Of course, there is much more to the story, a story
which also encompasses topics of marginal relevance outside the academic
economic community. This is why we will not dwell on questions such as the
healthy role of, for instance, the strong domestic market in Sweden as a
counterweight to the Depression.
True, the professional economists may look back at the twenties and
thirties as decades of prosperity, cf., the average annual rates of GNP
increases. But this scholarly view was of no comfort to those who had been
or felt the threat imminent of being thrown off their farmstead, lost their
jobs or a life-time savings account or got away with a close call, all
which goes to remind us of how blunt GNP statistics are as a basis for
political inferences.

4.3:

The Bourgeoisie

A reasonable definition of th e bourgeoisie would include people like
owners and the top management of industrial, trading, and finance com
panies, owners and trustees of estates, high-ranking civil servants, the
clergy, and the military top echelon. In 1930, this social class accounted
but for three or four percent of th e economically active population in
Scandinavia.3
Thus, as individual voters the bourgeoisie did not hold the key to
a fascist success or flop at the polls. Rather, it is in its capacity as
carrier of clout that we take an interest in society1 s uppermost strata.
These people had enough combined power to guide the trend of the economy,
wages and prices, the strength of the national currency, and so forth.
Moreover, the bourgeoisie was in a position in which it could forestall,
duck, or offset economic policy-decisions enacted by Parliament and the
cabinets. Last, but not least, large portions of the opinion-making
industry were in the hands of society's moneyed elite. But did these
people ever come together to show muscle?
As far as theory is concerned, in which camp—the fascist or the
traditional rightist—did the European bourgeoisie gather in the course
of the interwar years? Sheer economic motives have justified the orthodox
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Marxists in their lumping together of the bourgeoisie and fascists as
sympathetic to each other's needs already as of the inception of the
4
extremist parties. Very soon, the Marxist arguments go, it was apparent
that large enterprises like I.G. Farben would make nice dividends in the
Third Reich. However, it is equally (ail-too) obvious that many Marxists
have treated themselves to a sneak preview into the historical records.
But, there are variations to find among the economic themes on this topic.
Precisely because the industrialists and banking magnates wanted handsome
profits they could not subscribe to fascist anti-capitalism, autarchy,
inefficient corporatism, and government red tape."*
Although at the fringe of the theoretical point, we should be aware of
the socio-psychological barriers between the bourgeoisie and fascists.
Europe's blue-blooded families were appalled by the thought of having to
g
invite commoners in jacketed boots to afternoon tea-receptions.
True, a socialist movement of potent strength and radicalism evidently
furthers a reactionary upsurge among the bourgeoisie (cf., the Patriotic
League, 3.5 above), but from that it would be an oversimplification beyond
proportions to construe a sense of doomfs-day feelings among society's
elite. There were alternatives other than fascism and socialism—a denial
of that interpretation would make further discussion redundant.
The political demands voiced, and concrete moves taken by the Scandinavian
bourgeoisie in the wake of the Depression were obviously contingent upon
earlier changes in the economic, social, cultural, and political role of
the class. A time dimension attached to this variable stretching way back
to the Reformation may seem overly ambitious had it not been for this
juncture marking the advent of a process which gradually was to shift the
political power over from the Church to the State. Thus, Scandinavia's
toothless clergy was not likely to aid obscure anti-socialist causes with
popular backing during the interwar years.
This is but one example of how historical turning-points, inexhaustible
as cues for alternative avenues of inquiry, can be transformed into relevant
deductive typologies that may add perspective on our topic.^
Nonetheless, a limit must be set to similar retrospective excursi who
ever they may pertain to. Even though the previous chapter was cast with
issues, not classes, as analytic units, Chapter 3 hinted at the main
features of the bourgeoisie's political record. Reproduced as a chart,
the following traits were assigned the Scandinavian bourgeoisie:
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Chart 4.1: A Developmental Typology of Assessing the Position of the
Scandinavian Bourgeoisie.
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Basically, what Chart 4.1 does is to condense the regular prose in
textbooks on Scandinavian history; parsimony is gained at the expense
of nuance. Sixty cells are to be filled with information compiled according
to the suggested ways of operationalizing the variables. So much for
methodology.
The entries proposed have not been systematically checked against hard
data, an excessively onerous task within this limited context. Since the
measure applied is a mere ordinal-scale, not exact calculations, the
accuracy of the most important cells is vouched for by the subsequent
observations.
Although Denmark entered her industrial era much earlier than Norway
and Sweden no Danish industrial bourgeoisie of size materialized.8 Denmark's
many small firms primarily catered to the domestic market as a service
industry tied to the needs of agriculture, and that did not provide
sufficient incentives for growth. In contrast, Swedish industry, based on
the country's wealth of vital natural resources, grew big and export
oriented. Norway was not confronted with large enterprises until the teens
when the use of hydro-electric power paved the way for large-scale forestry
industry and electro-chemical processing. In 1920, industry's share of the
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export leaving Denmark, Norway, and Sweden accounted for about 20, 50,
and 65 percent respectively.

Q

.

With the prominent role of forestry, mining,

and related process industry, Norway and Sweden above all saw a considerable
number of spatially isolated factories surrounded by company owned dwellings,
stores, etc.—miniature versions of Krupp1s Essen—and in the social hierarchy
of these small towns the factory owner occupied an ex-officio post in all
gatherings of import. Elected member of the loal council or not, his
presence loomed large over official business. In general, the formal
political engagement among Scandinavian big industrialists was not
conspicuous. MP:s representing big industry were somewhat more common in
Sweden than in Denmark and Norway (see 4.9 below). Institutional positions
aside, what kind of political views did big business embrace and actively
advance beyond Parliament and local government bodies? Did the party
affiliation among MP:s representing big industry in the twenties—two thirds
10
belonging to the Conservatives and one third to the Liberals —mirror the
partisan sympathies among the community of big industrialists at large?
Besides, did this distribution reflect any substantial difference in the
political outlook of the class?
As already pointed to above (cf., 3.3) industrial tycoons in Scandinavia
did not always feel comfortable with their choice of party(-ies). In Sweden
the Conservative Party was often seen as too inappreciative of modern
enterprising spirit, and big business put the party under pressure to cease
fighting back the Social Democratic and Liberal calls for universal suffrage.
Whether this particular interference should be credited to a motive of pure
opportunism—the vote to the masses in exchange for a peaceful business
climate—is of minor interest. The important thing is that it served to
break another barrier to the evolution of pluralism. It seems as if large
business owners working the international market leaned toward the liberal
pole with all that this meant in their readiness to adapt to new societal
changes beyond the purely economic issues.11 Big business in Norway, a
community counting a great many nouveau riche tycoons ignorant of patriarchal
responsibility, owed its very existence to a free market beyond the North
Sea. Shipping magnates and their colleagues within transportation and
commerce, who had made enormous fortunes in speculation during WW I,12
actively supported the National Rescue and Patriotic League in their attacks
on organized labor precisely because they were extreme liberals in the
economic sense of that word. Concentrated as they were to the major cities
along the South-West coast, and the factory owners to the East Inland, big
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business in Norway occupied an economic as well as social position of
significance. It was politically tangible, too. The cultural sphere,
however, had been monopolized by the national radicalist folk movements
already in the late 19th century (cf., 3.2 above).
The rural bourgeoisie in Norway was of marginal importance in society.
The almost negligent number of large farmowners—250 farms over 50 hectares
in 1929 (see Table 4.8 below)—was never permitted to control the Peasant
League or any of the bourgeois parties. Nonetheless, the well-to-do
farmers became a source of political tensions in interwar politics when
they came out to face the Communist labor union of lumberjacks and farm
hands (see 4.7 below). The some 7,000 Danish farmers owning more than 50
hectares were divided both vocationally and politically, one group tied
to the Federation of Danish Agricultural Societies dominated by the
Agrarian Liberals, and the other to the Society of Twelve, i.e., the
traditionally Conservative estate owners. Denmark's rural bourgeoisie
was impressive, it is true. But that goes for the family-size farmsteads
as well. The combined strength of the producer co-ops controlled by the
free-holders, gardejere, blocked the estate owners from reaching "prominent11
. . .
.
1 3
.
positions in all societal arenas.
That was certainly true for the
cultural scene which the ordinary peasantry had saturated with the spirit
of Grundtvig, a 19th-century revivalist whose messages had worldly effects
14
as well.
It was the economic profile of the estates that made the
bourgeoisie lose more and more of its economic and political leverage
after WW I. First, grain prices were vulnerable to fluctuations in the
international market. Second, the estate owners were not likely to be met
with much understanding had they asked government for protective tariffs.
The animal producing farmers would have thrown a political tantrum had an
Agrarian Liberal cabinet caused the prices on fodder to rise. Socially,
too, the rural bourgeoisie no longer maintained its former position in
the local hierarchy as evidenced by the membership records of the Union
of Farm Laborers which counted some 35,000 workers in 1919.^ There were
some 7,500 farms in (the south of) Sweden owning 50 hectares or more in
1927. Politics, that is to say protective tariffs, had made the rural
bourgeoisie economically significant. For instance, in 1924 the customs
duty on imported sugar amounted to seven million crowns—charged the
wage-earners on behalf of the big sugar-beet farmers in Scania. In that
year customs duties on agricultural produce totaled twenty-five million
16
crowns.
As far as the big industrialists were concerned, that was money
taken out of their pockets as duty on foodstuff boomeranged

in working-
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class demands of higher wages. This is, in essence, the background of
big industry's moderately enthusiastic opinion of the Conservatives whose
accommodation of the estate owners was seen as way out of balance in terms
of what the two economic sectors meant to the nation's economy. In addition
to its överrepresentation in Parliament, the rural bourgeoisie was firmly
. .
.
.
.
. . 17
seated m semi-official agencies like the County Agricultural Societies.
As for social status, how did a Swedish estate owner compare to a Danish
one? What made the rural bourgeoisie in Sweden stronger than that in Denmark
was the absence of Swedish peasantry mass organizations within politics,
economics, and culture. Second, Swedish farmhands led a semi-feudal life,
their union counted a low 20,000 members—ten percent of the rural prolet
ariat—in 1921 J® Third, the Swedish estate owners were an integral part
of the local power hierarchy in which they could count on aid from the
men in blue and cassock. There is but one important exception that speaks
in favor of the Danish rural bourgeoisie. Denmark's industry was not as
expansive as that in Sweden where an estate owner ran a real risk of losing
his labor force to the urban economy.
In a Scandinavian perspective the civit servants in Norway do not qualify
for more than "moderate" positions at all four scenes. The First World War
had placed considerable power in the hands of the central bureaucracy. It
was temporarily promoted to an assignment which included the handling of
the market as well, but with the return to the peace-time economy the
high-ranking officials throughout Scandinavia were busted down to their
original role, that of administrating a public policy which, in the first
place, had yet to get its overpowering impact on society. Until proved
otherwise, we subscribe to the common notion that the Norwegian civilservant estate was successively divested of i ts social, cultural, and
political influence in 1814, 1884, and 1905. It is certainly true for
the social and cultural facets of power, but whether the Conservative
Party really cast off its civil-servant legacy just because it turned
to the market is a matter for detailed investigation. Basically, this is
a relevant question in the Danish case as well. For one thing, the
Conservatives did not oust the high-ranking officials from the party
in 1915. This face-lift was indeed intended to mark the party's commit
ment to the business community, but that did not cut off the ties to the
civil servants overnight. In Sweden, finally, the bureaucracy had escaped
radical encroachments upon its domains during the country's transition
from oligarchy to democracy. The Swedish civil servants were never made
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an object of political scorn and derision within the Conservative Party
or among the public at large.
Denmark, unlike Norway and Sweden, retained her solid religious frame
work intact throughout the dissident wave of the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. The non-orthodox Christians were accommodated within the
Protestant State Church which in the process was transformed into what
the clergy wanted to be known as the "Popular Church." This is not to say
that all Danes led a harmonious religious life. All umbrella organizations,
. 1 9 Such religious
. .
clerical as well as secular, have their factions.
sub
groups are more easily identified in Norway and Sweden. In both countries
the official Church had its core of conservative conformists and a variety
of inner mission denominations. The third religious category of import was
20
the free-thinking community of Baptists and th eir likes.
Reverends and
ministers of these churches do not fall within our definition of the
clergy, however. It is the official Church, an integral part of the
bourgeoisie, that is of int erest to us. In what way had the Church been
affected by the societal development since the Industrial Revolution?
Did the Church still have an impact on worldly concerns? If so, did that
spell political conflicts?
As for the economic position of the clergy, the Church of Sweden con
trolled worldly belongings in the form of land and forests more valuable
than those owned by the Church of Denmark and Norway. All the Scandinavian
State Churches have been trusted with a "significant" social role.
Tradition, as well as the law, had it that priests were to chair the local
welfare boards, and even though the national assemblies did change that
rule about 1920-1930 these posts remained de facto on reserve for the clergy.
The cultural secularization process had come farther in Denmark than in
Norway and Sweden. Local school boards throughout Scandinavia were still
dominated by the clergy, but in 1933 the Danish priests lost their formal
influence over the curriculum of public schools. From then on the Church
was merely asked to approve of the textbooks and teachings in religion.
In Norway and Sweden, on the other hand, all textbooks and curricula had
to be inspected by the official Church. In fact, the Swedish public school
. .
21
system was administered by the Church until 1933.
A development like this, which shows that the Danish clergy had lost
comparatively more of its societal impact than those in Norway and Sweden,
cannot possibly have taken place without pain. The fact is, however, that
ever since the turn of the century religious issues have been fought at
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an extra-societal level rarely coming down to affect the main cleavage in
the political process, that of left vs. right. In the few instances when
religion has caused political conflicts it has been an internal bourgeois
headache. Scandinavia has been spared from spill-over effects between
politics and religion and vice versa mainly because of the socioeconomic
heterogenity of the congregation. There is no particular denomination
dominated by the working-class, the petty bourgeoisie, and so forth. The
Church does not recognize cleavages. Still, it is bourgeois, not neutral.
Thus, to a non-theologian the Church has been ignorant of the social
development accompanying the Industrial Revolution. But that goes for the
labor movement as well! Why is it that labor in Scandinavia never challenged
the Church? Freedom of religion, the separation of the Church from the
State, and similar clauses were included in the Social Democratic programs
and motions to that effect were introduced in Parliament, but these calls,
lipservice or not, never came to anything.22 Organized labor may have lacked
the necessary parliamentary majority to carry out its program, but labor
was free to call upon its masses not to employ the services provided by
the clergymen. It did not do that either.
Society has never challenged the Church and vice versa. The seculari
zation process is too drawn out to make the Church mobilize its resources;
for that to occur it takes changes of art, not degrees (abortions, etc).
Consequently, our previous data on the links between the Church and society
do not translate well into the political role of the clergy. Empirical
experience goes to suggests that whenever clergymen have entered the
political scene they have been mobilized by other parts of the bourgeoisie.
The Patriotic League and the 1928 Biksdag election in Sweden are good
cases in point. Both pertain to the national level, however, which should
not make us oblivious to the more important one, the local, where such
alliances were part of every-day politics. The Norwegian and Swedish clergy
occupied a "significant" and the Danish a "moderate" political position
precisely because Denmark was more urban than Norway and Sweden, both in
the economic and cultural sense. Furthermore, the level of social mobili•
2
3
«
.
zation m Denmark exceeded that of Norway and Sweden.
Finally, unlike
at least Sweden, Denmark counted few local communities with a complete
bourgeois setting, i.e., the local factory owner, big farmer, priest,
and so forth whose political clout was contingent upon their unity.
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The Scandinavian military did not come out of WW I maimed, nor as
heroes. It has been held back in the barracks. A great many officers
remembered those years as an enforced quarantine. No doubt, the Swedish
24
officers corps had toyed with the idea of joining the Central Powers.
In Denmark and Norway, on the other hand, the officers would have found
25
themselves fighting with the Entente.
By the end of the war the Swedish
military possessed more resources in men and materiel than did the Norwegian
and Danish. That is true both in absolute numbers and proportion to the
population (see Table 4.3 below). All three countries retained the draft
after the war, but Sweden alone had been on a permanent system of compulsory
military service since the turn of the century. That is partly the reason
why the Swedish military has been assigned a "significant" social position.
In politics, too, the armed forces in Sweden had a more favorable standing
than elsewhere in Scandinavia. While the Folketing and the Storting from
time to time questioned the very need for a military defense—the Radical
Liberals as well as the Liberals were pacifists by conviction—the Eiksdag
26

never really threatened the existence of the defense force.

On next to every scene the five bourgeois segments in Sweden have been
attributed greater weight than those in Denmark och Norway. This rankordering is conditioned by two main factors. First, the Swedish bourgeoisie
counted five viable components whereas, for instance, Denmark lacked an
industrial bourgeoisie of size and Norway the rural one. Second, only
Sweden still furnished the bourgeoisie with a relatively unmitigated arena
of its own—locally as well as nationally, in the latter case emobodied by
the Conservative Upper House caucus—where the participating segments of
the class were given ample opportunities both to settle disputes and decide
27
on co-ordinated policies of mutual interest.
Again, the strength of a class is greater than the sum of its parts.
This institutional arrangement was not available at all in Norway where
a haute bourgeoisie terrified by labor radicalism was forced to form an
extra-parliamentary movement, the Patriotic League (cf., 3.5 above).
This brief overview over the role of the bourgeoisie in Scandinavia
also serves to introduce the social and poli tical characteristics of the
classes challenging society's (former) elite.
The industrial bourg eoisie in Scandinavia enjoyed a promising business
climate in the immediate wake of WW I. As a matter of fact, many of these
people now went by the name of 'Goulash Barons,' as they had roundly profited
from the war. However, the 1921-22 recession cut the average share dividends
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by half of their previous figures, see Table 4.1, and for the remaining
part of the twenties Danish and Norwegian stockholders earned about seven
and five percent in returns on their investments, respectively. No timeseries data on dividends among Swedish companies are available, so we will
have to do with index values only. In striking contrast to what took place
on the Danish and Norwegian stockmarkets of the twenties, Swedish stocks
within banking and industry (catering to the domestic market) were on a
marked upward move. How fast and severe did the panic on Lower Manhattan
hit the stockholders in Scandinavia?
Table 4.1:

Stockmarket Statistics for Interwar Scandinavia
Denmark

Year

Industry Banking

1914= 100

Norway
Av. Share
Dividends

Industry*Banking *

Av. Share
Dividends

Sweden

Dom'c
Int'l
Banking
Industry Industry

%

%
-

-

39
38
40
60

69
64
72
88

10.6
6.3
5.4
5.5
6.0

4924-100

1920
21
22
23
24

116
92
84
112
109

111
104
94
96
91

18.6
8.3
7.6
8.4
8.2

1925
26
27
28
29

97
86
93
92
97

86
80
84
87
87

5.9
6.5
6.7
7.6
8.5

64
55
55
71
74

95
106
104
94
91

4.7
4.2
4.2
5.5
5.7

107
116
130
146
151

85
98
106
111
102

99
108
127
142
147

1930
31
32
33
34

91
83
73
81
93

84
78
65
79
90

7.1
5.9
6.2
6.8
7.5

63
50
43
55
59

90
97
98
112
113

5.1
3.0
2.7
3.6
3.7

160
141
113
110
123

91
81
85
112
139

147
101
77
85
109

_**

-

-

-

7.6
9.0
10.2
9.4
9.1

69
88
101
92
95

120
114
120
128
125

4.5
5.5
7.8
6.2
4.3

129
152
152
164
138

146
170
169
181
152

109
116
116
118
86

1935
36
37
38
39

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

100

100

100

Sources: Denmark: Statistical Yearbook of Denmark, 1920-40, "Aktieselskaber." Norway: (Industry
and banking) Statistical Yearbook of Norwayt 1940, p. 158; (Share Dividends) Historical
Statistics, 1978, p. 511. Sweden: Statistical Yearbook of Sweden, 1932, p. 203, 1940, p. 205.
*

Weighed average of buyer*s rate. **New series.

It is apparent that industry in the three countries was sensitive to
fluctuations in the international arena. Already by 1930 the index values
on the stock-exchanges in Copenhagen, Oslo, and Stockholm had dropped
about ten points. With a few exceptions the Scandinavian stockmarkets broke
the downward trend already by 1933. Although index values are not very
suitable for cross-national comparisons it seems fair to say that, in
1932, the Norwegian—more than the Swedish and above all Danish—bourgeoisie
had reasons to complain about bad business. On the average, the stockholders
in Norway got three percent in dividends during the early thirties. That
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was about half of what their fellow investors in Denmark grossed on their
portfolios. In view of the spectacular recovering of the Swedish stocks—
the index value for transnational companies scored its all-time high already
in 1933 and subsequently went on a record-breaking course—big business
could not have been too disappointed with its lot.
The message brought out in Table 4.1 may be summarized as follows. The
Great Depression did not cause any radical change for the worse for the
industrial bourgeoisie in Denmark who continued to collect moderate still
reliable dividens throughout the thirties. The slow but steady increase of
the Norwegian stock indices of the twenties was reversed as a consequence
of the Western crisis, and it took a relatively long time for the stockmarket to improve its figures. Swedish stocks, on the other hand, not only
regained value very quickly after having been deflated by the Shockwave
of the Wall Street crash, they were even to exceed the scores for the mid
twenties, a period known as fairly lucrative for business.
Now, in terms of response, was the industrial bourgeoisie in Norway
more willing than those in Sweden and Denmark to take organized political
measures to defend its interests. If so, in which direction did the repre
sentatives of industry look for solutions, toward less or more public in
volvement in the economy, toward laissez-faire or corporatism or something
in between?
For sure, mass mobilization has never been seen as comme-il-faut among
the bourgeoisie. After all, the number of industrial leaders, banking
tycoons and their likes has not even been large enough to fill a mediumsized meeting hall. Second, a lot of psychological barriers have made
these people frown at the entire concept of mass organizations. Nonetheless,
employers federations and branch associations had been founded already at
the turn of the century. The organizational efficiency of the Scandinavian
employers' federations during the interwar years is hinted at by the
membership statistics in Table 4.2.
The Danish Employers' Federation (DEF) controlled a strength that, so
to speak, went beyond its potential! In 1925 the number of industrial
28

companies with a workforce of six employees or more was 7,000.

Still,

the DEF counted 13,000 companies in its ranks. Of course, the DEF
represented employers within commerce and transportation as well, but, even
so, that does not detract from the organizational efficiency of the federation.

-
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Table 4.2: Members in the Employers' Federations and their Workforces in
Interwar Scandinavia
Denmark
Year

Employers

Workforce

Norway

(• 1,000)

Employers

Workforce

Sweden

(* 1,000)

Employers

Workforce

(* 1,000)

1920
21
22
23
24

17,509
18,177
15,521
14,539
14,351

154
116
114
129
135

2,069
2,503
2,455
2,312
2,079

88
65
68
70
70

3,744
3,545
3,178
2,508
2,002

288
308
231
219
242

1925
26
27
28
29

13,019
12,548
12,339
12,272
12,198

119
124
115
124
143

1,748
1,295
1,182
1,232
1,270

54
45
43
51
55

2,046
1,985
2,097
2,191
2,528

247
254
269
287
305

1930
31 .
32
33
34

12,157
12,163
12,305
12,413
12,743

151
144
127
143
160

1,484
1,652
1,682
1,751
1,791

58
59
54
56
60

2,731
3,077
3,224
3,434
3,601

310
265
259
260
289

1935
36
37
38
39

13,252
13,612
14,246
14,957
15,540

171
184
190
193
215

1,975
2,291
2,719
2,951
3,071

70
85
99
103
112

3,885
4,270
4,866
5,380
5,673

318
347
390
399
426

Sources: Galenson, W., The Danish System of Labor Relatione, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1952, p. 283. Petersen, E., Norsk Arbeidsgiverforening 1900-1950,
Oslo: NAT, 1950, p. 103. Hallendorff, C., Sveneka Arbetsgivareföreningen 1902-1927,
Stockholm: Kungl. Boktryckeriet, Norstedt a Söner, 1927, p. 214. Svenska Arbetsgifvareföreningens Kalender, 1927-1940.

This impression is all the more accentuated from a comparative point of
view. The SEF had a lower coverage of its community. In 1925 Sweden counted
29
5,000 industrial firms totaling 11 employees or more.'" But, although closer
to the ranks of the bourgeoisie in comparison with the category referred to
in the Danish case, far from all of the Swedish companies had signed a SEF
membership card. This year some 2,000 companies were organized. Norway's
employers' federation was the weakest of all during the twenties. In 1927
it had lost half of its members from 1920 which meant that the number of
workers employed by NEF companies was a low 43,000. (One may suspect that
the NEF lost members because the Patriotic League was in the focus of the
social and political attention of the twenties.)
The Great Depression left hardly any traces at all in the membership
statistics for the DEF. Its expansion was temporarily halted until the end
of the thirties. The NEF and SEF, on the other hand, were both very
successful in recruiting new members among the business community. However,
the NEF's definite breakthrough was delayed until after 1935, the year when
the Collective Bargaining Agreement was reached with the Federation of
Labor. The number of NEF and SEF participating companies had doubled by the
end of the decade.
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The average DEF company of the twenties had a labor force of 10
employees• The corresponding figures for Norway and Sweden were 30 and
125 employees, respectively (differences which relate to the industrial
structure of the three countries). In the course of the thirties the
picture was slightly altered in so far that the DEF and NEF average
company now counted 13 and 35 employees respectively, whereas the SEF was
turning "petty bourgeois". Its typical company now employed about 80 people.
Thus, the employers' federations—like most other 'Organized Interests'
in Scandinavia—came out of the Depression stronger than ever before. The
recession of 1921-22 struck hard down on most organizational efforts, but
this time history was not to repeat itself.
How did the industrial bourgeoisie put its impressive looking device
to work? Industry could make its interest felt in three arenas, in the
hallways of government office buildings, in meetings with the Federation
of Labor, and among the public at large. Confrontations with government
and labor will be dealth with in section 4.9 and 4.8 below. Suffice it
to say that the NEF did not wait in the wings. It presented labor with
a general lock-out in 1931 that lasted twenty-four weeks. Open conflicts
with the bourgeoisie as the active party marked an exception rather than
a rule, however. From now on disputes were to be settled in negotiations.
Press communiques, protocols, and contracts aside, what kind of political
values did the Great Depression foster among big business?
Antipathy or, at the very best, a coldshouldered attitude vis-à-vis
the Storting had been a widespread virtue among the Norwegian industrial
bourgeoisie ever since the morning after 'Independence Day' in 1905.
Undoubtedly, this goes to account for the organizational efficiency of
the Patriotic League and National Rescue, movements into which big business
infused much energy (cf., 3.5 above). The owner of a large company and
president of Norway's Federation of Industry, Johan Throne Hoist became
the outstanding figure in the network of loosely knit societies upheld by
a deeply rooted distrust in the parliamentary formula. For instance, Hoist,
one of the founding fathers of the Patriotic League, served as a convenor
of the informal summit group, Our Nation, a by-recommendation-only gathering
30
of the elite m Oslo, Bergen, and Trondheim.
Whether Hoist echoed values
and ideas embraced among his class brethren or vice versa is not certain.
But as for the hostile tone in the themes on labor and Parliament, Our Nation
may be seen as a well-rehearsed orchestra conducted by Hoist. What was
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particularly curious about Hoist was his vagueness on how to cure the
Norwegian economic crisis. His analysis of why labor had grown so potent
and the Storting so eager to tamper with the market forces included
a substantial portion of self-criticism. Business had itself to blame
for much of the present situation since it had played on the margins
of what Hoist felt was proper behavior. So, a return to the heyday
of capitalism was already forfeited by business itself. In the future
Hoist pictured various means of mitigating tensions between the classes,
among them employee-owned stock, legal barriers against speculation
. 3 1
and concentration of capital.
The idea of class-cooperation, preferably
staged within a corporatist arranged forum, brought Hoist very close to
the right-wing extremists; up to, but not beyond, those behind the
National Liberal Party (cf., Chart 2.2 above).
Our Nation had its Swedish counterpart in The Big Five although this
exclusive club of the presidents of Asea, Electrolux, LM Ericsson,
Separator, and SKF was much less secretive about its doings than was
Our Nation. The Big Five, founded in 1933, had a self-proclaimed
mission to lend advice to anyone concerned with economics and society,
among them the cabinets. To that effect, the club organized joint
seminars with academics, executive directors, and politicians. In
contradistinction to Our Nation, The Big Five never hesitated over
the supremacy of economic liberalism. Oftentimes the members of The
Big Five—whose predecessors at the executive chairs of the companies
involved are to be identified among those who had wired the Conservative
Party with a petition for its surrender on the constitutional bill of
1918~~had found the Conservative policy too much to the right, too
agrarian and too protectionist. The progressive aura that surrounded
The Big Five was due mainly to the fact that its participating presidents
were anglophiles, heads of transnational companies (with a nice record
of dividends, the incurable cynic would add), and that many of them
had had personal experience as leaders of large well-established
.
33
organizations or even as MP:s.
Thus, the Norwegian industrial bourgeoisie did take a more lively
part in mass politics than did the Swedish during the early thirties.
Apparently, Danish big business, represented by the Industrial Council,
was too occupied in negotiations with government and labor (see 4.9 below)
to blow life into any project with a mass appeal. The difference between
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Norway and Sweden did not have its origins in the Depression alone,
as the history of the Patriotic League went back to the mid twenties
when the nation's political decay was seen as more acute than the
economic one. The Depression did not make the Patriotic League
expendable, however. On the contrary. Now more than ever, the country
was said to be in need of a solution based on the ideas preached by
the movement. Big business in Norway took a (calculated?) risk in
marketing its demands with the help of the Patriotic League as a
spearhead device. The venture could have boomeranged as the movement
included a lot of people who entertained second thoughts about the
future viability of economic liberalism, a worldview believed to have
been championed by all organized representatives of industry in
Scandinavia throughout the gloomy days of the thirties. It is another
story that, in practice, this ideological complex ended up as
"something in between'1 laissez-faire and corporatism (see 4.8 and
4.9 below).
What empirical data there are on this topic all converge to support
a "minimum conclusion;" the big industrialists in Denmark and Sweden
did not seize labor by the throat as they had done some ten years
earlier (cf., the National Rescues, 3.5 above), whereas big business
in Norway already had labor in a solid grip. Many earthy explanations
may be proposed to account for this change of approach among the
Scandinavian big industrialists. Partly with the benefit of hindsight,
they include arguments like (i) the Depression was not severe enough
(as if it is possible to say when big business finds enough enough),
(ii) industry descri ed

light at the end of the tunnel already in 1929,

and (iii) organized labor turned co-operative, even that in Norway (see
further below). All these factors fit into an explanatory model which
also leaves room for the question of whose fault the Depression was,
i.e., the sociopsychological side of the crisis.
What was unique to this economic slump was that only subtle and
delicate minds knew where to seek—and find—the causes. To ordinary
people the Depression seemed to be a result of the anonymous "system."
And if ind eed the New York stockbrokers were those responsible for the
crisis, it was of little or no relief as the Scandinavians needed
domestic scape-goats. This time, organized labor was certainly not liable
to take the heat. Big business was well advised not to put the unions
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on the spot, as that could have backfired. After all, Swedish and
Norwegian export industry shared in the blame for the Depression.
Hoist came forward to admit it, and Ivar Kreuger's suicide in 1932
added to the defeatist mood in Swedish high-ranking places. So, the
best the big industrialists could do for the moment was to keep a
low profile. Swedish big business had reluctantly agreed to the
extension of the suffrage in 1918, and had it come out to blame labor
for the crisis it would have been compelled to admit to its archconservative backbiters that a grave mistake had been made som ten
years ago. In short, if we suspect the bourgeoisie of having turned
rightwards in the wake of the Depression we are not likely to find
much evidence among big export industry.
Danish big farming of the twenties was yet to be organized into a
centralized structure of stability. The estates and other large farms
. ..
34
were split along regional as well as sector-wise divisions.
The
Swedish rural bourgeoisie was equally indifferent to its organizational
affiliation, the Rural Employers1 Federation, as evidenced by its barefaced use of blacklegs to crush organized labor.35 The Swedish and
Danish strikebreaking squads are not altogether comparable with the
Swedish and Norwegian Liberty of Labor as this organization drew on
support primarily from the rural petty bourgeoisie (cf., 3.5 above).
Both the Swedish Save the Crop and the Danish Rural National Rescue
(cf., 3.5 above) were to have their busiest time during the twenties,
not the thirties. One of the reasons why rural Scandinavia was going
through a fierce class-struggle during the twenties was that prices
on big farm produce like grain were on the decline at a time when
the farmlaborers1 union was getting stronger. This is not to say that
the rural bourgeoisie would have been as dynamic in its attitude
toward organized labor as big business had the estate owners only had
the means to pay their farmhands. The rural, unlike the urban,
bourgeoisie had a lot of social catching-up to do since it was expected
to abandon a hierarchy formed in medieval times.

The Depression probably

did not cause the rural bourgeoisie to take another step to the right.
Many estate owners were already as far to the right as was possible.
But, on the other hand, the rural bourgeoisie was not going to be up
front in any extreme rightist movement; that was too plebeian as far as
the landed gentry was concerned.
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Domestic as well as international fascism was met with an indifferent
or, later on, unsympathetic response among the Scandinavian clergy. A
few priests were impressed, to be sure. But they never engaged in any
organized attempt of making the Church side with the extremists. There
were motives behind the standpoints taken by the clergymen. Those who
did rally behind the fascist movements did it because they entertained
doubts as to the ability of the bourgeois parties to put an end to
Marxism. In the course of the thirties the Church grew more and more
disposed to reject fascism. As reports of anti-Semitism and Nazi
attacks on the German Church reached Scandinavia, even those who had
lent the fascists an ear began to waiver. What initial support the
NS had gained among the clergy was severely hurt by the strengthening
37
of the anti-Semitic faction in 1935 (cf., 2.2 above).
A specifically
Christian right-wing party was formed in Sweden in 1930 when a vicar
in a Gothenburg parish founded the Church People's Party. It polled
9,000 votes for its all-clergy ticket in 1932, a following believed
to have had its origins among a conservative Lutheran sect on the
west coast. The party was not strictly Nazi. Rather, it was the Finnish
Lapua movement with its semi-religious nationalist anti-Communism
38
that served as a model for the
Church People's Party.
In addition to what has been said earlier about the clergy in
Scandinavian politics, a few comments about the specific causes of
the fascist failure among the clergymen are in order. Theology aside,
the religious community in Norway and Sweden, but not in Denmark, had
been exposed to its anglo-saxon counterparts ever since the mid 19th
century. Denmark was not open to a Lutheran influence from Germany as
that would have violated all concepts of Danish-German relationships
of that period. The internal affairs of the Church had been modernized
during the early decades of the century. The congregations in Denmark
and Norway were given the right to elect their representatives on the
. 3 9
church council.
In other words, the official Church followed the
path set out by the free churches. Working closely with the temperance
lodges, they had been instrumental in introducing (some would say
innovator of) pluralism among the Scandinavian citizenry. No wonder then
that the Führer-principle was looked upon with considerable suspicion
among ordinary people. Finally, but perhaps most important of all,
organized labor may have threatened society but it had left the Church
on its own.
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The saying 'hlie wieder Krieg!' spread fast across postwar Europe
and even the military in Scandinavia was soon to feel the bite of
the pacifist mood, embodied in the League of Nations. All political
parties, including the Conservatives in Denmark and Norway

but not

in Sweden—now signaled a substantial reduction of the armed forces.
The politicians had found much better ideas about how to spend the
tax crowns. Table 4.3 summarizes the impact this change of priority
had on the defense departments.
Table 4.3:

Year of Act:
Principal Introducer of Bill:
Cabinet when
Passeds

Defense Appropriations in Interwar Scandinavia

*t,VlOU*
*PP«*>r.

Army
Navy
Airforce
Misc.
Hum

65.0

Souraa: Böhme, K-R.,

Allotted annual budgets in million« of national currency, nominal value, and

pcrcentag* of ékan§0»

Denmark

Sweden

1922
C.•
A.L.

%

1932«
%
S.D. +
R.L.+A.L.

A.L.

S.D.+R.L.

32.0
16.0
-

24.0
11.5

48.0

W™»

-25
-28

35.5

"Nordlek försvarapolitik

-26

Lib.

Lib.

S.D.

C.

A.

S.D.

S.D.+A.

59.5
32.5
6.0
9.2

79.8 *34
38.7 *19
27.8 +463
1.7 -82

27.6
12.4
-.
10.0b
70.0

50.0
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The Storting was the most unyielding of the Scandinavian parliaments
in cutting back the defense budgets. On both occasions it scraped
away more than thirty percent of the previous appropriations, whereas
the Folketing settled at reductions of twenty-six percent each. The
1925 cut-back enacted by the Riksdag was of a radical size, about forty
percent, but in 1936 Parliament—or more accurately, Social Democracy—
did a complete about-face and increased the military budget by almost
identical proportions. Incidentally, the Danish and Norwegian defense
departments also received additional fundings in the course of th e
thirties, and by 1940 the budgets had been doubled (also see 7.4 below).
At the concrete level, in the officers' clubs, the shrinking of the
armed forces meant that, as a result of the Norwegian 1927 Defense Act,
1,200 or 31 percent of the officers found themselves unemployed, and
after 1933 the officers corps counted an all-time low of 470 men.
Likewise, the Swedish officers corps was slashed from 2,600 to 1,600
men (37%) following the 1925 cut-backs, and the body of intermediatelevel officers decreased by 48 percent. A similar fate afflicted the
41
Danish officers corps even though the lay-offs were less numerous.
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Although the Social Democratic parties were the principal swinger
of the ax in this onslaught, also the bourgeois and, still worse, the
Conservative parties were likely to be made the object of the venom
flowing among the garrisons and ex-officers in particular. So, in
which ideological direction, more precisely, did the military
personnel go during the interwar years? By tradition almost all high42
ranking officers had been Conservative sympathizers.
Did they take
the step over into the extreme right-wing fold as a result of they
having been let down even by the Conservatives?
Some, if not most, people probably find the question superfluous,
ironic, or both. After all, there is more than circumstantial evidence
to support the assumption that the military turned Nazi in the thirties.
But the fact is, however, that with a few exceptions, circumstantial
evidence is all there is to come by on this topic. Such data are not
to be disregarded, however, especially when they pertain to a matter
of military mobilization against an outside aggressor.
The Military Board of Investigation appointed in 1946 to make an
inquiry into the activity—or, rather, the non-activity—among Norwegian
officers during the Occupation rated the performance of 1,000 men out
of a screened 14,000 as having been below approbatur, this includes
the 100 officers who received a reprimand for passivity on April 9
43
and the immediate days thereafter.
Of course, it cannot be ascertained
to what extent this laxness stemmed from a strictly professional analysis
of the odds for throwing out the Germans or out of political secondthoughts about making resistance. For the sake of clarity it should be
mentioned that this is a topic of no relevance for the Danish case.
Denmark opted for immediate surrender on that April day in 1940. This
was not true for the northernmost Norwegian theater where Allied forces
had gained the upper-hand against the invaders. If, in those months,
the Allies in the north ever entertained hopes of Swedish "voluntary
assistance" in the cause of 'Nordic Brotherhood,1 they were badly
disappointed (or naïve). No mobilization of support, moral or in
hard materiel, even fainlty comparable to what the Swedish military
apparatus had mustered for Finland in her fight against the Red Army
during the Winter War, was lent to the Norwegians in their struggle
against the Wehrmacht.
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As already pointed to in section 3.5 above, the military in
Scandinavia was more than willing to make its services available
to anti-socialist militias and para-military outfits. And, as if
the hostility between the officers and the working-class was not
fierce enough, the governments in Sweden and Norway aided this
polarization by ordering the military to curb a strike in 1931 in
Ådalen and Menstad, respectively. The military killed five people
in Ådalen.
Although action speaks louder than words, it would take a deeper
look into the political minds among Scandinavian officers in order
to arrive at unambiguous inferences about their affinity to fascism.
As for the Swedish army elite and its political views as they were
voiced in Ny Militär Tidskrift /the New Military Journal/ in the
late twenties, the drift away from the Conservatives toward the
National Party was quite apparent.^ Denmark offers a more tricky
problem in that the officers ran a risk of being discharged if they
voiced criticism of public institutions in general

At any rate,

we feel safe and content in concluding that the officers corps wound
up in the twilight zone between conservatism and right-wing extremism,
and that they, therefore, are one of the most likely group to be found
among the voters of the Scandinavian Nazi and semi-fascist parties.
*

*
*

Our findings call for caution against making sweeping generalizations
about the way the Scandinavian bourgeoisie responded to the World
Depression. That is particularly true for the civil servants whom we
refrained from discussing altogether because of lack of reliable data.
It may very well be that extreme rightist values did penetrate into
the minds of the rural bourgeoisie and officers corps. It was just
that these stimuli did not produce manifest reactions comparable in
character, not numbers, to that of the farmers' response (see 4.5
below). True, it is far-fetched to expect a movement of landed nobility
and lieutenant-generals out in the streets. But, then, Scandinavia did
see a bourgeoisie on the march; the Patriotic League in Norway is as
good an example as any of soci ety's elite showing its muscle. Founded
already in the mid twenties, this organization pre-empted the incentives
of yet another urban crisis movement.
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In 1928 the Stavanger chapter of the Patriotic League counted
539 members of whom almost one quarter belonged to the bourgeoisie
and the rest to the petty bourgeoisie and the class of clerical
employees. Not one single member wanted to be identified as a worker
in the membership file, the "popular movement11 did not even care for
46
a show-case worker.
Again, the Patriotic League was not a fascist
mob and certainly not in its infancy (cf., 3.5 above). Nevertheless,
the movement proved the obvious. If the nation's interest was felt
to be in jeopardy it was possible to have the bourgeoisie stand up
and fight and not just wait for the bandwagon to come and get them
after the petty bourgeoisie and functionaries had cleared the way.
What more is there to learn from the experience of the Patriotic
League that may bear upon the question why the Depression did not
register any outward activity among the Danish and Swedish bourgeoisie?
In other words, two different causes of one real and one hypothetical
response from the bourgeoisie—labor radicalism in Norway and economic
stress in Denmark and Sweden—are placed within an identical theoretical
framework. It is undeniably feasible, but is it also advisable (or a
desperate move in order to compensate for the dilemma of the comparative
approach, more variables than number of cases)?
It was the stands taken by big industry that made the difference
between a strong Patriotic League and the non-existence of its
equivalents in Denmark and Sweden after the Depression. For reasons
elaborated upon in earlier paragraphs, Swedish big industrialists
remained true to their social liberalism, at least those officially
representing organized big business, a structure which outnumbered
its Norwegian counterpart both in participating companies and workforce
included. The NEF did not have a sufficient political control over its
community. Not only was the Danish Employers1 Federation very efficient
and well accustomed to a dialogue with labor. Denmark's insignificant
proportion of large companies is another factor of import in accounting
for the within-Scandinavian dissimilarities. Second, the overall nature
of big bourgeoisie political fora must not be ignored. Norway, unlike
both Denmark and Sweden, had long been missing a permanent place of
rendezvous for society's elite. Third, but of marginal impact only,
Norway was known to have had a press somewhat more free from partisan
47
commitment than was the case of Denmark and Sweden.
This provided
bourgeois-inspired projects across party-lines with a more congenial
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communication environment in Norway. In general, though, newspapers
do not make up an independent category that calls for inquiry along
the same theoretical lines applied in the analysis of how various
classes were affected by the Depression. Scandinavia did see a few
wayward papers in which Nazi-tainted ideas and values were obvious,
but the press is of interest primarily as a reflection of adaptation
among the Agrarian and Conservative parties (cf., above all section
6.4.2 below).
However far these three factors may take us, there is one fundamental
difference between Norway of 1925 and, on the other hand, Denmark and
Sweden that further explains why the Depression did not make the
bourgeoisie come out of its traditional habitat. Labor radicalism was
the precipitating factor:
Crisis
Norway

—>

Recession

Scandinavia Depression

Labor Response

—>

Bourgeois Reaction

Radical

Radical

Moderate

Moderate

As will be argued in section 4.7 below, the Scandinavian labor unions
opted for a defensive rather than an offensive strategy in the wake of
the Depression. At the very best a few unions got away with prolongations
of previous contracts. Such settlements were far less common than outright
wage-cuts, though. Thus, what we have been presented with is nothing
but a textbook example of how an intervening variable absorbs the effects
in a hypothetical bivariate relationship.

4.4:

The Petty Bourgeoisie

While the bourgeoisie lives off or is heavily dependent on other
people's work, the petty bourgeoisie is theoretically distinguished by
its status as neither wage-earners nor profiteers of turnover surplus.
Artisans, shopkeepers, small businessmen, and self-owning farmers
constitute the core of this class. However, the rural petty bourgeoisie,
whose position in terms of sheer numbers was strong enough to make the
difference between a fascist success or defeat at the polls, will be
discussed in the immediate section to follow.
Why is it that the urban petty bourgeoisie has always been so ready
to join extreme right-wing causes? Nolan and Schneck have condensed a
century of theoretical and empirical pondering over this topic: "unable
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to meet the demands of modern industrialism and under great pressure
from big businessmen, big labor, and big government, the small business
man perceives himself as a

1marginai-man'

functioning on the periphery

of modern economic and social systems. Finding no allies in the laboring
masses below or the corporate hierarchy above, he may view his waning
power position with resentment; without his former influence, status,
and function the small businessman tends to feel isolated and alienated."
So, "by participating in anti-democratic right-wing extremism, or
simply believing in such attitudes or values, the small businessman
expresses his contempt for, and protest against, many of the institutional
and organizational realities of modern industrial society. It is an
active behavioral pattern or latent psychological set that communicates
his alienation from a maturing industrial order. Not only does political
extremism alleviate present frustration, but it may also become the
means through which he expresses his future aspirations for a better
world—an economic society based on nineteenth-century liberalism
where big business, big labour, and big government are minimized.
Now, have the urban independents in Scandinavia indeed been
'functioning on the periphery of modern economic and social systems1
ever since the Industrial Revolution? If so, did the night-watchman
state denote the common denominator of the petty bourgeoisie's political
aspirations?
Economically, the Danish petty bourgeoisie outranked that in Norway
and Sweden during the early 20th century. In 1930 the urban petty
bourgeoisie in Denmark accounted for 13 percent of the active population,
49
a proportion to be compared with Norway's 9 and Sweden's 7 percent.
Although the Danish urban independents did enjoy a numerical strength
of some magnitude, it was never transformed into a permanent political
force. In fact, the Scandinavian petty bourgeoisie was never given a
chance to secure a distinctive political niche on its own, and, in
retrospect, it has every reason to be grateful for that. Precisely
because the class was split into a multitude of political-ideological
factions it never lost its leverage among government circles.
Organizational strength is what explains it all. To that we will return
in section 4.9.
Indeed, history knows of many abortive attempts at forming distinctly
urban petty bourgeois parties. In Denmark the Business Party was founded
in 1917 at the initiative of the small retail dealers. The three or four
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seats won by the party in the confusion of the Easter Crisis elections
were all lost in 1924. It was not a coincidence that the community of
merchants was the eager one in this endeavor whereas the artisans and
petty industrialists remained unimpressed. Retailers are often born
into their profession, an inheritance which also includes an ideological
legacy. Artisans and petty industrialists, on the other hand, have a
heterogeneous social background which bears on their political align
ments. In Denmark the Conservative Party was the choice of the genuinely
urban petty bourgeoisie with a few hired hands. Retail dealers and
artisans living in small towns surrounded by farming country voted
Agrarian Liberal. Professionals like dentists and auditors were part
of the Radical Liberal constituency. Danish Social Democracy had its
very roots among the artisans. Especially those in medium-sized or
larger cities whose apprenticeship had made them acquainted with organized
labor did not leave their party just because they went independent."^
With the union issue (dis-)solved, the Norwegian petty bourgeoisie
began to look for alternatives outside the Liberal Party, among them
the Conservatives. The Norwegian Labor Party, too, had its share of the
petty bourgeois vote as the party had been compelled to draw on the
artisans for political support and organizational activity. In this
respect Labor did not differ much from its sister party in Denmark
(or in Sweden too for that matter). After all, Norway and Sweden alike
did not see the definite breakthrough of industrialization until the
early 20th century. Sample surveys from the fifties, information of
retrospective validity, show that the socialist share of the petty
bourgeois vote in Norway and Sweden was forty and twenty percent,
respectively."^ The lower incidence of left-wing voting among the
Swedish petty bourgeoisie may conceivably stem from the fact that
many entrepreneurs were economically dependent as contractors to
52
large enterprises.
The merchants in Norway and Sweden probably
voted Conservative or, in areas marked by a strong presence of nonorthodox Christianity and temperence, Liberal.
In addition to the quantitative and economic properties of the
Scandinavian petty bourgeoisie it should be noted that the value
patters characterizing the class hardly bore the imprint of laissezfaire liberalism. The abolition of the guild system in Scandinavia
(about 1850) was met with fierce protests among artisans and petty
entrepreneurs but welcomed by merchants.S3 The crafts societies
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subsequently formed (1879 in Denmark, 1866 in Norway, and 1905 in
Sweden) made it their primary mission to at least have something
54
functionally equivalent to the guilds reinstated.
And with the
secession of big business from the crafts societies at the turn of
the century, organized representatives of the artisans and petty
industrialists were now free to carry the mercantile, not laissezfaire, views into the twentieth century. Thus, it would be inaccurate
to say that all urban independents in interwar Scandinavia embraced
a nostalgia branded by an embellishment of the night-watchman state.
The merchant class, on the other hand, has been more consistently
liberal than the petty industrialists. Owners of general stores in
countryside Scandinavia may not have been too pleased to see the
free market at work, but shopkeepers in the cities owed their very
existence to free enterprise.
If, nevertheless, the petty industrialists, as Johnny-come-latelys,
dreamed of a revival of the market forces during the twenties it
merely goes to prove the schizophrenic and naive political worldview
of the class. Time and again, small businessmen and farmers alike have
come out as strong advocates of free enterprise. But they have also
been anxious not to let go of the escape routes provided by government
or other protective institutions.
In an attempt to picture the economic conditions of the Scandinavian
petty bourgeoisie we will rely on data defined by judicial criteria,
i.e., the number of companies subjected to bankruptcy proceedings during
the interwar years. A few reservations about the validity of the data
are in order. Some of the companies included may have been too large
to be characterized as petty bourgeois businesses. The legal framework
of economic transactions may have changed over the years. Finally,
these data merely reveal the tip of the ice-berg, they do not say much
about the situation for those firms which made it through the crisis.
Still, information on bankruptcies is very much to the point, its
definitie nature is indeed suitable for time-series analysis. For sure,
data on the number of firms closing down for good are better than
aggregate statistics on the number of companies before and after the
Depression, as such figures also measure the influx of other classes
into the original ranks of the petty bourgeoisie.
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Urban Bankruptcy Proceedings Commenced in Interwar Scandi
navia, Index: 1925=100.
Denmark

Norway

Sweden

N

Index

N

Index

N

Index

1920
'21
22
23
24

144
348
318
248
266

46
111
101
79
85

193
475
375
388
357

52
127
100
104
95

1513
2794
1908
1666
1569

93
171
117
102
96

1925
26
27
28
29

315
310
326
284
208

100
99
104
91
66

374
479
407
349
308

100
128
109
93
82

1636
1587
1506
1476
1466

100
97
92
90
90

1930
31
32
33
34

197
220
264
192
150

63
70
84
61
48

268
244
284
237
207

72
65
76
63
55

1455
1643
1990
1905
1426

89
100
122
116
87

1935
36
37
38
39

131
162
164
150
138

42
52
52
48
44

190
146
143
142
155

51
39
38
38
41

1261
1152
1033
1029
924

77
70
63
63
56

Sources: Denmark: Statietical Yearbook of Denmark, 1920-40, "Falliterkl«ringer." Norway;
Historical Statistica, 1968, p. 594. Sweden: Statistical Yearbook of Sweden, 192740, "Konkurser."

As may be seen in Table 4.4 Sweden can be singled out from what
might have been a common trait of Scandinavian interwar business.
Only in this country did the Great Depression leave a manifest trace
in the numbers of companies going bankrupt. The slight increase in
the number of failing businesses in Denmark and Norway in the early
thirties is too small to receive any serious attention. In fact, the
data lead us to believe that the Scandinavian petty bourgeoisie was
worse off in the wake of the 1921-22 recession compared to the Depression.
This interpretation is particularly reasonable in view of the encouraging
business statistics for the latter half of the thirties. In all three
countries the index values were down to about fifty units.
A capitalist crisis gives the petty bourgeoisie a break.Ample
theoretical arguments in support of this thesis can be produced, and
they all reduce to a bottom-line which says that big industry, supposed
to be short of real and negotiable assets, banks on a continuous
expansion or share of the market. The petty entrepreneurs, on the
other hand, rarely have to meet instalments on investment loans and
they also tend to work a market relatively insensitive to external
factors. Moreover, the concentration process of the capitalist economy
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slows down at times of recessions and when the economy picks up
again, small businesses are more alert than large enterprises to
get back into optimal activity.
In this light it makes very much sense that Sweden alone suffered
a marked increase in the number of companies being put out of business
in 1931 and 1932. The Swedish petty bourgeoisie, more than those in
Norway and Denmark, had its prosperity tied to the fortunes of big
industry.
What kinds of political reactions to the Depression were
articulated among the ranks of the petty entrepreneurs and retail
dealers, and through which channels did the responses emerge?
With the remnants of the guilds as cornerstones the Scandinavian
petty bourgeoisie organized itself into branch associations already
in the late 19th century.

(Again, note that it did not enter the

political scene as a uniform and secluded class.)
Scarcity of data precludes any detailed comparative inquiry into
the organizational efficiency among organized crafts and trade. Denmark,
the economic, social, and political center of gravity in Scandinavia,
provides sufficient documentation to serve as a point of departure
for some tentative observations, see Table 4.5. The Danish Federation
of Craft had some 65,000 members in 1920. It had added another ten
thousand by 1925. Immediately prior to the World Depression the
federation saw 68,000 members, a figure which improved somewhat during
the rest of the interwar years. In terms of coverage of its community,
the Danish Federation of Craft was probably second only to the farmers1
organizations. Three out of four artisans and petty industrialists had
joined their branch association in 1925.
The craft federations in Norway and Sweden did not keep records on
individual membership prior to WW II. In Norway the number of local and
regional branches doubled between 1920 and 1940. Since the Norwegian
federation had 12,000 individual members in 1945 and the Swedish one
55,000 members in 1956, the outstanding position of the Danish federation
58
need not be questioned.
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Table 4.5:

Year

Organized Craft and Trade in Interwar Scandinavia
Denmark
Artisans'
Organizat.

Merchants'
Organizat.

1920
21
22
23
24

65,000

15,000

1925
26
27
28
29

75,000

68,000

1930
31
32
33
34
1935
36
37
38
39
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1I i
1
1
1
1
I11

Norway

Artisans' Merchants'
Organizat. Organisat.

SO
Local and
Regional
Branches

13,500

1
1
1

70,000

1
11
1
1
1
1
V
20,000

12,000

12,500

100

13,000
13,000

Sweden

Artisans'

Marchants'

Organizet. Organizat.

11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,300
12,300
12,200
13,200
14,200
15,000
15,500
16,600
18,000

Sources: Data kindly made available by the Crafts Council, Copenhagen, and the Federation
of Danish Commercial Societies, Copenhagen. Norges Håndverk (Jubilee Issue), 1961.
Beretning cm Norges Handelestands Forbunds virksomhet, 1924, 1928, 1933, 1938, 1964.
Marcus, M., and Rydsian, E., Köpmän i samverkan, Stockholm: Svensk Litteratur, 1958,
pp. 183f passim.

As expected, the merchant societies were not quite as successful
as the crafts associations in organizing their community. The Danish
one grew from fifteen to twenty thousand members during the interwar
period, whereas the Swedish Society of Merchants counted a stable
11,000 retail dealers throughtout the twenties. Later, after the
Depression, the Swedish organization expanded rapidly and counted
18,000 members in 1939. In relative proportions, one out of four
Danish and one out of five Swedish retail dealers belonged to their
59
respective society m the early thirties.
The Federation of Norwegian
Commercial Associations, which organized both ordinary retail and,
primarily, wholesale dealers, controlled a stable 12,000 to 13,500
individual member companies throughout the interwar period.
As organized crafts and trade eventually presented party and
government officials with calls for concrete measures to compensate
for the effects of the Depression (cf., 4.9 below), the original
discontent among the individual members—the raw material of the
ultimate demands—had been filtered upward through the hierarchies
of the associations. This is a process of aggregation so throughgoing that the initial demands advanced by the rank-and-file may have
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been transformed into non-recognizable implications. Therefore, the
confrontations between organized petty bourgeois interest and government
will not be made an object of systematic black-box analysis. Rather,
our immediate ambition is a more modest one; to find out whether the
established organizations of the petty bourgeoisie enjoyed sufficient
confidence at the grassroot level to prevent their members from run
away undertakings.
In contradistinction to the farmers, whose response to the crisis
found expression in militant splinter-movements (see 4.5 below), the
urban independents stayed put. There was one exception, though.
Very much inspired by the Farmers1 Association, an unknown number
of Danish artisans and petty industrialists rallied behind the
Artisans' Association. The outward activity of this protest movement
was straightforward and its demands bore the unmistakeable touch of
radical rightism. The AA came out hard against monopoly capitalism
and big business (in Denmark of all places!) It called upon the
government to cut back the dividends of large companies and lower
the interest rates set by the banks. Also, the AA wanted a regulation
that would make the small entrepreneurs the exclusive contractors
of government orders. As the AA had some initial appeal on its
community the unity of the Crafts Council was temporarily in jeopardy.
Unlike the FA, however, the Artisans' Association lost its momentum
already in the early thirties.^
Apparently, the Swedish Federation of Craft was also under some
pressure from its members. At its annual meeting of 1933, officially
known as one of the "liveliest11 in the federation's history, a
proposition was passed to hold a campaign week for handicraft.
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Whether this move was intended to forestall rank-and-file demands for
more radical solutions or simply a substitute for such plans is left
for others to judge. One thing is for sure, however. There was nothing
coincidental behind the decision.
Norway did not have any extra-organizational petty bourgeoisie
activity (at least none worthy of scholarly curiosity). Since the
Federation of Craft took part in the founding of the Patriotic League
the individual member never had to hesitate where to find expression
and understanding for his "surplus" of political dissatisfaction. The
Patriotic League pre-empted many ideas as well as needs for protest
movements.
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A class whose political sympathies were spread in almost all directions,
the urban petty bourgeoisie was not predisposed to respond with a
united voice, let alone manifest activity, to the Depression, a crisis
which, in the first place, did not strike the independents as hard as
it affected most other people. More importantly still, the petty
bourgeoisie was well organized into branch associations with a long
standing tradition of unconstrained access to party government
irrespective of political color, see 4.9 below.

4.5:

The Farmers

Twentieth-century Europe provides numerous examples of right-wing
movements depending on agrarian support. Almost all Central and East
European countries faced militant farmers1 organizations during the
interwar years, and in the West the rural petty bourgeoisie was
never late to lend an ear, if not necessarily a helping hand, to the
62
fascists.
What are the theoretical inferences to be drawn upon
these observations?
It all started with the coming of the market. Gesellschaft replaced
63
Gemeinschaft
in the countryside, too, which meant that no longer were
the crops at the farmsteads automatically aborbed by the family itself
and by various institutional purchasers. From now on everything came
with a price tag on it: machinery, fertilizers, new clearings, and even
labor. Domestic servants and farmhands during harvest seasons were
hard to come by unless the proprietor offered money instead of cheap
lodgings and bread. Perhaps never before in history had such a large
number of people lost its social status so radically, and it did not
take much ingenuity to understand that, from a farmer's point of view,
no pleasant solutions to the drawbacks of modern society were to be
found down the road.
So, the reason why farmers are predisposed to turn their socio
economic agony into a right-wing protest boes back to their politicocultural roots within the Gemeinschaft setting. Behind the hazy shadows
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of the agrarian political nostalgy the contours of four important
pillars may be discerned, the Soil, Church, Folklore, and Family^
Common to all these structures was that they went toward cementing
the microcosmic atmosphere of the village. Innovations, be they
economic, cultural or political, did not penetrate easily into this
environment. Moreover, novelties had to be brought down through the
hierarchies to the subjects by someone who was seen as an undisputable
authority; otherwise they were likely to be rejected as something alien.
And truly there were limits as to what the big farmer, local priest,
members of the village council, and family heads were prepared to pass
onto their fellow peasants, parish, constituency, and household in
terms of political messages. Liberalism, let alone socialism, was
certainly out of the question. Fascism and Nazism, if advanced
carefully in a low-keyed note, stood a better chance of gaining a
foothold among the village elites inasmuch as both ideologies
contained appreciative references to what was held dear in the rural
milieu of yesteryear.
Rural Scandinavia is extremely varied in topographical and geological
structure and therefore provides different conditions for the primary
economy. In Denmark, the southern half of Sweden, and in scattered
areas of the Norwegian East Inland and Tr0ndelag, farming is a matter
of business and not exclusively a way of feeding oneself and one's
nearest. While the average size of a Danish farmstead during the interwar years was about 15 hectares, those in Norway and Sweden comprised
about 2 and 5 hectares, respectively, see Table 4.8 below. In view of
this, what would the politico-cultural picture of countryside Scandinavia
look like in terms of social networks and folklore? In which country
are we to expect numerous microcosms vulnerable to insidious rightist
messages?
First, the economic structure of the interwar primary sector was
sufficiently open to being penetrated from the outside. Less than half
of the Norwegian farmowners, part-time fishermen as those of the coaststrip often were, solely depended on farming as a source of livelihood.^"*
Also, and just like in northern Sweden, many smallholders in Norway were
seasonally (un-)employed within the forestry industry, at road construction
sites, etc. Thus, the threshold of socioeconomic entry and exit was much
tower in these countries compared to that of Denmark where an insolvent
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farmer did not have as many options available in supporting his
family by way of extra income. Agriculture in Denmark was already
well acquainted with the market forces. But, with this monetarization of countryside Denmark the microcosms also underwent social
and cultural changes; the farmers formed a network of producer co
ops and, in the spirit of Grundtvig, organized cultural activities
in and around the framework of the popular high-schools. Both
institutions served to make the peasantry familiar with democracy
and pluralism in the miniature-scale format.
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Second, the social structure of most Norwegian villages was egalitarian
except for a few ones in the East Inland where the myth of the glorious
odelsbonde lingered. Denmark and Sweden, having retained their estate
of nobility, saw a landed gentry which perhaps may be seen as the
functional equivalent of the Norwegian big farmers in terms of authority
based on heritage, but it was losing more and more of its socio
economic power, particularly in Denmark.
Still, in Sweden the rural bourgeoisie held a more prominent
position in national and, above all, local politics than did its
counterparts in Denmark and Norway, where the wave of peasant mass
mobilization during the late 19th century stands out in sharp contrast
to the Swedish tradition of corporatist elite representation of the
farming class (cf., 3.2 above).^
So, in spite of—and thanks to—this rather disparate character of
interwar rural Scandinavia, we might conclude that there were very few
untouched microcosms left in all three countries. In one way or
another the villages had already been affected by the coming of
modern society, the market economy and cultural innovations, a fact
that should not be forgotten as we turn to the economic situation of
the sector before, during, and after the Depression. Also, the timeseries data are not always cross-nationally comparable. This does not
hamper our purpose, though. Again, we are out to determine the extent
and rapidity of the changes in each country.
Throughout Scandinavia the community of farmers was afflicted by
the crisis; the impact was most severe in Denmark followed by Sweden
whereas the Norwegian primary sector had been troubled by a low return
margin ever since the mid twenties, see Table 4.6.
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Heavily oriented toward export, Danish agriculture had profited
from the slumping prices on the international grain market immediately
prior to the onset of the Great Depression. A surplus of close to
five percent bears that out. In short, inexpensive fodder meant good
profit margins on Danish bacon, eggs, and butter consumed at British
and German breakfast tables. But, as Continental Europe quickly raised
its customs duty on produce the farmowners in Denmark were hit almost
overnight.

z: q

In fiscal 1931-1932 the branch ran a deficit of .4 percentage

points. From then on the results picked up again. Sweden got away some
what easier than Denmark as her primary economy was less vulnerable to

Table 4.6:

Surplus in Interwar Scandinavian Agriculture. Percentages.
Denmark

Year

Norway

Sweden

1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1929-30

1.2

l.i

l.l

1.5
4.9
4.3

0.0
1.7
1.7
2.0

1930-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35

0.5
-0.4
2.3
2.9
3.1

1.4
0.4
1.0
2.9

1.3
-0.2
0.7
1.5
4.0

1935-36

3.3

3.4

3.7

2.5
2.1
1.9
2.1
2.4

1.1

Sources; Pedersen, E.H., et al., "Nordens jordbruk under vårldskrisen 1929-1933," in Kriser
ooh krispolitik i Norden under mellankrigstiden, Uppsa la: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1974,
p. 180.

external factors. If it were not for southern Swedish agriculture the
ratings in Table 4.6 would not have fluctuated very much in the first
place. At times when this part of the country was doing nicely, the
self-supporting farms in the north held back the national returns of
the branch. This dualism worked the other way during the Depression,
cf., Figure 4.2 below on agrarian indebtedness. In Norway the farmers
seem to have been badly off during the twenties, too. Be that as it may,
the Depression nevertheless caused extra strains

to the peasantry as

evidenced by the data on foreclosures of farmsteads.
It should be emphasized that the absolute numbers in table 4.7 should
be taken with a grain of salt as they do not reflect the actual
occurrence of Danish and Swedish peasant families having to pack up
their belongings and leave the farm. The data for Norway reflect the
terminal outcome of the legal process. In 1932 as many as 22,000 Norwegian
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Table 4.7: Forced Sales of Property in Rural Interwar Scandinavi a, I^dex:
1925=100.
Denmark
N

Index

Norway
N

Index

Sweden
N

Index

1920
21
22
23
24

436
596
1492
1306
1058

45
62
155
135
110

471
1125
1740
2073
2176

24
57
88
104
110

1006
2826
2873
2128
1981

55
153
155
115
107

1925
26
27
28
29

965
1757
2660
2779
2047

100
182
276
288
212

1987
2631
2940
3265
3987

100
132
148
164
201

1855
1790
1685
1616
1706

100
96
91
87
92

1930
31
32
33
34

1670
2658
4259
3930
2988

173
275
441
407
310

5862
6568
6090
4468

295
331
306
225

1579
1921
2433
2042
1302

85
104
131
no
70

1935
36
37
38
39

2197
1782
2235
1978
1763

228
185
232
205
183

3757
4306
2630
1349
1228

189
217
132
68
62

975
962
779
792
714

53
52
42
43
38

Sources: Denmark: Kaarsted, T., and Samuelsen, 0., Kilder til Danmarks politiske historié
1920-1939, KfJbenhavn: Gyldendal, 1975, p. 153. Norway: Historical Statistics, 1978,
p. 611. Sweden: Statistical Yearbook of Sweden, 1927-1940, "Konkurser."

farms were presented with a petition for their bankruptcy. Not seldom,
however, the economy of debtridden Scandinavian homesteads was
straightened out before they were actually put up for auction. If such
a rescue operation came to naught, many farms were "bought back11 by
the original family either because nobody wanted them or, even more
commonly, because activist villagers scared away prospective bidders
from the auctions. Supplementary data on this topic suggests that,
for Denmark and Sweden, our figures should be divided by 3 to obtain
the closest estimate of how many families lost their homes.^ Of
course, this is of no consequence for the index series.
Table 4.7 does not square with the previous one. Denmark was worst
off. In 1932—the darkest year for agriculture all over Scandinavia—
the number of bankrupt Danish farmsteads had increased to an index
value of 441, the Norwegian index value reached 331 whereas that of
Sweden scored a moderate 131. Another uniformity in the index series
is that it did not take long before Scandinavian agriculture was back
on a sound course.
Now, why is it that Norwegian farming, so widely off the mainstream
of international events, a way of life more than a way of making
money, came to be stricken so hard by the crisis? Suffice it to pin
point four background causes. First, the currency policy of Norway's
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National Bank made the mortgage expensive at a time when prices fell.
Second, the crisis perspective should be qualified regionally; it was
the East Inland rather than Norway that bore the brunt of the problems
(see figure 4.2 below). Third, the East Inland farmers, encouraged by
the Agrarians and Conservatives during the early twenties, had embarked
on an expensive investment program designed to supply the country with
grain, an economically unsound enterprise since grain could have been
imported at a fraction of t he costs for the domestic product
Finally, there was a simultaneous drop of the timber prices undermining
an important part of the business profile of a typical East Inland
farmstead.
How did the overall structure of the primary sector in Scandinavia
look when the heat of the crisis was over? For sure, the Marxist
prophecy was to be proved wrong. Rather than a concentration of land
ownership, the number of big farms had gone down, see Table 4.8.

Table 4.8:

Farms by Size of Holdings in Interwar Scandinavia
0
1

Denmark
0.55 - 10

Has
1919
1933

N

%

N

109,145
105,677

53
52

68,858
72,352

30 - 60

30

%
33
35

%

N
22,552
21,406

11
10

60 -

Sum

%

N
5,374
4,796

3
2

205,929
204,231

Norway
0.51 - 10

Has
N
1929
1939

168,975
177,992

20 - 50

10 - 20

%

N

%

92
92

11,441
11,932

6
6

N

%

3,836
3,883

Sum

50 -

%

N
251
251

2
2

0
0

184,503
194,058

Sweden
0.26 - 10

Has
N
1927
1937

331,968
322,345

%

78
77

30 - 50

10 - 30
.

N
76,707
77,959

%
18
19

N
10,813
10,969

%

3
3

Sum

50 N
7,669
7,371

%
2
2

427,152
418,644

Sources: Statistical Yearbook of Denmark, 1928, Table 43, 1938, Table 50. Pedersen, E.H., et al.,
"Nordens jordbruk under världskrisen 1929-1933in Kriser och krispolitik i Norden under
mellankrigstiden, Uppsala: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1974, p. 169.

Small farms proved viable mainly because their owners managed to
combine farming with part-time work within handicraft, industry and/or
construction. Also, some more or less abondoned farms were brought into
use again as jobless workers from the cities returned to the countryside
to resettle at their old homesteads. This is what happened in Norway and
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Sweden whereas in Denmark the smaller holdings made it through the
crisis partly with the help of a public program that furnished them
with new patches of land.
The data presented so far, together with related information on
the status of interwar Scandinavian agriculture, have at times made
scholars apt to ask whether the three countries really went through
unbearable hardships during the period. It is certainly a legitimate
question. More than nine out of ten peasants were never driven away
from their homesteads. There is only one way out of this dilemma: let
the farmers decide for themselves. How did they perceive their lot?
They were worried, worried enough to form radical agrarian movements,
the Danish Farmers' Association* (DFA) in 1930, the Norwegian Farmers1
Relief Association** (NFRA) in 1931, and the Swedish National Rural
Union*** (SNRU) in 1929.
Certainly, there was nothing co-incidental about their appearance.
A regional breakdown of the membership base of the movements and the
rate of indebtedness among the farmers—some 60 instead of 3 cases—
shows that the DFA, NFRA, and SNRU were all children of their time,
see Figure 4.2. In terms of coefficients, the relationship between
the two variables may be expressed as .12 for Denmark, .59 for Norway,
71
and .43 for Sweden.
The DFA was at its strongest m Southern and
Eastern Jutland, Lolland-Falster, and parts of Zealand. In Norway the
NFRA was almost exclusively a phenomenon of the East Inland. Likewise,
the SNRU had an uneven regional distribution of members with the south
west and mid-east of Sweden as its strongholds.
Nationwide, the DFA was way ahead of the SNRU and, particularly,
the NFRA in membership enrollment. Every other Danish farmer had
joined the DFA in 1932 whereas the SNRU counted six percent of the
farmers as its members. But, on the other hand, the Swedish—unlike
the Danish—movement grew stronger over the years and by 1938 the two
may conceivably have been on equal footing. Because of the complete
lack of organizational routines, the membership figures for the NFRA
are beset with some uncertainty. The quoted ones, between eight and
twelve thousand or a five percent coverage of the farming community,
are more realistic than those mentioned in the contemporary propaganda,
*
**

In Danish, Landbrugemes Sammens lutning.
In Norwegian, Bygdefolkets Krisehjelp.
In Swedish, Riksförbundet Landsbygdens Folk.
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Figure 4.2: Agricultural Indebtedness and Farmsteads Organized Within
the DFA, NFRA, and SNRU. Percentages

Batleate of NFRA Strength, 1932

Indebtedness, 1932

Strong
Moderat,«

®

40-54

E3
t
*

1 Unknown

i
'
<i
„
Source»: "Landbrugets galdsforhold 1937Statietiaka Meddeleleer, 4. R«kke. 105, K^benhavn, 1939. Broga&rd, P.# Landbrugarne B Sarmene lutning, Arhuat St udenterràdat, 1969, p. 24. Pr^land, K., Krise og kam p. Bygdefolkete krioehjelp, Oslo: Universitetsförlaget, 1962, pp. 14, 66. "Jordbrukets skuldsättning år 1933," Statistiska Meddel
anden, Ser. A: V 3, Stockholm, 1937. Thullberg, P., Bönder går Barman, Stockholm: LTs Förlag, 1977, p. 206.
1

up to 200,000 members, see Table 4.9.

Table 4.9: Number of Members and Percent Farmsteads Organized within the
DFA, NFRA, and SNRU.
Year
1932
1933
1934
1938

NFRA

DFA
Members

%

102,000

50

-

Meobers

%

»

_

-

-

27,500
37,000
52,000

6
9
12

8-12,000

-

30,000

15

SNRU
%

Members

-

5
-

-

Sources: Brog aard, P., iandbrugemes Sarmenslutning, Arhus: Studenterrådet, 1969, pp. 21f.
Finland, kKrise og kamp. Bygdefolkets Krieehjelp, Oalo: Universitetsförlaget,
1962, p. 75. Thullberg, P., Bönder går soman, Stockholm: LTs Förlag, 1977, pp. 204ff.

To judge especially by the case of Denmark, the nature of the
economic crisis alone does not go toward explaining the whole
difference in mass appeal among the three movements. It was also
a question of organizational space, making headway in a stiff
competition with the established agrarian organizations. Did the
already existing ones fail to notice that their rank-and-file
was having a difficult time or did they take a too lenient posture
toward those who were in a position to ease the burdens of the peasantry?
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For one thing, the Swedish farmers did not have any interest
organization at all. TrueT they could turn to the County Agricultural
Societies or the Swedish Farming Society for advice on husbandry,
fertilizers, soil improvement, etc., but these semi-public institutions
run by estate owners and well-to-do farmers never concerned themselves
with marketing and prices. What the founding fathers of the SNRU had
in mind when they came together was the concept of a trade union for
rural prople. Metaphorically speaking, Swedenfs countryside was virgin
soil, which explains the gradual and unbroken increase of SNRU member
ship recruitment. Unlike the DFA and NFRA it was a permanent contribution
72
to society's array of organizations.
In Denmark—where most people within the primary economy were
organized—the Federation of Danish Smallholders1 Society, tied to
the Radical Liberal Party, responded in an expedient way to the
hardships. Working closely with the Racicals the smallholders
approached the crisis with very few dogmas. No solution was a priori
out of the question. The Federation of Danish Agricultural Societies,
a movement inseparable from the Agrarian Liberal Party, confronted
the issues with its heavy load of economic liberalism (cf., 4.9 below).
It was bad enough that the DFA was already founded; it was high
time for the old organizations to start fighting back. Besides, yet
another crisis movement had been formed in Denmark in the early
thirties, the LLC (Land, Labor, Capital).* It focused on the monetary
aspects of agriculture, and to guard the farmers from the evil sides
of capitalism, the LLC began issuing bank notes on its own, negotiable
in settlements between farmers and dairies, slaughter-houses, etc.
The LLC managed to attract a considerable number of supporters in
Funen and Southern Jutland, and its national membership peaked at
73
some 35,000 members in 1934.
The fact that some prominent LLC people
appeared as speakers at DNSAP rallies should not give the movement a
Nazi label. Many LLC supporters probably turned to the Single Tax
74
Party (cf., 3.4 above) when it came to casting their ballots.
As in Denmark, the farmers in Norway were split into two main
organizations. About 25 percent of all freeholders had flocked to the
*In Danish, Jord, Arbejde, Kapital, JAK.
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Peasant League with the Agrarian Party as its political ally whereas
the smallholders were to be found within the Peasant and Smallholders'
League politically divided among the Liberals, Worker Democrats, and
75
.
.
.
Labor.
The NFRA did not question the good intentions of the two
established organizations and the Agrarian Party but it had doubts as
to their ability to come to grips with the problems. At least in the
beginning of the NFRA1s history, all organized spokesmen of rural
interests were seen as members of one big family, but "extraordinary
times call for extraordinary measures11 as one NFRA leader put it.
The NFRA was not designed to compete with its fellow organizations
and it did its

utmost to come out as a non-political umbrella

movement. In that pursuit it invited prospective members of its
board from among the ranks of the two farmers1 organizations and
all political parties. The NFRA was partly successful among the
latter. Half of the NFRA leadership included people said to belong
to the Agrarian Party, a quarter to the Labor Party, and the rest
to the remaining bourgeois parties. Just as was to be expected, the
ostensible harmony in the rural community was not to last for long.
The Agrarian Party and the Peasant League rightly saw the very
existence of the NFRA as a vote of no confidence. So, in retrospect,
the good-hearted endeavors of the NFRA meant a half-hearted drive
in the signing up of members.^
Economic conditions and organizational space were important
determinants of the strength of the militant agrarian movements. Of
much less, if any, relevance for their prospects was the size of
the holdings. The DFA, NFRA, and SNRU all attracted smallholders,
freeholders, and big farmers albeit the well-to-do owners were
. .
77
those to occupy the top positions.
Further interpretations of
the regional profiles of the movements suggest that certain
politico-cultural milieus may have worked against the three
organizations. The DFA seems to have been at a disadvantage in
areas traditionally counted as the heartland of the smallholders1
movement; the NFRA and SNRU were both moderately successful in
regions commonly thought of as non-conformist Christian strongholds,
the South-West of Norway, and the counties of Jönköping, Värmland,
78
Örebro, and Västerbotten in Sweden.
Also, the farmers on the SouthWest coast of Norway were equally dependent on fishery for their
livelihood. However, this pattern should not be construed as a
reflection of any hostility per se between religion and agrarian
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radicalism. It was just that the lay-Christian farmers were firmly
rooted in one of the Liberal camps that did not readily approve of
. .
79
class antagonism m politics.
In other words, the rural microcosms
in such areas had already been subjected to cross-cutting politicocultural conflict dimensions.
As far as ideas, demands, and actions were concerned, the DFA,
NFRA, and SNRU put their energy into the latter two. They were task
forces, not learned societies. In fact, "politics11 was banned within
the movements and, in a sense, it was to be an effective bar as no
elaborate program on government and society was ever issued. No
official alternatives were offered to what the three movements declared
inferior and ready for the junkyard. Parliament and parties were, not
surprisingly, an object of harassment among individual leaders of
the DFA, NFRA, and SNRU, but they were anxious not to advance any
solution of their own. Needless to say, the militant farmers1
organizations were thoroughly infiltrated by right-wing extremists
and it was of vital interest for the survival of the movements that
principal discussion on political topics be kept off the agenda.
In varying intensity and duration the DFA, NFRA, and SNRU called
for a moratorium or extension of mortgages, reduction on property
taxes and fees, lower interest rates, a devaluation, various import
and export regulations, a tight hold on government spending, preferably
cut-backs of public programs that redounded to the benefit of urban

OA

people, and protectionist campaigns for buying domestic goods.

To put emphasis behind its demands and the cabinet under pressure
the DFA launched a battery of demonstrative actions. What the DFA
carried out. the NFRA dreamed of duplicating had it only been strong
enough. Undoubtedly, the SNRU had a sufficient number of members
ready for mobilization, but its leadership disapproved of rowdy
81
behavior.
For instance, the DFA urged its members not to make
withdrawals from their sterling accounts in British banks. The NFRA
worked on ideas of letting its members refuse to pay the mortgage on
their loans and to issue a separate currency. Both remained ideas.
Not without success, the DFA called upon its people to withhold milk,
poultry, etc., from the dairies and slaughter-houses. A similar
boycott was carried through in Sweden only to be condemned by the
SNRU as a wild-cat action. All three movements drafted plans for a
farmers1 march on the capitals, but it was the exclusive pleasure of
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the DFA to make an actual attempt. In 1935, some 40,000 peasants
called upon the king for aid in solving their plight.
Experience from other countries, the Finnish Lapua and German
Landvolk movements, suggests the question of how long it took before
the DFA, NDRA, and SNRU were lost to the fascists. Only the SNRU
was to escape with a clean record although it had been infiltrated
82
by Nazis (also see 5.3.1 below).
The fate of the two other
organizations suggests that the SNRU got away partly becausc it
continued to recruit more and more members. The DFA and NFRA, being
upstarts in the family of farmers' organizations, became increasingly
vulnerable to fascist scheming as the great bulk of their members
returned back to the established organizations. While the DFA was
fairly successful in shutting out the fascists—Nazi-tainted
rhetoric did nonetheless grow in intensity at its mass meetings
83
84
after 1935—the NFRA succumbed to Quisling's enticements in 1933.
In the upcoming Storting election the NS and NFRA appeared on a joint
list in five East Inland constituencies. Dispirited by the futile,
efforts of mobilizing the farming masses, the meager grassroot
backing, and outcomes of the campaigns, let down by the Agrarian
Party and in need of anything that could blow new life (and money)
into the NFRA, its leadership reached for Quisling's "helping hand."
It was to be a fatal aid. The NFRA dissolved into innumerable factions
and ceased to exist in 1936. The leaders of the DFA and SNRU, on the
other hand, did not have to look around in desperation for a political
ally. They were already committed, mentally but also through over
lapping official positions, to the Farmers' Party and the Agrarian
Party, respectively.
*

*
*

The Danish farmers rallied in great numbers to the DFA, and for very
good reasons. Agriculture in Denmark and Norway was severely hit by
the World Depression. Also, the crisis took an intense course in
Denmark. Swedish farmers may have had a burdensome time during
the early thirties but, a poor consolation or not, with few exceptions
they never had to witness their neighboring family losing its home
stead. Furthermore, the Danish farmer, seeing his representatives
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clinging to well-meaning but far too expensive liberalism, was not
left with much of a choice other than to come out in protest. His
brethren in Norway and Sweden oftentimes had a chance to feed their
families by way of jobs on the side. They were not as tied to the
soil as the Danish peasantry. Overlapping class bonds may, therefore,
account for the comparatively weak position of the NFRA but not for
the SNRU1s favorable response. The two countries differ in one
important aspect, however. Sweden, having had no well-established
farmers' movement, provided the SNRU with a lasting rationale whereas
the radical movements in Norway and Denmark were done for after the
economic trend had turned upward and the governments had acted on the
issues. Fascists subsequently flocked to the left-overs of the DFA
and NFRA like vultures descending upon carrions. Sweden did not have
any tradition of agrarian mass politics, which, at least in theory,
made the SNRU liable to head for political adventures. But, "The
Farmers1 Convention of March 1932 leads to a resolution in which
demands take negotiable political forms. The demands attached to
the resolution were within the limits of what was politically
feasible—although it should be noted that the political parties
had gradually shifted their positions.n85
No, the rank-and-file of the radical agrarian movements never
lined up on the fascist side. Those farmers who did rally behind the
DFA, NFRA, and SNRU did it because they were in need of anything that
could give them a break, protect them from the evil jaws of capitalism,
and not necessarily because they wanted to see democracy replaced by
something else. This interpretation of the political nature of the
militant farmers' organizations, by far the most common of all
accounts,

is so permeated by apology and compassion that it almo st

incapacitates the peasantry.
Again, what if t he domestic history of Scandinavia had taken a
darker course? Would the dieha rds of

the DFA and NFRA, those who

stayed on until the mid or late thirties, have been among those
coming out in defense of pluralism (cf., the discussion of the
Patriotic League, 3.5 above)? The individual farmers within the
DFA, NFRA, and SNRU may very well be excused. But the credit for the
fact that the farmers ended up with an unblemished face should be
awarded very selectively, see 4.9 and Chapter 7 below.
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The Functionaries

A social group often "defined11 by way of the residual category in
class analyses, the functionaries do not fit easily into socio
economic typologies of fascism. This obscurity indeed originates
87

from the social and culturalheterogeneity of the functionary class.

What do stereotypes like servile book-keepers, strenuous foremen, and
red-tapist officials have in common in the first place? Second, what
more than a simple wish for status-maintenance remains if th eir
respective situations are reduced to a level which allows us to
identify the essence of the political role of the functionaries?
A lumping together of the functionaries and social strata of
related prestige would muddle the issues even further. Such a
'middle-class' would include the petty bourgeoisie—independents—
and white-collar workers—dependents, the latter whose recent
numerical growth had accumulated enough to make the functionaries
a class of political importance. No longer could the Conservatives
take the functionary vote for granted because it was precisely
during the interwar years that the Scandinavian functionaries began
looking for various political alignments.
By the time the functionaries had become a class worthy of attention
on its numerical merits most body politics in the West had already been
molded into a shape sufficiently stable to present the functionary
class with ready-made political alternatives. Space simply did not
permit the forming of a 'functionary party.' How smoothly the whitecollars were integrated with the established system was conditioned
by the openness of both the class itself and the existing political
structures. A threshold burdensome to overcome would have existed
had the functionaries already acquired an identity of their own and,
say, organized labor looked upon them as a foreign element liable
to tamper with the "true" interest of the working-class the instant
the salaried employees were admitted to the ranks of this movement.
If however the functionary class was internally divided and the
political parties anxious to accommodate selected sentiments among
the different white-collar factions, the whole topic may as well be
addressed in a manner comparable to the political sociology of the
working-class.
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White-collars as well as workers employed by small firms in
picturesque towns are heavily subjected to a petty bourgeois ideological
environment and both classes may be equally concerned with status
maintenance; the functionary may resent soicalism as being out to
rob him of his prestige, the worker may find himself in a conflict
of loyalty because he too wants a fair shot at advancement. This
setting has its contrast in large companies where the anonymous
salaried employee has come to realize that he lives off his pay
check and not his social status and therefore finds unions very
much to the point and all the more so if they operate on a '^nonpolitical11 basis.
Thus, our way of approaching the political role of the functionary
class will be heuristic rather than preconceived because all
functionaries were not squeezed equally hard between management and
labor, all functionaries did not have the same idea of how to preserve
their social prestige, for sure all functionaries did not yearn for
a return to the pre-industrial social hierarchy as that era did not
even know of most of them. All functionaries in Weimar were not
Pinnebergs and certainly not in Scandinavia either.
Esprit de corps aside, Scandinavia of the late twenties probably
did not have a functionary culture of sufficient potency to have
any uniform political meaning. In 1920 the relative proportion of
salaried employees was 15, 14, and 11 percent in Denmark, Norway,
and Sweden, respectively. Ten years later the class amounted to
88
16, 14, and 14 percent, respectively.
Since the private sector
had accounted for almost the entire expansion after WW 1, the
functionary class had become increasingly heterogeneous. Of even
greater political significance is that this growth had necessitated
a recruitment from among the working-class. A sample survey carried
out among the Swedish white-collar workers in 1936 reported one
third of the functionaries as having had its roots in the working8 9
.
.
.
class.
Finally, what unions of civil servants and salaried
employees were already formed had yet to gain a wider following and
shift their focus of attention from narrow professional matters and
cameraderie to nationwide concerns of salary contracts and employment
conditions.
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The multi-faceted nature of the functionary class—vividly
brought out by its overlapping ties with other social segments—
makes it difficult to ascertain in what way these people were
affected by the Depression and how that bore on their political
reactions. Nonetheless, it should be made clear at the outset
that the crisis never produced mass unemployment among salaried
employees y private or public. That fate was reserved for the
working-class. But, in exchange for their relatively secure position,
the functionaries had to accept substantial cuts in nominal and
real wages. Public officials and a large portion of the salaried
workers had their pay tied to the cost-of-living index (see
Table 4.11 below). On top of this automatic deflation of the
salaries, most white-collars in the private sector were to face
additional slashes of their pay-checks. Loyalty to the company's
interest still being stronger than the solidarity within the
class, these calls for "voluntary11 reductions did not meet with
much organized opposition. In fact, ever since WW I real wages
had been on a more disadvantageous course for the functionaries
compared to that of the workers. Swedish data set the index value
of 1929 at 113 for the functionaries and 137 for the workers;
in 1935 the functionary's salary had dropped one point whereas
90
the worker's scored an index value of 145.
In 1929 the Storting
enacted a ten percentage cut in public salaries to be followed
91
by another reduction of four percent in 1932,
laws which served
. .
92
as a cue for the market. Denmark experienced a similar development.
The Great Depression meant more to the functionaries than it did
to any of th e other classes. It more or less gave birth to a new
social class. White-collar unions now began to grow like never
before, see Table 4.10.
The history of the functionary unions in Scandinavia (yet to be
written in a comprehensive perspective) is somewhat obscure. Its
course, too, does not follow the same path in Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden. True, all three countries did see a few white-collar unions
formed in the late 19th century—the civil servants were among the
first functionaries to organize themselves—but, restricted as they
were by statute, such unions primarily catered to intra-group
activities of a social and professional nature. By and large, this
was also true for the unions of salaried employees in the private
, 93
sector.
z.
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Table 4.10: Members in White-Collar Unions in Interwar Scandinavia.
Denmark

Year

The Commercial and Office
Employees' Union
_

The Commercïal^Xnd Office
Employees' Union

Sweden „

The Central Org. of
Employees

1920
21
22
23
24

19,398
16,238
14,921

1925
26
27
28
29

14,921
14,654
14,93')
15,281
20,254*

7,506

1930
31
32
33
34

20,846
22,316
23,518
26,667
28,369

3,652
4,794
5,902
6,894
7,783

20,000
21,000
23,000
25,000

1935
36
37
38
39

29,896
32,065
33,984
37,434
40,924

9,566
12,571
15,772
18,682
19,536

28,000
30,000
32,000
47,000
50,000

--

13,196
-

-

Sources: Statistical Yearbook of Denmark, 1920-40, "Fagforeninger." Qusland, G., Fagorganisasjonen i Norge, Vol ill. Oslo: AFL, 1949, pp. 369, 379, 732. DACO, 1931-1941,
Stockholm: De Anställdas Centralorganisation, 1941 (Pamphlet).
»Inclusive of minor independent functionary unions.(1929 onwards).

Serious attempts at developing white-collar unions into militant
organizations in terms of membership recruitment and policy were
made after WW I. Both the Danish and Norwegian Commercial and
Office Employees' Union, the principal union in the open market,
experienced a respectable success in the late teens, but was
subsequently weakened as a result of the Recession of 1921-22.
The Swedish unions were also fighting an up-hill battle as a
Q lx

consequence of the hard economic climate.

The next time the economy took a turn for the worse the unions
responded by growing larger and politically more mature. The
Commercial and Office Employees' Union in Denmark and Norway
joined the Federation of Labor in 1932 and 1931, respectively,
whereas in Sweden a handful of independent unions of salaried
workers chose to form a peak organization of their own, the
Central Organization of Employees /DACO/, founded in 1931.95
It does not come as a surprise that the Commercial and
Office Employees' Union in Denmark found its way into the
reformist socialist family, but how is it that its fellow
organization in Norway also wound up in the Federation of Labor—
one year after its political branch, the Labor Party, had held
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its radical congress of 1930? With the "Swedish solution11 added to
the picture, the politics of white-collar unions in Scandinavia
do not follow any foreseeable logic.
For one thing, the Swedish functionaries did not elect to bypass
the Federation of Labor because they were less socialist than their
colleagues in Denmark and Norway. They were not, or, to be more
precise, we do not know anything for sure about the width and depth
of socialist sentiments among Scandinavian salaried employees.
Besides, ideology had nothing to do with organizational alignments
in this case. In a comparative perspective it is Norway that causes
the bewilderment. Denmark is not all that problematical to account
for, given her leading position within the government of labor
relations. Both the Federation of Labor and the Danish Employers1
Federation, having recognized each other as bargaining parties
already in 1899, could not possibly have had any principal objections
to an organized functionary class. And, indeed, the example set by
the clerical workers was soon to be followed by many others, among
96
them the civil servants' unions.
In Norway, again, the Employers1
Federation went to some lengths to ensure that the functionary
.
.
.
.
9 7
positions were kept intact for the whim of the free market forces.
The Federation of Labor's accommodation of the Commercial and Office
Employees1 Union also serves to question the notion of Norway's labor
movement as having been comparatively introverted and suspicious of
non-manual workers.
Whatever nation-specific factors may have been at work behind the
different organizational alternatives picked by the functionary
classes—a Copenhagen and Oslo domination of the unions, by way of
example—they are all compatible with a Scandinavian explanatory
proposition that is based on what future potentials were within reach
in the three countries. The Danish and Norwegian white-collar unions
of the twenties were too many and too powerless to be likely to agree
on a common institutional platform. So, when overcome by yet another
economic slump the functionary unions one by one sought cover under
the umbrella held out by the Federation of Labor. Its affiliates
could indeed present a record of contracts more rich

in content

than what the salaried employees had gained from individual bargaining
with management. In contrast, and as a consequence of the reasoning
just assigned the white-collar unions in Denmark and Norway, those in
Sweden—a handful—were convinced that, if they joined forces, a position
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of strength comparable to that of riding the coat-tail of the
Federation of Labor was attainable, prospects which included
. . .
9 8
another bonus, namely, party political independency.
There is no handy way of deciding whose solution was to prove
the best one. The functionary unions throughout Scandinavia were
about equally successful in their recruitment of members during
the thirties, see Table 4.10 above. In Denmark the number of
organized functionaries doubled between 1930 and 1939. Within the
same time-span the Norwegian Commercial and Office Employees1 Union
grew from some four to twenty thousand members, whereas the Swedish
Central Organization of Employees added some 30,000 members to its
initial cadre of 20,000.
Unfortunately, membership data for unions organizing the public
servants are too scarce and incomplete to be reproduced and inter
preted in any meaningful way. The civil servants were, by and large,
organized along the same lines as the salaried employees, i.e., those
in Denmark and Norway went to the Federation of Labor (save for the
high-ranking officials) whereas those in Sweden copied the DACO in
1936 when the Central Organization of Salaried Workers, TCO, was
formed. Before the Second World War this organization controlled a
99
combined strength hovering around 50,000 members.
For this reason
it does not make much sense to compute and compare the velative
proportion of unionized functionaries in Scandinavia.
Memoirs, jubilee publications, and scholarly accounts pertaining
to the functionary unions are practically free from anything that

100
suggests of open conflict between employees and government/owners.

After all, a strike among salaried workers was regarded simply as
a collective resignation. Partial agreements, amendments to retirement
plans, better disability insurances, etc., common tasks to confront
a union official of the thirties, do not make the headlines, let
alone is such information of much use in analyses trying to uncover
what political values and ideas were nourished among the functionary
class. This blank spot in our documentation of how the functionary
Weltanschauung—if there ever was one— was affected by the Depression
is something we will have to live with, as there is no way to come
about data on what took place beyond
functionaries.

the ranks of the organized
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As the echo of th e Big Crash swept over Scandinavia the functionary
saw his pay becoming deflated from an already low level. However bad
that may have been, he never really had to fear losing his position.
Before the Depression the salaried employees had more or less led a
care-free political life. What tentative motions toward organizing
the functionaries had been made prior to the crisis became more
definite in the early thirties. In and by itself, a funtionary
movement gradually picking up momentum was an asset to democracy if
the trend met the proper response among other organized interests and
government.' All we safely can say is that if the extreme right had
any plans in stock for wooing the salaried workers it was in for a
stiff competition, most notably from the Federation of Labor in
Denmark and Norway.

4.7:

The Working-Class

The working-class is of interest in this context not so much because
it was a potential source of support waiting to be mobilized by the
fascists. Rather, if the working-class was ever to become instrumental
to the fascist cause, it would have been by labor going left, by making
Scandinavia even more polarized than it already was.
True, fascist and Nazi movements in Europe did count workers among
their following. But the historical, sociological, and political
dynamics behind this strand of right-wing extremism suggests that,
a priori, Scandinavian fascist agitators were well advised not to
waste too much time in trying to solicit the working-class. In short,
the typical fascist worker had been attracted to the extreme right
on the grounds of ethnically based discontent, his possession of
petty bourgeois values and ambitions, and a feeling of not belonging
. .

101

to any of the existing political groupings.

In Scandinavia, where

the Church had long since ceased to question the superiority of the
State and where ethnic conflicts were unheard of, the political
102

alignment was already firmly set along the left-right axis.

Here,

an occasional fascist with a lumpen proletarian background remains a
pure sociological topic.
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Thus, we should ask what chances there were that the Depression
would leave the socialist working-class in a state of political
limbo. What posture did the unions assume when hit by the World
Depression, that of a final showdown with the capitalist system
or a defensive survivalist strategy? How did that in turn affect
the prospects of the reformist and revolutionary labor movements?
Did the "yellow unions" raise their stakes during the crisis?
Because of the specific nature of organized labor in Scandinavia,
a structure that has to reckon with four important entities—the
working masses, unions, two competing teachings, and government
(at times identical with the Social Democratic parties)—it may be
useful to recall the five queries generated by the pyramid above.
Our concern in this section is limited to the first three topics,
those of organizational efficiency, overlapping loyalties, and unity
among the working-class movement. Labor's relations vis-à-vis its
adversary in the market are discussed in the immediate section to
follow, whereas the way labor approached government is dealt

with

in section 4.9 below.
A satisfactory account of the political sequel to the Depression
would require a thorough investigation into labor's economic and
political situation before the crisis. How genuinely proletarian
had the Scandinavian working-class become as the twenties came to
its close? What was the likelihood of an individual worker—in search
of at least temporary relief from the hardships—going petty bourgeois
or back to the farm? Did the worker in Scandinavia have anything
functionally equivalent to the myth of California, an exit, or was
he trapped in a dead-end alley left with no other choice but to fight
against his plight with the help of his comrades? These questions
bear, in essence, upon the occurrence of overlapping class-bonds, a
problem that has an objective as well as a mental aspect to it,
i.e., to what extent was a deproletarization a real solution, and
with what intensity and extent had this escapism spread among the
Scandinavian workers (cf., Fallada's novel Ein Mann will nach Oben)!
At first glance, the entrepreneurial instinct among Danish workers
was conceivably reduced to a minimum as Denmark had come farther than
Norway and Sweden on the industrial era. And little did it help a
worker in Denmark to fancy a life in the countryside. Either he had
lost his family-ties to agriculture altogether or, if not, he
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nevertheless did not stand much of a chance to acquire a small farm
of his own. As noted above, this return to farming had turned out
to be a viable option for quite a number of jobless workers in
Norway and Sweden. But, on the other hand, Denmark's industrial
structure had retained its long standing tradition of being dependent
on handicraft and small companies. So, when lay-offs afflicted
such firms the jobless worker was not completely deprived of means.
His skill was the nucleus of a career as an independent. Although
the number of small firms within handicraft and industry increased
with 15 percent between 1925 and 1935, this petty bourgeois arrivisme
103
should not be over-emphasized.
In no way could such a solution
absorb the hordes of unemployed of the early thirties. There might
have been a psychological by-product of this entrepreneurial trend,
that of making the jobless worker feel guilty of his fate.
What is probably of chief political interest in this context is
that the socioeconomic status of the Danish workers—artisans as
many of them were or had been—became an early asset to the reformist
104
labor movement.
Left-wing radicalism does not penetrate easily
into an industrial setting dominated by small businesses. In 1924,
a meager 24 percent of all Danish workers were employed by companies
with a workforce totalling 100 employees or more. The corresponding
105
.
figure for Sweden was 60 percent.
Now, this discrepancy should
not be blown up and extrapolated beyond its reasonable sociological
and political implications. It may very well be that, among the
working-classes throughout Scandinavia, Sweden saw the largest pro
portion of a destitute and class-conscious proletariat. It is just
that we lack persuasive empirical evidence to uphold such a notion.
True, a tight politico-cultural network developed in working-class
residential areas adjoining Swedish heavy industrial plants, the
"red factories" out in the provinces. But, as brought out by nationlevel statistics on union membership and socialist voting, Sweden's
laborite character, in terms of numbers, does not surpass that of
Denmark. After all, Sweden and Norway were still predominantly rural
societies nourishing the peasant nerve among many a worker. Besides,
overlapping class-bonds need not always work as a safety-valve against
labor radicalism. In fact, one of the major causes of the Norwegian
Labor Party's interlude in the revolutionary fold is said to have had
1 06
its origins among workers recently recruited from the hinterland.
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Much remains to be documented on the rigidity of the class
structure of early 20th-century Scandinavia. Unfortunately, social
mobility, primarily an individual property, is usually buried and
107
forever lost in aggregate statistics.
The political alignments
among the unions are obvious, though; Denmark went to face the
crisis with a moderate labor union, Norway with a labor movement
in a state of flux, and Sweden in between these two extremes
(cf., 3.3 above).
"The crisis of the thirties is perhaps the most serious one
we've had, and it laid a dead hand over the entire economic life.
It is not an exaggeration to say that poverty and privation beset
most working-class homes in the cities and countryside alike. Those
who talk about the burdensome thirties more or less smiling so as
to smooth things over probably don't understand what a difficult
108
time most workers had."
This is how former Labor Party Leader
Einar Gerhardsen remembers the thirties, and he is but one of
all those who have helped in cementing the gloomy picture of that
decade. Smile or no smile, it is our task to present the facts and
preferably let them stand up and speak for themselves, an endeavor
not without its pitfalls as the data for this period do not lend
evidence enough for an open-and-shut case, see Table 4.11. Why,
for instance, did the real wages continue to increase in the early
thirties? Did organized labor make the difference between workers
and functionaries?
Common to all Scandinavian countries was that, as of the mid
twenties, the indices of real earnings were on a steady upward
trend until they were mildly re duced about 1934, a trend that changed
to the better in 1938. Thus, compared to the 1921-22 recession, the
Great Depression had a much more gentle effect on real wages. Money
obviously bought the same quantity of goods throughout a Scandinavia
beset by the crisis. It was not a period of high prices. Compared to
the inflationary peak year of 1925, Norwegian consumers were much
better off in 1933 when the cost of living index had dropped by
96 points. At the most, prices in Denmark and Sweden fell by 56 and
24 points, respectively. So, those who did

have a job to go to had

every reason to be satisfied, at least momentarily, because this was
simply the crux of the period. It was work that counted.
With the high level of unemployment during the early twenties in
fresh memory, the working-class seemingly headed toward a time of less
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and less worrying over winning its bread. Not so, for within a couple
of years the number of jobless workers more than doubled, leaving a
third of the Danish and Norwegian labor forces idle and a fourth of
the Swedish one without employment. It should be noted that these
data reflect yearly averages. Therefore, another

ten percentages

points may be added to get the picture of the darkest winter-months
in 1933. 'Who's next to go,1 a lot of workers asked themselves and
friends alike during those years since few, if any, jobs were one
hundred percent safe.
As no Scandinavian country provided its citizens with fully
covered unemployment insurance and social security, unemployment
posed a trying situation for a working-class family. A very rough
estimate in comparative malaise indicates that Danish jobless workers
were not quite as badly off as their fellow-sufferers in Sweden and,
above all, Norway.
Danish union members were entitled to draw unemployment benefits
up to 70 days or, in exceptional cases, 210 days JUnion-administered
insurance in Sweden and Norway were far less common and comprehensive
than Danish policies. Basically, what remained for the needy families
in Norway and Sweden, and the Danish ones whose 210th day was up,
was the degrading ordeal of having to ask for welfare relief. Some
family-supporters received cash advances, others had to work for the
smallish sums, work primarily intended to keep the men busy and
which was meaningful labor by sheer accident only.
The number of people on welfare in Scandinavia in 1933 goes to
prove that Denmark's unemployment insurance catering to union members
took care of a substantial number of jobless. Some 144,000 Danes, or
four percent of th e population, nevertheless drew social security.
Still, these figures do not stand in comparison with the 600,000
Swedes, about ten percent of the population, and 365,000 Norwegians,
about 13 percent of the inhabitants, who were dependent on welfare.^®
Since the number of farmers and functionaries being on welfare during
these years was infinitesimally small, these percentages should be
multiplied by two, which brings us to the conclusion that most Swedish
and Norwegian working-class families hit by unemployment sooner or
later found their way to the social security offices.
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In what way did the distress that built up among the workers in
the early thirties express itself? To be sure, the working-class was
never atomized. Crime rates, suicide, consumption of alcohol, and
other data that relate to individual "solutions11 to the misery did
. .
.
.
not rise significantly
during
the first
half of the decade.1 1 1

Rather, one is ready to believe that the crisis enhanced a growing
solidarity among the working-class, another widespread nostalgia
about these years, only this time supported by hard proof.
While the recession 1921-22 weakened the unions the Depression
.
strengthened them.112 In 1930, counting
m round figures and
including heads of households as well as dependents, the workingclass totaled 2,060,000 people in Denmark, 1,520,000 in Norway,
and 3,350,000 in Sweden. Thus, in 1929, the relative proportion
of unionized working-class people was about the same in Denmark
and Sweden—17 percent—whereas that in Norway was quite lower or
8 percent. Five years later, when the grip of the Depression had
eased somewhat, the percentage of organized labor had increased to
20 percent in Denmark and Sweden and 11 percent in Norway. However,
seen from the persepctive of the union leaderships in the three
countries, the Norwegian was the most successful one in recruiting
new members, followed by Denmark and Sweden in that order.
Of course, the major reason why the buying power of the wages was
not slashed after 1929 was that the prices on daily consumer items
fell. But the fact that the unions grew stronger in the midst of
the Depression may have had its impact, too. Apparently—but with
due reservations for the causal directions—fluctuations in union
membership, wages, prices, and unemployment covaried a great deal
during the Recession. If indeed the unions managed to duck demands
for substantial wage-cuts, did they have to pay for that in the
form of higher rates of unemployment, a standpoint commonly held
among contemporary liberal economists and bourgeois politicians?
As soon as the cost of labor was reduced to its "true" level, the
arguments went, business would begin to hire more people.11 3
It has been a matter of much scholarly debate as to when the
labor movements in Scandinavia came to embrace Keynes' economic
. .
thinking instead of neo-classicist
theory.114 Marx, by the way, had
been replaced as the guiding father already at the turn of the
century in Denmark and Sweden, and, although he was temporarily
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resuscitated in Norway during the early twenties, the Labor Party
went through a neo-classicist period as well.
More importantly still, we should raise the question whether neoclassicism was done for at all just because Keynes was made the
spiritual leader among organized labor; was there indeed a world of
difference between the two theories? No, of course not! Both belonged
to the liberal worldview and presupposed a market where independent
actors bargained for a maximum of utility. The fact that the two
theories are perfectly compatible with each other is said to have
come into practice at least within the Swedish labor movement.
Banking on the experience of the Recession, which among leading
Social Democrats had been interpreted in perfectly neo-classical
.
terms,1 1 5 .
i.e., skyrocketing
nominal wages sent prices up and
employment down, the two branches of organized labor were to agree
upon a dualistic yet co-ordinated economic policy to end the
Depression. In effect, the unions alone now had to pay homage to
neo-classicism in not pushing for unsound hikes in nominal wages
in return for the party rs commitment to implement Keynes' ideas
by way of t he budgets, public works at market wages by way of
example. Of importance for our analysis of how government
approached labor, this topic will be revisited in section 4.9
below.
Time-series data on labor market conflicts bring further evidence
to our inference that the long standing co-operation between the
unions and Social Democracy began to mature into joint overall
policies during the early thirties (receiving official blessing
by the Crisis Agreements, cf., Chapter 7). Now more than ever
strikes were a measure to be adopted as a final step only. First,
the Recession caused much more instability in the labor market than
did the Depression. Second, the number of strikes increased
conspicuously in 1930—the first year of the Depression when few,
if anybody, could foresee the duration of the slump—only to fall
continuously during the rest of the interwar period. In other words,
even though the recuperation of the economy became evident for all
to see after 1934—including the union leaderships—the unions now
refrained from militant actions to compensate for the years of lost
harvesting. This is not entirely true in the case of Norway, however,
which leads us to ask whether the labor market statistics in Table
4.11 convey the strength of Communist union factions.
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As to the contrast between Denmark and Sweden this question may be
answered with an unconditional yes; Sweden's industrial relations
were not quite as peaceful as those in Denmark and the strength of
the Radical Left made the difference. This is not to say, however,
that every single strike in the two countries was a wild-cat project
organized by Communist instigators. What does stand out as clear,
though, is that most unions involved in legal conflicts were
those in which the reformist labor movement still fought for
complete political control. For instance, in 1934 Denmark witnessed
strikes among the seamen and butchers, whose unions were not
. .

.

affiliated to the Federation of Labor at all.

1 16

The two most

extensive strikes in Sweden after 1933 were those launched by
the unions of construction workers and restaurant employees, both
11 7
under considerable influence from the Socialist Party.
The
conflict statistics for Norway do not necessarily covary with the
position of the Communist Party. Rather, it was the employers
who, refusing to recognize organized labor as a bargaining party,
caused many strikes. Never before during the interwar years had
the Norwegian employers, many of whom were not organized (cf.,
Table 4.2 above), faced such a powerful growth of labor1s
industrial branch and, obviously, many of them had difficulties
118
m adapting themselves to this situation.
In fact, the Norwegian
Employers1 Federation was responsible for the largest labor market
conflict in a Scandinavia beset by the Depression.
The Communist campaigns for gaining control of the trade unions
commenced in 1928 at the Strasbourg international conference of
"progressive11 union representatives. The

TStrasbourgers,T

as they

were called among top Federation of Labor people in Scandinavia,
subsequently convened in national branches with the purpose of
. .
.
.
.
119
undermining the confidence of the reformist union leaderships.
Nowhere in Scandinavia did the

fStrasbourgers?

have any success as

they began disintegrating well before the impact of the Depression
was felt among the working-class.
In Sweden the majority of people within the Red Union Opposition
joined Karl Kilbom's Socialist Party when it left Sillën1s Comintern
faction in 1929. And very soon it became apparent that Socialist
Party officials holding seats at union boards chose to bow to the
rules defined by the reformists rather than face excommunication.
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Infiltration was not tolerated, especially not if it was overt and
sanctioned by a political party, and so the Socialist Party came
to adopt the "legal strategy."120
The Revolutionary Union Opposition of 1929, the Norwegian outlet,
suffered its defeat in 1930. It lost its representation within joint
regional committees as well at the boards of the seamen1s and
bookbinders' unions, but retained a position of relative strength
121
within the Union of Forestry Workers and Farmhands.
This is
part of the background of the duration and bitterness of the
conflicts in the East Inland forestry districts. Save for a few
short truces this region was thrown into a labor struggle that
lasted between 1929 and 1934 and pitted forestry companies and
well-to-do freeholders against smallholders, lumberjacks and
farmhands but also left a great many people in conflict of
122

loyalty (see further 5.3.1 below)

Effectively ousted from the reformist unions the Communists
now turned directly to the masses of unemployed whom they tried
to organize on a pattern later known as the popular front framework.
All in all, it was to be a moderately successful undertaking.
The Swedish Central Committee of Unemployed, an insignificant
syndicalist group founded in 1928, was reactivated and said to have
had a backing of about 100,000 workers at national conferences held
in 1930 and 1933. However, included in this figure are all those
delegates who represented regular union branches and syndicalist
unions whose rank-and-file were not necessarily unemployed. Delegates
from local branches of the CCU itself were in a minority at both
conferences. Their mandate probably counted less than, say,
10,000 individuals. As a matter of fact, the CCU never became much
of a movement of unemployed. Outside of Stockholm it was rarely
heard of and from. To the Federation of Labor the CCU was nothing
but a Communist splinter group and, as far as the party affiliation
of the delegates of the 1933 CCU congress is concerned, this was an
accurate observation. Of the 214 gathered, 55 percent were Socialists,
26 percent Comintern Communists, and the remaining Syndicalists,
uncommitted or Social Democrats in that order. This conference was
to be the last CCU manifestation. By the summer of 1933 the illorganized CCU had withered away.123

-174A Danish CCU was formed in 1931 by Communist Party Leader
Aksel Larsen. It was primarily a Copenhagen-based organization
with a few local strongholds in provincial cities like those in
Lolland-Falster dominated by shipping. No data on the following
of the CCU are available. A rough estimate of its mass appeal
is attainable by way of the total Communist vote in 1932—17,000
votes—which Larsen himself saw as something of a pay-off for
. . .
124
the previous activities of th e CCU.
Norway merely saw a miniature version of the Swedish and
Danish CCU:s, the Action Committee of Unemployed which was
confined to Oslo. Apparently, the Federation of Labor pre
empted the rationale of a radical movement for the jobless by
forming separate unions for the unemployed in 1932. The combined
membership figure for these unions, held under close surveillance
by the Federation of Labor and the Labor Party, was close to
125
10,000 in 1935.
In sum, the Communist offensive for a radicalization of the
working-class petered out long before it showed signs of growing
into a wave, a failure officially acknowledged at the Comintern's
'popular-front session1 in 1935. Of the possible explanations
for this debacle, an hypothesis may be posited—although not
tested here—that the Depression came down hard on workers already
under a strong Communist influence whereas industrial branches
traditionally dominated by the reformists escaped extensive lay
offs, the overshadowing problem of the period clearly outweighing
conflicts over pay. Moreover, the radical attacks on the reformists
were apparently hampered by infighting in the Communist camp(s).
Finally, Social Democracy was still a promising alternative in
Norway and Sweden in the early years of the Depression.
The right-wing attack on Scandinavian labor came to even less
than that launched by the Radical Left. As a rule, the antisocialist yellow unions—scab organizations—had been on a losing
track ever since the mid twenties (cf., 3.5 above). Two had survived,
however, and were brought back into the picture during the crisis:
the Liberty of Labor in Norway and Sweden. In a dual sense, both
functioned on the periphery of society; spatially confined as they
were to the backwood forestry districts, socially tied to a segment
of people who combined farming with part-time work at sawmills, road
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construction sites, etc. The Norwegian organization was located
primarily in the East Inland area where it stood eyeball to eyeball
with the Communist union of lumberjacks and farm laborers, a union
126
which suffered a considerable loss of members during the thirties.
Membership data are available for the Swedish Liberty of Labor.
In 1929 it had a following of some 14,000 members, a figure that
127
rose to some 18,000 m the mid-thirties.
Among industrial
workers, on the other hands, yellow unions were effectively
barred.
*

*
*

The Great Depression was to leave the Scandinavian working-class
stronger than ever, more united than ever, and more temperate than
ever.
Although the crisis robbed every third worker of his job the
unions went on widening their membership. Another remarkable
feature of labor in interwar Scandinavia is that when, at long last,
the Communists were served with what seemed to predict the final
downfall of capitalism, the radical solutions were met with less
grassroot response than ever before. The liberal remedies, symbolized
by the invisible hand that would guarantee the equilibrium, fared
equally bad among the working-class. Reformist socialism became
the unchallenged guiding light for Big Labor; exactly what that
meant in practice was up for negotiations with other Big Interests.

4.8:

Conflict or Consensus?

Interest organizations were originally formed in a process of pairwise reactions. One group of people came together in order to present
its immediate adversary with everything in between a clenched fist
and an open hand. In those days government merely defined the legal
boundaries of the confrontations. Even those, to be correct, had
once been set or altered at the interest of some specific 'Interest.'
More importantly still, government did not and was not supposed to
control fundings on its own. It was in no position to reimburse
parties injured in the open market. The Great Depression was to
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change that concept of government, both in theory and practice.
Ironically enough, it was the petty bourgeoisie—free enterprise
incarnate—who pioneered this era. With no opposite party to
negotiate with, the urban petty entrepreneurs and farmers turned
to government, see 4.9 below.
This leaves us with three "independent" classes whose mutual
relations call for separate attention in accordance with the topics
pin-pointed by the pyramid used to introduce this chapter. Inasmuch
as reality has a notorious habit of making bivariate conceptions
delusive, it does not come as a surprise that a third unit—
government—kept all two-party solutions reached in the open market
under close observation or supervision. This "background noise" is
all the more problematic in view of the fact that, by way of
example, Sweden changed cabinets in the midst of the Depression.
Like extraneous variables, sometimes being evident sometimes not,
do not make the subsequent highlights of interwar labor relations
entirely expendable: what happened and why?
As for the major cleavage in the labor market, that between the
working-class and bourgeoisie or the Federation of Labor vis-à-vis
the Employers1 Federation, the interwar period ended with something
of a Scandinavian paradox. Organized labor and business in Denmark,
voluntarily governed by the September Agreement of 1899, had grown
so potent (cf., Tables 4.2 and 4.11 above) that government inter
ventions became imperative to save the country from a complete
paralysis in 1933 when the two parties failed to agree on a new
contract. This incidence turned out to be a watershed in the
country's history of labor relations. No longer was government
128
to leave things at the whim of Big Business and Big Labor.
In Norway and Sweden, on the other hand government was to declare
its previous labor market policy inappropriate and hand over the
issues to be settled by the two not yet so powerful antagonists in
129
1935 and 1938, respectively.
By and large, Norway and Sweden
witnessed many similar circumstances that eventually were to result
in the Collective Bargaining Agreements, class-cooperation put into
print.
In the course of the twenties, arbitration, whether made
compulsory by Parliament or accepted on a voluntary basis, had
become an insufficient means of resolving wage-disputes since the
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decrees were often biased to the advantage of the employers, the
rank-and-file union members did not feel themselves bound by them.
And, as far as management was concerned, there was no substantial
difference between a wild-cat strike or one officially sanctioned
by the Federation of Labor. With the problem of work-stoppages
still there, the Norwegian Employers1 Federation (and the Swedish,
as well, one may assume) was convinced that its solution was a
question of organizational capability—recruitment of more member
companies, stronger sense of solidarity among the owners, no
1
succumbing to pressures from locals, and so forth.But
as long

as the employers did not control that strength, the best they could
do was to rely on bourgeois government assistance. Throughout
Scandinavia, however, compulsory arbitration was not looked upon
with much enthusiasm among the political parties either. There was
one exception, however. This format of regulating labor market
relations was pathetically championed by the Liberals who, in order
to counterbalance Big Interest, promoted Big Government!^1
About 1930, semi-official task groups were formed both in Norway
and Sweden with the purpose of suggesting ways of reducing labor
market conflicts. Due to the lukewarm response these committees
registered among the parties concerned, not to speak of the hostile
attitude toward labor expressed in Agrarian and Conservative circles
in Norway and partly in Sweden as well, the whole project was soon
torpedoed in both countries.
The next time the issue of labor relations was addressed in such
a setting, about 1933, Norway and Sweden differed in one important
aspect. Social Democracy held the executive power in Sweden, and of
that circumstance the Employers1 Federation was fully aware. Norway
was still governed by an Agrarian cabinet which proved to be un
precedented in its attacks on organized labor. In effect, the
Federation of Labor was presented with a fait accompli. Had it
refused to let itself be represented on the semi-official committee
the Agrarian government would have had no second-thoughts about
coming forward to have its battery of anti-labor legislation passed
by Parliament. This was in 1933, and with unemployment hovering
at the forty percentage level the Federation of Labor was in no
position to choose. At its 1934 Congress most of the remaining
obstacles against an agreement with the NEF was overcome. The two
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parties signed the documents in March, 1935—eleven days before the
1 32
inauguration of Nygaardsvold's Labor cabinet.
In Sweden, too, the bourgeois parties were eager to have the
labor market regulated by law, but with the backing of the Social
Democratic Party the Federation of Labor effectively blocked such
plans. Although time was on organized labor's side, the party's
patience was not inexhaustible. So, when in 1935 a government
committee appointed by the Social Democrats issued its report on
conceivable alternatives of governing labor relations, the Federation
of Labor and the SEF in particular wasted no time to come up with
a solution on their own terms. The two negotiating parties did not
even care for impartial government mediators to head the talks,
133
a process which came to a constructive close m 1938.
Four factors seem to have been decisive in the making of the
Collective Bargaining Agreement. First, the negotiations were
encouraged by an improving economy, particularly so in Sweden.
Second, all four organizations were adding members to their ranks.
Third, the Norwegian Federation of Labor was originally committed
to the deal at a time when it was trapped in an impasse with its
radicalism. Four, the Employers' Federation in Sweden had been
deprived of its former ally, the bourgeois cabinets.
The message behind the 'Scandinavian Paradox' is that a too
powerful Big Interest is unfit to meet a retarding economy; Big
Interest should grow out of an economic slump.
Before the functionaries went to face their employers, private
or public, they had the choice of taking protection behind the
back of the Federation of Labor. The principal white-collar union
in Denmark and Norway, the Commercial and Office Employees' Union,
found this option attractive and joined the Federation of Labor in
1932 and 1931, respectively. A concrete pay-off from this organizational
solution was rendered to the two unions in 1937 and 1939 when first
the Norwegian and later the Danish Employers' Federation came forward
1 34

to accept collective bargaining rights for the functionaries.

The Swedish Central Organization of Employees met with some
initial irritation from the Federation of Labor as the two movements
became rivals in organizing precisely those employees/workers who
made up the core of the Danish and Norwegian Commercial and Office
Employees' Union. In order to solve this problem the two organizations
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formed a committee in 1936, and like most others it came to be a
standing one at which the two parties came together whenever that
^ j 135
was needed.
Independence cost the Swedish functionaries a collective bargaining
agreement with the Employers1 Federation. Anticipating the resistance
from the employers already at a very early stage in the history of
the DACO, the functionaries waged a (badly balanced) two-front
campaign throughout the thirties. The functionary unions went at
1 36
length to have government intervene on their behalf,
and in 1936
the Riksdag gave the privately employed clerical workers the freedom
of association and right to negotiate. As far as the Federation of
Labor was concerned, this law did not change anything as these rights
1

had to be won step-by-step m daily confrontations with the adversary.
This is a problem that would take us beyond the handshakes and
press conferences marking the ceremonial beginning of another chapter
in the history of labor relations. And since WW II was just a few
years away when the agreements were reached, history spares us from
the evaluative tasks—they were never put to a fair test. Harmony in
the labor market was not simply initiated by way of a document. That
is for sure. Among the very last in line to accept the new trends
of conflict and consensus were the two classes that, in the formal
sense, did not have any opposite party. The Federation of Norwegian
Commercial Associations, by way of example, was so deeply ingrained
in laissez-faire liberalism that the organization made its
1

to make organized labor a thing of the past.

utmost

It did certainly

1 39
not approve of the newly won insights of the Employers' Federation.
The farmers, too, had difficulties in adapting themselves to the new
signals as evidenced by the fact that the last time yellow unions
like the Liberty of Labor were heard of, this had been in the rural
districts.
At a minimum it takes three sides to build a pyramid. If a melo
dramatic metaphor may be excused, the Great Depression gave birth
to three viable hierarchies—Big Business, Big Labor, and a Medium
Functionary. It was good for a start, but where did this threesome
leave the other classes and government?
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4:9.

Big Interests Make Small Government Big

In his attempt to unravel the origins of corporate pluralism in
Sweden, P-E Back arrives at a conclusion that, in effect, narrows
down the country1s experience with the laissez-faire state from
that of an era to a pause; "Most of the forms of contact and
collaboration, usual nowadays, were in lively use even before the
First World War. Associations took the initiative in making changes
in the existing regulations and laws. They themselves originated
proposals for bills and ensured that the deciding authorities
were informed of these preparatory works. They interested themselves
in co-operation in Royal Commissions and participated in those of
importance; they subjected members of national expert committees to
pressures of various kinds. They aimed at becoming advisory bodies
t. n140
and sometimes were resorted to as such.
Both Denmark and Norway, on the other hand, may very well have
gone through a lengthy era in which the state merely fulfilled
a nightwatchman role—a commonly held comparative perspective on
Scandinavia—but, in any case, WW I marked the end of laissez141

faire liberalism and that for good.

In order to feed their

populations at a time when necessaries were scarce, the governments
. 1 42

m Scandinavia needed expert aid.

In Norway, for instance, the

Government Committee on Trade, Industry, and Shipping, heavily
dominated by big business, made most if not all other government
143

branches look like rubber-stamp institutions.

Once the war was

over, things never really returned to normality. First, certain
political parties, the Social Democrats and partly the Liberals
in Norway and Radical Liberals in Denmark, wanted to use the
committees as a short-cut to the planned economy. Second, no
interest wanted to be the first one to leave the committee.
Third, committees die hard and even if they do the spirit of such
politics does not vanish overnight. It lingered on in Denmark and
144
Sweden
whereas in Norway the Labor Party's radical adventure and
the Patriotic League's relentless stand toward organized labor
killed all chances of a dialogue in the near future.
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With what kind of ideas and demands did organized interest
present government in the wake of the Depression? After the content
of th e proposals, the inputs, have been surveyed, we then move on
to discuss how government went about handling them.
Of course, big business preferred to keep a low profile in the
open political arena. This leaves us outside the smoke-filled back
rooms where industry met with government and ultimately got its
say in politics. What do we know about this traffic?
First, an important intermediate link in the relations between
the business community and government was the body of MP:s representing
the Conservatives or Liberals in the formal sense but the interest of
industrial enterprises at heart. In relative numbers this group was
almost negligible. About 1930, a paltry five percent of the
Scandinavian MP:s were recruited from among the top management of
big industry. The Folketing had eight MP:s in this category, the
Storting only five, and the bicameral Riksdag twenty-four MP:s
with ties to big companies.

A

/ C

Our Nation and The Big Five aside, industry in Scandinavia
approached government in far from clandestine ways. In Denmark the
Industrial Council, a survival from WW I, knew its ways in and
around Christiansborg blindfolded. Both the Swedish and Norwegian
Federation of Industry, on the other hand, were less active, in
part because both of them were deprived of their raison d'etre and
manpower alike by The Big Five and Our Nation. The two established
federations dutifully filed their response on public investigation
reports preceding government bills, but otherwise stayed out of
the scene.

1

"Common to industry /in Scandinavia/ seems to have been that
it emphasized the need for restrictions on government spendings.
The new unemployment program was viewed with skepticism. Industry
was not convinced that it would take care of the problems, and one
had fears of the growing public influence, the consequences of
wage-settlements, etc. The social problems accompanying unemployment
were recognized, as well as industry's role in solving them. However,
this required industrial growth, not subsidies to or expansion of
other sectors such as agriculture or the public sector. /The return
to full employment/ called for general as well as specific measures
to stimulate industry and at the same time all federations were,
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of course, opposed on principle to additional governmental inter147
ference in the economy."
Ideas and opinions advanced from the
specific point of view of a branch association, they were to be
modified when the employersf federations brought them forward in
face-to-face meetings with labor (above) and government (below).
Artisans and petty industrialists, the main branch of the urban
petty bourgeoisie, were frequently seen calling upon government aid
to help them make it through the Depression. Their list of propositions
was a catalogue of demands that bore a mark of clear-cut mercantilism.
The Swedish—and Danish—Federation of Craft went farther in this
direction than did the Norwegian organization.1 48 About 1930 the
Danish and Swedish federations approached their respective governments
with a petition for a law which would require all artisans to obtain
a license before going into business. This demand, which in effect
would bring the idea behind the guild system back, was made partly
as a consequence of the influx of unemployed workers into the trade.
If this regulation were to be enacted it would then take someone to
teach and graduate the apprentices. That

1 someone'

was of course

the Federation of Craft itself.
The Depression made the Swedish retail dealers look for solutions
very much similar to those advocated by the artisans and petty
industrialists. (Data on the Danish and Norwegian merchants are too
scarce to permit systematic comparisons.) The Swedish Society of
Merchants brought three requests upon government; Parliament was
presented with a motion for a ban on department stores;149 the
organization asked the Department of Commerce for regulations that
would restrict the establishment of new stores and give those
already in business a form of licence; and, now backed by 30,000
signatures on a petition, the Society of Merchants called for a
law that would put travelling salesmen out of business.1 50
A nation by nation presentation of what the farmers' organizations
demanded from government is not necessary, as the substance of these
calls may be split into two headings, general and specific aid. For
a start, organized agriculture throughout Scandinavia wanted a taxcut, lower interest rates, a subsidized mortgage, an adjustment of
the national currency, and a general hold on government spendings.
Obviously, this minimum-budget profile had to be selective enough
to make government afford public purchase of domestic produce and
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specific rescue operations within the primary sector.
Founded in the midst of the Depression and still to be recognized
by its opposite party in the market, the Swedish Central Organization
of Employees was in no position to put government under pressure. The
primary concern of the functionary union was to secure a minimum
guarantee for its existence, an endeavor that came to a solution in
1936.
For organized labor, an entity which included the functionary
unions in Denmark and Norway, it was jobs that counted. If the
market failed to produce employment opportunities it was a government
responsibility to initiate a public works program at market wages,
and if for some reason these projects still left individual workers
152
idle, they should be entitled to decent unemployment benefits.
With government itself in dire need of help—in Norway, by way
of example, the revenue of the Treasury amounted to 356 million in
fiscal 1929-30 and 259 million crowns three years later—the system
was simply faced with a huge input overload.1 53 Kow did government
respond to this challenge?
An eyewitness to public policy during the thirties may be
excused if he or she soon quit noticing all the rescue operations
because there did not seem to be any reason behind these ad hoc
solutions. We know more than that, however, because we have the
documentation. Better still, it is plentiful, so the cases may be
employed to draw up a pattern of government interventions. This
pattern featured two main regularities.
Irrespective of what issues were on the agenda—but not of
whose demand it was—the first thing government did after having
been approached by organized interests was to form a committee,
preferably one that could accommodate all organizations of importance.
If it then turned out to be a problem which concerned one specific
interest alone, such as the production and marketing of milk (a
typical business profile of a family-run farmstead), its solution
154
was left in the hands of the party concerned.
All that government
asked for in return was to be given a seat on -its committee. It was
primarily the petty bourgeoisie who were furnished with such options.
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Big industry in Norway and Sweden did not ask for government
interventions in the first place, and, indeed, it was hesitant to
take part in any larger semi-official projects. It was not until
1935 that industry in Norway joined a task force designed to rescue
companies from instant bankruptcy. 1 S S Big industry m Sweden did
not tamper with its principles until 1939 when an investment fund
was established and administrated in accordance with the new format
1 c£
of government.
Industry in Denmark, on the other hand, took a
different attitude toward semi-public solutions.
Most European countries having abolished the gold standards,
the Folketing passed an emergency law in 1932 which gave the
Department of Trade a mandate to regulate all transactions which
would affect the national currency. In effect, export and import
were no longer a matter of business only. Still, experts were
needed to screen applications for international traffic filed by
the business community. Later on, this committe became known as
the Currency Central, in which twenty-two organized interests were
represented, among them all important branch associations and the
unions. Of course, the Agrarian Liberals and Conservatives came out
against the Currency Central, but it was so cherished by the Social
Democrats that the cabinet made the Central a vote of confidence in
1932. This issue made the Industrial Council break with the
Conservatives because, at long last, Danish industry had been given
something practically as good as protective tariffs. 1 57
Originally, the Currency Central was formed to take care of acute
currency matters, but—whether the government cultivated the potential
of th e institution as of its inception or was carried away by its
internal dynamics—the Currency Central became a means of addressing
a multitude of issues within a setting already prepared for
negotiations. The unions were certainly not represented because they
had something to add to Denmark1 s monetary policy.^®
Not all urban independents were equally successful in their meetings
with government. The artisans and petty industrialists were, however,
generously accommodated. Both those in Denmark and Sweden were
officially licened. The Danish Institute for (handicraft) Technology
received additional funding, and in Sweden the Institute for Handicraft
was formed in 1937. One seat on its board was reserved for the
Federation of Labor (a Social Democratic appointee may be ousted,
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but not one of the LO). On top of this, the Danish and Swedish petty
entrepreneurs were furnished with credits to be allocated by their
branch associations. 159
The Swedish merchants, however, fared badly in their confrontations
with government during the thirties. A representative of the society
was given the right to attend the Government Committee on Trade,
but his calls for the licence as well as the ban on department
stores failed to impress upon the MP:s. As for the nuisance imposed
by the travelling salesmen, an issue that made 30,000 shopkeepers
sign a petition, the Society managed to have a few of the pedlars
160
put out of business on a technicality of hygiene.
Most likely,
the merchants did not control an organization sufficiently strong
to make the government yield.
Government refrained from engaging itself in formal face-to-face
confrontations with the militant farmers' movements, and for very
good reasons as its plans for fighting back the crisis hinged on
access to the elaborate network of the agricultural establishment.
All that the DFA, NFRA, and SNRU had to offer government were demands
based upon a shaky mandate from a peasant community in great despair,
and a delegation unfamiliar in the art of negotiating. The chief role
of the radical movements was to put both government and organized
farming under heavy pressure to come up with a compromised^
The key to the solution was the producer co-ops controlled by
Big Farming. So, basically, what government in Scandinavia did
was to grant these a monopoly. Dairy farms, for instance, were
given a fixed price on their milk in return for a mandatory member
ship in and a fee charged by th e co-op. From now on it was unlawful
to distribute milk directly to the retail dealers or consumers.
Most other products, like grain, cattle, poultry, seafood, etc.,

162
were also withdrawn from the market in the course of the thirties.
This framework having been or about to be implemented, government
now turned to acute problems like agrarian indebtedness. For a start

(government had made numerous interventions as the decade came to
its close), the Danish farmers received 30 million crowns in
subsidies in October, 1931; six months later their brethren in
Sweden were given 15 million crowns by way of a government bill
163
very much inspired by the Danish example.
Incidentally, the
Swedish government had come under the influence of the Norwegian
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model for regulating the dairy industry.

A cross-Scandinavian

comparison of how the primary sector was shaped by public
interventions during the thirties would perhaps show that the
Swedish government was more directly involved in the farming
monopolies than was the case in Norway and Denmark in that order.
The stronger the network of producer co-ops was before the crisis,
the less were the incentives for detailed regulation.
In his account of public policy in interwar Scandinavia, Bo
Gustafsson comes to conclusions which carry provocative implications
for how organized labor fared with its demand for jobs and a social
security program. It is precisely the comparative approach, cast in
a longitudinal as well as cross-national perspective, which makes
the conclusions controversial: the Swedish working-class won
political power but was cheated on the rewards!
Organized labor in Sweden was provided with the public works
program at market wages. But, despite the high unemployment figures
throughout the thirties, "Also the Social Democratic government
realized that public employment competed with the market economy for
manpower, so most likely the government did not intend to carry the
165
policy of 1933 beyond the fiscal year of 1934-35."
Besides, relief
works—a program initiated in 1920 to fight unemployment during the
Recession—outnumbered the extent of people recruited to the public
works program up to 1937 when both were cut down markedly although
166

11 percent of the workers were still without a job.

The reappraisal

of the Social Democratic crisis policy does not stop at this, however,
as (i) cash advances as an aid to the jobless remained second only
to the relief works, (ii) the unemployment insurance policy enacted
in 1934 was left for the unions to administer on a voluntary basis,
and (iii) the social security legislation, a patchwork of laws
accumulated over a lengthy period of time, was merely amended with
additional fundings.
In contrast, Denmark offered her jobless a public works program
at market wages—when government froze the contract in 1933 it
affected the public salaries as well. However, a widespread public
aversion against relief and public works made this program less
important than in Sweden as a means for reducing unemployment. But,
since public works had a low status throughout Scandinavia, one may
conjecture that Denmark's recently (1933) introduced Social Security
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Act, an amalgamation of some 50 minor laws, took care of a
considerable number of jobless workers. This legislation,
continuously improved during the thirties, included sickness pay,
a retirement plan, insurances for the disabled and those injured
at work, a public unemployment insurance, and social welfare benefits.
Even the Norwegian Labor Party's record of social reforms stands
out as more respectful than that achieved by Swedish Social Democracy
if only because the party in Norway had five, not eight, years at
its disposal before the war broke out. As of 1935, public works
were to be paid in market wages. A public unemployment insurance was
in effect as of 1938. In addition, Parliament passed bills giving
the Norwegians sickness pay in 1935 and old-age pension and an
industrial safety act in 1936.
Recent evaluations of the Social Democratic crisis program and
its impact upon the Depression have made the gilt-edged Swedish
records fade. Indeed, a Danish scholar made observations to that
effect already in 1939 after having found the Danish government
more interventionist than the Swedish. One of the reasons why Sweden
was given the credits for implementing "Keynesian" economics was
that it became a much talked about topic among Swedish academics,
politicians, business managers, and union leaders. The Danes,
1 fi 7
however, took a more pragmatic attitude to public policy.
Incidentally, that is also true for our analysis of how
government responded to the pressure from Big Interests; as a rule
nothing was said about which government it was that acted upon the
issues. This should not be construed as an endorsement of the notion
that has it that, as to the final outcome of the Depression, it would
have made no difference if Scandinavia had been governed by a bourgeois
or by a socialist cabinet. It did make a difference, although the
reverse point of view should be qualified, too. For instance, bourgeois
cabinets legislated the market out of the Norwegian and Swedish primary
economy. Committee-politics was not a Social Democratic innovation.
This blurring of th e boundary between the public and private sector
had its origins way back in the administration during the First World
War. Still, Social Democracy did not have to be talked into accepting
organized interests as a semi-official branch of government. Norway
saw 60 different committees and councils with representatives from
interest organizations immediately prior to the Depression. Ten years
1 68

later another 33 had been added.

A more concrete hint that politics
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did matter was the unwillingness of th e Swedish government to
accommodate the demands voiced by the Merchant Society. The Social
Democratic Party had no reason to believe that the retail dealers
would switch parties as a service in return.
Another aspect deliberately ignored in the above analysis was
time. Whether a specific intervention was dated to the early, mid,
or late thirties was of no principal interest, as the grand total
of all activities defies an account of the type "demand-responsedemand..M Besides, the intense traffic in department hallways proves
the obvious; a dialogue between government and Big Interests was
upheld throughout the thirties. So, even though the Danish farmers
were dissatisfied with the 30 millions they got in October, 1931,
their representatives had well-founded reasons to believe that
there was more money to collect.
Taken together all these single interventions add up to the
Silent Crisis Agreements as the combined impact of the many bills
passed by Parliament was far greater than what the Kanslergadeforligety kriseforliket, and kohandeln meant to the economy. The
"official" crisis agreement had one primary mission to fulfill;
it was a symbolic output to make the electorate understand that
Parliament did its

utmost to ease the burdens of the citizenry—

and Parliament itself as well as the deeply committed interest
organizations, cf., Chapter 7.

In addition, the Crisis Agreements

were necessary to help ease the plight of the working-class,
above all the jobless.

4.10:
fThe

Conclusions
Scandinavian economy went from bad to worse during the early

thirties, which furthered a right-wing turn of the ideological
climate.1 Strictly speaking, our hypothesis has been verified by
the above analysis. Of the five classes, the farmers and the workingclass were those most severely hit by the Depression. Of the three
countries, Denmark and Norway were worse off compared to Sweden. In
two ways the ideological drift of public opinion went in a rightwing direction; organized labor turned defensive rather than offensive
and both the urban and, above all, rural petty bourgeoisie were inspired
by a radical rightist message. This tendency may also be registered
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among sections of the bourgeoisie namely the military and big
farmers.
The most important thing, however, was the way in which this
climate found organized expression. The crisis was instrumental to
the hierarchical perfection of organized interests. Both in terms
of numbers and unity, the membership bases were made more solid
than ever before (save for the farmers' organizations). So, in
contradistinction to what happened in the wake of the Recession,
the Great Depression was to be a constructive, not destructive,
crisis.
The conception of atomization is all the more inappropriate
in view of the limited scope of our analysis. It was focused on
the primary inter est organizations—unions and branch associations—
and excluded those of a cross-class appeal, e.g., the free churches
and temperance movements. Another network congenial to a political
dialogue across socioeconomic barriers was local government. Unlike
the parliamentary system, its institutional arrangement was built
upon a permanent Proportz representation at the executive level.
Vividly brought out by the stalemate of 1933 in the Danish
labor market, it was imperative for the functioning of society
that a system of corporate pluralism was secured to save Big
Interests from self-destructive clashes. Another metaphor may
illustrate the changing role of party government in such a setting.
Previously having balanced on the apex of the pyramid, government
now chose to cut the top off the colossus and firmly place itself
as a co-ordinator and moderator of the battle of giants.
This rapprochement between government and organized interests has
commonly been seen as Scandinavia's contribution to interwar
corporatist solutions. As far as Gunnar Heckscher was concerned,
ffIt

would not be going too far to say that Sweden of today /1946/

experiences more of real corporatism.. than what the old Swedish
169
estate society as well as fascist Italy did.11
Observers primarily
familiar with the constitutionalist's views on politics may have
found ample corporatist streaks in the governmental process of the
thirties. Not only did the number of committees increase. Some of
them, like the Currency Central in Denmark, were indeed known to
make Parliament look subordinate. However, in more senses than one,
there was a world of difference between Scandinavia and Mussolini's
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Italy; now more than ever classes were recognized as the fundamental
cornerstones of the Scandinavian body politic. Thus, what the fascist
saw as the very causes of society's decomposition were given official
blessing in Northern Europe, In a truly corporatist society it would
have been sectors—commerce, agriculture, industry, and so forth—
that formed the hierarchies of the pyramid delineated above. Social
classes having molded the partisan landscape in Scandinavia, it
seemed consistent that it would be followed by a corresponding
alignment of organized interests.
Uniquely Scandinavian or not, this "complementary democracy11
was aided by the uni-dimensional character of the society. With a
conflict primarily pertaining to the allocation of resources—
money—compromises were part of all confrontations. Never were
negotiations blocked, delayed, or discontinued because religious
and ethnical aspects muddled the issues. Denmark, a country in which
even the rural sector was thoroughly monetarized, was a pioneer
of sorts in making Big Interest an integral part of the governmental
process.
As we now move on to the electoral perspective on radical rightism,
we need not come empty-handed in terms of theory. In spite of the
massive organizational alignments that followed upon the Great
Depression, there were those who were left stranded either because
no structure catered to their interest or because they were opposed
on principle to the new trend. Moreover, some of the splinter movements
obviously served to lower the threshold and become a potential gateway
over into the extreme right-wing camp.
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CHAPTER FIVE: Scandinavian Fascism at the Polls

"Zu Euerem Erfolg, 15 000 Stimmen
gewonnen zu haben, gratuliere ich
Dir. Wenn sich dieser Erfolg auch
äusserlich in keinem Mandat aus
drückt, so ist doch der Anfang
gemacht; uns ist es nicht anders
ergangen."

H. Himmler
Reichsführer-SS,
congratulates SNP
Leader Furugård

5.1:

Introduction

Although the strongest—or least weakest—of all the Scandinavian Nazi
parties, the NS was never to be represented in the Storting, a failure
that it shared with its political brethens in Sweden. The DNSAP, however,
won three seats in the Folketing as a result of the party's 1.8 percent
of the vote in the 1939 election. As a matter of fact, the Swedish Riksdag
never got to see any elected extreme right-wing MP:s since the .9 percent
of the vote polled by the Nationals in 1936 fell just short of qualifying
for parliamentary representation. Both the Farmers1 and National Liberal
parties, on the other hand, were entitled to send a handful of their
people to Parliament (see Table 5.2 below for the national results).
The purpose of this chapter is to unfold the causal background of
the Nazi and semi-fascist vote; to find out whether the inferences
advanced in the last few sentences of the preceding chapter are
corroborated by data for the electoral arena. This perspective places
key emphasis on whether the Great Depression—despite the fact that the
crisis was not accompanied by serious political turbulence—was the
active factor in arousing inert rightist sentiments among those localities
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that returned a substantial share of the vote to the extremist parties.
The way in which the radical right-wing quest for support was met
among social classes also suggests where the fascist potentials for
further growth were hidden, and implies what it would take to neutralize
that threat and whose responsibility it was to offset the fascist drive
for mass response. But these are topics to be addressed in the remaining
chapters.
When mapping out the socioeconomic profile of th e Nazi and semifascist constituencies, the first of three main tasks to be tackled,
the choice of explanatory avenues will be guided by the findings in
Chapters 3 and 4 in particular; since the Depression made the peasantry
come out hard against its own established organizations as well as
government, special attention will be paid t o agrarian fascism. Second,
with socioeconomic factors carrying so much weight for party preference
in Scandinavia, we do not expect the party political origins of the
extreme right-wing vote to be randomly distributed. Be that as it may,
the idiosyncratic perspective on the topic will be discussed in a
concluding analysis of whether the extremist parties were a mere transient
flurry with no enduring base whatsoever in interwar party life. Whether
patterns are to be found behind the voters1 response to the radical appeal
for popular backing is an empirical question. For a start, the best we
can do is to theorize on such regularities: who voted for the extreme
right and, more importantly still, whyl
But first a word of caution. For reasons that are apparent, data on
individual voting behavior are not available for the interwar elections.
Therefore, the subsequent analysis will be based upon aggregate statistics
in the form of community-level data on, inter alia, party votes and
proportion of actives within different sectors of the economy, and fiscal
data that reflect the impact of the Depression.*
All those who are familiar with Robinson's piece of 1950—and by now
they are many—know why it is not feasible to draw conclusions about
individual properties on the basis of aggregates of people.

So, m this

case 'who' is to be read as what kinds of environment were congenial and
o
antipathetic to the right-wing offensive. But first we will pause to
consider a topic related to the overall structure of the Scandinavian
party system.
•Portions of the data were kindly made available by:
The Danish Data Archive, DDA, Odense. The Norwegian Social Science Data Service, NSD, Bergen.
The research project 'PRR/ Department of Political Science, University of UkneA. The research
project 'The Popular Movements,* under the auspices of the Department of History, University
of Uppsala.
Neither the original collectors of the data or the institutions mentioned bear any respons
ibility for the analyses and interpretations presented here.
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5.2:

The Setting: Conflict Dimensions in the Scandinavian Party Arena

The notion of the Scandinavian party landscape as an arena where every
thing boils down to a socialist working-class clash with the bourgeois
parties be they liberal, agrarian, conservative or fascist is, of course,
oversimplified. The sheer existence of parties with an ethnic and/or
religious prefix is an obvious reminder that there is more to the picture
than left vs. right. There is no cause for panic, however.
First of all, cross-cutting conflict dimensions are latent, temporarily
manifest, at different levelsthe body politic. Among the constituents
there may very veil exist sympathies and antipathies that neither fit
into the left-right framework, nor into any other of the possible
dimensions like the center-periphery continuum. Whenever data on
individual attitudes on political issues are submitted to, say, factor
analysis, even Sweden turns out to be multidimensional, and t hat to a
degree restricted only by the scholar's imaginative ability at naming
conflicts.3
But, as to the behavior—the casting of ballots—the secondary and
tertiary dimensions are of marginal importance. Voters who do have
cultural preferences but suppress them when it finally boils down to
choosing a party, are of minor consequence for the net returns of the
elections. The (i) religious, (ii) teetotalist, and (iii) nynorsk
speaking one-time (iv) farmer from the (v) south-west who is now a
worker living in Oslo and voting for Labor is a good case in point.
However, should t his specific voter rule in favor of the Liberal Party
instead of Labor, we would be hard put to pinpoint which specific
factor(s) caused the shift because the cultural dynamics at work
behind this voter's calculus are block-booked and each of the
peripheral aspects not equally at odds with a left-right perception
of society and government.
All this carries some methodological problems in the application
of multidimensional modelling. Secondary cleavages rarely affect
partisan politics in a way that empirically can be distinguished
from an underlying left-right influence, again there is money to almost
everything. In addition, the cross-cutting conflicts are temporarily
frozen or defrosted (cf., the case of the Oslovian worker for the
individual level) and s uch dynamics do not lend themselves to
quantification. Denmark illustrates another example: the Agrarian
Liberal Party has been the spokesman of the freeholders whose interests
at the parliamentary level more often than not has coincided with those
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of the urban entrepreneurial class as well. In other words, the urbanrural dimension co-varies with the left-right cleavage at angle somewhere
between 0 and 90 degrees depending upon which specific issue is on the
agenda.
So, for three reasons, we will not pool the socioeconomic, cultural,
and spatial dimensions into one single formalized explanatory model on
the strength of th e fascist parties; (i) the relative importance of
all different conflicts must be assessed, (ii) their interoorrelations
must be determined and checked for possible non-linear relations, and
(iii) reference axes must be selected. All these undertakings would
be marred by so much arbitrariness so as to make the entire enterprise
questionable.
Rather, in order to put the healthiest distance possible between
our theoretical solution and Occam's razor, the problem of Scandinavian
fascism will be approached by way of three explanatory models—all
emphasizing conflict rather than consensus—that take hold the Great
Depression as the precipitating factor in making people vulnerable
to the fascist enticements:
(i)

Alienation:

The Great Depression finally made the
heretofore passive citizens wake up "on
the wrong side,11 i.e., vote for the
extreme right rather than be incorporated
by organized interest and the established
parties.

(ii) Protest:

The Great Depression blew new life into
a tradition of voting for "outside parties,"
i.e., bourgeois parties challenging the
hegemony of th e old ones, or fighting a
long hopeless battle for parliamentary
representation.

(iii) Polarization:

The Great Depression fostered determinative
attempts to crush the radical left.

All these models are subject to recurrent discussions in text-books
on fascism in Scandinavia—and elsewhere—but they rarely lend themselves
to be operationalized and te sted systematically (a problem which we will
not escape, either).
Now, if in deed the economic slump did pa ve the way for fascist
success at the polls, the impact of the Depression must be cast in
an interactive perspective in which the social and po litical background
provided for the dormant fascistoidcauses. Consequently, the additive
regression formulae should be rejected in favor of the multiplicative
solution. The additive design using two independent variables, e.g.,
turnout in previous elections and th e relative decline in aggregate
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income, may very well co-vary with the Y-variable one-by-one, that is,
in some communities it appears as if the fascists profited from a low
level of political involvement although the local economy was just
doing fine, and vice versa. Table 5.1, which gives data for hypothetical
units, should help straighten out the question marks (of course, the
reader is at full liberty to enter real names into the table, European
nations for instance).

Table 5.1: Correlates of Nazi Voting in a Hypothetical Setting. Pearson
correlation coefficients.
Case

Crisis
*
(Deel. in aggreg. inc. %)

(%)

Alienation
(/10)

Non-Voting

-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

200
100
115
150
125
105
165
110
180
195

5.5
12.0
8.8
9.3
12.0
15.2
10.3
16.4
10.6
10.3

110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

Nazi Voting

.24

.45

1

Nazi Voting

(%)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
-

What is the meaning behind the .24 and .45 correlations between the
proportion of the Nazi vote and, on the one hand, the relative decline
in local revenues and, on the other, the percentage of non-voting?
Aggregate electoral statistics preclude conclusions to the effect
that the Nazi party became the choice of those who used to abstain
from casting their ballots. And even if the problem of cross-level
inferences could be ignored altogether, the question merely takes
another shape: what, all of a. sudden, made the one-time abstainees
politically interested? It is here that the crisis measure adds much
needed causality to the simple correlation coefficients. This variable
which, on its own, accounts for less than five percent of the variance
in fascist voting—a reasonable figure in view of what was said about
Scandinavia's political response to the socioeconomic aftermath of the
Great Depression—is asymmetrical in respect to voting behavior, and
that is the imperative prerequisite of explanatory models. In short,
the multiplicative solution requires both independent variables to be
at work simultaneously, one functioning as the agent that provokes
the effect of the other. In Table 5.1 this 'other1 variable is
represented by non-voting, but the percentages could just as easily
have approximated an 'outside' or Communist party and th e models be
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renamed accord ingly.
In Chapter 1 a warning was flagged against breaking down the
hypothetical background of fascism into distinct factors for separate
assessment of their relative importance. It was argued that fascism
may have grown out of rare combinations of economic, political, and
cultural causes. In one word, this logic is known as a syndrome and
made applicable by way of multiplicative regression equations.
Of course, alternatives to the economic rational approach to fascism
will also be dealt with, but until someone has come up with a tool that—
employing one and one dimension only—predicts voting behavior better
than does the socioeconomic conflict, non-material discriminants of
party preference just have to play second fiddle. By way of example,
this goes for religion, a factor which has occupied a prominent position
in analyses of how various cultural characteristics may serve as an
inocculation against the spread of fascism. Bavarian Catholics turned
a deaf ear to Hitler, as evidenced by the electoral stability of the
German Zentrum^
In fact, Scandinavia offers something reminiscent of party life in
Weimar, namely the role of the non-orthodox religious movements. Of
importance throughout Scandinavia, the non-conformist wave and i ts
political consequences have been illustrated mostly with reference
to Norway: "...in the more equalitarian primary economy communities
of the South and West, the forces of territorial defense remained
strong and vigorous and resisted effectively the pressures toward
a polarization of local political life." What sets this region apart
from the rest of the country was that

M...the

breakthrough /of

mobilization/ came during the second half of the nineteenth century
and found expression in a number of religious and cultural movements
of resistance against the centralizing urban forces."

In Sweden and,

above all, Denmark, religious conflicts that bear upon political
alignments are not as easily detectible as those in Norway. Still,
the political map of Sweden does convey a message that very well may
be compared with features for Norway. That was tentatively brought
out by the lukewarm response of the non-conformist regions to the
endeavors of the two militant farmer's movements, the NFRA and SNRU
(see Figure 4.1 above).
Unfortunately, lay-Christianity1 s purported immunization power
against fascism cannot be tested on its own merits altogether because
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of the obvious intercorrelation between the absence of class
polarization and presence of non-conformist religious movements.
But, on the other hand, it would be unduly academic to regress
ourselves back to infinity just to ascertain which of the two
variables—class or culture—carries the original and hypothetical
impact upon fascist voting proclivity.
The spatial dimension, which is of interest chiefly when
sociologically and politically defined and tested variables have
exhausted their explanatory power, will be discussed in the closing
section of this chapter. This analysis aims at finding out whether,
and why, the geographic diffusion of the fascist vote forms a tight
pattern or is erratically dispersed. This is the appropriate context
in which factors such as the role of local party officials should be
debated.

5.3:

The Socioeconomic Profile of the Nazi Vote

Of the three Nazi constituencies in Scandinavia, that of the SNP was
the most indistinct one in respect to sociographic profile. Swedish
Nazism could obviously be found everywhere and nowhere, in farming
districts or industrialized communities, as the single most
discriminating variable in 1936, the election in which the Nazi
alternative appeared throughout the country, scored a low -.05
correlation coefficient (see Table 5.3).
The social ecology of Danish Nazism shows a weak, though still
noticeable dependency relation. In its formative years the DNSAP was
primarily a rural party (.12), but by 1939 its following had been
broadened to include urban support as well.

This trend is verified

by the longitudinal socioeconomic distribution of the party's rankand-file members?
Cut off from the connection with the NFRA after the 1933 election,
the NS became an urban party. Its habitat was not so much the typical
industrial communities. Rather, it was the heterogeneous urban economy
that proved promising to Norwegian Nazism (.26).
At best, aggregate statistics only suggest the class composition of
a party's constituency in an oblique sort of way. But when these data
are juxtaposed with the class distribution among the DNSAP1s and NSfs
members, see Table 5.4, the socioeconomic foundation of Danish and
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Valid Votes Cast. Percentages.
Country
.„
and Year

.
Turnout

Comm.

Soc.
^
Dem.

79.,7
81.,5
80.,7
79.,2

0..3
1.. 1
1.,6
2..4

41..8
42..7
46..1
42..9

10..7
9.,4
9.,2
9..5

1..8
2..7
2..5
2..0

28.,3
24..7
17.,8
18.,2

16.5
18.7
17.8
17.7

0.7
0.6
0.8
2.4

1930
1933
1936

77.6
76..4
84..0

1..7
1..8
0..3

31..4
40.. 1
42.,5

20.,2
17., 1
16..0

0..8
2..8
4,.9

15..9
13..9
11..6

27.4
20.2
21.3

-

S 1928
1932
e 1936
1940

67..4
68..6
74..5
70..3

6..4
8..3
7..7
4,.2

37..0
41..7
45..9
53..8

15..9
11..7
12..9
12..0

11..2
14..1
14..3
12..0

29.4
23.5
17.6
18.0

D 1929
1932
m
1935
?
1939

£
N

?w

?
1

, a
Liberala

Other .
... ^ b
Middle P.

c
.
Other
.
"SemiAgrarian« Cons._,
_ a _
. _
Right-Wing P. Fascist P

_

_

3.2
3.0

0.0
1.0
1.8

-

2.6
1.6
1.3

2.2
1.8

-

-

-

0.9

0.6
0.7

-

-

-

-

«

«

_

Denmark: Radikale Venstre, Norway: Venstre, Sweden: Folkpartiet and its two antecedents. Denmark: Retsforbundet, Norway: Radikale Folkepartit Kridte^ig Folkeparti, and Samfundspartiet. Denmark: Venstre,
Norway: Bondepartiet, Sweden: Bondeförbundet, Denmark: Slesvigsk parti (Na2i as of 1938), Dansk Samling,
and Nationalt Samvirke (1939 only). Denmark: the Farmers' Party, Norway: the National Liberal Party on
its own tickets, Sweden: the National Party. Denmark: the DNSAP, Norway: the NS, Sweden: thé SNP (in
1936 the combined vote for the Lindholm and Furugård factions).

Figure 5.1: The Regional Strength of the Scandinavian Nazi Parties.
Percentages.

Table 5.3: The Scandinavian Nazi Parties by the Sectorwise Distribution
of the Local Economy. Pearson correlation coefficients.
Percent of Population
Active Within:*

Primary
Sector

Industry &
Handicraft

Commerce &
Transportation

.12
.12

.01
.08

-.03
.03

NS, 1933
NS, 1936

-.00
-.23

-.01
.13

.02
.26

SNP, 1932
SNP, 1936

-.06
.03

.00
-.05

.03
-.00

DNSAP, 1935
DNSAP, 1939

•Census data from: Denmark 1940; Norway 1930; Sweden 1940.

Tertiary
Sector

N of
Cases

.02
.06

1,500
1,500

*

.02
.01

•

747
747
2,466

2,466
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Norwegian Nazism can be determined with reasonable accuracy.
Indeed, Danish, as opposed to Norwegian, Nazism had a viable rural
component. Prior to 1935, four out of ten DNSAP members were directly
engaged in the primary sector. That was true only for one out of ten
pre-war NS members. Also, it is quite apparent that Norwegian Nazism
was linked to the urban middle-class, not working-class. Almost every
other member of the NS was a functionary or entrepreneur.

Table 5.4: DNSAP Members 1930-1935 and NS Members 1933-1939 by Class.
Percentages.
Class

DNSAP

NS

Unskilled Workers
Skilled
Workers
Farmlaborers

6.0
15.5
27.5

7.0
8.0

13.5

9.0
21.0
11.0

Farmers and Fishermen
Lower White-Collars
Higher White-Collars
Professionals, Owners and
Managers of Companies

}l8.0
15.0

Housewives, Students, and
Retired
Unknown

12.5
19.0

i 4.0

14.0

Sources: Djursaa, M., DNSAP. Danske nazister 1930-45, Kj&benhavn: Gyldendal, 1981, Vol. 2,
pp. 100-101, 113. Ugelvik Larsen, S., "The Social Foundations of Norwegian Fascista
1933-1945," in Ugelvik Larsen, S., Hagtvet, B., and Myklebust, J.P. (eds.), Who
Were the FasoietB, Bergen-Oslo-Troms^: Universitetsförlaget, 1980, p. 608.

Turning from the descriptive analysis, we now move on to address the
crucial question: what made people side with the Nazis?

5.3.1:

Rural Nazism: Southern Jutland, the East Inland, and Värmland

The Nazi strongholds par excellence in countryside Scandinavia—
Southern Jutland, the East Inland, and Värmland (see Figure 5.1
above)—attract our curiosity in rural fascism. A thematic map,
Figure 5.2, helps ur locate the spatial pattern of the Nazi vote,
and t he attached correlation coefficients, Table 5.5, serve to
introduce the analysis of Nazism in RuScan and its three regions.
As RuScan was first presented with the Nazi calls for popular
support in the early thirties, the extremist parties registered a
more favorable response in rural (.18) than in industrial and
commerce/transportation communities (.23 and -.18, respectively).
These correlates are strong especially in Southern Jutland and, as
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Figure 5.2: The Spatial Distribution of the Nazi Vote in RuScan: Southern Jutland, the
East Inland, and Värmland. Percentages.

DNSAP, 1935

Table 5.5: Party Votes by the Sectorwise Distribution of the Local Economy and Agrarian
Owner Structure in RuScan. Pearson correlation coefficients.

Percent of Activa» Primary
Within:
Sector
N of cases:

Industry &
Handicraft

Conmerce
A Transp .

Crofters
1

88

RuScan: 401 ; DK: 122; N: 187; S: 92

Small~

Big
Farmers

Estate
Owners

.21
.54

.13
.32

-.20

.43
.39

.15

.05

.21

.19

.02

holder»

Freeholders

N: 160; S: 86

Communists
RuScan
Denmark, 1929
Norway, 1930
Sweden, 1928

.20

07
.33

.28

.21

.30

-,32
-.59
-.08
-.47

.41
.57
.34
.52

.12
.27
.07
.29

.23
.14
.36

.39
.64
.65
.36

.40
.51
.55
.34

-.33
-.11
-.67
.19

.19

.18
.22
.29

.23
.19
.30
.19
.07
.15

.06

.01

.05
.36

.02
.03

.06

.32

.68

.26

.30
.42

.44

.05

Social Democrats
RuScan
Denmark, 1929
Norway, 1930
Sweden, 1928

.08
.49
.14
.17

Liberals
RuScan
Denmark, 1929
Norway, 1930
Sweden, 1928

.18

.03
.24

.02

.21
.43

.03

.47

.36

.34

.08

.35

.06

.05

.41
.45

.40
.41

.23

.40

.25

.20

.42

.51

.37

.69
.14
.79
.04

.37

.04

.24

.07

.01

.31

.04

.26

.02

.11

-.17
.17
.25
.13
.02

.26

.07

.33

.11

.18

.16

.01

.06

.08

.06

.12

.01

.10
.09

.05
.13

.06
.16

.08

.05

Agrarians
RuScan
Denmark,, 1929
Norway, 1930
Sweden, 1928

.48

.61

.65

Conservatives
RuScan
Denmark,, 1929
Norway, 1930
Sweden, 1928

.11

.43

.28

Nazis
RuScan, I
Denmark, 1932
Norway, 1933
Sweden, 1932
RuScan, II
Denmark, 1939
Norway, 1936
Sweden, 1936

.08
.09
.14
-.05
.15

.01
.20

.10

.01

.18

.03
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was to be expected, the East Inland where the NS ran on a joint ticket
with the NFRA. The second time that the Nazi parties went to face the
verdict of the voters both the DNSAP and NS, now on its own, lost
their distinct rural appeal, whereas the SNP1 s constituency grew
increasingly agrarian in its sociographic profile.
Data for the East Inland and Värmland, areas forming a continuous
geographic region and resembling each other in the social and economic
make-up of the primary sector, permit a closer analysis of what kind
of rural environment was most susceptible to the fascist offensive.
Initially, the NS stood at its best in egalitarian communities, that
is, in those where the most common farmstead was run on a family
basis. In 1936, however, much of this constituency was apparently
lost as the entire variable ceased to discriminate with respect to
Nazi voting. The SNP, in contrast, éxperienced the reverse trend.
Having been rather blurred, its following now became dependent on
a strong local representation of well-to-do farmers. Communities
marked by a comparatively large proportion of crofters—people in
need for part-time employment for their livelihood—were, on either
side of the border, the most resistive to Nazism. In whatever way
the different agrarian classes are combined into various rural
contexts, such as the most stratified ones with a large number of
both crofters and estate owners, the primary fascist strongholds
turn out to be the egalitarian communities.

Unfortunately, the

Danish Central Bureau of Statistics did not record size of holdings
at the minor civil-division level during the interwar years. Rough
observations, however, set the typical farmstead in Southern Jutland
at an acreage exceeding even that of an average Danish holding, which
of course is in stark contrast to the owner structure in the East
Inland and Värmland where small holdings were the rule rather than
the exception.9
The data which will be employed in the subsequent analysis have
been compiled so as to permit a truly comparative approach; our
ambition is to get at the whys of Nazi voting without necessarily
paying attention to whether the party was known as the DNSAP, NS,
or SNP—in RuScan, a "country" of 401 minor civil-divisions, these
10
parties lose their abbreviations.
This design of the inquiry
provides an opportunity to return to the nation-specific causes
behind the fascist vote should the models—alienation, protest,
and polarization—fail to receive empirical confirmation.
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When applied to RuScan and its three regions, the models yield the
following findings, see Table 5.6, which also presents the bivariate
correlations.
None of the models fits overly well with the real background of
RuScanian fascism, and the polarization hypothesis is completely wide
of the target. On both occasions the Nazi parties failed to capitalize
on local anti-Marxism as brought out by the negative .20 correlations.
So, if anti-socialism did play any role at all in making people rally
behind the Nazis, it was from a distance—not on the doorsteps—that
the political confrontation was affecting the voters. This inference
seems well-founded in the sense that the Nazi constituency was located
primarily in areas comprising a large proportion of family-size
farmsteads where farm laborers, especially Communist farmhands, were
almost never known by first-hand experience.
The alienation hypothesis, on the other hand, closes in on the
causal chain behind th e fascist vote. Although the Nazi parties were
at a disadvantage in communities where a comparatively large number
of voters preferred to sit out on election day, non-voting interacts
with the economic recession to produce coefficients of .19 and .50.
Some support for the idea that fascism in RuScan drew on a tradition
of protest voting may be discerned behind the .20 correlations. Part
of the reason why the models were not sufficiently upheld by the data
is that the causal background of RuScanian Nazism differed as to the
national contexts. A regional breakdown of the analysis is necessary
to evaluate the validity of the three models in full.
Perhaps the most conspicuous feature in Table 5.6 is the negative
relationship between the Nazi vote and the decline in local government
revenues in Värmland; if the community was in bad shape financially3
so was the SNP electorally. Admittedly, this crisis measure, applied
also in the case of Southern Jutland, is not altogether reliable as a
variable which taps the immediate consequences of the Depression.
In rural communities, especially in Värmland where many farmers lived
on a relatively high level of self-sufficiency, the amount of taxes
paid to the local treasurer does not vary much with the overall state
of the economy. Again, Swedish farming, as opposed to Danish, was tied
less to the market and less monetarized. And since agriculture in
Southern Jutland was a matter of business, this variable, local
government revenues in 1934 compared to t hose of 1928, comes closer
to the concrete meaning of the economic slump.
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Irrespective of how the Depression is transformed into a quantitative
tool of analysis, there is always the problem of determining the causes
of voter reactions. As an aggregate, they may either respond to t heir
own personal situation or to that which has afflicted their fellowcitizens in the neighboring communities. After all, we are operating
with localities so small that a feeling of economic insecurity could
easily have radiated across civil-division boundaries. But, then,
this is part of ecological analysis, and survey analysis too although
less commonly realized, which in turn accounts for the "individual
fallacy," i.e., to treat analytical units as if they were isolated
from their surrounding.
However, controls for geographic proximity are difficult to perform
if only because the concentric approach is not to be recommended at
all times, and certainly not in tracing diffusion channels in the
East Inland where mountains effectively could block face-to-face
exchange of political issues and standpoints between two neighboring
communities.
A thorough testing of the polarization model would require a proximity
check as it is obvious that local Communism did not provoke local
Nazism, not even in the East Inland where the class conflict had been
deep and where clashes among scabs, policemen, and (visiting) communist
• •
.
11
union officials
were part of everyday politics.
The facts, however,

do not square with the conception of fascist oases in a hostile red
neighborhood. None of the rural communities where the Communist Party
polled five percent or more of the vote in 1930 borders on the
heartland of the NS- 12 There were 79 Communist voters in rural
Southern Jutland in 1929 and, for what it may be worth, it just so
happens that "Communist11 communities often bordered directly on
those where the DNSAP carried over ten percent of the electorate
in 1935. But, then, it would take ethnological field-work to find
out whether those few Communists "scared" anti-socialist people
over into the Nazi ranks. It seems far-fetched, to say the least.
In Värmland, a region with plenty of objective reasons for a
polarization between the extreme right and left, the Communist
stronghold—upwards of one-tenth of the electorate—forms a continuous
area along the northeastern third of the county, a pattern clearly
at odds with the notion of local Nazi fronts against the "Communist
threat."
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When the three regions are analyzed separately, the alienation model
no longer seems as promising as it did in explaining fascism in RuScan
as a whole. The .25 correlation in Southern Jutland is due mainly to
the crisis factor on its own, and in the East Inland and Värmland the
two variables do not interact the way they were supposed to do in
order to verify the theoretical arguments behind the model. Incidentally,
the hypothesis that Nazism in the East Inland and Värmland profited
from the recent anti-socialist elections—the 1928 so-called 'Cossacelection' in Sweden and the 1930 bourgeois landslide in Norway, both
of which conceivably could have awakened inert right-wing extremists—
stands disconfirmed (figures not presented here).
It is the protest model that finally makes our theorizing endeavors
worthwhile. Political traditions, i.e., previous experience of outside
parties, were part of the conditions for how the fascists were to fare
at the polls, particularly so in Southern Jutland. The Self Government
Party, also known as the Independence Movement (cf., 3.4 above) helped
pave the way for the DNSAP. Our .44 and .40 coefficient have been
translated by Thorsen as: "Portions of Cornelius Petersen's old guard
were almost predestined for the /Nazi/ movement."^
Objections may indeed be raised against the use of the Radical
People's Party as an outside party. It fulfilled the role as the
Liberal Party's East Inland subsidiary. Nonetheless (and with the
benefit of hindsight), the Radical People's Party had th e unmistakable
features of an obsolete party. Rejecting concepts such as capitalism
and socialism, it balanced its fate on a tightrope stretched out
across a political canyon. Events beyond th e control of the Radical
People's Party eventually left the party squeezed badly in between the
labor movement and militant bourgeois circles. For instance, the
Radical People's Party was trusted with the dubious task of furnishing
the yellow unions in the forestry districts with both leadership and
14
rank-and-file.
We believe that this made the Radical People's Party's
constituency liable to be caught by the NS. The findings leave this
topic an open one, however, as the coefficients score .11 and .15 for
the 1933 and 1936 elections, respectively.
Prior to Furugård entering the political scene, the last time
the voters in Värmland were presented with a new party alternative
was in 1920 when the forerunners of the Agrarian Party appeared in
the electoral arena. Although twelve years had passed between the
two occasions, the erstwhile newcomer left some lasting instability
in voter alignments. The protest model, producing .17 and .19
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coefficients, is the single most powerful explanation of Nazism in
Värmland, and all the more so if we incorporate the following data
on Nazi infiltration within the farming community.
On December 30, 1931, close to 600 peasants attended a crisis
rally in Värmland's largest city. Two of the most prominent organizers
of this meeting were Nazis, and they did not miss the opportunity to
sneak in anti-Semitic remarks in their addresses to the gathered
farmers. Estate-owner C.Th. Jacobsson, later to run as SNP candidate
for the 1932 Riksdag election, became the bona fïde leader of the
militant farmers of Värmland. It was this movement that, in
cooperation with the SNRU, staged the Farmers' National Convention
of 1932. Although the national leadership of the SNRU was aware of
Jacobsson1s Nazi sympathies he was not ousted from the SNRU until the
spring of 1933. Of cause, this indulgent stance to Jacobsson left a
sense of political ambivalence among the individual farmers of
Värmland insofar that it served to legitimize his personal candidacy
for Parliament. Furugård's Nazi party and Jacobsson's regional
movement were in close liaison with each other, and one is ready to
believe that the SNP made use of the 90 local branches of Jacobsson's
15
organization for vote-getting purposes in 1932.
*

*

•k

,!In

breaking down belief in authority, the revivalist movements

meant a revival also in the sense that people won insight in their
16
own ability to mold their fate and so cial conditions."
Former
Swedish Social Democratic Party Leader Tage Erlander, a native of
rural Värmland and brought up in a freethinking home, is but one of
those who embraces this widely held view of the political role of
the non-conformist movements. It will be submitted to a quantitative
empirical test accompanied by the hypothesis that wherever nonorthodox Christianity was strongly represented, the Nazi parties
did not stand much of a chance to gain support. It is nothing but
an anomaly to expect any other relationship since the non-conformists
have been credited with the gilt-edged history of helping Scandinavian
democracy to its feet and defending it against centralizing tendencies
such as elitist pluralism and Führer-formats.
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It takes delicacy to interpret the findings in Table 5,7. Nonorthodox Christianity did not make rural Värmland safe against the
spread of Nazism. On the contrary, the stronger the position of the
revivalist movements, the more successful was the SNP among the
voters, particularly so in 1932. Teetotalisi ,

on

the other hand,

either proved detrimental or advantageous to the prospects of Nazism.
Another common1^ held notion about the two popular movements, i.e.,
that their membership overlapped, is also disconfirmed by the data.

Table 5.7: Nazism, Non-Conformism, and Teetotalism in the East Inland and
Värmland. Pearson correlation coefficients. (Rural communities
only.)
Christian People's
Party, 1945
(N®52)*

NS, 1933
NS, 1936
SNP, 1932
SNP, 1936

Members in Non-Conformist
Churches (% of enfranch.),
1932
(N-86)

(19*81)**

Members in Temperance
Lodges (% of enfranch.),
1932
(N-86)

(19=81)**

-.19
-.22
.14 (-.06)
.15 (-.08)

.32 (.24)
.26(-.01)

Validity controls:
Non-Conformist Churches
Liberal Parties, 1928
Social Democrats, 1928

.55
-.38

.20
-.01
.11

(.09)

•Constituencies in which the party did not run in the 1945 election have been deleted.
••Controlling for outliers.

These correlates obviously call for a validity control. To that
purpose, the Liberal and Social Democratic percent of the vote in
1928 was checked against the membership strength of the non-conformist
and teet otalist movements. Since the coefficients comply with the
traditional ties between the lay-Church and Liberalism and show Social
Democracy to be disfavored, there is no reason to doubt the reliability
of the data. And the .11 correlation between organized temperance and
labor need not raise any eyebrows since the two movements lived in
almost perfect harmony with each other.
Holding the very thought of freethinking environments aiding the
Nazi cause as completely unlikely, one interpretation of the findings
would read as follows. Because the non-conformist religious liberals
were considered too soft on the issues of Communism, nationalism and
the economy, they made the local political context dualistic,
ultimately pushing the secular no-nonsense people into the Nazi camp.
But, considering that religiosity correlates negatively with Norwegian
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Nazism, it would take an intellectual tour de force to accommodate
both the East Inland and Värmland within such an explanatory framework.
As a matter of fact, we need not bend over backwards to rationalize
the SNP1 s position of strength in communities marked by a high
membership in non-orthodox Churches. First, the class context of the
revivalist movements, family farmers as evidenced by a .27 correlation
coefficient, overlapped with that of the Nazi party. Second, the most
dominating Church in Värmland was the Missionary Society, and it h ad
17

grown increasingly rightist since the turn of the century.

(Incidentally, the Missionary Society was one of the very few
denominations which took a non-dogmatic stand on the issue of alcohol
consumption, and that may account for the loose aggregate ties between
non-conformism and teetotalism.) Finally, one may conjecture that, in
the early thirties, the SNP managed to fool a few ministers into
embracing those sections of the Nazi program that appealed to the
religious community. So, by the mandate of their position, the nonconfòrmist officials vouched for the seemingly admirable intentions
of the SNP. Later on, when Hitler's atrocities became evident to the
informed, the non-conformist leadership turned its back on domestic
Nazism. This interpretation is plausible in view of the fact that in
the 1936 election the correlation between the Nazi vote and prop ortion
of non-conformist members drops to -.01 when controlling for the
extreme outliers.
Although the method of inquiry, ecological analysis, prevents us
from jumping to categorical statements as to the links between nonconformism and Nazism, we are at full liberty to conclude that, in
Värmland as-opposed to the East Inland, the presence of revivalism
did not impede the spread of Nazism. With two cases lending support
to each of the two possible directions of relationship, it would be
all the more interesting to supplement the findings above with
empirical documentation on how the DNSAP was affected by the religious
factor. For the moment, however, such a quantitative measure cannot
be operationalized on the minor civil-division level.
A politico-cultural topic of exclusive relevance to Southern
Jutland is the question whether the German minority had anything
to do with the DNSAP1s electoral record in this region. The problem
has been approached along three main avenues of investigation, one
simply taking the easy path of suspecting the minority of employing
the DNSAP as a fifth-columnist device. Indeed, the issue of German vs.
Danish became a heated one in the course of the thirties. Some Danes
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feared that the Farmers' Association (DFA) was to become ari
organizational platform for irredentist scheming. The transformation
of Weimar Germany into the Third Reich was soon followed by an
intensified traffic across the border, part of it said to further
shady purposes. In addition, local incidents, such as the ownership
of bankrupt farmsteads changing from one ethnic group to the other,
were blown up in the press. All this went towards widening the cleavage
.

18

between German and Danish.

This development may in fact serve as the basis of three conflicting
hypotheses: (i) the fifth-column, (ii) the nationalist apocalypse,
and (iii) the opportunist hypotheses. The second one sees the DNSAP
as the beneficiary of Danish support in communities where the balance
between a Danish or German majority was unclear. Basically, this
curve-linear relationship between ethnicity and Nazi voting is
reminiscent of how the polarization model was deduced; local
confrontations made for extremist response. Danes eyeball to eyeball
with Germans may conceivably have been carried away in a nationalist
metamorphosis. The third hypothesis also puts the biethnical
communities in focus, but it implies that both Danes and Germans were
equally prone to vote Nazi. Although Berlin did not overtly support
the minority's campaign for bringing North Schleswig heim ins Reichs,
Hitler's annexations of other border areas left a feeling of insecurity
in Southern Jutland. So, the opportunists, de blakkede in the
derogatory Danish word, prepared themselves for whatever fate was in
store for them; a vote for the DNSAP could serve either outcome of the
geopolitical issue.
Since scattergrams speak for themselves, the bivariate solution of
testing the three hypotheses has been reproduced unmitigated, see
Figure 5.3 below.
It is readily apparent that none of the three hypotheses survives
the empirical test. The German minority itself (here operationalized
as the proportion of German votes in the 1920 referendum) was an
insignificant contributor to the DNSAP's total vote. In fact, it
would have been more appropriate to project the solid line in Figure
5.3 along the negative diagonal. That would have demonstrated th at
a Danish dominance of the local ethnic distribution was a necessary,
but not sufficient (-.13), prerequisite to predict the Nazi vote.
The two theoretically more sophisticated hypotheses fare equally
badly in the test. No tendency of a curve-linear relationship that
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Figure 5.3: Ethnicity and Nazism in Southern Jutland
SCATTERGRAM OF
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.86

827.0

Percent German Votes in

the 1920 Referendums

resembles a hump may be detected in the scattergram.
The series of coefficients attached to Figure 5.3 underpins the
argument in favor of the Germans remaining true to their own party,
Slesvigsk Parti. The slightly lower coefficients for the 1935 and 1939
elections do not drop enough to be construed as a sign of flux in party
preference among the German community, let alone a defection to the
DNSAP. Rather, if the German Minority Party lost some of its appeal
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among its constituents, it was due to the fact that, following a
period of insidious infighting, the party was lost to the Nazis in
1938.19
No, the DNSAP was a Nazi party of Danes> and to the extent that
the geopolitical status of Southern Jutland had anything to do with
the party's electoral response it was originally caused by the
economic and political instability that followed upon the border
adjustment. In and by itself, Nazism in Southern Jutland was not
a result of the ethnic cleavage.

5.3.2:

Urban Nazism: Stavanger and Gothenburg

Why is it that the NS and SNP succeeded in attracting voters among
ordinary burghers in two large Scandinavian cities? Clearly, a Nazi
share of twelve and six percent in Stavanger and Gothenburg
respectively could not have been mustered exclusively by recruiting
random support among society's peripheral segments.
As a complement to the preceding subsection, the analysis below
will not strictly discuss why fascism gained momentum in Stavanger
and Gothenburg and not in any other comparable city, for instance
a Danish one. Rather, the question is how th e Nazi parties seized
a respectable portion of the electorate, which is a somewhat roundabout
way of explaining why the two cities became the urban oases of
Scandinavian fascim.
By and large, the three explanatory models presented in section
5.2 above may be retained in major outline and applied to the case
of urban Nazism as well. Available data do not permit systematic
ecological analysis, however, as we are in the somewhat awkward
situation of possessing a rich monograph on the NS in Stavanger^®
while having to rely on election statistics reported for only four
polling districts. Conversely, Gothenburg was partitioned into the
quite workable number of 34 precincts, which is about all the data
available on Nazism in Gothenburg.
Gross transitions across party lines call for caution in making
conclusive statements as to the political and social origin of the
Nazi vote. Tables 5.8 and 5.9 do not leave much room for alternative
interpretations, however. The NS and SNP attracted former Conservatives
and Liberals; in Stavanger it was the Conservative Party that was the
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primary loser, and in Gothenburg it seems as if the Liberal Party
provided most of the votes to the Nazis.2 1

Table 5.8: Elections in Stavanger and Gothenburg, 1928-1936. Turnout and
Valid Votes Cast. Percentages.
City, Year and
Type of Election

Turnout

(p)
(L)
(p)
(L)
(P)

78.0
71.0
80.5
78.5
89.0

G
Î 1928 (P)
e 1932 (p)
B 1936 (P)
r

71.6
68.8
74.6

S
a
a
g
r

1930
1931
1933
1934
1936

Communists
_*

-*

8.9
11.2
18.2

Social
Democrats

Liberals

Conserv
atives

31.0
36.0
41.0
41.0
39.0

31.0
29.0
28.0
25.0
25.0

38.0
33.0
24.0
20.0
25.0

3,,5
12,.0
3..5

45.1
47.5
43.3

16.5
8.9
10.0

29.5
26.8
24.2

5,.7
2..7

Nazis

Others
0.5
2.0
3.5
1.5
7.5*

-

1.4**

g

* Included among 'Others,' of which the Party of Social Unity gained 7 percent of the vote in 1936.
**The National Party.

Sources: Stavanger: Nilson, S.S., "Who Voted for Quisling?," in Ugelvik Larsen, S., Hagtvet, B., and
Myklebust, J.P. (eds.), Who Were the Faeciets, Oslo-Bergen-Tron»s0: Universitetsförlaget, 1980,
pp. 658-660. Gothenburg: Elections Statistics.

Table 5.9: The NS and SNP in Stavanger and Gothenburg by Party Vote in
1931(L) and 1928(P), respectively. Pearson corr. coefficients.
Stavanger, 1931(L):
Gothenburg, 1928(P):

Liberals

Conservatives

Communists

Social Democrats

NS, 1934(L)
(Significance)

(-)

-.97
(.015)

.65
(.174)

.999
(.001)

SNP, 1932(P)
(Significance)

-.73
(.001)

-.69
(.001)

.79
(.001)

•66
(.001)

N of Cases
4

34

Source: Cf., code book in Appendix 2.

It was not sheer coincidence that made Stavanger and Gothenburg
into Nazi oases. Both cities, heavily industrialized in terms of
respective national standards, were severely hit by the Great
Depression. Stavanger, a coastal city of 46,000 inhabitants many of
whom were dependent on the shipping and cannery industry, counted
more jobless than any other Norwegian city in 1930.22 Gothenburg,
with a population of 240,000, saw unemployment skyrocketing in the
early thirties, see Table 5.10.
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Table 5.10: Local Government Expenditure on Relief Works and Unemployment
Benefits in 10 Major Swedish Cities and the Combined Expendi
ture in all 114 Cities, 1928-1932. Index: 1928=100.
Year

Combined

1928
1929
1930
1931
1932

100
03
78
152
250

Gothen
burg
100
89
66
209
635

Stock
holm

Malmö

Norr
köping

100
62
56
114
143

100
102
100
200
395

100
86
88
156
335

Hälsing
borg
100
91
93
178
432

Borås

GÄvle

Örebro

100
70
62
157
115

100
114
174
425
605

100
103
104
108
197

Eskils
tuna

Jönköping

100
106
132
186
272

100
110
126
175
190

Source: Statistical Yearbook of Sweden, 1930-1935, "Städernas finanser."

True, local appropriations to fight the symptoms of unemployment
reflect a political ambition, too, and not just the total number of
23
people out of work seeking public assistance.
But the very fact
that local government spendings on relief works and unemployment
benefits increased almost tenfold in two years could not have left
the people of Gothenburg unaware of the hard times. And, for whatever
that may have been worth, Gothenburg could not even find comfort in
knowing that other cities were in a worse situation. They were not.
Gothenburg was up front in the nation. Did this crisis make previous
non-voters cast their ballots for the Nazis, did it draw notorious
'protest-voters' to the polling booths, and/or was it taken as a
signal to "rescue" society from Marxism?
Nothing seems to indicate that the NS and SNP mobilized hordes of
o/
so-called 'alienated1 citizens.
True, the proportion of non-voters
in 1928 and the SNP vote in 1932 covaries to produce a .35 coefficient,
but the rate of non-voters in 1932 correlates even stronger with the
percentage of Nazi voters, .41. The coefficients should have changed
to the lower in order to suggest an extremist inclination among the
politically indifferent citizens (figures not included in the table).
Gothenburg did not see one single newcomer in the party arena
during the twenties. This ostensible harmony was disrupted shortly
before the 1932 election, however, when the long-standing tradition
of list cooperation among all bourgeois parties was broken by the
Liberals, whose pledge to free trade—Gothenburg being the foremost
export city in the nation—clashed with the increasingly protectionist
Conservative Party. Bourgeois Gothenburg was subsequently thrown into
\

an intense debate on who had betrayed whom, and the Conservative camp
went to great lengths to make the Liberals appear as well-meaning but
u ^ 25
naive eggheads.

-
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Stavanger had been enriched by a typical protest party in 1919.
An issue-project across bourgeois party boundaries, the House
Owners1 Party initially occupied 13 out of the 68 seats in the
city council, and 4 and 2 seats following the local elections in
1922 and 1925, respectively. Shortly before the 1934 municipal
election, in which the NS obtained 12 percent of the vote, the
annual meeting of the House Owners1 Society, branded by discontent
owing to allegedly high property taxes, was presented with a motion
that called upon the association to run its own candidates or enter
into a list coooperation with—the NS. Although the proposition
was turned down (primarily on administrative grounds), it is obvious
that the society nourished a continuity in the readiness of resorting
to political activities that did not necessarily stop at endorsing
one of the ready-made party alternatives. Another destabilizing
factor in the city's party life was the Patriotic League which was
comparatively well-organized in Stavanger. In 1930 the movement had
26

531 members.

We believe that the defunct House Owners1 Party and

the very lively Patriotic League were assets to the NS at the polls.
Curious or not, Gothenburg1s house owners were also disappointed
with their lot. They had been troubled by rent dodgers after the
lease contracts had expired and no further agreement had been reached.
Following an advertising drive in the city's press, the House Owners'
Society held a rally on the evening of election day at which a 'task
27
force' comprised of 739 property owners was formed.
Although this
may have been an isolated expression of organized discontent
(available annual reports of Gothenburg's Merchant Society do not
confirm a general trend among the petty bourgeoisie), its effects
upon the city's political climate must not be overlooked, especially
in view of the quarrels between the Liberals and Conservatives.
Communism was weak in Stavanger, perhaps because the city's
Labor Party was considered as one of the most radical branches in
the nation. At any rate, Labor's daily in Stavanger still claimed
allegiance to revolutionary methods, and at the national congress
this year, 1933, the Stavanger delegates unsuccessfully pushed for
28
a leftward turn of party policy.
The question is not whether
this radical rhetoric boomeranged to the credit of the NS, but
to how great an extent? In the 1933 Storting election, in which
the NS gained 3.5 percent of the vote in Stavanger, anti-socialism
was an important motive in making the otherwise Conservative and
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Liberal sympathizers turn to the Nazis. One year later, however,
it was a municipal election in which it did not make much sense to
believe that a vote for the NS would free Norway from Communism# More
likely, the voters were now guided by fairly rational pocket-book
calculations. And since the well-known argument of the established
bourgeois parties, that a vote for the NS was a vote wasted, was
less true in local politics, citizens concerned with their private
economy, such as house owners, may have found the NS a promising
low-spending party.
A third of the Gothenburg precincts returned more than ten percent
of the vote to the Communists in 1928. Following the split of the
Communist Party in 1929 the Comintern party became the strongest
of the two radical leftist parties. In view of this, and t he
"obligatory11 fistfights between Communists and Nazis, it would
seem convenient to market the polarization model as an important
causal explanation of Nazism in Gothenburg. This is probably too
easy a way out, however—an emergency exit. For instance, local
labor market statistics do not hint at any offensive Communist
policy that would remind of, for example, the clashes in the forestry
areas of the Norwegian East Inland. Gothenburg experienced no more
29
conflicts than the nation as a whole.
Second, a six percent share
of the electorate could not have been mustered on the grounds of
anti-socialism alonge. Gothenburg was not a unique Communist stronghold.
But what was exclusive to this Swedish city was the Nazi
organization. Ever since 1913 an obscure and obscene anti-Semitic
weekly, Vidi3 had been issued in Gothenburg. Another boulevard paper,
Vår Kamp /Our Struggle/, appeared in 1930. It was published by the
League of New Sweden, a petty bourgeois rightist group which merged
into the SNP later this year when practically all Nazi resources
were concentrated in Gothenburg. In fact, the Swedish Nazi movement(s)
was now to enjoy a period of relative internal peace that lasted
through the 1932 Riksdag election. Lindholm put in long hours editing
the party's mouthpiece, distributing propaganda material, and so forth.
A climax of sorts was reached during the Easter holidays of 1931
when the Nazis held their first national party days in Gothenburg.
Numerous, almost daily, rallies were announced during the election
campaign; one of them said to have had an attendance of 2,000 people.30
Not without annoyance to the Patriotic League officials, the antisocialist movement gave the NS a head-start in Stavanger, both in
terms of mass mobilization and leadership recruitment. One estimate
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puts the membership figure of the NS at 1,000 in late 1934. In more
senses than one, the quality of the local NS branch

was noteworthy:

its leadership was comprised of well respected people in the city
whose ties to formal associations and social gatherings helped the
NS get plugged into useful networks. Also, the Stavanger NS had its
own daily, Vestlandets Avis, which appeared timely with the start
of the municipal election campaign of 1934.31
Nazism in Gothenburg and Stavanger alike was a relatively wellorganized phenomenon. But how far does this information take us in
pursuing the causal background of t he two parties1 electoral success?
Normally, political sociology tends to relegate party organization
to the role of a typical intervening variable; socioeconomic conditions
account for the distribution of the vote, a position of strength
subsequently inspires the diehards to develop an efficient apparatus
which then helps to defend and expand the initial constituency.
In this concrete case, however, we do not need to get lost in a
web of unclear causes and effects. First, the local Nazi branches
were not organized upon the basis of any extraordinary achievements
in previous elections. Second, both party organizations rapidly
disintegrated after the successful elections and the results in
subsequent elections dwindled accordingly. The number of NS and
SNP votes in Stavanger and Gothenburg should not altogether be
credited to the impact of the propaganda spread during the campaigns.
After all, a new concept of politics is not marketed like a new brand
of catsup. The two Nazi parties would never had acquired a potent
organization without the cities providing a congenial economic and
political environment in the first place (see further 5.6 below).

5.4:

The Socioeconomic Profile of the Semi-Fascist Vote

A prototype of a rural protest movement running for political office,
the Farmers1 Party did not have much in common with the two other
semi-fascist parties. However, it shared one thing with the Swedish
National Party. Both were the end results of acute economic and
political instability, whereas the National Liberals had the ir
origins in more or less unique Norwegian circumstances due to the
aftermath of the country's "independence11 from Sweden. Another
similarity to be noted at the outset is that the National Liberal
and National parties led an existence very much conditioned by the
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ideological and organizational status of Norwegian and Swedish
conservatism.
A sociographic inquiry into the National Liberal constituency
is almost impossible because of the party's list cooperation with
the Conservatives. Still worse, this format was not even consistently
upheld from one election to the other in different cities and province
constituencies. Occasionally, the two parties did not even care very
much what formal party label was entered on the tickets. It was simply
taken for granted that the party regulars knew how to identify the
true affiliation behind the names of the candidates appearing on the
ticket. 'Conservatives,1 'Conservatives and National Liberals,' and
'National Liberals' were fluid concepts. The party's constituency
was also vague, as seen in Table 5.11.

Table 5.11: Party Votes by the Sectorwise Distribution of the Local
Economy. Pearson correlation coefficients.
Percent of Population
Active Within:*
Farmers' Party, 1935
Farmers' Party, 1939

Primary
Sector

Industry &
Handicraft

Commerce &
Transportation

Tertiary
Sector

.37
.42

-.32
-.38

-.30
-.34

National Liberals, 1930
National Liberals, 1933

.06
-.11

-.19
-.02

.09
.21

-

National Party, 1936

-.08

.03

.11

.12

-.22
-.26
«

N of

Cases
1,317
1,199
113
120

2,466

•Census data from: Denmark 1940? Norway 1930; Sweden 1940.

In the north, the National Liberal Party drew on support from
ordinary farmers and fishermen who might just as well have been
Liberals were it not for the latter party's preoccupation with
the puritanist causes. In the East Inland it was primarily large
farm owners who voted for the National Liberal Party. Finally, the
party attracted an urban elite of businessmen, technicians, and
32
high-ranking functionaries.
Of course, this description of the
party's constituents cannot be verified by the table above, although
the .21 coefficient for commerce and transportation does confirm the
impression of the National Liberal Party as a party of the mixed
urban economy and its concomitant class structure.
The Swedish National Party was also dualistic in its socioeconomic
basis although its constituency was located in an environment marked
primarily by commerce, the service industry, and administration. It
is tempting to extend the range of comparisons with the Norwegian
party. Both controlled an isolated position of strength in the very
north, both had a certain appeal to big farmers in the south, and
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both were successful among well-educated people. The National
Party stronghold was above all the county of Norrbotten (5.5%)
where the rural vote was won at the expense of the Conservatives.
This is not to say that these Nationalist farmers owned large
farmholdings. By the national yardstick, almost all peasants in
Norrbotten were 'smallholders.1 An intra-regional perspective,
however, would probably identify the National Party1s agrarian
component as a community of "wealthy" farmers.

In the extreme

south of Sweden, on the other hand, there is reason to believe that
the party registered its most favorable response among big
landowners in the strict numerical sense of that word. Thus, we are
not encouraged to pursue the economic statistical discriminants
of the National vote in any detail as it is fairly obvious that the
party1s three centers of gravity—Norrbotten, Stockholm, and
Scania—are all related more to the organizational origins of the
National Party than to its socioeconomic context.
Ideologically, the National Party's cradle was located in the
Scanian city of Lund and rocked by militant young conservative
academics, whose anti-parliamentary and pro-militarist values
furthered within the Conservative youth branch were bound to clash
with what the Conservative Party could possibly achieve since it
was but one of the three bourgeois parties (cf., 2.3 above). When
the right-wing extremists left the Conservatives to form a party
on their own they were de facto accompanied by two, perhaps three,
Conservative dailies in the area.^ In 1929, the southernmost chapter
of the National Youth League, including the county of Scania, claimed
its enrollment to be upward of 6,000 members—the National Party gained
close to 8,000 ballots in this area in 1936. According to an internal
survey, 22 percent of the League members were academics, and 11 percent
were said to be farmers or farmhands. Except for the one (1) percent
which was identified as workers, the rest of the membership body was
comprised of middle-class people.^
The Stockholm branch of the National Party was born out of the
internal Conservative feud in connection with the 1931 city election
when a faction broke away to run its own candidates under the label
of the 'Free Conservatives.' A "popular11 appeal en dorsing the splinter
party was passed out in the Capital. The positions held by those who
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councils represented the uppermost elite of the Stockholm bourgeoisie.
The fact that very few big business people appear in these documents
only goes to enhance the impression that the urban National Party was
the last party in Sweden that toiled to mobilize the aristocracy.
Up in the north, in the "red" county of Norrbotten, the National
Party owed its success at the polls to Captain Meyerhöffer of the
garrison town of Boden and to the province's two staunchly Conservative
dailies. Meyerhöffer, elected MP on a Conservative ticket in 1932, was
to become one of the most industrious and outspoken officials of the
National Partyp?
Of course, the captain, the intractable conservative papers, and
the academics of Lund are all to be seen merely as instrumental to
the diffusion of th e Nationalist message. It is more than just welleducated guesswork to suspect that the Nationalist vote in the
hinterlands of the north and south alike shared one common feature.
In the north, words of the Nationals as the 'old true 1 Conservative
party were spread also by excited draftees and lower non-coms on
leave from Boden to help their families with the harvest; in the
south not only rightist serviceman of the Scanian regiments ran the
errands of the National Party but also college students of well-to-do
farming families radiated the party's message. It should be kept in
mind that election day was in mid September.
In terms of numerical, spatial, and sociographic distribution of
the semifascist vote, that of the Farmers' Party was much more
straightforward than the electoral records of the National Liberal
and National parties. A return to the systematic analysis of what
role the Great Depression played in the rise of the Danish party is
advisable.
As a political movement almost exclusively preoccupied by breadand-butter issues, the Farmers' Party never bothered itself with
trying to stir up anti-socialist sentiments. As a catchword, Communism
may have been vaguely known among Danish farmers, but not Communists.,
and the agricultural industry had not been involved in any major
conflict with organized labor since the mid twenties (cf., 3.5 above).
In short, the polarization model has nothing substantial to add to
our understanding of the causal background of the agrarian rightist
vote. What about the remaining two models?
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Table 5.12: Two Explanatory Models of Agrarian Right-wing Extremism in
Denmark: An Empirical Test. Pearson correlati on coefficients.
Alienation
.32
.30
Farmers1
Party

1935
1939

.33
.31

Protest
Decline
Loc Gvt
Revenues

.10

Decline
Loc Gvt
Revenues

.29
1935
1939

Alien
ation
.10

.33

Non-Vot.
1932

29

Protest

Yeoman•s
.26 Party, *24

"Includes only those communities where the Farmers' and, for the protest model, Yeoman's parties
gained 1 vote or more.

Table 5.12 indeed ties the Farmers1 Party to the Great Depression,
but not convincingly enough to confirm the theoretical arguments behind
the multiplicative solution. The simple bivariate correlation between
the proportion of votes for the Farmers' Party and non-voting in the
1932 Folketing election is .10. Placed in an interactive relation with
the crisis measure, non-voting was assumed to carry the original meaning
of the Depression. Although the alienation model produces coefficients
upwards of .30 it does not necessarily suggest that the crisis finally
made one-time abstainees rush to the polling stations. The protest
model applies the Yeoman's Party as the latent factor in making the
electorate liable for yet another political adventure. This party,
which polled about one percent of the vote in 1924, registered its
38
response mainly among wealthy landowners.
With such a limited
profile of its constituency, the Yeoman's Party differed from the
Farmers' Party insofar that the latter was said to accomodate all
peasants; a discrepancy that perhaps explains why the protest model
does not add much to the "plain11 relationship between the economic
slump and the Farmers' Party.
Still, there must have been something that stopped this correlation
from

reaching the perfect linear relationship. A satisfactory account

of this neutralizing factor would include controls for agrarian owner
structure and politico-cultural variables. Available data only allow
for a very tentative search of what went in between to affect the
electoral impact of the crisis. A regression equation entering the
relative decline in local government revenues and the vote for each
bourgeois party in 1929 as independent variables shows that the
strength of the Agrarian Liberals "absorbs" much of the original
bivariate correlation between the crisis and t he vote for the Farmers'
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Party (the beta weights score .19 for the crisis and .38 for the
Agrarian Liberals). As has been said before, and will be documented
further below, the Farmers1 Party was the headache of the Agrarian
Liberals more than of any other party.

5.5:

The Party Political Origin of the Nazi and. Semi-Fascist Vote

It is perfectly possible to point out the net trasition of party votes
on the basis of aggregate statistics—provided that two conditions are
met: only two parties compete in an electoral arena with insignificant
influx and exit of constituents, or, in a multiparty system, one party
polls 100 percent of the vote. As soon as these prerequisites are not
fulfilled, conclusions are substituted for interpretations.
So, the subsequent paragraphs will contain an interpretation of the
party origin of th e extreme right-wing vote. Consequently, nobody is
in the position to rule what is right or wrong: the inference will be
more or less wise. It also follows that it would be a contradictio
in adjecto to posit a hypothesis. Therefore, we take the opportunity
to assume the Conservative and Agrarian parties to having done most
of the giving to the extreme right.
One way to trace the Nazi and semi-fascist vote back to its former
party address is to use simple juxtapositions of tabulated time-series
election returns. Although the method is tedious, it has one definite
advantage in that it minimizes the hazards of deceptive aritmethic.
Table 5.13, which presents the party vote in the ten most extremist
localities and the inter-party correlations based on all cases where
the right-wing parties gained one vote or more, illustrates the risky
character of this venture. The correlation coefficient between the
proportion of votes for the DNSAP and German Minority Party is .30,
which (mis-)leads one to believe that the Danish Nazis recruited
support from among the German party's constituency. A quick glance
at the raw data, the percentage of vote cast for the German Minority
Party before and after the Nazis entering the arena, shows that this
was a most unlikely direction of the floating vote (also see 5.3.1
above). However, the two parties did have something in common. They
scored t heir best results in Southern Jutland, which is about all
that the .30 coefficient indicates. Similarly, a positive covariance
between the Nazi and Social Democratic vote does not necessarily imply
an exchange of voters between these two parties. Such a correlation
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Table 5.13: Vote Transitions and Inter-Party Correlations in Scandinavia.
Percentages and Pearson correlation coefficients.

0

NAZ 35

E

26. 3
24.2
23.5
19.5
17.4
17.2
16.0
14.9
14.0
13.9
NAZ35

N
M
A
R
K

NAZ 33
N
A
W
D
K
W
ft
A
V
I

s
w
g
D

£
N

COM J 2 COM35
0
0
0
.6
0
0
0
0
.5
.4
.04
-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.3
.3
.2
-.09
-

47.4
28.0
26.3
25.2
24.2
20.8
20.4
19.3
17.5
17.0
NAZ33
NAZ32
21.3
15.9
13.2
13.1
11.7
9.3
9.3
8.9
8.8
8.4
MAZ32

SD32 SD 35

RL32 RL35

ST32 ST35

GP32 GP35

AL3 2 AL35

11.4
23.8
14.2
34.5
4.0
24.9
30.2
13.2
31.2
20.1
07

5.9 3.2
6.7 3.8
8.3 4.7
4.3 5.0
2.0
.9
3.0 2.9
13.4 9.7
18.1 12.4
.3
.3
3.5 3.5
-.18 -.18

8.4 2.8
1.4 2.2
6.. 5 2.5
2.4 2.7
18.2 1.8
1.3
.6
0 1.7
8.0 8.1
.8
.5
9.3 6.1
.11 -.08

10.4 9.7
13.5 10.2
5.9 4.7
4.7 4.5
3.0 3.7
3.0 1.0
2.8 6.3
.3
.8
.8 2.4
11.7 11.2
.30 .30

39.1
36.5
29.7
20.7
51.5
47.5
29.6
37.1
30.4
30.2
-.09

LP30 LP 3 3
14.1
33.8
26.7
34.1
40.5
25.4
13.3
39.9
28.8
28.9
19

COM28 COM 32
1.1
2. 1
3.0
9.2
6.2
5.9
4.6
4.4
3.5
8.8
-.06

14.7
1.8
10.1
9.9
1.5
6.5
5.2
6.4
6.5
17.1
-.00

11.1
22.6
15.8
33.7
15.6
25.8
27.4
16.0
34.0
25.3
-.09

10.1
34.7
25.9
36.7
43.9
33.1
18.1
45.9
39.1
29.6
-.23

SD28 SD32
40.8
23.6
39.0
18.9
46.1
17.5
34.8
22.4
27.8
36.5

28.7
21.7
28.2
8.1
44.7
16.3
31.5
26.6
23.4
30.8
-.11 -.18

LIB30 LIB33 RPP30 RPP33
38.3
46.2
4.6
32.0
26.0
1.3
5.1
10.4
9.5
1.1
.12

15.6
25.3
3.8
21.7
13.7
1.4
5.6
4.8
10.3
2.4
.03

3.7
0
0
1.1
0
0
1.3
0
4.2
0
21.0 14.6
0
0
9.8 4.7
0
0
23.7 27.6
.17 .13

LIB28 LIB32 PR028 PRO32
3.0
0
.9
.7
7.7
8.4
1.2
2.9
5.8
.1
-.00

8.3
18.1
23.5
47.8
1.7
35.8
19.0
15.3
26.4
14.9
.35

CON32 CON35

PP33

NAZ39

5.1
8.3
22.2
17.3
14.7
10.8
9.1
13.2
24.5
10.9
.08

21.7
2.5
11.0
2.0
22.0
12.7
12.6
4.5
6.1
7.3
.08

17.1
29.1
17.3
15.4
30.5
13.2
17.8
2.0
25.1
12.3
.77

20.3
26.1
15.5
15.4
23.9
23.9
17.1
29.8
17.9
21.1
-.14

24.8
11.3
35.0
29.6
21.2
20.0
14.5
23.4
24.9
19.2
.23

OP30*OP33* AGR30AGR33

CON30 CON33

24.7
10.0
19.2
15.2
16.4
29.7
30.5
25.4
32.8
23.4
.08

.8
2.1
2.0
1.2
0
0
1.3
.9
1.7
2.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-.17 -.20

AGR28 AGR 32

CON28 CON32

0
0
0
0
36.8
0
0
0
0
0
0
.5
0
39.1
0 5.2
0
.8
0 1.2
-.01 .08
-

-

6.7
0
23.2
0
33.2
0
50.0
0
.3
.4
32.4
0
22.9
0
23.1
0
32.6
0
22.9
0
.05 -.26

43.2
17.6
31.9
31.8
27.4
51.7
42.5
36.1
61.7
45.8
.22

22.1 10.8
39.6 37.3
11.5 14.2
4.4 3.0
21.6 35.4
2.9 8.8
3.4 3.7
7.1 13.3
12.0 19.2
18.2 17.8
.08 .04

26.3
11.4
12.5
16.8
18.0
33.0
33.0
40.1
18.4
13.5
.00

-

NAZ36

N of Cases**

1,178
N of Cases**

3.5
1.7
.2
8.7
1.8
12.1

.4
1.4
1.7
3.5
.18
-

NAZ36

262
N of cases**

2.4

16.2
5.1
10.9
18.2

6.5
1.6
0
3.4

4.S

.2

23.3
31.2
29.4
16.5
11.0
03

1.5

2.1
1.7
1.0

.42

464

Abbreviation«: Denmark: DNSAP (NAZ), Communists (COM), Social Democrats (SD), Radical Liberala (ItL), Single Tax Party (ST),
German Minority Party (GP), Agrarian Liberals (AL), Conservatives (CON), Parsers' Party (FP). Norwayj NS
(NAZ), Labor Party (LP), Liberals (LIB), Radical People's Party (RPP), Others (OP), Agrarians (AGR), Conserva
tive« (CON). Sweden: SNP (NAZ), Communists (COM), Social Democrats (SD), Liberals (LIB), Prohibitionists (PRO)»
Agrarians (AGR), Conservatives (CON).
•Joint lists for the Liberals and Conservatives and National Liberals.
**Inelud«» only those communities where the Nasi parties gained 1 vote or more in the first election.
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COM32 COM35
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-.16

.2
0
.3
0
.2
0
0
0
.3
.2
-.15

COM30 COM33
.4
0
0
0
2.8
0
9.2
.3
0
3.2
.06

.6
.2
0
.2
8.3
0
10.6
.4
0
1.7
.10

COM 32 COM 36

S
W
E
D
E
N

22.9
21.1
18.0
16.3
16.3
15.2
13.2
12.3
11.8
11.5
SAT36

15.2
9.9
17.0 15.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.4
3.3
1.3 .
20.3 23.3
0
0
0
Ö
-.03 -.03

SD32 SD35

RL32 RL35

ST32 ST35

11.0

„7 1.6
.6
.4
4.8 4.8
1.9 4.3
2.7 2.3
14.4 12.0
2.7
.9
2.9 1.2
5.8 2.1
2.1 3.6
-.23 -.27

1.4
1.7
2.8
1.9
2.7
.6
.5
3.3
5.1
11.5
.18

5.4
6.6
2.6
9.8
17.4
7.7
4.4
7.9
8.4
-.39

12.4
5.5
11.6
2.9
14.6
12.0
13.3
6.9
7.1
10.0
-.39

.9
3.3
1.0
1.1
2.7
0
1.9
.8
3.9
6.1
.12

LP 30 LP 3 3

LIB30 LIB33 COP30 COP33

9.4
24.7
3.7
8.7
52.8
20.4
27.2
22.5
5.2
47.0
-.17

18.4
27.7
15.4
23.6
12.0
5.2
4.0
29.7
10.8
0
-.19

10.8
34.5
20.6
24.0
51.8
37.9
38.1
35.0
18.5
S4.1
-.26

SD32 SD 36
35.6
25.7
14.3
1.3
0
18.6
30.7
25.7
9.6
13.8
-.17

38.9
24.6
21.4
7.6
3.8
22.9
42.1
24.6
19.9
12.5
-.10

11.4
23.3
7.6
12.8
13.9
2.4
4.4
25.8
7.1
10.1
-.18

LIB32 LI B36
7.2
5.3
2.2
14.0
0
40.5
4.7
5.3
8.2
4.6
-.10

8.7
3.2
3.6
11.6
.5
33.2
5.3
3.2
15.7
8.7
-.11

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

7.2
0
.3
0
.4
.5
3.0
.4
2.2
0
-.04
-

AL32 AL35
79.2
82.4
77.7
85.1
77.2
67.4
75.1
85.7
67.3
71.0
.46

31.2
37.0
33.1
45.3
40.4
32.1
35.5
46.0
37.3
35.4
.16

AGR30AGR33
0 21.1
0
0
18.3 23.8
26.7 41.3
0
0
.4 5.7
0
0
11.6 13.3
23.0 35.1
0
0
-.19 -.09
AGR 32 AGR36
.1
3.5
41.7
64.0
56.0
4.3
38.7
3.5
39.3
37.6
.03

.1
1.2
38.3
53.5
55.4
4.0
25.7
1.2
31.7
40.4
.03

NAZ35

FP39

Ut of Cases*

7.4
8.2
4.0
2.9
6.8
1.1
6.6
4.0
9.3
7.3
-.25

.2
0
.3
0
.5
.3
0
0
0
0
.02

44.5
35.9
34.6
35.3
36.2
32.2
29.1
21.1
40.1
36.5
.78

1,356

CON30 CON33

N of Cases*

CON32 CON35
7.6
10.2
8.1
8.6
7.7
.3
14.0
3.7
13.9
7.0
-.17

NAZ33

NL30

48.9
15.1
16.4
14.1
10.1
31.3
27.0
22.6
39.3
20.9
.12

0
1.3
0
0
.7
7.1
4.2
0
0
2.2
.11

4.5
28.7
28.8
18.9
0
9.6
16.9
19.5
24.2
24.9
.51

CON32 CON 36

NAZ32

NAZ36

.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-.07

1.5
0
0
0
0
2.2
1.3
0
0
3.8
.05

67.3
19.0
33.8
22.2
0
64.3
42.7
16.4
36.8
24.9
.13

41.9
48.4
41.7
20.7
44.0
36.7
22.7
48.4
42.9
44.0
.26

17.9
34.4
18.9
11.0
23.9
22.0
11.2
34.4
20.9
23.1
.13

120
N of Cases*

1,081

Abbreviations: Commonwealth Party (COP), others, cf., table above.
'Includes only those communities where the semi-fascist parties gained 1 vote or more in the first election.
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is probably a by-product of the fact that wherever the Social Democrats
are represented, so are the Conservatives, and it is rather this party
that accounts for the aggregate relationship between Social Democracy
and Nazism.
Are nation-specific qualifications necessary when outlining the
pattern of the floating vote? Or does party type consistently account
for the net gains of the extreme right?
As for the Scandinavian Nazi parties, the former party affiliation
of their sympathizers is somewhat diffuse. In Sweden, and above all in
Denmark, the Nazis received more votes from the Conservatives than any
other party, Norway did not see much of this kind of exchange in 1933
as the NS had not yet become a predominantly urban party. As was
described in the case of Stavanger, however, the Conservative Party
was the prime sender of votes to the NS in city precincts. The rural
support of Norwegian Nazism did most harm to the Agrarians, whereas the
losses of the Swedish Agrarian party were not systematically caused by
Nazi competition. Note that the Agrarians won some c.onspicious gains in
the Nazi oases, most likely at the expense of the Conservative Party.
By contrast, it does not seem as if the heavy losses of the Danish
Agrarian Liberals went to the DNSAP. Rather, it was the Farmers1 Party
that picked up these voters. Among the other bourgeois parties a flow
of votes from the Swedish and, to a lesser extent, from Norwegian
Liberal parties to the Nazis may be discerned. The Radical Liberals
in Denmark, on the other hand, was not bled by the DNSAP. The two
smallholders' parties, the Radical People's Party and the Single Tax
Party, did a minor giving to the Nazis. Finally, it may be observed
that the Swedish, unlike both the Danish and Norwegian, Social
Democratic parties probably lost a few sympathizers to the extreme
right.
The party origin of the semi-fascist vote is almost clear-cut. The
Farmers' Party may have attracted a few scattered Conservatives and
Radicals, but the great bult of its constituency was taken from the
ranks of the Agrarian Liberal Party. The National Liberal and National
parties did their exchange of voters with the Conservatives.
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5.6:

The Extreme Right Vote: A Jumble of Idiosynoracies?

Before we wrap up this chapter with a summary cast with an eye to the
rubric above, one further aspect of the fascist vote deserves elaboration.
When applied to t he spatial distribution of political ideas and p rocesses,
the theory of diffusion of innovations implicity posits that all it takes
to have a new message embraced among the subjects is information. To be
concrete, this geographic concept implies that the Nazi and semi-fascist
parties in Scandinavia would have done far better at the polls if they
had only secured enough exposure.
Fertilizers, automobiles, TV-sets, and, more recently, American
presidents, may perhaps be marketed largely by a diffusion process in
which friends and neighbors serve as messengers. Fascism in Scandinavia,
however, would probably not have mustered more than an additional few
percentages of the vote even if Denmark, Norway, and Sweden had been
covered snow-deep with extremist leaflets. Unlike an introduction of
durables in the market, say, refrigerators, political novelties are
almost always met by organized resistance. In politics, such thresholds
are made up of social, economic, and cultural barriers and the fact
there are those who would stand to lose by competition. In economics,
the question of acceptance often reduces to a matter of market expansion
and buying power—the political arena in a fully mobilized society is
fixed and while people can vote with their money for home appliances
and other items, their ballot is valid only for one choice.
Figure 5.2 above, which displays the spatial distribution of the Nazi
vote in RuScan, leaves very meager evidence in support of a pattern that
would resemble one or a few Nazi core communities surrounded by a hinter
land gradually becoming less and less contaminated from the center(s).
Rather, since each of the localities in countryside Scandinavia,
particularly in densely populated Southern Jutland, were almost equally
informed about the mere existence of the Nazi alternative, the geographic
profile of the extreme rightist vote was due primarily to the socioeconomic
and political characteristic of the communities. The four cardinal points
may be more or less overlooked. This means that a cluster of strong Nazi
communities might just as well have been a function of their similarity
in structural properties and not necessarily a result of the fact that
they simply bordered on each other.
Still, among the positive outlie rs were communities like Bovrup,
Fyresdal, and Nyed—the place of birth of the Scandinavian Führers.
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Also, it was noted earlier in Chapter 2 that the SNP registered its most
successful electoral response in regions singled out for systematic
mobilization campaigns. And in the cases of Stavanger and Gothenburg
the Nazi vote was seen partly as a payoff for organizational efficiency.
Obviously, the issue needs to be settled: politico-economic background
or organization. Which of these two factors is to be attributed the
greatest import for the electoral strength of fascism?
True, diffusion and organization alike are variables of a common
theoretical perspective on the rise and spr ead of political movements,
and the key word is communication. But, even so, there is something
of a quality leap from mere diffusion of a political message, which is
a passive process, to an organized and deliberate effort to make the
citizenry accept the innovation,
A rough approximation of the NSfs organizational strength is hinted
at by way of the residence address of the party's candidates for the
Storting elections in 1933 and 1936.39At least, these local leaders,
granted status as bona-fide Führers, actively tr ied so sell their
products out in the province. Apparently, they failed to impress on
their neighbors since the correlation between the NS vote in 1936 and
presence of local leaders was a paltry .07. Most non-locational
explanations, such as the protest model, clearly surpass the
significance of this variable. And we should not be too surprised:
some of the local candidates may have provoked hostility toward the
NS. So, eccentrics or not, those who came out in support of the Nazi
party did it for reasons other than just a sudden flick of impulse
aroused by organized agitation, let alone anonymous and accidental
diffusion.
Who, then, voted for the extreme right-wing parties in interwar
Scandinavia? The only precise answer is that, in the early thirties,
they totaled 132,254 voters. This figure cannot be broken down and
substatiated into finer socioeconomic details. That would violate the
rule of cross-level inference; ecological analysis forbids one to say
anything about those individuals who stand in the focus of interest
but encourages one to pursue the regularities in these peoples'
environment. Frustrating as the method appears, it puts a healthy
pressure on the analyst to arrive at statements with a high informative
value, causal explanations rather than demonstrations of correlations.40
Thus, instead of asking who these 132,254 Scandinavians were—we all
"know" that most of them were middle-class people with a broad bourg eois
Weltanschauung

we should be pondering over why they cast their ballots
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for the extreme right. Any clue that would shed light on this topic
would be worth twice as much insofar that it helps explain why
5,257,976 Scandinavians did not vote for the parties with a fascist
bent.
The Great Depression occupied a prominent position in the development
of the three explanatory models on the strength of Scandinavian fascism
at the polls. It was argued that the crisis could become a catalyst of
right-wing radicalism provided that specific latent circumstances were
present. Cast in a multiplicative design, this left us with the
alienation, protest, and polarization models. Although somewhat
incomplete, the empirical test justifies a few generalizations.
First, extreme rightist voting was not an expression of unconscious
erratic behavior of alienated segments. The Nazi and semi -fascist
voters knew what they dropped into the ballot-box. Whether this choice
stemmed from aggravated hostility toward socialism is difficult to say.
If so, Marxism exerted an impact that was dim and felt from a distance
rather than vivid and co ncrete. What seems more likely is that extremist
voting was a rational protest springing from a lingering tradition of
party system instability revived partlynot solely3 by the Depression,
The correlation between the crisis and the proportion of votes for the
Nazi and semi-fascist parties was not altogether consistent—in Värmland
it was reversed—but in a comparative RuScanian perspective this factor
41
grows m relevance, .50 for the second election.
This brings economics back into the picture again, but not at the
expense of politics. It was of utmost importance to the right-wing
parties that they could draw on (i) access to formal organizations
founded upon discontent and with uncommitted relations vis-à-vis the
established parties and/or (ii) previous disturbances in the party
arena. The DNSAP filled in for the deceased Self Government Party,
and the NS and SNP profited from their short-lived cooperation with
militant farmers' movements. The Patriotic League furnished th e NS
and National Liberals with an opportunity for mass mobilization, and
in Stavanger (and perhaps also Gothenburg), the Nazi party benefitted
from dissatisfaction among house owners. Also, but with less direct
evidence, the Nazis in Gothenburg were left with an opening as a
result of local bourgeois party dissension. The same dynamics were
to prove advantageous for the Swedish National Party.
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Chart 5.1: Dynamics Conducive to the Strength of Extreme Right-Wing
Parties in Interwar Scandinavia.
Type of Instability in
Governmental System:

>

Functional-Corporate

Representational-Territorial

Empirical Cases:
DNSAP, Southern Jutland
NS, East Inland
SNP, Värmland
NS, Stavanger
SNP, Gothenburg
Farmers'Party, Denmark
National Liberals, Norway
National Party, Sweden

X
X

—>

X
(X)

—>

X

—>

(X)

X
X

( ) Insufficient documentation

All these observations, summarized in Chart 5.1, concur in placing
almost exclusive emphasis on political space: if the already existing
parties were tending their constituents properly

and if t hey had done

that for a lengthy period of time, they could feel relatively secure that
not even a severe economic crisis would jeopardize their positions.
Advertently, for a radical right-wing party to gain a foothold among
the electorate it was imperative that the slump came down hard on a
class whose functional-corporate ties to interest organizations and
(thus) representational-territorial ties to political parties were
loose and of a recent nature. Granted, but why did Denmark rather than
Sweden face a more potent upsurge of agrarian fascism? Apart from the
undisputable fact that Danish farming was much worse off than Swedish,
there is also reason to suspect the Swedish Agrarians, more than the
Danish, of having come forward to please the militant elements out in
the province. This, and similar issues, will be discussed in sections
6.3 and 7.3 below.
Assessed on a country-by-country basis, the explanatory power of
the three models leaves us with a paradox. It has generally been held
that of the three Scandinavian Nazi parties the Danish one was the
most ridicule-provoking imitation of the German NSDAP. Hitler's
electoral landslide inspired the founding of the DNSAP and his TwentyFive Theses were hastily copied by the Danes. Be that as it may, the
DNSAP's affinity to the NSDAP also reflected a Danish imitation of
the German sooiety on a miniature basis. Southern Jutland, like Weimar
Germany, furnished the Nazis with the best of environments: a political
instability poorly fit to face economic strains.42
By contrast, the protest model is upheld less by data for both the
East Inland and Värmland. Moreover, the stability over-time of the
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DNSAP's constituency clearly exceeded that of the NS and SNP. The
respective correlations between the two elections were .77, .18, and
•42 (see Table 5.13). This is not to say, however, that the Norwegian
and Swedish extremists parties should be brushed aside as weird
idiosyncracies. It cannot be documented in numbers and coefficients,
but the NS and National Liberal Party were something of an organizational
finale of Norwegian right-wing radicalism originally mobilized by the
Patriotic League. In a similar vein, the electoral records of the
Swedish National Party should also be rationalized by reference to a
developmental political process that commenced well before the economic
difficulties of the interwar years.
But what about the SNP? Was it a mere transient flurry with no
bedrock whatsoever in interwar party life? The answer must be in
the affirmative, and, all the more so, when the findings concerning
the SNP are matched with those of th e other extreme right-wing parties.
The social ecology of Swedish Nazism was vague; the circumstances that
made 15,000 Sweden vote for the SNP are disparate; the multifaceted
party origin of the Nazi vote testifies to the SNP as having reached
for a façade as a catch-all party rather than deliberately trying to
cultivate a constituency of former Conservative and Agrarian voters.
This strategy, and t he split down the middle of the party in 1933,
accounts for the low correlation between the SNP vote in 1932 and
1936. In a way, then, Swedish Nazism at the polls may be dismissed
as something odd. It is just that such a view carries an apologetic
ring. Furthermore, this perspective falsely implies that voting
behavior in general—including a

rejection of the Nazi alternative—

was guided by a good portion of irrationality, a quality that would
lend itself to projection along a continuum. So, instead of ignoring
the phenomenon of Swedish Nazism altogether, further analysis may
have to employ supplementary methods.
Resetting the clocks back to the early thirties, what conclusions
are now to be drawn that bear on the questions of the fascist
potentials for further growth, what it will take to neutralize this
threat, and whose responsibility is it to fight back the fascist
offensive? Obviously, the Danish right-wing parties are met with
some understanding among society's major class, the farmers, and
the immediate cause of this sympathetic response is the economic
slump. The Agrarian Liberal Party, and to some extent also the
Conservatives, came out as the losers: they feel the pressure
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mounting. In Norway the NS has infiltrated the farming community
and in some cities the middle-class has been impressed by the Norse
Nazi party. As far as the Agrarian leadership is concerned, it is bad
economic times that threaten its positions. To the Conservatives, who
have just witnessed the party's urban constituency being bled by the
NS, Norway's plight is also a matter of political firmness, not
yielding to the socialists. In Sweden, the election results are
causing confusion and discomfort among many quarters: the returns
from Gothenburg show that both the Liberal and Conservative parties
were hurt by the conspicuous success of the SNP, indications have it
that some farmers were attracted to the Nazi party, and most party
strategists think it is the economy's fault and perh aps the country's
lack of strong and durable cabinets has fostered discontent among
the public. In major outline, this is the scenario that confronted
the parties—and will confront us in the remaining two chapters.
An intermediate summary of the volume may be in order. It says
that the Scandinavian economy turned worse as a consequence of the
Great Depression, and, although counteracted by a buildup of organized
interests, this furthered a change to the right in opinion,
organizationally most noticeable among the farming community (Chapter 4).
Since this trend was only moderately absorbed by the fascist-inspired
parties (Chapter 5), we believe that the "surplus11 of th e rightist
mood was accomodated by the Agrarians and Conservatives in a passive
form of adaption (see Chapter 6), and neutralized by the Crisis
Agreements in an aggressive form of adaption (see Chapter 7).
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CHAPTER SIX: The Response of the Agrarians and Conservatives

"And he who seeks finds."

Matthew
Fiscal Collector
(of unknown origin)

6.1:

Introduction

"It stands out as a national mission to protect the Swedish
population stock against admixture of inferior foreign race
elements and preclude immigration to Sweden of undesirable aliens.11
Why is it that the 1933 national convention of the Swedish
.

Agrarian Party added this clause to its new principal program?

1

Was the plank merely the work of an eccentric on the program
committee and passed by neglectful delegates as the whole program
was read before a volatile convention? Or was racism part of a
nondescript Zeitgeist? Or did the additional paragraph reflect an
intention by the party leadership to forestall defection of voters
and members from the Agrarian to the Nazi party?
The aim of this chapter is to find out whether the Agrarian and
Conservative parties in Scandinavia made concessions to the extreme
right-wing offensive in order to pre-empt the very rationale of
such parties. Our hypothesis is that the Agrarians and Conservatives
did accommodate rightist opinions revivified in the aftermath of the
Great Depression (see Chapter 1) and found expression mainly among
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the peasantry and sections of the urban petty bourgeoisie (see
Chapter 4). It was these two parties that saw their constituencies
being nibbled at by the far right (see section 5.5 above).

6.2:

Adaptation and Rational Choice

A host of historical examples of adaptation can be produced. Political
entities such as parties tend to adapt themselves to a changing
environment rather than cease to exist. Universal suffrage, for
instance, made the Conservatives recognize the party concept and
format as an unavoidable fact. The evolutionary perspective aside,
parties have to control an adaptive capability in order to cope
also with the day-to-day events.
The theory of adaptation need not be a theory exclusively of
how to conserve, or to back down. Rosenau argues for four types of
adaptation: (i) acquiescent, (ii) intransigent, (iii) promotive,
and (iv) preservative.

But, then, since virtually alt varieties of

party behavior may fit under at least one of the categories at all
times, one asks what it takes to distinguish adaptive from maladaptive
politics.
What Rosenau sees as an unduly atheoretical critique of the scope
of political adaptation—the

flit-all-depends-on-the-issuelf

standpoint—

will be satisfactory for our purpose, because our topics are those
of maximizing the votes and holding the party together, both subject
to extensive theoretical inquiry by Downs and Sjöblom.3 In pursuing
these two goals it is assumed that the Agrarian and Conservative
parties resorted to an accommodative form of adaptation vis-à-vis
the far right.
While the self-interest axiom leads Downs to reduce party
activities to that of winning elections, Sjöblom proposes a fourfold
typology of party objectives: (i) program realization, (ii) vote
maximization, (iii) maximization of parliamentary influence, and
(iv) party cohesion.^ This multi-goal design of what governs party
behavior gains in realisip, but only at the expense of parsimony.
Goal-conflicts, which emerge the instant that one labors with more
than one goal, are part and parcel of multiparty systems in general
and the Scandinavian ones in particular, since Denmark, Norway, and
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Sweden all have had parties characterized by (i) a certain load
of ideology, (ii) more than one bourgeois persuasion, and (iii)
the mass membership variety with an internal representative
hierarchy. If not carefully weighed and co-ordinated into a value
hierarchy, the pursuit of the different goals may end up
presenting the parties with a Phyrric victory. If digression is
pardoned , a few paragraphs may elucidate the problems of multigoal politics.
A conservative party resorting to an unscrupulous strategy
of vote maximization may eventually find itself seated in a
parliament even more dominated by the socialists because what
was won by the conservatives was lost by the liberal-center both
to the right and left as part of a process of polarization. Swedish
election campaigns of the 1960s have been surveyed for information
on whether the parties abide strictly by the vote maximization
formula. As for the Conservative Party, the data showed that, by
attacking the Social Democrats instead of the neighboring bourgeois
parties, the Conservatives placed priority on parliamentary position
before electoral strength.5 This way of conducting election campaigns—
irrational in the sense that the likelihood of a Social Democrat
going Conservative is almost nil—has been typical for all Scandinavian
Conservative parties, and the electoral manifestos of the thirties
do not gainsay this impression (see further below).
Made to choose between maximization of parliamentary influence or
votes, theory recommends that the Agrarians not brood over the
alternatives.

They should prefer the strategy of vote maximization.

Supposedly, that will also enhance their say in Parliament. Unlike
the Conservatives, the Agrarians were well advised to venture out
against Social Democracy too—a lowest common denominator of these
two parties was the smallholders' vote which neither of them liked
to see monopolized by the Liberals—and what the Agrarian parties
could achieve at the expense of the Social Democrats redounded to
the benefit of non-socialist bloc as a whole. However, this concern,
the overall strength of the bourgeois representation, did not consume
the Agrarians as much as it restrained Conservative operations in the
electoral arena. From time to time the Agrarian party disentangled
itself from the straightjacket of left-right politics to prioritize
business pertaining to the primary economy. On such occasions the party
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did not shun even the idea of striking a bargain with Social
Democracy. The Crisis Agreements, see 7.3 below, are indicative
of how proportional representation and multiparty systems make
vote maximization an oversimplified conception of party objectives

é

Once the election is over and Parliament is in session the
Agrarians, a distinct class-interest party, are relatively free
to pursue a pragmatic policy, and it is not until the close of
the parliamentary term that id eas and views are brought back into
the picture.
A goal-conflict of equal significance to the one just discussed
arises if and when the party strategists get the upper hand over the
ideologues. True, a party which is adding one electoral success to
another is likely to enjoy internal harmony. Conversely, discontent
and infighting often accompany parties on a downhill course. But
this should not be construed as a rule-of-thumb which says that a
policy of vote maximization is the infallible panacea of deteriorating
party cohesion. A lot of prima facie evidence testifies to the
intricate relationship between the two goals. The most familiar
examples of the conflict relate to the socialist parties which in
their infancy reached for the trappings of mass support and executive
power only to find their radical factions breaking away to form
orthodox parties.
Clearly, if in the early thirties the strategically minded
Agrarian and Conservative party officials were fully trusted with
the responsibility to deliver the best election returns possible,
they would have had no second-thoughts about staging a campaign
that would contain carefully selected pieces to please the radical
right-wing voters while simultaneously not alienating a greater number
of regular and potential voters on the left-hand side. Slaves of
figures and statistics, strategic advisers look upon each vote as
one vote, nothing more and nothing less. Also, they might well argue
before the party board: why risk the formation of an extreme splinter
party that would become a danger to the mother-party in the upcoming
and future elections, especially if it could be made reasonably sure
that the strength of the extremist faction was equal to, say, a fifth
or less of the party's constituency. And, they would point out, this
accommodation

did not have to be seen as an all-out policy of
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appeasement vis-à-vis the extreme right. A few symbolic concessions
would be enough to pacify the radicals. Of course, keeping the
extremists within the realm of the party imposes a hazard, the
discontent may spread, and so forth, but it also furnishes the
party executive with a chance to promote party cohesion by employing
an array of manipulating methods.^
Equally clearly, if the Agrarian and Conservative party ideologues
were to govern the policies there would not be much room for
accommodation of "alien11 values and ideas. The only form of
adaptation they would be likely to think of would be of the
intransigent, not acquiescent, variety. And, even more clearly, to
the overwhelming majority of those belonging to the inner circles
of the Agrarian and Conservative parties the real problem was that
of striking a profitable balance between the objectives of electoral
performance and domestic peace. After all, both parties have been
guided by a comparatively sound portion of opportunism.
But, were they capable of finding the optimal strategy? Did the
party leaderships have sufficient information to make proper judgements
about what means would serve which ends? In short, did the Scandinavian
party executives act rationally long before 1957? The chief critical
objections against rational models of party competition, e.g., that
the human brain is incapable of digesting all the relevant data that
bear on the matter in question, or that parties confront each other
along more dimensions than one, are timeless in scope and need not
be elaborated upon here.
Uncertainty is perhaps the main factor that makes the electoral
campaigning of yesteryear different from that of today. Fifty years
ago, party strategists? did not have access to up-to-date polls with
detailed demographic breakdowns on stability and change among voter
opinions. Instead, they had to draw conclusions out of the biased
reports filed by regional and local party leaderships when drafting
platforms, itineraries for party leader appearances, etc. Once on
their way, though, the campaigns of the thirties were run almost as
professionally as they are today. Swedish Conservative Party Leader
Lindman was in fact flown into the rallies in a chartered airplane
in 1932. Indicative of th e highly politicized climate in society was
that "cities and most middle-sized towns had three or four newspapers,
each supporting one political party and relying on one social group
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for subscribers and advertising support.... Daily newspapers were
the dominant medium of political mass communication."

Browsing

through a Scandinavian daily issued during the election campaigns
one is never left in doubt as to the party affiliation of the paper.
At times the articles are indistinguishable from the editorials and
speeches held by party representatives are often printed -in extenso.
The propaganda spread during the campaigns was often straightforward
in its rhetoric and the news editors did not filter the copy as much
as they do today.
These impressions, admittedly superficial, of how the campaigns
were run in interwar Scandinavia

seem to make sense inasmuch as

the parties were probably more worried about mobilizing "their" vote
than about competition from another party. Consequently, the Agrarian
parties canvassed the rural precincts, the Conservatives went votedigging in middle-class neighborhoods, and so forth. Of course, with
such an oblivious dealing with the marginal voters, the floaters, the
fruitfulness of the vote maximization theory is further limited.
Any shortcomings that mar the applicability of the rational choice
theory are relatively insensitive to the time factor in the case of
party cohesion. An internal feud of the thirties largely featured
the same dynamics as one of today; the conflict was fought among the
hard-core activists and left both the rank-and-file and voters as
spectators. Occasionally, the infighting came to light in party press
editorials in which the different factions and/or the leadership were
endorsed in a low-key note so as not to wash the dirtiest linen in
public. As a gauge of the ideological trends among the Agrarian
and Conservative parties the internal arena is much more revelatory
than the electoral arena.
Thus, our investigation into the hypothetical accommodation, or
acquiescent adaptation, of extreme rightist values among the Agrarian
and Conservative parties breaks down into two subsections of which
the first one approaches the topic out of the precepts of the vote
maximization theorem and the second one from a party cohesion
perspective. Potential sources of divergent opinions, like the
issues structuring Chapter 3 above, will be paid special attention.
The sources of the data relevant for the analyses are summarized
in Figure 6.1 (any resemblance to a megaphone is intentional, as
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it serves to picture primarily how the various fora were likely
to have an immediate effect upon the voters, and the accessibility
of the material for scholarly inquiry).

Figure 6.1:

Sources of Political Communication Bearing on Party
Behavior in the Electoral and Internal Arenas.

.JE V

A vast quantity and multifaceted variety of data would have
to be considered and processed in order to uncover all the aspects
inherent in our scope. No less than 960 different pieces of
information would have to be obtained before the issue of Agrarian
and Conservative adaptation could be nearly closed (2 parties,
3 countries, 2 perspectives, 8 sources, 5 issues, 2 times). Such a
consensus would only be momentary, however, since the low degree
of intersubjectivity of the data would justify endless reinterpretation.
Costs restrict us to limit the systematic primary analysis to a
scrutiny of electoral manifestos and principal programs. Additional
data will be gathered from scholarly accounts. As for the time
perspective, this chapter begins where Chapter 3 ended, i.e., in
the aftermath of the Great Depression up through the thirties with
emphasis on the earlier half of this decade.

6.2:

The Agrarians

Everyone with a heart beating for the Agrarian Liberal Party must have
felt uncomfortable during the early thirties. More than a third of
the party's following was lost between 1929 and 1935, and it did not
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take much ingenuity to see that the Farmers1 Association and its
electoral offspring was the immediate cause of the political flux
among the Danish peasantry.
The Norwegian party, too, was facing trouble. The Agrarians
lost a couple of percentage points at each election after the
onset of the economic slump. No doubt, the setback in 1933 was the
result of the NS deluding the NFRA into a list cooperation. So, one
of the reasons the Agrarian Party took an interest in forming the
National Bloc was to prevent infiltration among the party's regular
constituency.
By contrast, the Swedish Agrarians came out of the Depression
stronger than ever before, seemingly because they had secured good
working relations with the SNRU. Excerpts from Scandinavian peasant
politics during the thirties are given in Chart 6.1.
Chart 6.1: Sources and Outcome of Organized Discontent Among the Scandi
navian Farmers' Movements During the Thirties.
Country

Electoral Trend

Denmark (—)

Splinter Device

%

Outcome

Farmers' Association

>

Farmers* P<irty

Farmers' Relief Association

>

Joint list with the
NS, 1933

National Bloc

>

Abortive, Agrarian
Party pulls out

National Rural Union

>

Co-existence

30

Norway

(—)

Sweden (•* • )

2o

10

1930

1935

1940

6.3.1: The Electoral Arena
The Agrarian Liberal Party did not present the voters with electoral
manifestos during the thirties. This means we will have to make do
with the party's principal programs, documents which, compared to
the manifestos, are less appropriate when it comes to evaluating
the party's goal-consciousness in respect to voter mobilization.
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Another problem is that the Danish Agrarians did not revise their
1925 program until 1938. By then, the country had reversed the trend
of the economy, a fact which the party also recognized and, in open
polemic against advocates of new corporatist solutions, credits the
viability of the marketplace economy.
Nothing that would reflect any stronger emphasis on national
values is to be discerned in the 1938 program. The paragraphs touching
upon this subject remain innocently patriotic and, as for Denmark's
relations with other countries, the party maintained its belief in
neutrality and arbitration as a means of conflict solutions.
Apparently, the decline in the birth-rate, which had grown into
a much debated problem throughout Scandinavia, worried the Agrarian
Liberals also. Maternity welfare was suggested as a means to promote
a healthy population stock.
Anti-socialism, especially anti-unionist feelings, are not to be
read in t he Agrarian Liberal program. This sets Denmark apart from
Norway in particular. Undoubtedly, this discrepancy relates to the
saliency of the left-right cleavage in the three countries. These
highlights from the Agrarian Liberal 1938 program^ will be revisited
in the brief comparative summary which closes this subsection.
The 1933 and 1936 electoral manifestos of the Norwegian Agrarian
Party contain the regular patriotic features praising the national
freedom and culture. But they also reflect the Agrarian Party's
expansionist policy on the issue of Norwegian or Danish supremacy
over Greenland. Althou gh this was a concern of marginal interest to the
country's seafood industry, the Agrarians elevated the conflict to
a level well above the material values. An aggressive policy vis-à-vis
Denmark would endow the Agrarian Party with the status of Norway's
leading nationalist party no longer being nothing but an unnatural
alliance of petty smallholders from the West and large freeholders
from the East Inland (cf., 3.2 above).
The economic reforms that the Agrarian Party called for were all
very concrete: Norway's forest owners, not foreign coal companies,
were to furnish the country with fuel for heating purposes, and the
farmers and fishermen were to cater to the demand of foodstuffs. The
retail dealers were also accommodated. The party pledged itself to push
for a public investigation with the aim of finding out ways to make
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prospective store owners require a licence before going into business.
In the 1936 manifesto, these mercantilist ideas had developed into
a paragraph in which the Agrarians wanted to see a public investigation
into how the various economic sectors in the society were to take a
greater part in the governmental process.
Throughout the thirties the Agrarian manifestos repeat the concern
of a firm state authority ready to crack down on forces threatening
the existing order. Exactly who these subversive elements were, was
left for the individual voter to decide; the Agrarian Party itself
never officially excluded the Labor Party from the revolutionary
category even though the two parties had reached the Crisis Agreement
in 1935.
No explicit racist remarks are to be read in the Agrarian manifestos.
But a chauvinist paragraph bordering on ethnic intolerance reappeared:
"Strong efforts to promote and protect Norwegian spiritual life,
traditions, and manners.11^
The 1933 principal program of the Swedish Agrarian Party replaced
that of 1919. In comparison with the electoral manifestos of the
thirties—detailed catalogues listing suggestions on how to improve
and support the primary economy—the new principal program is much
more engrossing as a source of analysis into the Agrarian worldview.
However, the ordinary peasantry, if i t ever bothered itself with
reading the new 1933 program, would most likely have reacted rather
coldly to the high-falutin clauses, and doubts may indeed be raised
as to whether the party designed the principal program with an eye
to the purpose of electoral mobilization. The great difference in
character between the two types of documents suggests that the
principal program is more useful for attempts of unravelling the
internal ideological trends among the Swedish farmers' movement
(see further 6.3.2 below).
The Agrarian manifestos offer very little in the way of general
guidelines as to how the party looked upon society and government.
Unlike the Danish and Norwegian Agrarian parties, the Swedish party
found no reason to elaborate on the national heritage and its values.
Occasionally, however, a civic-minded perspective is discernible,
but only as a by-product of measures rationalized by reference to the
status of the primary economy. A battery of public interferences in
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the market—such as protective tariffs, cuts in taxes and fees
levied on the farmers, forest owners, fishermen, and horticulturists,
and public purchase of domestic products—would secure a prosperous
national economy, provide jobs, and thus protect the population stock.
As for the principal question, however, the Agrarian manifestos, unlike
its 1933 program, refrain from taking side for or against the market
place economy or any solutions in the corporatist direction. The
party's anti-capitalist and anti-modernist legacy surfaces in
paragraphs criticizing Big Business and Big Government, but Big
Labor is left unattacked especially in the 1936 manifesto.
The racist streaks attached to the Swedish Agrarian Party's
1933 program are fairly outspoken also in the 1928 electoral
manifesto: "Immigration of inferior population elements to Sweden
must be precluded." In 1932, however, when the Nazi party had
entered the electoral arena, this sentence had been omitted. It
was now stated in passing that "The farming population is the
core and marrow of the country," and in the 1936 manifesto this
subject was mentioned merely in connection with the endeavors of
wiping out unemployment.^
To what extent do the documents referred to and quoted above
approximate the notion of Agrarian party strategists drafting
platforms that would please the right-wing voters and thus make
parties of a fascist persuasion expendable? On the whole, the
findings are disappointing with respect to what the hypothesis had
to say about Agrarian defensive adaptation.
Juxtaposing the Agrarian Liberal programs of 1925 and 1938, one
almost gets the impression that nothing really had happened during
the past thirteen years. It is as if the party's rural constituency
never went through the Great Depression and government still played
a minor role in society. One of the very few new clauses in the
1938 program addressed the problem of the declining birth-rate. It
would be dubious, if not out-right wrong, to rationalize this addendum
as the Agrarian Liberal Party's concession to the right-wing extremists.
Rather, the paragraph expressed an attentiveness to a growing imbalance
in the sociodemographic structure liable to spell economic and social
difficulties in the years to come. By no means should this worry of
the Danish party be viewed from within the same motivational framework
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as the new clause in the Swedish party's program of 1933 or the
paragraph in its 1928 electoral manifesto. Those revealed a mixture
of racism, chauvinism, and xenophobia. With only moderate
rephrasing, however, racist remarks could be made presentable and
said to be in accord with what the Myrdals discussed in their capacity
13
as scholars (cf., below for the Swedish Conservative Party).
To judge by the programmatical data it was the Norwegian
Agrarians more than the Danish and Swedish who were under a rightist
pressure to which they obviously accommodated themselves on a number
of counts. The "Arctic Imperialism11 of the Agrarian Party was a
nationalism as good as that of the NS. Also, the Agrarians wanted
to make clear that the party was still a dependable anti-socialist
alternative. The party had a sensitive ear to signs of petty bourgeois
discontent, as evidenced by the call for introducing a licence
procedure in the retail business. Furthermore, the electoral manifesto
of 1936 contains a paragraph of ideological significance; the Agrarian
Party had come to take more than an absent-minded interest in the
corporatist arrangements.
Reading through the electoral manifestos of the Swedish Agrarian
Party it is hard to picture the authors having felt any serious
competition from the Nazi party. No attempts are made simply to
"steal11 an issue commonly seen as a cause championed by the Nazis.
No specific class outside the community is accommodated in any extra
ordinary way like the Norwegian party coming forward to favor the
retail dealers. The paragraphs on ethnicity and race boggle the mind
insofar as they are less explicit during the thirties than in 1928.
Before rejecting the hypothesis that the Danish and Swedish
Agrarians made concessions to extreme right-wing voters, there is
reason to question the applied analytical instruments. It may be
argued that electoral manifestos and, particularly, principal programs
were written quite ignorant of what function they were supposed to
serve, a means for popular mobilization at the polls similar to
commercials in the market. Party officials probably took a somewhat
habitual and institutional attitude toward these documents. If nothing
exceptional had occurred during the off-years, it was convenient merely
to update the manifestos from the previous election. This is not to say,
however, that the programmatical sources should be dismissed altogether
as a mirror of the contemporary political climate—the manifestos of
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the Norwegian Agrarian Party (and the Conservative parties in
Norway and Sweden as will be shown below) do keep pace with time.
But, of course, it would have been of much help had our written
sources been supplemented by data on how the programs were
interpreted orally by t he party officials at election rallies.
That would have placed the behavioral sphere of Scandinavian
peasant politics into the foreground. It is with the "actionspeaks-louder-than-words" perspective before our eyes that we now
turn to the internal arena of the Agrarian parties.

6.3.2: The Internal Arena
Quisling was not the only right-wing extremist in Scandinavian
politics who entertained ideas of employing the peasant movement
as a platform for purposes of steering society onto a new course.
On two counts the fascists found the agricultural community
attractive: as an individual the farmer was made to personify the
essence of the Nazi ideology; as a collective the peasantry and its
vote was likely to make the difference between a rightist success
or defeat at the polls. What chance, then, did the fascists have
in gaining a foothold within the Agrarian parties?
The 1938 Agrarian Liberal program is deceptive. At least one
major change had occurred in Danish politics in the wake of the
Depression: the Agrarian Liberal Party had been forced to leave much
of its old economic policy behind for good.
As it slowly began to dawn on the parties in the Folketing that
the international slump was not just an ordinary recession of the
temporary nature, the Social Democratic-Radical Liberal cabinet put
forth its first 'crisis proposition1 in 1931. The ambition was to
reach a grand majority in support of the proposal, and to that effect
the cabinet was favorably disposed to multi-million compromises. A
month later the proposition was passed by Parliament. It was the
Conservative MP:s whose votes tipped the balance, whereas the
Agrarian Liberals declined, decrying the thirty millions to
agriculture as petty handouts. Very much like in the twenties, the
Agrarian Liberals had approached the economic difficulties with the
conventional remedies: a general tax-cut and the invisible hand would
restore the market equilibrium.
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Shortly before his departure from the political scene, irony
played a trick on Agrarian Liberal Party Leader Madsen-Mygdal. He,
the standard-bearer of Danish liberalism, became the principal
founder of the public program supervising the flow of foreign
currency. What was later known as the Currency Central caused much
aggravation among the Agrarian Liberals.
Less than a year later, the Agrarian Liberal Party, now headed by
an urban business and finance manager, came forward to accept another
crisis proposition. It may appear as though six million kroner in
reduced property taxes made the party change its mind, but this is not
nearly the whole story. It was the pressure mounting from the DFA that
expedited the transition of the Agrarian Liberal standpoints. Not only
were leading ideas and demands of the DFA accommodated by the party.
It also offered the farmers1 movement top slots on its parliamentary
tickets in 1932.^
It was all in vain, however. The DFA formed the Farmers' Party in
1934. The cork was out of the bottle. In a way, though, that was about
all it ever came to; the uproarious peasant feelings apparently got
stuck in the bottleneck. Only a fraction of the DFA members went along
the course into the ranks of the Farmers1 Party; it seems as if the
adaptive policy of the Agrarian Liberal Party did pay off. Certainly,
the party would have been worse off at the polls had it remained
adamantly devoted to its laissez-faire principles.
With rural Denmark served with six different party alternatives—
the DNSAP, Farmers1 Party, the Conservatives, Agrarian Liberals, Single
Tax Party, and the Radical Liberals—the Agrarian Liberals did not have
to fear infiltration from the right-wing radicals. True, a new message
had sneaked in through the Agrarian Liberal backdoor. But not the
messengers.
In Norway, by contrast, the radicals were invited to negotiations
about the future status of -the Agrarian Party. Or, to be correct,
the Agrarian Party, NS, Patriotic League, and the National Liberal
Party all invited themselves to a round-table about the possibilities
of forming the National Bloc. This was in early 1934, six months
after the Storting election that had brought the NS two percent of
the vote, mainly polled in the East Inland at the expense of the
Agrarian Party. So, the primary reason why the party took an interest
in the abortive National Bloc was that the umbrella format would put
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an end to further encroachments upon the Agrarian constituency.
As far as the party's mouthpiece Nationen was concerned, Quisling's
place was still within the Agrarian Party. When Quisling left the
party to form the NS, Nationen commented that he should have "...
15
put himself to work within the /Agrarian/ party.11
Incidentally,
the paper did not even join in the bourgeois press' post-election
16
diatribe against the NS as a splinter of the anti-Marxist front.
In fact, a similar attempt to unite the right-wing forces in
Norwegian politics had been made already prior to the 1933 election.
The Agrarian Party had been more than willing to enter a list
cooperation with the NS providing the Conservative Party also
joined the twosome. It did not (see further below), and in the
process the Agrarian Party lost twofold. What dialogue remained
between the party and the NFRA was more or less disconnected, as
the militants preferred the NS to the Agrarians. This was understandable
in view of the bitterness running through the minds of the East
Inland farmers who had witnessed Agrarian party officials in
executive positions effecting foreclosures of debt-ridden
homesteads.1 7
In terms of id eas and values, the four prospective signatories
to the National Bloc had much in common; ideology was not likely
to stall the talks. The Greenland issue had done a lot to vitalize
18
the nationalist consciousness of the Agrarian Party.
The vicechairman of the Peasant League, which assisted the party in the
negotiations, saw the NS and Patriotic League as "The legitimate
children of the Peasant League. In these organizations we have a
glorious vanguard of Norway's resuscitation aided by the Peasant
19
League as a compassionate and forebearing father.11
When it came to the question of restructuring the economy in
a corporatist direction, the Agrarian Party was all ears (cf.,
its 1936 electoral manifesto). In 1934, a leading Agrarian official
introduced the idea of reforming the Lagting into a diet appointed
by the economic sectors in society. Among the executives of the
Peasant League it was repeatedly argued that such a law was necessary
in order to grant organized interests unconstrained access to the
governing of the state.
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In view of what seemed to be an endless coming and going of
weak minority cabinets (cf., Chart 7.2 below) the faith in
parliamentarism was hurt also within the peasant movement. The
Peasant League had never been much impressed with its political
branch, the Agrarian Party, and the economic crisis only served
to foment these anti-parliamentary values.
On top of this, the four parties to the negotiations were
cemented by their anti-socialism. Indeed, there were many factors
working for an agreement. Why did it come to a naught, then?
First and foremost the National Bloc was never realized
because there were important people both within the Agrarian
Party and the Peasant League who entertained second-thoughts
about the whole idea. One of them was Agrarian Party Leader
Hundseid who bore a personal animosity toward Quisling after the
two had engaged in a widely publicized showdown. Chances were that
the party would have split down the middle had the pro-bloc
faction pushed for a final decision on the question. Second, the
anti-bloc Agrarians asked themselves and their opponents alike
what good would come out of the National Bloc in terms of restoring
the economy of Norway's primary sector. And with most calculi on
this score coming out on the negative side it seemed all the more
unwise to jeopardize the unity of the peasant movement.20 Of
course, the fatal blow to the National Bloc was the red-green
Crisis Agreement in 1935 (see 7.3 below).
Unlike its Scandinavian sister-parties, the Swedish Agrarian
Party was not troubled by internal factions or runaway militant
21

peasants.

A few comments about the party's 1933 program and the

Agrarian-SNRU relations are nevertheless in order.
The racist clause in the Agrarian Party's principal program
(quoted in the introduction) can readily be made to fit into a
coherent framework that rests on two dimensions, one of which
projects time and the other of which defines ideological area.
This is to say that the paragraph on race and immigration was not
an overnight invention. In its electoral manifesto of 1920 the
National Farmers' League

called for racial protection, using

almost identical wording as in the 1933 clause. And in between,
during the twenties, racist remarks occasionally surfaced in
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.

22

Agrarian editorials commenting on contemporary political issues.

As for the second dimension, the plank on race and immigration is
not misplaced if checked against the other clauses in the 1933
program. In short, this program radiates an agrarian radicalism
of the right-wing cut. So, for instance, is it said that

!!No

part

of the Swedish people like the peasantry is so tied to the history
and tradition of Sweden and her statehood.11 Moreover, "The Agrarian
Party resists big capitalist sweating, the monopolization of the
banking system as well as all kinds of trusts and monopoly
tendencies...11 (A few exceptions could obviously be accepted as
evidenced by the producer co-op monopolies in the agricultural
sector.) Finally, "To the benefit of all people, the economy
must be developed in a direction of more planning and sense of
purpose. n 23
It would thus be erroneous to minimize the political
significance of the 1933 Agrarian program. But it would be equally
questionable to advance far-reaching conclusions about its
representative value. The principal author of the document was one
of the very few academics within the Agrarian Party whose ear may
not have been close enough to the dirt to sound out the nittygritty feelings among the peasantry. But the program was not
written up in the blue, either, as evidenced by the consistency
of its content as a whole. In this respect the composition does
reflect the Zeitgeist, only it was not nondescript. Whether the
1933 program was written mindful of fascist signs inside or outside
the Agrarian Party will have to await reliable documentation (however,
see 7.3 below for the motives behind the Crisis Agreement).
In a comparative Scandinavian perspective it is fairly obvious
why the SNRU never caused the Agrarian Party much headache. The
SNRU had been presented with an open frontier. Unlike the DFA and
NFRA it had not been guilty of political trespassing. Consequently,
there were no Swedish Agrarian officials whose commitment to an
established peasant organization required them to reprobate the
SNRU as a splinter movement. In short, a split between the two
branches of organized agriculture was impossible since the SNRU was
yet to become de facto affiliated to the Agrarian Party. A
considerable number of the SNRU national and regional leaders of the
24
early thirties were known as Conservatives.
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While the programmatical sources pertaining to the electoral
strategy of the Danish and Swedish Agrarian parties during the
thirties only lend, at best, circumstantial evidence in support
of our hypothesis, the behavioral aspect of adaptation partly
comes to its rescue. The case of Norway is confirmatory. The
case of Sweden is contradictory (or pending, for want of
supplementary data). The case of Denmark is multifaceted and
needs to be elaborated upon.
It is not the phenomenon of acquiescent adaptation that has to
be questioned—the Agrarian Liberal Party did back down from its
liberalism. The problem is what the DFA made the party submit to?
It would be absurd to see the Agrarian Liberal vote for the crisis
propositions as a concession to socialism. That would reduce the
political ideologies to sheer relativist concepts measurable in
percentages and kroner. It would also be misleading to construe
the newly won Agrarian Liberal insight as the party's principal
recognition of a permanent public interference in the market
(the 1938 program should discourage interpretations to that
effect and references to the ever growing public sector in the
years to come are largely irrelevant). At that specific point in
time, with the specific economic problems that it spelled, and
with the DFA challenging its political position,.the realignment
of the Agrarian Liberal policy was simply tantamount of letting
mercantilism have another say in Danish politics. The Agrarians
yielded to the anti-capitalist outcry of the right. But this
accommodation of the early and mid thirties was limited to the
economic sphere. The Agrarian Liberals were not asked for more,
either; the DFA and Farmers1 Party may have added anti-parliamentarism
to their initial scolding of capitalism, but they both stopped short
of aggressive nationalism, anti-socialism, racism, etc. Apparently,
the economic message inherent in the liberal traditions cultivated
by the Agrarian Liberal Party had not sunk sufficiently deep into
the minds of the ordinary peasantry. Otherwise, however, the
politico-cultural heritage planted in countryside Denmark had proven
quite resistant to adventurous enticements.
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6.4:

The Conservatives

The Danish Conservative Party escaped substantial setbacks at the
polls during the thirties. But, for good or bad, the party faced
a loss in the parliamentary arena when MP Victor Pürschel, a long
time annoyance to the party whip, broke away to form the National
Unity. Denmark's Conservative Youth went through a Sturm-und-Drang
period during the early thirties, but eventually became reasonable
and bowed to the standards of the mother-party.

Chart 6.2: Sources and Outcome of Organized Discontent Among the Scandi
navian Conservative Movement During the Thirties.
Country
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A similar turbulence shortly rocked the Norwegian Conservatives
who, after having lost badly in the 1933 election, came out of the
decade only moderately weakened.
By contrast, the Swedish Conservative Party was heading for
serious difficulties. Its electoral response dropped from almost
30 percent of the vote in 1928 to 18 percent in 1936. Since the
renegades behind the National Party were unable to absorb this
Conservative loss, there must have been a chain of causes behind
the decline of the Swedish Conservative Party. The highlights of
Scandinavian Conservative politics are reproduced in Chart 6.2.
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6.4.1: The Electoral Arena
Like the Agrarian Liberals the Danish Conservative Party did not
issue electoral manifestos during the thirties. Instead, the party
revised its 1915 principal program in the midst of the Depression,
in 1933. Comparing the two documents, the latter airs a more
patriotic and nationalist romantic message, but without getting
carried away in chauvinist hyperbole. For instance, nothing is
said about the status of the Danish population stock, not even
with reference to fears of an abnormal demographic distribution.
It is also noteworthy that the 1933 program explicitly comes
out in favor of the marketplace economy; this clause was
accompanied by a heated debate as the program was drafted and
passed by the Conservative Odense Convention (see further 6.4.2
below).
Back in 1915 democracy was still viewed with much skepticism
among the Conservatives (see section 3.4 above). In 1933 the
Conservative Party leadership simply steered clear of the whole
topic by withdrawing the paragraph on Denmark's Constitution from
the dràft presented before the convention. Anticipating protests
from the party's right-wingers, Party Leader Miller preferred to
limit the discussion on democracy to his opening speech.25
Anti-socialism was kept to a few lines in the 1933 program,
warning the trade unions not to tyrannize the country, and
subsequently stating that the spirit of class struggle had to be
rejected.2^
The electoral manifestos of the Norwegian Conservative Party
easily lend themselves to comparison over time since those
presented for the 1930 and 1933 campaigns are kept down to the
leaflet format with half a page of introductory comments
followed by 10 and 12 theses, respectively. As for the general
tone of the manifestos, that of 1933

had been given extra spice;

it was more uncompromising against those who allegedly threatened
the national heritage, the authority of the state, the freedom to
work, and so forth. Three years later, in 1936, the Conservative
manifesto opened with a message saying it was the national people's
party, not just a national people's party which had been claimed in
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1930 and 1933. Otherwise, however, the 1936 manifesto was written
in a moderate matter-of-factly language.
In verbatim the three introductory paragraphs in the 1933
manifesto read as follows:

f,A

national people's party pledging

itself to the well-being of the entire society, all citizens and
businesses, the Conservative Party openly and deliberately fights
against the worldview of the revolutionary Marxist parties. Our
society reflects the nation's life and achievement from generation
to generation, and the development must follow this path without
breaks. The home and Christianity constitute the foundation of the
people's life and moral strength; the religious values and
feelings of kinship should be protected and held in honor. The
Conservative Party will reject all forms of class rule and fight
back all kinds of revolutionary movements. The authority of the
state must be powerful and unyielding. Potent instructions and
laws against all attempts of undermining the country's legislation
and administration of justice must be enacted. Terror and violence
resorted to by individuals or organizations cannot be tolerated.
Law and order must be enforced, and the freedom to work protected.1 27
By most standards, Norway did not see more than one revolutionary
socialist party in 1933—the Communist Party—but it was not just
an accidental slip of the pencil that made the Conservatives prefer
the plural form. Therefore, it is somewhat surprising to find
the anti-socialist message in the 1936 manifesto tucked away in
the sixth paragraph. Another new entry out of the extraordinary
is the clause calling for a cautious planning of the economy.28
The paragraph is conspicuous since none of the manifestos issued
during the decade hesitate about the supremacy of the market
system.
One is left with an impression that the authors of the 1936
manifesto were anxious to draw the line between rude racist slurs
and demographic concerns;

ffThe

economic and social consequences of

the threatening decline in the birth-rate are subjected to an
.

.

.

investigation by a general commission.'

9Q

The Swedish Conservative Party adopted a new principal program
in 1934. But since the party regularly presented the electorate
with manifestos, the content of the principal program will be made
an integral part of the discussion in the ensuing section.
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All manifestos begin with a brief summary of the past
parliamentary term, and almost invariably they identify societal
problems as caused by the inseparable Social Democratic-Communist
Party, a constellation responsible for the deteriorating national
security as well. As the manifestos turn to the problems likely
to confront the incoming Riksdag, the paragraphs take on a catch
word format (save for the 1932 manifesto).
Very little or nothing is said about the national values. Such
concerns are subsumed under the issues of, for instance, juvenile
morale, which the Conservative manifesto of 1932 in particular
sees as alarmingly unsatisfactory. In order to restore the moral
standards the party more or less appoints the Church as the
principal task-force. Another institution said to serve a function
of national continuity is the primary economy. Its difficulties
are too severe to be solved by the market forces alone.
In this specific case, government interventions can always
be condoned (a standpoint discussed in section 3.3 above).
Otherwise, the Conservative Party remains true to liberal
economics. And, like the Danish Agrarian Liberal 1938 program,
the 1936 Conservative manifesto makes a point out of the recent
statistics on the national output. Sweden's recovery from the
Depression should be credited to the adaptability and far
sightedness of free enterprise in capitalizing on the global
economic trend. This renewed praise of free trade tallies badly
with the protectionist phrasings in the 1932 manifesto; "... to
greatest extent possible, the domestic market must be reserved
for the country's own production.11^
Nothing is said about democracy in the Conservative manifestos
(except for that of 1928 which calls for disenfranchizing citizens
who do not pay taxes), and to the extent that the governmental
system is mentioned at all, it is posed as a question of authority
and law and order. So, for instance, the 1928 manifesto wants to
see the authority and law of the state used against foreign and
domestic subversive elements. In 1932, movements of this kind are
to be resisted; in the 1934 principal program they must be banned,
whereas in 1936 violent parties are to be dissolved (see further
6.4.2 below).
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A new paragraph is added to the 1936 manifesto: "Encouragement
of the forming of families. Fast and powerful measures to the
protection of the Swedish population material!s persistence.11*^
If this consideration of the Conservative Party was meant to be
a recognision of the Myrdals's seminal work, it could not have
been expressed in a more ambiguous wording.
Again, it is Denmark that presents a party which refuses to
let its programmatical development be readily rationalized by
the political color of the day. Although it cannot be left out
of account that different types of sources were compared, the
moderate aura of the Danish Conservative Party's program should
not be credited to coincidence alone, nor to the fact that the
party took the easy way out and suppressed the issue of democracy.
With due reservations for the biased perspectives engrained
in official party observations and evaluations of electoral returns,
it is of interest to note that, at the first meeting of the
Conservative board after the 1935 Fotketing election, one of the
members offers the following analysis: "The election shows that
the people takes us for a conservative party in the old sense
of that term. Where had we been today if the Chairman had merely
offered a little finger to the Nazi tendencies in 1933-34?...
We must be content to be a conservative party, perhaps some day
it may bring us into power, but to defeat the Social Democrats
on 'equal terms' will be impossible for years to come; we have
oo
to stay sober.1
As will be documented in the subsequent section,
however, there were other Conservatives who were prepared to offer
the Nazi tainted youth branch more than a little finger, some even
a helping hand, and, according to a leading Social Democratic
columnist of the time, the Conservative Party was indeed guilty
of more than occasional relapses into Nazi methods during the
1935 campaign.^
While Denmark provides parties whose programmatical output only
goes to confirm the adaptation hypothesis with difficulty, Norway
represents its opposite extreme whereas Sweden falls in between
along this relative continuum. A common feature of the 1933 Norwegian
and the 1932 Swedish Conservative manifestos was that they were both
cast in a higher pitch than before; both smelled of head-on
confrontation with the left be it revolutionary or reformist. Another
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similarity may be registered for the second parliamentary election
of the thirties, both held in 1936, namely that the manifestos
contain entries which do violence to an expected continuity. The
Conservatives in Norway /sic!I left an opening for ideas of minor
regulations of the market whereas the Swedish /sic!/ party paid
more than a formal homage to the marketplace economy. Undoubtedly,
the 1936 manifesto of the Norwegian party was written in a more
low-keyed tone compared to the one of three years earlier. Such
a trend to a more moderate voice is not immediately apparent in
the Swedish Conservative manifesto of 1936.
Do these observations make sense out of the party competition
perspective in which the primary threat to the electoral positions
of the Conservatives is identified as that exerted by the extreme
right-wing parties? To judge by the findings for Norway, the
Conservatives felt the presence of the NS as more of a challenge
in 1933 than in 1936. If this is an accurate interpretation it can
readily be upheld by empirical evidence. (Incidentally, this
purported Conservative view of the NS as nothing but a papertiger in 1936 would imply that a good portion of sarcasm was put
into the Conservative claim of it being the national people's
party.) What made the NS a dark horse in 1933 was the fact that it
was a new party, not yet vitiated by Continental vulgarity, drew
scattered sympathy among high-ranking echelons in and around the
Patriotic League, caused a rift within the Conservative Party's
youth branch as well as among a few regional chapters. In 1936,
by contrast, the Conservative movement was well past the time of
internal debate on what policy should be adopted vis-à-vis the
NS and its values (see further 6.4.2 below).
Most likely, the Swedish Conservative manifestos were composed
in almost complete ignorance of the SNP's existence and doings.
Rather, if the Conservatives took adaptive notice of competition
from the radical right, it was the National Party that was seen as
the potential danger to the Conservative constituency. However, the
evidence in support of such a notion is somewhat contradictory to
be convincing. True, the Conservative manifestos stand firm in
their anti-socialist tirade, and the paragraph about the population
status appearing in 1936 reeks almost as much of racism as the
clause in the National Partyfs program (cf., Chart 2.2 above).
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But, the "undue" acclaim of liberal economics in 1936 may even be
interpreted as a deliberate polemic against the National Party.
This clash in worldview need not be all that dramatic, however,
as the Conservative Party could well afford rhetoric on this
score. After all, the bone of contention between the two parties
had been the issue of economic liberty vs. economic planning,
a well-known fact to the informed section of the right-wing
electorate.
By and large, then, the printed material issued by the
Scandinavian Conservative parties cannot indiscriminantly be
said either to verify or disconfirm the hypothesis that these
parties, in order to safeguard their constituencies, tried to
co-opt the Nazi and semi-fascist message.

6.4.2: The Internal Arena
Hitler had saved Germany. He had given the country badly needed
executive authority, law and order, national pride, potent measures
against Communism, a sound economy, and jobs. For this the Third
Reich was worthy of respect. Unfortunately, the transformation had
to take its tolls, but the loss of freedom, harassment of Jews,
even the "socialist" experiments should not detract from the
admirable achievements of the New Germany. The balance between
the pros and cons varies, but this was the bottom-line in the
Scandinavian Conservative press1 picture of Germany before the
H
war.34
Contemporary sources free from post-war rationalizations, the
editorials probably echo the main positions for and against Nazism
among the Conservative elite in general. For a change, then, these
are data that permit cautious inferences on representativity,
provided that the scope is not extended beyond the internal arena
of the Conservative parties. The fact that the editorials discussed
foreign, not domestic, fascism does not necessarily make them less
interesting. Although it was repeatedly stressed that Nazism and
Führers were unique German phenomena unfit for export and import
the editorials went beyond the nation-specific features to ponder
over the systemic causes behind Hitler's seizure of power. It is
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precisely this shift in focus over to the "whys" of Nazism, and
its concrete meaning for society, that add principal relevance to
the Conservative analyses. Besides, the German experience always
loomed large in the background when outspokenly rightist issues
were brought onto the floor in internal Conservative fora. In the
course of the thirties Hitler became more and more of an embarrassment
than an asset to the pro-Nazi Scandinavian Conservatives.
Of course, the Third Reich aroused mixed emotions among the
Conservative elite. A typical case causing many a Conservative
to come down with a political schizophrenia was the elimination of
Communism at the expense of basic liberal rights. Such situations
pushed the Conservatives into a corner and soon they found themselves
on the defensive, left with nothing but apologetic rebuttals. For
instance, Germany's new role on the international scene was
understandable in face of what the Versailles-Treaty had done
to her national ego, not to mention the threat posed by the U.S.S.R.
A few flaws to the German triumph could not be execused by referring
to extenuating circumstances, however. The Church especially was
sacred in more senses than one.
While it is true that the Conservative praise of the New Germany
would have been all the more unreserved had the resurrection been
the work of the National Conservative Party—and not Hitler, the
NSDAP and the S.A.—it would be incorrect to reduce the Scandinavian
gesture of sympathy to mere Germanophilia or delight on behalf of
the party brethren. For one thing, Germany was not exactly the
apotheois of nations as far as most Danes were concerned. For another,
the Conservative Swede's belief in Germany was conditional; a social
democratic Germany, no matter how successful, would not have impressed
him. Many Scandinavian Conservatives simply looked upon the Third
Reich with envy: the national spirit, efficient government, and
extinction of Communism set an example for bourgeois Europe.
However, to the majority of the influential Conservatives in
Scandinavia, the German approach was not acceptable. The market
economy, a minimum of pluralism, and civil liberties were too
valuable to be traded for the true Conservative society. Reason,
perhaps an occasional fist, but not foul play, was to win the cause.
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One Conservative group in Scandinavia that did not altogether
approve of that opinion was—not surprisingly—the youth branch.
It was a breach in viewpoints which eventually made the Swedish
youth go their own way, whereas those in Denmark and Norway were
to return more or less empty-handed from their political detour.
The final outcome of the schism between the youth and its
mother-party had its origins in characters differentiating the
three countries and their Conservative movements. Common, however,
to the right-wing vogue among the young Conservatives in Scandinavia
was its concentration to the college campuses. But it was in Sweden
only that the students were supported by members of the faculty
who aided the cause with ideological continuity, organizational
stability, political prestige, and access to society's high-ranking
places (see sections 2.2 and 5.4 above). In Denmark and, particularly,
Norway, the Conservative Youth's fascist-inspired interlude suffered
from the familiar diseases typical of newly-awakened political
persuasions.
The youth branches did not have to convince their senior
fellow-Conservatives about the goods of nationalism and the evils
of socialism. If these topics ever caused dissension between the
young and old it was primarily the methods that parted the two groups.
Occasionally, though, a nervous hesitancy may be detected among old
Swedish Conservatives who feared that racist and anti-Semitic
vulgarities would follow in the backwater of a too exaggerated
nationalism.

35

in

Denmark and Norway, as opposed to Sweden,

biopolitics met with little or no sympathy among the Conservative
youth branches. As brought out by the party programs and electoral
manifestos, the Conservative parties in Denmark and Norway were not
prepared to yield to their activist youths and simply call for a
ban on the Communist Party. The Swedish Conservatives, by contrast,
demanded the illegalization of this party in the 1934 principal
program, adopted only six months prior to the irreparable secession
of the National Youth League. Both the 1932 and 1936 Conservative
electoral manifestos, however, wanted the Communist Party removed
from Swedish politics without the help of the courts.
As the youth branches in Scandinavia began pressing harder and
harder for a corporatist organization of both the economy and the
governmental process the mother-party came to realize that it was
high time to start hitting back.
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Denmark's Conservative Youth sent its representatives to the
1933 Conservative Convention in Odense hopeful that the party would
adopt a program signalling the end to destructive capitalism and
inefficient parliamentarism. Having been presented with the program
draft, Youth Leader Jack Westergaard brought his disappointment
to the records of the preparatory meeting of the Conservative
executive board. He found the draft had ignored almost all of
the demands raised by the youth branch, like the ban on the Communist
Party and the statement denouncing the savageness of capitalism.
Christmas Miller countered: "Let's make it definite to ourselves
whether we want to write a program on the basis of universal and
equal suffrage or not. If the latter case is true, I will resign.
To me it's extremely important that the party operates in accordance
with parliamentarism. If the Conservative Youth wants something else
our ways will part.,! ^6 Miller was to carry the convention. Of the
three issues championed most furiously by the youth branch—a
restructuring of Parliament, a planned economy, and a Conservative
commitment to the well-being of the functionary class—the Conservative
Party was adamant on the first, whereas it came forward to accept
cosmetic changes in the paragraph on the economy, and a substantial
alteration of its previously neutral position vis-à-vis specific
classes.37
Norway's Conservative Youth sent its representatives to the 1933
Conservative Convention in Larvik hopeful that the party would
adopt an electoral manifesto signalling the end to destructive
capitalism and inefficient parliamentarism. Since the internal
arvhives of the Conservative Party were lost/destroyed during the
Occupation, it is only with difficulty that the response to the
youth branch from the mother-party can be documented. What evidence
there is to come by suggests that the Conservative Youth did not
impress upon the party in 1933. At any rate, this defeat is
acknowledged in the fall issues of the youth branch's journals?®
The year 1933 was a stormy one also for the Swedish Conservative
movement. By then the National Youth League, in its calls for a
planned economy, had gone too far to suit the Conservative elite's
taste. Party Leader Lindman, who could very well recognize moderate
and temporary restri ctions on the market forces within the primary
sector and other vital businesses, saw a principal line of division
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between, on the one hand, granting the state an ultimate authority
over economic life and, on the other hand, an undogmatic liberal
view of the economy.** Lindman and his fellow moderates were not
nearly as inflexible about democracy and parliamentarism. It is
true that the party officially declared the

!popular

dictatorship1

of Nazism to be unacceptable. This is not to say, however, that
democracy of the Swedish contemporary variety was embraced with
enthusiasm. In a speech delivered in April, 1933, Lindman was
willing to accept a "state-of-emergency-dictatorship" providing
39
its ad interim appointment could be guaranteed. As a rule, the
Conservative Party kept returning to its own proposition, popular
self-government, which was said to be the 'natural1 Swedish
solution, superior to all other forms of government. Exactly what
kind of qualities made this Conservative concept preferable to
regular parliamentarism was never explained. This obscurity was
deliberate and meant to be an integral part of an orchestrated
campaign against democracy voiced in Conservative journals in 1934.
The primary purpose of this campaign was to prevent the National
40
Youth League from forming a party on its own.
Did the inception of the National Party and the miscarriage of
the Conservative Youth offensive in Denmark and Norway mean the
final debacle of the fascist infiltration attempts among the
Conservative party?
It would be incorrect to see 1934 as the year marking the start
41
of a fresh ideological era for the Swedish Conservative Party.
Now that the country had been furnished with a fascist party
presentable among decent folk, the Conservatives were constrained
not to put too great a distance between themselves and their rivals.
A Conservative uncertainty about the prospects of the National Party
may be observed in the 1936 Conservative electoral manifesto. The
dauntless praise of liberal economics in this document was soon
followed by another Conservative about-face. Gösta Bagge, elected
chairman upon Lindman's death in 1936, probably surprised many of
those who attended a meeting in 1939 where he put forth a plan on
how to make organized interest part of a new 'national cabinet.'
A few years earlier Bagge had critized the "untamable corporatism"
42
m society.
In a commentary following the 1936 Riksdag election,
a Conservative Party leader-to-be came to the conclusion that a
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reconciliation between the Conservative Party and the National
parties was of mutual interest to them both since "... the
conflicting ideas between the Conservative Party and the National
League are not, and probably have never been of a magnitude greater
than what should exist within the framework of a party. All from
the start, the secession was unfounded and unhappy.11

/q

Having met little or no understanding from its mother-party in
1933, the Conservative Youth in Norway was determined to return
with identical demands for a new economic and governmental order in
connection with the 1936 Storting election. In the course of this
parliamentary term, however, time worked in favor of the
Conservative Party's liberal faction. Two things in particular
helped to cool off the youth branch's interest into fancy
amendments to the Constitution. The 1934 municipal elections had
given the NS a number of seats in local and city councils. But
since the Nazi party missed this opportunity to introduce anything
substantial to Norwegian politics—the NSfs record from local
affairs was in no way extraordinary—the Conservative Youth felt
a need to detach itself from bad company. Second, the inauguration
of the Labor Party cabinet in 1935 was not accompanied by the
societal changes predicted by the Conservative Youth.^ As for
the issue on how to remodel the economy, the youth branch was
partly accommodated by the party. The 1936 Conservative manifesto
bears witness to that. Concealed, conspicuous only the concerned,
a paragraph in this manifesto acknowledges minor planning of the
economy as advisable.^ With this much achieved, the Conservative
46
Youth ceased to be of any nuisance to the party.
The same year, 1936, Jack Westergaard was ousted from the Danish
Conservative Youth, and with him went most of the Nazi-inspired
ideological load. It had not been a fully effective political housecleaning, however, as the Westergaard faction came very close of
reinstalling itself during a feud in 1938.^ Whether the lingering
extremism of the Conservative Youth had any centrifugal impact
upon the mother-party is difficult to ascertain. The numerous
incidents of young conservatives engaged in violent streetfighting with left-wing youths during the 1935 Folketing election
campaign—formally denounced in respected Conservative dailies—
do not justify conclusions about ideological trends within the
Conservative Party. It seems as if the Odense Convention in 1933
was a crucial watershed for the Danish Conservative movement:
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Christmas Miller showed who was to be the master in the party.
Threatening to resign from the leadership of the party, Miller,
an urbane liberal, balanced on a political tightrope. His tenure
was merely one year old and his appointment to the chairmanship
had met with resistance from the party's truly conservative estateowner faction. Indeed, during his first year as Conservative Party
Leader Miller made several concessions to both the youth branch
and the old right-wingers.^® One of Miller's decided backbiters
was Victor Piirschel. He had opposed the nomination of Miller as
chairman, and subsequently spent the rest of the thirties trying
to stop the Conservative Party from reaching any agreement with
the other parties on a new and more democratic constitution. In
1939 Piirschel chose to further his mission within the National
UnitySince Pürschel more or less ran a one-man faction within
the Conservative caucus one cannot help admiring the flexible,
almost pathetic, rules of procedure within the party. After all,
Pürschel could just as well have been excommunicated at an early
stage since his reputation among, for instance, the Conservative
Youth was too low to make him a prospective leader of a semi-fascist
party.
A very concrete example of how ideological orthodoxy vs. vote
maximization—an archetype of goal-conflicts confronting parties
in a multiparty system—was tackled by a Scandinavian Conservative
party is provided for by Norway's Conservative Party in connection
with the 1933 Storting election. Aftenposten, Norway's leading
Conservative daily, proposed that the Conservative and Agrarian
parties entered a list cooperation in order to prevent Labor from
gaining a parliamentary plurality. Soon afterwards, the NS became
part of the picture. It, too, wanted to join the twosome, and
the stage was set for a heated debate among representatives of
bourgeois Norway. A repugnant bedfellow or not, the NS would be
less likely to make inroads among the Conservative constituency
if the party was kept under surveillance. As a member of the family,
however junior, the NS was expected not to pass on domestic quarrels
to the public. The issue of list cooperation was less than a month
old when the Conservative Party board ruled the NS an unacceptable
party to such an agreement. The Bergen chapter of the party defied
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the decree only to find itself immediately ousted from the
Conservative national organization. The Conservative rejection
of list cooperation with the NS was supported by the major party
newspapers. In essence, their excuses for not entering into the
cooperation were based on ideological grounds: the NS was prototalitarian, pro-socialist, and reminded of the German experience.
Any connection with such a party would be seen as an indirect
approval of its policy'and representatives. Even Bergens Aftenblad
used this line of reasoning, emphasizing the non-democratic
character of the NS, a rather bold way of treating many of its
subscribers^
The Swedish Conservative Party, in apparent contrast to its
sister-party in Norway, was more inclined to avoid confrontation
with the right-wing radicals. Simply to steal the breeze from its
rivalling parties on the extreme right-wing and gain a momentum,
the Swedish Conservative Party formed the Right Front in Aprils
S1 fl
1933.
In short,11 it. was said in the declaration, "the Right
Front is to be the first battle line of popular and national
conservatism in its struggle against the red united front.1 52
Coordinating the local, regional, and national resources of the,
Conservative movement, the Right Front was designed to compensate
for the inactivity typical to the Conservative Party in off-election
years. Compared to the Conservative principal program and electoral
manifestos, the programmatical appeal attached to the announcement
of the Right Front's founding delivered an unprecedented philippic
against socialism. Sweden was on the verge of being lost to the
tyranny of the unions. Governmental authorities showed an outrageous
indulgence in their dealing with Communist fifth-columnists who,
financed from Moscow, were out to wreck the country's social and
legal foundation; "Sweden's liberation from Bolshevism and a ban
against movements that violently aim to overthrow the old Swedish
society founded upon law and justice." 53 This paragraph and a
similar one denouncing dictatorship as incompatible with Swedish
governmental traditions have been said to substantiate the
Conservative Party's official condemnation of fascism and Nazism."^
Of course, one is hard pressed to mount a rebuttal in face of the
semantical documentation. But it should be added that whenever the
Conservatives took a firm stand against Nazism it was almost
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invariably criticized in statements primarily attacking Communism
55
as the most dangerous threat to society.
Logic, but not always
passion, required that the two varieties of totalitarianism be
identified as inseparable entities.

6.5:

Conclusions

A conclusion that cannot be rejected is that the Agrarian and
Conservative parties did adapt themselves to the ideological mood
of the thirties; they did not watch the political scene from an
ivory tower. So far so good, but our hypothesis specifically
predicted an acquiescent adaptation, accommodation or concession,
of right-wing values and demands among the two parties. Therefore,
the aforementioned conclusion needs to be qualified.
The NS may have pushed the Conservative Party one step further
in the anti-socialist direction in 1933. This was the price the
party had to pay for not letting the NS join a list cooperation.
But the very same year, the Conservative Party drew the line between
basic liberal democracy and the Conservative Youth's calls for murky
suggestions about the future organization of Parliament and the
economy. In Denmark and, above all, Sweden the Conservative parties
made more than a few occasional concessions to internal right-wing
radicals in the early thirties. The Agrarian Liberal Party in
Denmark bowed to the pressures from the DFA and accepted a public
interference in the market. At least at the elite level, the
Swedish Agrarian Party stood under a rightist influence as it
revised its principal program. The most confirmatory case of
outright concession to the extreme right-wing threat is that of
the Agrarian Party in Norway. Its electoral manifestos as well as
the party's internal development go to prove that the NS, NFRA,
Patriotic League, and Peasant League had the Agrarian Party trapped
in the right-wing corner, from which it eventually sneaked out by
way of the Crisis Agreement.
Two additional shortcomings of the adaptation and rational choice
theory have emerged as our inquiry into the strategy and behavior of
the Agrarian and Conservative parties has progressed. First, there is
the problem imposed by the time factor. It goes without saying that
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a political party makes use of a versatile form of adaptation.
Whenever presented with an opportunity to aim for the jugular of a
competing party, in this case the Scandinavian Nazi and semifascist parties, the Agrarians and Conservatives were well advised
to resort to cut-throat policies. Advertently, when the odds were
on the side of the opponents the two established parties had better
keep a low profile. In other words, intransigent and acquiescent
adaptation are concepts easily distinguishable in theory, but not
in practise since the political conditions may change on a day-to-day
basis. If the time perspective is extended to what seems to signify
the beginning and the end of a period of some length, it is clear
that the Agrarian and Conservative parties preferred a strategy of
acquiescent adaptation to right-wing competition during the first
56
two or three years of the thirties.
Later on, in the middle of the
decade, the two parties commenced a counterattack against the
radicals, and, aided by the Crisis Agreements, this campaign was
successfully carried through by the end of the thirties.
It probably surprises nobody that the second problem made itself
felt increasingly troublesome in the course of the analysis had to
do with the multi-goal character of Scandinavian party politics. If
the Agrarian and Conservative parties were ever governed by a
value hierarchy separating the four goals in order of preference it
was not exactly vivid. It may be tentatively said that both parties
put emphasis on parliamentary influence, the Conservatives by way of
continuously attacking Social Democracy, and the Agrarians by way
of striking an agreement with the very same Social Democracy. Party
cohesion, rather than vote maximization, was the second most valued
goal. The Conservative parties in Denmark and, above all, Sweden
went to great lengths to prevent their youth from leaving the party,
and the Agrarians in Norway placed priority on internal homogeneity
before organizational expansion with a potential bonus at the polls.
Again, these impressions condense the findings for the entire period
of investigation and should not dim the fact that whenever electionday approached, the Agrarian and Conservative parties became more and
more occupied with their performance in the electoral arena. Indicative
of this is that, in its 1936 electoral manifesto, the Agrarian Party
in Norway unabashedly returned to a deliberate ambiguity when
referring to the revolutionary socialist movements.^
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The fundamental idea behind this chapter and the one to follow
is that the established political actors in Scandinavia, by properly
responding to the right-wing totalitarian threat, pre-empted the
rationale of such parties. It was a process of adaptation featuring
two distinctive phases. The two most vulnerable parties, the
Agrarians and Conservatives, made initial concessions both to their
internal and external right-wing extremists, while the subsequent
red-green Crisis Agreements is assumed to have extirpated the very
things essential to the survival and reproduction of domestic
fascism. It is to that second phase that we now turn.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: The Response of the Scandinavian Party Syëtem

"Vi kan vel drikke et glas
til afsked?"

Th. Staurìing
Danish Prime Minister

7.1:

Introduction

DenmarkTs Prime Minister Thorvald Stauning was known to appreciate
the pleasures of life, sherry included. So, late that January night
of 1933 in Stauning's apartment, as the talks had come to a
deadlock and the fatigued Agrarian Liberals began putting on their
overcoats, the Social Democratic Party Leader felt they all could
need a nightcap. With drinks in their hands, small talking, the
top politicians soon returned to business again. By dawn the
negotiations had resulted in the Crisis Agreement.
Danish memoirs and monographs related to this event are
replete with detailed anecdotes of what took place during those
fateful hours in Stauning's home. By and large, these historical
narratives are of no scholarly value, except perhaps for the
educational purpose they may serve: what if Stauning had been
an early riser teetotaller? Would Denmark (and Scandinavia in
general, if a subsequent diffusion process can be documented)
still have been presented with a red-green crisis agreement of
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the same symbolic magnitude as Kanslergadeforliget?
These questions, odd as they may appear, are meant to illustrate
the extreme idiosyncratic rationalization of the Crisis Agreements;
how and, above all, why they came about. Farther along this
continuum toward its deterministic end, which sees the agreements
as nothing but a natural and foreseeable result of purely
historical-structural forces, one encounters another set of
personality factors. For instance, was it imperative for the
Swedish Crisis Agreement that Pehrsson of Bramstorp replaced Party
Leader Olsson of Kullenbergstorp as the Agrarian representative
in the negotiations? Individuals aside, what did the concern for
the future electoral strength of the parties mean to the willingness
to reach an agreement? Furthermore, in what way were pragmatic
class motives, a sense of solidarity with the needy constituents,
instrumental to the deal? Finally, did it ever strike the inner
circles of the Social Democratic and Agrarian parties that the
outcome of the talks would bear upon the citizenry's faith in
parliamentary democracy? In short, we may speak of a motivational
hierarchy, with each "step11 relevant in explaining why Scandinavia
was presented with the Crisis Agreements.
None of the four motives above (personal, party, class, and
national motives) are mutually exclusive, most evidently not those
which took into consideration the party's constituency in terms of
both votes and its daily well-being. Precisely because the Social
Democratic and Agrarian parties had a homogeneous class-basis, the
two intermediate motives were more or less superimposed on each
other. The main purpose of this chapter, however, is to concentrate
on how far the most civic-minded explanatory approach to the redgreen coalitions may take us: we have already assumed that the
Crisis Agreement was a symbolic output chiefly with the aim of
wiping out the very conditions of right-wing extremism, as well
as left-wing radicalism, since a Communist party on the growth
was likely to further political polarization.
The subsequent analyses draw on data from either scholarly
or

flI-was-therefl

accounts of the Crisis Agreements. But first a

few basic facts about the content of the se deals.
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7.2:

The Crisis Agreements: Highlights

It took Swedish parliamentarism less than five months to follow
the example set by the Danish Folketing in January, 1933. By
contrast, the Norwegian Crisis Agreement was a fact almost two
years later, in 1935, when the Great Depression had eased some of
its grip on the economy. All Crisis Agreements were the work of
the Social Democratic and Agrarian parties. It was only in Denmark
that the liberal party of the smallholder

and urban intellectual

type took an active part in the deal.
Popular humor soon coined a special term for the Swedish Crisis
Agreement: kohandeln, literally cattle-trading. Chart 7.1 shows
this was a correct observation. In return for a jobs program,
Social Democracy in Scandinavia accepted the Agrarian demands
for protective tariffs and/or other forms of government subsidies
to agriculture. Since it would be an oversimplification to see
the red-green coalitions entirely in terms of a zero-sum game—
not all Social Democratic gains were equal to Agrarian losses
and vice versa—the summary chart has been arranged mindful of
some of the detailed features.
It is evident that the Danish Social Democrats were more
successful in the negotiations than their party colleagues in
Norway and Sweden. In addition to the public works program—
which was about all that Social Democracy in Norway and Sweden
got from the deal—the Danish Social Democratic-Radical Liberal
cabinet managed to have Parliament pass the social security bill,
which included amendments to the unemployment insurance policy.
True, the prolongation of the wage-contracts meant a ban also
on strikes, but during those months in 1933, with almost a third
of the country's work-force out of jobs (see Table 4.11 above),
it was not exactly a seller's market. In fact, the Danish
Employers' Federation had just presented the Federation of Labor
with a demand for a twenty percent wage-cut, soon to be followed
by a threat of a general lockout.
While the devaluation of the Danish krone, the chief concession
of the Social Democratic-Radical Liberal cabinet, meant an
indiscriminant slashing of buying-power, the concessions of
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Norwegian and Swedish Social Democracy specifically hit those
consumers whose household budget was primarily reserved for
purchase of every-day items. Duty on margarine and protective
tariffs on imported foodstuffs, not to speak of the sales tax
introduced in Norway, were more of a burden to a working-class
home than to those of well-to-do families. The Swedish Social
Democrats were to face two more setbacks in the negotiations.
They had entered the talks determined to have Parliament enact
an unemployment insurance policy, and remove the Unemployment
Commission. However, the party had to back down on both issues.
The major difference among the government programs used to
support Scandinavian agriculture was that those in Denmark had
to appear as if they did not violate the free trade doctrine.
Ideologically as well as economically, Danish farming could
simply not afford such a change in its traditional policy.
Chances were that Denmark's export countries would have raised
their tariffs. Consequently, the Danish Crisis Agreement included
a variety of domestic fiscal measures designed to improve the
primary economy. In Norway and Sweden, however, the Agrarians
got what they asked for, namely protective tariffs and selective
subsidies, among them extensive support for dairy production.
Not coincidentally, the columns in Chart 7.1 listing Agrarian
concessions are short. The Danish Agrarian Liberal Party had
preferred to see a substantial wage-cut and the postponement of
the social security act. In Norway the Agrarians were faced with
the embarassment of making Parliament pass another 30 million in
government appropriations. This concession did a lot of damage to
the party's image as Norway's leading low-spending party. The
Swedish Agrarian Party entertained doubts about paying workers
on public jobs according to the market wages. For one thing,
this meant the freeholders ran the risk of losing their cheap
labor to nearby places offering a public works program. For
another, many Agrarians still believed in the invisible hand,
that is, the equilibrium mechanism of the marketplace economy
which eventually would reset the

,ftruelf

value of labor. With this

traditional perception of the economy, it did not come as a
surprise that the Swedish Agrarians were reluctant to accept a
loan financing plan to meet the cost of the Crisis Agreement.
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Incidentally, only Norway refrained from borrowing money to
pay for the bills.
It would not be meaningful to speak of winners and losers in
this package deal. But it is evident that Scandinavian Social
Democracy found the public jobs program, and the executive position
in itself, so attractive that the party was prepared to make
substantial sacrifices—politically as well as in terms of money.
First, the Social Democratic volte face meant a concrete change
of the party's consumer policy. As a matter of fact, a handful of
the Social Democratic MP:s in the Storting and Riksdag did not
vote for the propositions accompanying the Crisis Agreements.
Duty on margarine, for example, was regarded as a class-law.
Second, it was the working-class, the Social Democratic constituents,
who were to pay the lion1s share of the deal. By contrast, the
Agrarian concessions were limited to a few political principles,
and none of the major bills enacted by Parliament specifically
singled out the farmers as the payers. On top of this, the farm
owners could count on profitable spill-over effects from the jobs
program in that it was expected to strengthen the buying-power
of the domestic market.
Only in Sweden did the Crisis Agreement leave a permanent
effect on parliamentary party divisions; in 1936 the Social
Democrats and Agrarians formed a coalition cabinet. In Denmark and
Norway the new deal was just that: it was a deal, it was new, and
soon the relations between the two political movements returned to
normal.

7.3:

The Crisis Agreements: Why?

What was it that motivated the prime movers behind the Crisis
Agreements? It should be made clear at the outset that Stauning,
Hansson, and Nygaardsvold as well as Krag, Pehrsson, and Hundseid
will not be made subjects of conventional biographical notes. In
and of themselves, these makers of the red-green coalitions are
of marginal interest unless they share individual properties
related to a higher level of abstraction, which may serve as an
hypothesis about the effect of the personality factor on the
agreements.
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As for the inner circle of the Social Democratic parties,
comprising some twenty representatives, it would be relevant to
examine their personal experience of the primary economy. It should
be kept in mind that Scandinavia, especially Norway and Sweden,
was a predominantly rural society at the time of the political
careers of the labor leaders. For instance, in 1933 almost half
of the Social Democratic Riksdag caucus was elected in countryside
constituencies.^ Of course^ such a figure would have to be qualified
into separate categories of party officials; on the one hand, those
whose environment had fostered a deeply rooted hostility toward
estate owners and conservative freeholders; and, on the other,
those who had been brought up in egalitarian surroundings dominated
by smallholders. The problems of organized agriculture had a chance
to be understood by the latter group of Social Democrats. There are
no systematic data available to document this hypothetical response
among the rural section of the Social Democratic elite. All we can
safely say is that, compared to most other European labor movements,
Scandinavian Social Democracy was not entirely detached from the
agricultural milieu.
It has been said that the farmers' movement, both its organizational
and political branch, went through a generational shift among its
leadership in the early thirties. Out went the liberals whose positions
were taken over by the business-minded functionaries of the producer
2
.
.
co-ops. It may very well be that this change was a prerequisite
for the entrance of the Agrarian parties into the negotiations with
organized labor. But, if so, that would imply that the weight of
the personality factor on the final outcome of the talks may be
reduced to virtual insignificance. After all, this restructuring
of the Agrarian leadership was initially caused by the economic
difficulties—without the Great Depression there would not have
been any reason for substituting the old liberals for the co-op
professionals.
These tentative observations, i.e., testable propositions
awaiting empirical verification, should discourage one from
pursuing the impact of individual characteristics on the making
of the agreements. Economic and political realities made the Social
Democratic and Agrarian elite pioneers of sorts: it was not Stauning
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or men like him who pushed the cart. If tho Scandinavian
cleavage-structure had been different, e.g., a labor movement
which was completely controlled by the urban interests and
a farmers1 movement run by market-oriented big farmers, then
the Crisis Agreements—if they had ever been forthcoming—would
not necessarily have been intimately connected to names such as
Stauning, Nygaardsvold, and Hansson.
This is the appropriate context in which to raise the question
regarding the role the diffusion process played in bringing about
the Swedish and Norwegian Crisis Agreements. It was the leading
party officials who were likely to call attention to the solutions
opted for by their party colleagues in the neighboring countries.
The Social Democrats in Scandinavia were especially in close contact
with each other and had ample opportunities to discuss problems
of party strategies, concrete propositions, etc.
It is a well-documented fact that Kanslergadeforliget in
Denmark greatly influenced Swedish politicians. Sköld, the Social
Democratic Minister of Agriculture, was briefed in detail about
the contents of the Danish Crisis Agreement. Prime Minister Hansson
referred to it in his May Day speech in 1933 as something worth
considering in Sweden as well. Sjunneson, editor and MP, was one
of the first Agrarians to call for a Swedish copy of the Danish
.
3 While the Swedish Social Democrats and Agrarians were
blueprint.
favorably disposed to the Danish innovation, their brethren in
Norway were not altogether impressed by the two red-green coalitions.
One Labor MP found the Danish and Swedish examples deplorable on
4
the ground they did not square with a socialist development (which
made the Norwegian kriseforlik all the more pitiful to him since
Labor received even less from the deal than the Danish and Swedish
Social Democrats).
This Norwegian "delay" in coming to an agreement similar to
those in Denmark and Sweden once again proves that political
diffusion is not just a matter of time before the novelty is
accepted (cf., the discussion on the spread of Nazism, 5.6 above).
Indeed, the initial response among the Norwegians seems to have
been rather suspicious of the red-green cooperation. For a
diffusion process to be congenially received it takes more than
repeated stimuli from the sender; Norway's time-lag has its origins
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in the political conflicts differentiating this country from
Denmark and Sweden. For one thing, Labor in Norway had only
recently left its revolutionary interlude behind and the Agrarians
had been preoccupied by the plans of forming the National Bloc.
The primary reason why the Danish Crisis Agreement had such a
profound and immediate impact on Swedish politics—one is at
perfect liberty to speculate in a direction which says that without
Kanslergadeforliget there would not have been any kokandet—was
that the two nations had a great deal in common in terms of economic
structure and political cleavages.
Why is it that Scandinavian Social Democracy entered the Crisis
Agreements at all? And how come the party settled for a deal with,
of all parties, the Agrarians—perhaps labor's number one enemy
in Norway and Sweden during the twenties? It would have come as
less of a surprise if the Swedish and Norwegian Social Democrats
had reached an agreement with the Liberals, who once got together
with organized labor in the struggle for democratic rights and
early welfare legislation. The following few pages will be reserved
for a systematic account of the different party motives instrumental
to the red-green coalitions. The concept of 'party motives' may be
subdivided into the familiar party objectives such as vote
maximization, party cohesion, and maximization of parliamentary
influence (cf., section 6.2 above).
It must not be forgotten that 'crisis agreements' were recurrent
phenomena in Danish parliamentarism. The deal reached in Stauning's
Kanslergade apartment was the fourth in less than 16 months!^ The
pragmatic posture of Danish Social Democracy had long since ceased
to be a principal bone of contention within the party. 'Ministerial
Socialism,' the frustration of administering bourgeois government
while waiting for the "inevitable" revolution, was seen as nothing
but an obsolete sophism among organized labor.

So, preoccupied

by Realpolitik y the Social Democratic Party, together with the
Radical Liberals, had to find the means to eliminate the primary
bottleneck in parliamentary legislation, i.e., the Upper House.
This was achieved through broad coalitions across party boundaries.
For these 'back-room operations' to run smoothly, Stauning needed
extensive confidence and leeway from the party's parliamentary caucus.
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Furnished with something that came close to a carte blanche,
and a "nose" for anticipated reactions among his comrades,
Stauningfs position was never seriously questioned by any factiotls
within the party or the Federation of Labor, ^
While the policy of organized labor in Denmark could draw on
continuity and experience, the Social Democratic parties in Sweden,
and above all, Norway found themselves presented with a new
situation. Both parties had recently scored their all-time highs
at the polls: in Sweden the Social Democratic vote soared from
37 percent in 1928 to 42 percent in 1932; in Norway Labor went
from 31 to 40 percent of the vote between 1930 and 1933. Common
sense told the party leaderships in the two countries that this
electoral success had brought the peripheral segments of the
working-class into the constituency. These newly won sympathizers,
most likely also counting a considerable number of smallholders
and functionaries, were attracted to the Social Democratic message
of how to fight the Depression. Labor had better not believe its
electoral expansion reflected any mass-scale ideological conversion.
Rather, it was a mandate accompanied by many obligations and
expectations. Social Democracy owed a favor in return—tangibles,
not words.
P. A. Hansson formed a Social Democratic minority cabinet
immediately after the 1932 Riksdag elect ion. Its parliamentary
position was vulnerable, yet safe all at once. Had the bourgeois
bloc called for a vote of no confidence, its razor-thin bicameral
plurality would have forced Hansson out of office. But this was
political arithmetic since that particular roll-call did not permit
any absent or freewheeling bourgeois MP:s. Besides, the Agrarians
and Liberals were not exactly thrilled by the idea of having to
fight a new election campaign against an underdog labor movement
which was in control of a concrete program on how to end
unemployment and improve agriculture.

The Social Democratic Party

found itself in the best of two worlds: it could bring its crisis
program to a verdict either by the bourgeois parties or the
electorate and be content that both solutions would have a favorable
effect on the polls. (Of course, it was more tempting for the
Social Democrats to wait until 1936 to collect the popular bonus
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of the crisis program). With both alternatives serving the
objective of vote maximization equally well, the Hansson cabinet
now began focusing on how to get the most out of its parliamentary
opportunities. In his search for available options, i.e., a grand
coalition or a deal with just one party, Hansson did not have to
fear discontent within the party on the principal question of
cooperation with bourgeois representatives. Swedish Social
Democracy had already resolved that issue.
This was far from true for Labor in Norway. The fancy concept
of 'Ministerial Socialism' was still very much on Labor's agenda
in the spring of 1933. It was at this year's congress that the party
finally decided to work for political power primarily through
Parliament. To judge by the slogans and posters used in the
subsequent election campaign, one almost gets the impression
that Labor had seen the light: 'City and Countryside Hand in Hand,'

9 The returns

'All People to Work,' and 'Norway for the People.'

from this Storting election confirmed what everyone knew: Labor
had to tamper with its ideological orthodoxy in order to become
a serious contestant for executive office. The party had entered
the 1930 election campaign on a radical platform only to lose six
percent of the vote compared to the preceding election; in 1933
Labor "found reason11 and was rewarded a net gain of nine (9) percent.
Nygaardsvold's road to power was strewn with opaque factors. It is
sufficient to say that Labor took advantage of the dissension among
the bourgeois parties. Unlike its Scandinavian sister-parties,
Labor was not unreservedly

in favor of reaching parliamentary

accords with the bourgeois parties. As late as 1934, Nygaardsvold
carried a caucus vote on Labor's agricultural program—designed
. 10

to bridge the gap with organized farming—with a very thin margin.
It was a structural difference between the internal arenas among

the Scandinavian Social Democratic parties. The Labor Party in Norway
was built on a dualistic power structure, separating the party
board from the parliamentary caucus, and this was a potential hazard
to the negotiations.
So, when the Scandinavian Social Democratic leaderships sat
down to summarize the pros and cons for an inter-party coalition
they could safely enter positive signs into the columns for vote
maximization and, at least in the short-time perspective, maximization
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of parliamentary influence. Whether the columns for party
cohesion were to come out on the negative side or with a question
mark were contingent on the content of the deal and with whom
it was reached. Thus we ask: why the Agrarians (or why the
Social Democrats)?
Again, it is not all that difficult to account for the case
of Denmark. The Stauning cabinet had but two party alternatives
to consider: the Agrarian Liberals or the Conservatives. The very
nature of the problems that confronted the Social DemocraticRadical Liberal cabinet in early 1933 more or less pointed toward
the Agrarian Liberals as its parliamentary ally. The primary sector
had run a deficit last year and the Danish Employers1 Federation
had just served the Federation of Labor with a lockout notice. In
a "one-for-me, one-for-you" fashion, the first problem was taken
care of by a devaluation of the national currency and the second
by the prolongation of the wage-contracts. None of these two measures
would have been accepted by the Conservatives.^
In Sweden and Norway, by contrast, the Crisis Agreements do not
lend themselves to be rationalized by merely a few variables:
the Agrarian Party was partly wooed, pushed, and willing to enter
the deal with the Social Democrats. Hansson and Nygaardsvold
presented the Agrarians with both carrots and sticks. The Social
Democrats were now prepared to compromise with the free-trade
doctrine and accept subsidies to the primary economy. It was good
for a start, especially in face of the Social Democratic popular
momentum. Prime Minister Hansson had the capacity to dissolve the
Riksdag and call for immediate elections. In Norway the parliamentary
election was due in 18 months which threatened to return a Labor
majority in the Storting, and all that the Agrarians could ask from
that Parliament would be mercy. In other words, the Swedish and
Norwegian Agrarians knew that if they acted now, right now and not
tomorrow, a deal would be forthcoming with something in it for the
Agrarians as well.
However, the foremost rationalization of the agreement later
heard among Agrarian circles in Norway was that the party was pushed
into Labor's arms by bourgeois legislative paralysis. The Agrarians
did their utmost to blame the Liberals for the crack in the anti2 Liberal
.
socialist front.1 The
Mowinckel cabinet had more or less
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sought open confrontation with the Agrarians. The Liberals were
adamantly opposed to programs designed to support the well-to-do
freeholders. And, as a matter of fact, the Liberals entertained
hopes that they would stand to gain at the polls by forcing the
1^
Agrarians into the jaws of Labor.
Thus, the Norwegian Agrarians more or less took a calculated
loss at the polls to maximize their influence in the Storting.
In a way it was a wise decision to sacrifice a few percentages
of the vote. After all, the Agrarian Party had not been any
better off seated in a Parliament dominated by the bourgeois
bloc as long as the Liberal Party was part of that majority.
It is all the more apparent that the Agrarian Party was primarily
guided by pragmatic concerns if one includes the mind-boggling
political manoeuvering of th e party. In one single step the
Agrarians took a jump from the abortive National Bloc to the
Labor Party. No wonder then, that the Agrarians were in dire
need of the Liberal Party as a scapegoat.
Unlike its Norwegian sister-party, the Swedish Agrarian Party
was not necessarily bound for a defeat at the polls if it had
entered an agreement with Social Democracy. In fact, some Agrarians
argued for the deal as a means to make inroads among the farm
laborers.^ Wishful thinking or not, the Swedish party already
appealed to sections of the smallholder's community in the
northern hinterland, whereas the Norwegian party was widely seen
as the conservatives of the countryside.
Part of the answer

to 'why the Agrarians?'

is also hidden

behind the Social Democratic-Liberal relations in Norway and
Sweden. Initially, it seemed as if an agreement between the two
parties was not far away. The Swedish Social Democratic Party had
toyed with the idea of forming a coalition cabinet with the
Liberals after the 1932 parliament election, and as late as early
1933 most Social Democratic MP:s were mentally disposed to approach
1c
the Liberals with a crisis proposition.
Norway's Liberal Mowinckel
cabinet put forth a crisis plan in 1934, which in terms of appropriations
came fairly close to Labor's own motions in Parliament.^ But, at
least two factors blocked a deal between the Social Democrats and
Liberals. For one thing, the Liberals bore a traditional dislike
of Big Government. For another, the Social Democratic parties
would have had to share in the political credits of such an agreement.
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The Liberals, unlike the Agrarians, were likely to claim part17 .
ownership to the ideas behind the jobs program.
Finally, a
Social Democratic-Liberal deal would never have attained a
symbolic impact comparable to the red-green coalitions because
only one solution, the Social Democratic-Agrarian, would "deliver11
the two largest organized classes in society, the workers and
farmers. This brings us to the class motives instrumental to the
Crisis Agreements.
Here we face the classical problem of causes and effects: did
the Crisis Agreements make Social Democracy change its view of
agriculture or did this alleged change precede the red-green
coalitions? When served with the facts,

it has not been too

difficult for the academic community to disclose documentation
of a gradual Social Democratic reinterpretation of the primary
economy which commenced well before 1933 and 1935. Even so, we
would still need to know whether this drift away from the freetrade doctrine and the concomitant recognition of family farms
as viable enterprises signified a change deduced from economic
theory or if the party tactician once more had gotten his say
among the Social Democrats.
The few references that are available on how Swedish Social
Democracy viewed agriculture shortly before 1933 are all permeated
by party strategy. At the 1928 party congress, one delegate argued
for Social Democratic-Agrarian cooperation as a means to gain the
18
executive branch of government.
And, needless to say, the Social
Democratic Party was interested also in mobilizing the farmhands
and the smallholders. These party motives also explain why the
Social Democrats found the red-green option attractive enough to
be formalized into the coalition cabinet appointed in 1936. Also,
the Social Democratic Party was no longer willing to push for a
return to a market oriented farming sector if that meant the
dismantling of the producer co-ops. Organization in and of itself
was something worth protecting. 19
True, Labor in Norway revised its partly Marxist, partly liberal
view of agriculture two years prior to kriseförliket. The rural
petty bourgeoisie was no longer seen as a class whose days were
numbered, especially not if the farmers' organizational network
was strengthened at the expense of the market forces and in accordance
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with Labor's general plans for the economy. However, this change
in Labor's agricultural policy came about chiefly as a consequence
of the party's reappraisal of parliamentary democracy in 1933.
Labor's quest for the executive position required a less dogmatic
20
stance on questions pertaining to farming.
Why was it that Labor
and Agrarians in Norway did not follow the Swedish example of
establishing the cooperation on a permanent basis? First of all,
it may be said that the very nature of Norway's Crisis Agreement
makes it doubtful to speak of a 'cooperation' in the first place.
The Crisis Agreement was a patchwork of minor bills passed by
Parliament largely through alternating roll-call abstentions
among the two parties within the deal. In addition, both the
Labor and Agrarians MP:s never really put their hearts into the
alliance, as evidenced by, for instance, the 1936 Agrarian
electoral manifesto (see 6.3.1 above). It was a temporary
rapprochement, mainly with the immediate purpose of solving acute
economic difficulties. And as the trend of the national output
improved—not necessarily as a result of the deal—sounds of
discontent began to surface within the two parties. Some Labor
officials felt the Crisis Agreement had been too biased to the
benefit of the big farmers while leaving the smallholders without
.

21

substantial aid.

On the average, Denmark witnessed a parliamentary crisis agreement
every fourth month during the early thirties; it would be absurd to
juxtapose each of these deals with 'objective determinations of the
class positions.' Compared to the Crisis Agreements in Norway, and
above all, Sweden, Denmark's Kanslergadeförlig was more or less a
strict business deal. It would not have made it through the Folketing
unless the Agrarian Liberals abstained from voting 'nay' on the
proposition prolonging the wage-contracts and enacting a social
security act. It would take no small portions of ex post
rationalizations to see the agreement as the result of a deliberate
wish to introduce a principal restructuring of the economy. Official
Social Democratic accounts of the Crisis Agreement tend to suppress
its character of a rescue operation. Instead, they want us to see
the deal as the first step in a program designed to implement a new
22
. .
wage policy.
It may very well be that after the Crisis Agreement
was a fact, the Social Democratic Party found many good reasons for
developing this government interference in the labor market into joint
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overall policies of settling wage-contracts. The impression of
Kanslergadeforliget, as but one of the many recurrent 'crisis
agreements1, is enhanced in view of th e fact that none of the
two major parties to the deal saw it as a means to gain voters
from each other. The two constituencies simply did not overlap
like they did in Sweden. Again, in January of 1933 it was urgent
to come to grips with the acute problems and one of the two
opposition parties had to yield. The Crisis Agreement gave the
cabinet breathing-space until 1936 when it finally carried the
election to the Upper House, thus acquiring an unrestricted
parliamentary majority on its own.
The Scandinavian Crisis Agreements were all red-green
coalitions: the Social Democrats offered the Agrarians subsidies
to the farmers in exchange for jobs to the workers—and yet we
have just played down the role of the class factor in the analysis
above! There is no cause for panic, however, and no need to accept
any paradox. 'Class1 was an imperative ingredient in everything
likely to leave a profound mark on the modern domestic history
of Scandinavia. After all, the essential fuel in the political
process was class-relations, not ethnic/religious or other
conflicts. Part of the reason why this process reached a climax
of sorts in the Crisis Agreements was that this measure was the
only way to help ease the burdens of the working-class 9 primarily
the jobless. Unlike other major classes in society, such as the
farmers, artisans, and industrialists, the working-class was
predisposed to turn to government when made expendable by the
market. And with the number of unemployed hovering above the six
digit mark, organized labor's request upon government was bound to
become costly in fiscal terms. While industry and agriculture
primarily asked for laws authorizing themselves to solve their own
economic problems, the working-class asked for public jobs and/or
cash benefits. Why should we expect organized labor to sit still
and "adjust itself to the mechanisms of the invisible hand11—a
common bourgeois argument heard in the debate—while the farmers
and urban petty bourgeoisie were ducking the market forces by way
of the Silent Crisis Agreements?
Marxists should be cautious not to construe this recognition of
the class motives behind the red-green coalitions as proof of any
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infallible and automatic linkage between the two entities: it
took a suprastructure to translate the class interests into
concrete politics, and not just any suprastructure as evidenced
by the murky history of Europe.
Still, returning to the longitudinal and national comparative
perspective, most of the socioeconomic problems confronting the
Scandinavian society during the Depression were not entirely
unknown. Only ten years had past since the last economic slump,
the Recession of 1921-22, which also resulted in mass unemployment
and declining business (cf., Tables 4.11 and 4.4 above). What, then,
distinguished the Depression from the Recession? Was there something
unique about the situation in early 1933, unique enough to serve
as a catalyst for the subsequent chain of events?
In face of a mounting domestic as well as international rightwing threat against liberal democracy, organized labor in Scandinavia
placed priority on the civic-minded values and thus paved the way
for the Crisis Agreements. The origin of these deals, it is assumed,
were the national motives to which all lower objectives successively
ranked second:

maj

Response

Impact

•

Early
Thirties

/»

v/
V

Motives

Crisis
Agreements

'«

Post-Agreement
Public Debate

The Social Democratic concern for parliamentary democracy as
a means to defend and extend societal progress now called upon the
labor movement to make a few political sacrifices, most of them at
the expense of the left-wing ordhodox. For obvious reasons, this
alienation of the radicals was not likely to impose as much strain
on party cohesion in 1933 as would have been the case during the
Recession when the political mood of the day was centrifugal rather
than centripetal (see 3.5 and 4.7 above). It takes two to tango, and
the Agrarians should not be forgotten altogether in this context.
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The Agrarian constituency was perhaps the most vulnerable to an
extreme right-wing momentum. Nonetheless, emphasis must be placed
on the Social Democratic realignment. It was organized labor's
political and ideological history that faced a turning-point. The
message conveyed in the figure above is that, step by step,
the impact of the three lesser motives instrumental to the Crisis
Agreements may be reduced successively. The lay-out of the
illustration merely signifies the obvious: it took somebody to
bring the negotiations to a close.
So far so good! In theory there may be sufficient reasoning
behind this demonstration of national motives—the first of four
dominoes—as the original source of the Crisis Agreements. What
about the empirical documentation to substantiate this hypothesis?
Unfortunately, of all available diaries and memoirs related to
the Danish Crisis Agreement, none of their authors recall any
argument having been explicitly advanced in favor of a deal as a
means to promote popular respect for parliamentary democracy. Nor
is it said whether this motive was

referred to in an oblique way

in the course of the talks; one would suspect the Social Democrats
of implying that the Farmers' Association was a danger to the
Agrarian Liberals. Of course, ample circumstantial evidence may
be produced to the support of the assumption that the concern for
the future status of democracy was discussed openly among the
politicians. In the public debate that followed upon Kanslergadeforliget,
its advocates repeatedly returned to the Crisis Agreement as a
superior alternative to the events in Continental Europe (see 7.4
below). But, again, these arguments are all ex post rationalizations
and must not be given retrospective validity.
By contrast, the Swedish negotiations preceding the Crisis
Agreement did take notice of the national motives. Contemporary
diary notes, memos, and letters testify to a growing Social Democratic
and Agrarian awareness of the right-wing build-up. A few days after
the Right Front had been announced by the Conservative Party, in
April 1933 (see 6.4.2 above), the Social Democratic Party Board
met to discuss what measures should be taken to counteract the
fascist tendencies in general. One of the members of the board also
proposed a defensive strategy, namely to intervene against too
militant union-policies which were liable to boomerang as Nazi
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.
.
.
sympathies. 2 3 In a memo written
by Finance
Minister
Wigforss
in connection with a Social Democratic-Agrarian "summit" in
early April, the last entry commenting on the Agrarian positions
reads: "No sympathies for Nazism discernible. Perhaps instead the
idea of removing all soil of anti-democratic propaganda by way of
2A
concrete measures taken in cooperation with soc.dem."
Later,
when he returned to the thirties in general, Wigforss was convinced
that the Nazi threat made a great many Social Democrats willing
to accommodate the demands of the peasantry.25 Wigforss1 observation
about the political mood among the Agrarians was fairly accurate.
A memo from an Agrarian parliamentary caucus meeting held less than
a week prior to the agreement radiates almost a sense of doomTs-day
feelings: "/The Swedish/ people were impatiently waiting for a
vigorous effort by the Riksdag. If not materializing our government
was to lose its hold of our people."26 On the day of the agreement,
Westman, Agrarian wire-puller in the negotiations, deadpanned:
"It was impossible to return home without having done anything for
the farmers."27
No primary sources are available to document the occurrence of
national motives as a constructive contribution in the making of the
Norwegian Crisis AgreementNone of the parties to the deal had to
be reminded of the fascist anti-parliamentary propaganda, however,
and certainly not the Agrarians who had just returned from a detour
in the right-wing badlands with dust still on their shoulders (see
6.3.2 above). In addition, only two years earlier, in the spring of
1933, Labor had held its "Great Reformist Congress," at which the
menacing fascist danger played a prominent role in making the party
revise its neo-Marxist program which had been adopted as late as
in 1930. Defending Labor's recently acquired praise for the
parliamentary formula, de facto party leader Tranmael went b efore
the congress: "The situation is such that if we do not march forward
29
and take power in the near future, others will do it.
And in
between the two major events, at the 1934 Congress of the Federation
of Labor, the party received official blessing for its new principal
program by the unions: "/It was necessary/ to prevent the destitute
sections of the people from becoming victims of a barefaced, demagog
O0
Nazi agitation."
In sum, Labor's 1933 Congress was to become the
cardinal prelude to the subsequent talks with the Agrarians. It was
Norway's True Crisis Agreement.
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Between January and May, 1933, Scandinavia was to witness three
major political events in the domestic arena: Denmark's and
Sweden's red-green Crisis Agreements and Norway's red Crisis
Agreement. Does coincidence alone account for the timing of
these turning-points? Or, to follow the theoretical framework of
this volume, do the Crisis Agreements signify the deliberate
attempt of the Scandinavian party system to extirpate the very
things essential to the survival and reproduction of domestic
fascism? Is 'intransigent adaptation' an appropriate term in
characterizing the Crisis Agreements? Let us revisit the four
motives which were seemingly productive in the making of these
deals.
It would be unnecessarily provocative to say that anybody
could have carried the agreement through the intriguing political
process of the so-called 'back-room operations.' It stands to
reason, however, that it would be a fundamental misjudgement to
start looking for personal correlates with the end result. The
structural forces behind the Crisis Agreements clearly outweighed
the individual properties of those immediately involved; the
Danish and Swedish agreements made the position of Agrarian Party
Leaders Madsen-Mygdal and Olsson untenable and eventually forced
them out of office. Even Tranmael, the head ideologue of Norway's
Labor Party, had to revise his deeply ingrained radicalism in
face of the political situation. Undoubtedly, Stauning, Hansson,
and Nygaardsvold were all assets to the complex procedure, but
their main contribution to the Crisis Agreements was to symbolize
them in the subsequent opinion-making process (see further below).
Ex ante and, above all, ex post it would be convenient to
rationalize the Crisis Agreements, red-green or solid red, by
reference to the always handy vote maximization thesis. The
delegates attending Labor's 1933 congress knew perfectly well
that their Danish and Swedish comrades—the reformists—had
scored all-time highs at the polls only six months earlier. And,
as was to be expected, Social Democracy throughout Scandinavia
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was generously rewarded at the polls in the first election to
follow after the Crisis Agreements (see Table 5.2 above). But,
if the explanatory value of the vote maximization thesis is nonconditional, why did the Social Democratic parties wait until the
Depression to go populist? The non-manual workers and the small
holders were equally attractive as voters in the early twenties.
Furthermore, the Agrarian parties were obviously prepared to accept
temporary electoral setbacks in order to have Parliament pass
subsidies to the peasantry.
Basically, the same question—fwhy now?'—should be raised when
confronted with the hypothetical impact of the class motives on
the Crisis Agreements. Whatever the theoretical and empirical
status of the classes themselves, and the 'objective1 Social
Democratic interpretation of their situation, it took some sort
of analysis to arrive at the concrete class-policy of the labor
movement. This analysis was not carried out in a political vacuum;
and whether the main objective behind Social Democracy's allegedly
new conception of the class structure was that of securing a
prosperous agriculture

or that of institutionalizing class-

cooperation, this is largely irrelevant for the moment; we would
still have to ask ourselves 'why now?'
This brings us full circle, and in more than one sense because
'circle' is an ineluctable feature in the causal linkages behind
the Crisis Agreements. Most of the four motives discussed above
are perfectly compatible with each other and once they are brought
into interaction it will be next to impossible to uncover the
original causes and effects. Stauning, Hansson, and Nygaardsvold
may therefore be excused if t hey ever thought for themselves that
'what's good for the country is good for the workers and that's
good for the party—and me as well.' So, whether the national motives
were the heaviest factor in bringing about the Crisis Agreements
will remain an open question. The important thing is that the concern
for parliamentary democracy started the whole process, and in a
twofold respect. The Crisis Agreements only marked the beginning
of the anti-fascist offensive in Scandinavia.
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7.4:

The Crisis Agreements: Impact

What impact did the Crisis Agreements have on public opinion in
Scandinavia? When addressing the response side of these events it
is advisable to distinguish the academic community from the
community at large. This is to say that the ordinary citizens in
Denmark, Norway, and Sweden did not care all that much what actually
caused the red-green coalitions. Of course, there were people whose
response to the Crisis Agreement furthered a political interest that
made them penetrate beyond the plain figures and appropriations
attached to the deals. For the overwhelming majority, however, the
Crisis Agreement left nothing but symbolic stimuli. We, on the other
hand, had to delve into an inquiry of the causal background of the
agreements. It was a necessary task in order to understand the
themes and rhetoric of the post-agreement debate, ilf the national
motives occupied a prominent position in the negotiations leading
up to the Crisis Agreements, it seems likely that the concern for
liberal democracy will surface in the subsequent public debate as
well.
Another topic related to the effects of the Crisis Agreements is
that which has preoccupied the economic historians during the post
war years: did the agreements rescue the Scandinavian economy or
was it helped by the international recovery? Again, this is an
academic question. It was of little or no importance for the jobless
returning to work and the indebted farmers paying the mortgage how
the economy had improved. Basically, we have to subscribe to this
a-intellectual attitude. It is sufficient to state that the makers
of the Crisis Agreements were aided greatly by the encouraging
national output statistics; those numbers became part and parcel
of the political impact of the red-green coalitions.
Consequently, key emphasis must be placed on the symbolic value
of the Crisis Agreements. The first criterion of how to achieve an
initial mass response conditioned more by affection than inquiry,
is how and when the novelty is introduced.
The Danish Crisis Agreement could not have been more providentially
timed—January 30, 1933—which meant that two stories completely
dominated the front page of Danish dailies on the 31st: Kanslergadeforliget and the Machtergreifung in Weimar GermanyThis gave the
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Crisis Agreement a head start of sorts, which was to become vital
to its subsequent potential in influencing public opinion. Without
this profound contrast to the German solution, the Crisis Agreement
would have appeared as merely the fourth agreement in what seemed
an endless row of ad hoc rescue operations. This, as a matter of
fact, would justify objections against the conclusion in the past
paragraph of the preceding section. Denmark experienced a series
of inter-party coalitions in the early thirties, which means that
the national motives and the DFA's pressure on the Agrarian Liberals,
at the most hastened the process leading up to the Crisis Agreement.
Civic-minded perspectives did not start the process rolling as much
as they did in Sweden and, above all, Norway.
Too many 'crisis agreements1 may become counterproductive to
what they intend to serve—popular respect for pluralist democracy.
Moderation is therefore advisable if the symbolic effect is to be
maximized. For this reason it is possible to compensate in part
for the lack of a deviant case in Scandinavia when assessing the
political impact of the Crisis Agreements in comparative terms.
Denmark's Crisis Agreement in contradistinction to the agreements
in Sweden and Norway, was not a novelty: it drew too much scrutiny
at the expense of emotions.
Two themes were to dominate the Social Democratic post-agreement
rhetoric. In an unbeatable combination, the propaganda blended
populism with the need for executive action. Workers and peasants
were ordinary people who—together—were meant to govern society.
Social Democracy introduced a forerunner of sorts to the Popular
Front and in order to remain in office almost made a virtue of
the necessity.
The Danish Social Democratic Party adopted a new working-program
in 1934—'Denmark for the People'—in which the populist message
was even more pronounced than before; it was time to gather the
nation at the center in defense against fascists and communists
no
alike.
One year later, the party congress passed a manifesto
which was quite timely. Its closing paragraphs read: "We want a
Parliament fit for work and thus an active cabinet. We want to
work on the basis of the legal, parliamentary foundation and
preserve democracy and popular government for the protection of
the right to work and of the working-class, and for the protection
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of the free prosperity and preservation of the Danish nation
and the Danish people.1 33 Later that same year, the Social
Democrats entered the election campaign banking on the personal
popularity of the party leader; 'Stauning—or Chaos,' read the
party's unforgettable poster. Finally, in 1936, the Danish Social
Democratic offensive reached its climax. Going on national radio
to speak in favor of the Social Democratic ticket in the election
to the Upper House, Stauning concluded: "The Danish people wish
for peacefulness, order, stability and development, not reaction
and not fanatic jumps, revolutionary jumps of development. Therefore,
o/
vote Social Democracy: We want Denmark for the People."
Coming out to support the Swedish Crisis Agreement, the Social
Democratic press also pointed to the red-green coalition as a
healthy contrast to the totalitarian trends on the Continent.35
Many leading bourgeois papers also made observations based on the
36
same line of reasoning.
In no way, however, do these matter-offact comments compare to the impact of the massive populist façade
attached to kohandeln. A compound of elements largely similar to
those in Denmark and Norway, the symbolism created by the Crisis
Agreement featured the worker-peasant alliance, 'the People's
Home' /folkhemmet/, which was personified by Per Albin (Hansson).
While talk of a worker-peasant alliance may have sounded a bit
out of place in Denmark (see further below), the Swedish rhetoric
on this theme was likely to have an effect on Social Democracy's
popular mobilization. Both Sweden and Norway, unlike Denmark, saw
a considerable number of semi-proletarian smallholders whose
political sympathies were still to be firmly aligned (see 4.5
and 4.7 above). To judge by the turnout statistics for the
Riksdag elections of 1932 and 1936, i.e., a net increase of six
percent (see Table 5.2 above), one is ready to believe that the
Crisis Agreement helped the Social Democratic Party recruit from
among this backwoods community. Strictly speaking, Per Albin
Hansson's 'People's Home' did not signify any ideological landmark—
nor was it intended to do so. Hansson's contribution to the Social
Democratic policy, designed by Wigforss and his associates, was
mostly educational: his mission was to help ordinary people
understand how economic lingo could be applied to daily life.37
'The People's Home,' a miniature approximation of the society at
large, served that purpose admirably.
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Labor in Norway was asked to explain itself on two occasions
in less than two years. In 1933, Labor explicitly referred to
the fascist momentum when coming out to defend the party's reformist
strategy (see above). It has already been argued that this return
to the mainstream of Scandinavian Social Democracy was a
prerequisite of the red-green deal in 1935. In fact, Labor's
way of introducing its reformist era more or less foretold the
subsequent kriseforZik. One of the party's election pamphlets
issued for the 1933 campaign, entitled 'Democracy,' pictured a
worker and a farmer shaking hands on its social realist cover.
Another cover, that of Labor's 1933 Crisis Program, also featured
a worker and a farmer to illustrate the slogans of 'City and
Countryside Hand in Hand,' and 'All People to Work.' Both Labor
Party Leader Nygaardsvold and his Agrarian colleague returned
to this worker-peasant theme in the immediate wake of the Crisis
Agreement: "The workers and peasants are those who have to stand
united in this country,11 said Nygaardsvold in the Storting. A few
months later, Hundseid

added that:

!,We

are a people of peasants

and workers, which means that the peasants and workers should be
in control of th e power in this country."3® Labor, but not the
Agrarians, was to carry this populist rhetoric into the 1936
election

campaign.

^9 In face of the returns, a parallel may be

drawn with the Swedish election during the same year. Between
1933 and 1936 the turnout in the Storting election rose from 76
to 84 percent, most likely caused by a mobilization of peripheral
Labor sympathizers (see Table 5.2 above).
Social Democracy in Sweden and Norway went to great lengths with
its populist message of a common interest between the workingclass and farmers, and it proved to be a winning catchword. This
argument was heard much less in Danish politics. This difference
is readily explainable. Denmark's labor movement was faced with a
class structure similar to that which restricted the political
manoeuvering of most Continental socialist parties. A too centrist
strategy, like the worker-peasant alliance, was simply not advisable
in countries with a genuine urban culture. Chances were that a large
number of industrial class-conscious workers would have felt themselves
appalled by the thought of having to approach the freeholders. As a
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consequence, they would rather leave the Social Democratic for
the Communist party. Indeed, this was what happened in both
Denmark and Sweden in 1935 and 1936. Tentative observations show
that the Social Democrats lost voters to the Communists in
proletarian precincts.^ For instance, in the city of Gothenburg,
the Social Democratic vote dropped from 48 to 43 percent between
1932 and 1936. This should be compared to the national returns
which increased the Social Democratic vote from 42 to 46 percent.
The Communist parties, however, rose from 11 to 18 percent of the
Gothenburg vote between 1932 and 1936 (see Tables 5.2 and 5.8 above).
But, in moderately laborite countries like Sweden and Norway, such
isolated setbacks never caused much discomfort among the Social
Democratic leaders, especially not in view of their opportunities
to mobilize the reservoir of non-manual lower strata.
In emphasizing the need for executive stability and continuity,
the Scandinavian Social Democratic parties were given an argument
that hardly required any elaboration. The record was there for
all to see.
Majority cabinets were unknown to the Scandinavians, see Chart
7.2. The closest thing to such an executive was Stauning's Social
Democratic-Radical Liberal cabinet formed in 1929. Its control of
the Fotketing was not worth much, however, as long as the Landsting
maintained its capacity to block or, at least, delay the enactment
of government propositions. The situation in Norway and Sweden was
considered a mess among politicians as well as the public at large;
it was the never ceasing coming and going of weak minority cabinets
that nourished the widespread anti-parliamentary opinions during
the twenties (see 3.4 above). The Liberals in particular wore hard
on popular respect in parliamentary democracy. They became too wellknown as the principal founders of the

1 alternating-majority-formula,1

i.e., leaning on either bourgeois or socialist support or tacit
consent to have Parliament pass government bills, thus ruining
predictability in the process. In 1936, both Denmark and Sweden
left this era of minority parliamentarism, whereas Norway's Labor
cabinet compensated for its lack of a plurality in the Storting
by seeking accords with the Liberals and Agrarians.^
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What did Scandinavian Social Democracy do with its political
power? For one thing, it did not follow the path feared among
Danish Conservatives in the 1936 election campaign: "Three seats
transferred, and radical-socialism will be in a majority in both
chambers, and the road opens for plain dictatorship."^ It would
be presumptuous to aim for more than the briefest account of the
Social Democratic reign of the thirties. Standard textbooks do
not leave much room for fancy reinterpretations of the records;
Social Democracy sowed rather than harvested. The party pacified
rather than challenged the right. The Social Democratic nationalism
behind the worker-peasant alliance was a step in this direction.
The right-wing also had reason to envy the Social Democrats as the
introducer of both political and economic stability. Parliament
and parties were capable of governing, and capitalism did not
always imply everybody1s fight against everybody, as evidenced
by, inter alia, the decreasing incidents of labor conflicts. For
some it was significant, and for others surprising that the Social
Democratic "moderation" was also to encompass the highly sensitive
defense issue. Partly a conversion under the gallows—Nazi Germany,
Fascist Italy, and Stalinist Russia were rapidly rearming—the
Social Democrats in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden reached parliamentary
defense agreements in 1937, 1937, and 1936, respectively.^ The
boost to military spendings may not have been all that unexpected
to most Swedes, but in Denmark and Norway, Social Democracy's
reappraisal of the armed forces was out of the ordinary (cf.,
4.3 above).
In addition to the ideological, executive, political, and
economic development that accompanied the Crisis Agreements (with
due reservations about the causes of the economic growth), the
red-green deals provided the party system with an extra bonus,
namely a veritable right-wing opposition party. Certainly, there
is no reason to doubt the heartfelt Conservative disapproval of
the Social Democratic-Agrarian alliance. The Conservatives did not
like what they saw, and were anxious to let everyone know that. But it
was an agony easily borne, since the party was removed from immediate
responsibility for the parliamentary outputs. From now on, the
Conservative Party was free to offer its own right-wingers, as well
as those out on the extreme, promises which, although obviously
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not collectable in the near future, amounted to everything
between serious vows and pure lipservice. Granted, but then why
did the Conservative attitude vis-à-vis the radical right begin
to grow uncompromising rather than accommodating in the wake of
the Crisis Agreements? For instance, the Danish Conservative
Party presented its youth branch with something of an ultimatum
in October, 1933; Norway's Conservative Youth did not return with
its fascist-inspired demands to the 1936 party convention; and the
Swedish Conservative Party did not succeed in preventing the
National Youth League from breaking away in 1934. It should be
added, however, that these examples, while significant if placed
in a longer perspective, do not justify any conclusion to the
effect that the Conservative parties embarked on a large-scale
anti-fascist offensive after 1933. Sufficient evidence may be
produced to show that the Swedish and Danish Conservatives did
not altogether rid themselves of the extremists and their ideas
(see 6.4.2 above). No internal Conservative evaluation of what
the Crisis Agreements meant to the Conservative Party are
available. When and if the relevant documentation is produced,
it will perhaps show that the Conservative analyses came to the
conclusion that the agreement between Social Democracy and the
Agrarians put an end to the extreme right-wing's potential for
mass appeal. In effect, what remained of the far right was left
for the Conservatives to keep under supervision and be neutralized
in due course.
Throughout Scandinavia the two largest organized interests—the
Federation of Labor and the established farmers' movement—came out
in support of the Crisis Agreements. To the government it was of
vital importance that, at least "their11 interest organizations
delivered the rank-and-file so that the popular basis of the redgreen coalition was not undermined by centrifugal discontent liable
of feeding political polarization at the mass level. With one
exception only, the Crisis Agreements were not weakened by Communist
inspired protests among the unions or right-wing infiltration among
the farmers'

movement. This exception was Denmark's Farmers' Party,

founded in 1934 on the basis of the DFA, whose Farmers' March on
Copenhagen in the summer of 1935 is an obvious reminder that
Kanslergadeforliget did not completely placate the agrarian right.
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Why this outburst of uproarious peasant feelings in Denmark
while the comparable sentiments behind the NFRA and SNRU faded
away in favor of a temperate and consolidated peasantry in the
wake of kriseforliket and kohandeln'ì

A cross-national explanatory

approach to this difference would have to emphasize the symbolic
impact of the Crisis Agreements. Denmark's agreement was of less
magnitude than the agreements reached in Norway and Sweden because
the Danish agreement did not introduce any new parliamentary concept
per se y and was not followed up with a pervasive worker-peasant
rhetoric. This falls back on Denmark's agrarian owner-structure.
With fifty percent of all farmers owning 10 hectares or move, it
was hard to make the peasantry believe that its interests suddenly
coincided with those of the working-class. In Norway and Sweden,
on the other hand, a respective ninety and eighty percent of all
farmsteads belonged to the 10 hectares or less category, so this
talk of a worker-peasant alliance did not sound out of tune (cf.,
Table 4.8 above).
As of the mid thirties and onwards, the development of the pure
fascist parties suggests that the Crisis Agreements served to isolate
the extreme right-wing in Scandinavian politics. What (relative)
internal harmony had been achieved by the Nazi parties in the early
decade was soon replaced by crippling infighting. The DNSAP's split
in 1935 robbed the party of two thirds of its members (see Table 2.1
above); the NS was split in 1937 when both the Norse radicals and
the Continentally inspired factions broke away; and the SNP became
known as the Lindholm and Furugård Nazis after 1933 (see 2.2 and
2.3 above).

7.5:

Conclusions

'... and what sentiments among the electorate the fascist parties
were cultivating, e.g., a distrust in the efficiency of parliamentary
democracy, lost much—if not all—of their potential for growth in
the wake of the Social Democratic-Agrarian 'Crisis Agreements.'

This

third and final step in the working-hypothesis of this volume has
been tested; and the analyses supplied to substantiate the hypothesis
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justify the conclusion that it stands confirmed. The Crisis
Agreements effectively cut the extreme right off from access to
the political mass arena, see Chart 7.3, which in detail shows
the organizational character of the right-wing expansion in the
early thirties, and how it, metaphorically speaking, was throttled
by the red-green coalitions.^

Chart 7.3: The Scandinavian Right Before and After the Crisis Agreements
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Of course9 methodological objections may always be raised to
question the findings presented in this chapter. The comparative
approach suffered from the shortcoming of not having a distinct
control case against which to juxtapose

the development of the

extreme right in the three countries. Such an ideal setting,
approximating the experimental research design, would have left
us less dependent on circumstantial evidence.
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However, our inquiry into the causal background of the
Crisis Agreements in Scandinavia made it possible to distinguish
the deals in respect to their subsequent impact on public opinion.
Since continuity was an essential feature in the making of the
Danish agreement, it never gained a symbolic effect comparable
to the Swedish and Norwegian Crisis Agreements. Norway's experience
of the two Crisis Agreements—solid red in 1933 and red-green in
1935—implies that the more forceful the fascist threat was felt
in society, the more forceful became the impact of the counterattack.
Sweden may not have faced a fascist momentum as manifest as that of
Norway, but it was sufficiently palpable to make Social Democracy
initiate a process which was to end with kohandetn.
Seen from the perspective of ordinary citizens, two things in
particular made the Crisis Agreements impress the Danes and, above
all, Norwegians and Swedes. First, Parliament and parties regained
the capability of governing—and to designate some parties with an
unequivocal role as the opposition. Second, the Crisis Agreements
were dressed in a façade of national populism, praising a purported
community of interests among the workers and farmers—and as a sidebenefit, the Social Democratic cabinets adopted a policy marked by
moderation rather than confrontation vis-à-vis the right. And on top
of this, the anti-fascists could enjoy an economy which gradually
grew stronger and stronger.
This completes the volume as far as documentation is concerned. It
now remains to revisit the analytical framework in its entirety with
an eye to the general reasonability of the approach.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: Why, Then, No Fascism in Scandinavia?

r,Du

skal ikke tro du
kan lœre oss noe."

A. Sandemose
Danish-Norwegian Novel ist

8.1:

Introduction

Upon the liberation of Denmark and Norway, the return of deportees from
Nacht-und-Nebel camps in Germany, and the arrival of survivors from
Auschwitz to transitory camps in southern Sweden, people in Scandinavia
became even more inclined to link Nazism to Germany and Germans.
Newsreels showing the atrocities of the Third Reich subsequently
inflicted a deep collective guilt upon a few Scandinavians, but many
more escaped behind a chauvinist retreat: it simply could not have
happened with us, we knew all from the early thirties what fascism
was, what it meant, and where it would end. Nazism was incongruous
with just about everything in the Scandinavian body politic; the
history, culture, and national character of its citizens.
This may very well be a perfectly correct analysis if—and only
if—it emanates from a consistent comparative theory substantiated
by hard e mpirical proofs and if this evidence shows no coherent
social and political pattern whatsoever behind the popular response
of Scandinavian right-wing extremism. So much for the self-righteous
Scandinavian historiography of the immediate post-war years.
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It is hardly news, but still worth repeating, that not every single
fascist in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden was an ersatz German, and that
none of, for instance, the farmers in the East Inland voting NS in
1933 could possibly have had any premonition that April 9, 1940 was
to become a Tuesday different from most other Tuesdays.
Coming to the close of the volume, our purpose is neither to
leave the impression that Scandinavians en masse were on the verge
of succumbing to a fascist mass movement, nor that they were immune
to such enticements right from the start. Such conclusions are best
left to the Sunday supplements of the newspaper. It is rather the
balanced systematic account of Scandinavian interwar politics that
remains.

8.2:

Nine Reasons Why No Fascism in Scandinavia

If Europe was predestined to face a fascist era during the interwar
years none of the countries could have been better prepared than
Scandinavia (and Britain) to ward off this challenge. The qualities
which these nations had achieved, thus making them different from
the South-Central ones, are referred to as 'Political-Historical
Conditions' in Chart 8.1 below. This summary chart will be
continuously revisited in the ensuing paragraphs.
Three determinants having been molded and reshaped up through
the aftermath of WW I and later to bear upon society's susceptibility
to right-wing extremism were the nation-building process, the urbanrural, and left-right cleavages. Unlike most nations on the Continent,
those in Scandinavia had had their clergy deipotiticized centuries
ago. A servile Lutheran Church, in contradistinction to an autonomous
Roman Catholic, was, by way of example, less likely to fiercely
obstruct the extension of the suffrage, formally by controlling
conservative seats in the national assembly, informally by abusing
the pulpit to depreciate the ballot as vastly subordinate to the
will of the Almighty. As the Church's policy of stalling x*as
substituted for its tacit consent to the franchise is was accompanied
by a process of political mobilization so rapid and intense that it
put the established institutions under severe pressure. This in turn
produced a lasting instability and duality in political identification
and authority, an auspicious beginning of what proved to nourish both
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Chart 8.1:

Nine Determinants of Fascist Response in Scandinavia

Type of Condition
of Fascist Response

Political-

Determinants

Crucial Process Variables

1. Nation-Building

a) Church-state reLations;

Tre.it od in
Chapter(s)

3,4

b) territorial homogeneity;
c) WW I and its consequences
Historical

2. Urban-Rural Cleavage a) Center-periphery coalitions;

3,4

b) rural microcosms, market
orientation, owner structure
Conditions*

3. Left-Right Cleavage

a) Polarization;

3,4

b) strength and unity of the
bourgeoisie ;
c) union-party relations

Political-

4. The Great Depression a) Effect on social classes

Economic

5. Entry vs. Exit

A

a) Organized interest's mass mobilization ;
b) Overlax^ping m embership and loyalties

Conditions

6. Conflict vs.
Consensus

a) Hierarchy of organized interests;

<

b) bargaining forums;
c) government-organized interests

Political-

7. Party System
Stability

a) Dimensions of party competition;

5

b) electoral laws;
c) stability in voter alignments

Representative

8. Party System
Adaptability

Conditions

a) Accommodation ;

9. Fascist Organization a) Access to formal organiand Leadership

6,7

b) Inter-party coalitions

2,3,4,5

nations and social group
ings;
b) resources

*This section is inspired by Lipset, S.M., and Rokkan, S., "Cleavage Structures, Party
Systems, and Voter Alignments; An I ntroduction," in Lipset, S.M., and Rokkan, S. (eds.),
Party Systems and Voter Alignments, New York: Free Press, 1967, and Hagtvet, B., and
Rokkan, S., "The Conditions of Fascist Victory," in Ugelvik Larsen, S., Hagtvet, B., and
Myklebust, J.P. (eds.), Who Were the Fascists, Bergen-Oslo-Troms#: Universitetsfor Iaget,
1980.
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left and ri ght-wing extremism, i.e., polarization.
Also different from many of their European counterparts, the
Scandinavian countries had seen but minor territorial changes during
the 18th and 19th centuries. The secession of Finland from Sweden
in 1809, Denmarks's loss of Norway to Sweden in 1814

and Norway1s

formal independence of 1905 never affected the national homogeneity
of the Scandinavian countries. Although the years of 1809 and 1905
left lingering residues of nationalist activism cultivated by the
extreme right in Sweden, the two years no longer meant much to the
masses. Norwegian and Danish popular nationalism—radical romanticist
rather than expansionist—was at odds with much of the radical right's
message. What minorities there were in Scandinavia, whether distinct
like the Lapps in the very north or integrated like the Jews, were
too weak to engage in irredentist campaigns or to provoke feelings of
political unreason among the majority. What about Denmark, then,
whose border to Germany cut right through biethnical country? Still,
it was not irredentism in its regular meaning that made Southern
Jutland the DNSAP's stronghold. Rather, it was a chain of causes
behind this response, originally set off by the regain of the region,
and with a party political alignment yet to be entrenched among the
voters, it was a lot easier for the Nazis to capitalize on the economic
hardships in this part of Denmark than elsewhere.
Southern Jutland was but one of many "soft" border areas in Europe
born out of World War I. In addition, this war gave birth to new
states at the expense of prestigious powers. Consequently, some
nations—none of them Scandinavian—had their mass-ego badly hurt,
a defeat felt most heavily among revanschist officers corps and
veterans1 associations and voiced through obscure far right groups.
The urban-rural cleavage in society is intimately connected to
the nation-building process in that both concepts have a centerperiphery aspect to them. Precisely because the economically defined
urban-rural dimension was not altogether superimposed on the spatially
defined center-periphery conflict the political impact of the
hinterland9s mobilization was moderate in Sweden and Denmark compared
to that of Norway and many countries on the Continent. Coalitions and
overlapping loyalties went to mitigate the urban-rural/centerperiphery cleavage, and especially so in Sweden. This is to say that
it was an exception rather than a rule that the entire peasantry was
pitted against the secondary sector. Unlike their brethren in Denmark
and Norway, the Swedish freeholders had sought cover under the
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Conservative shelter where they were joined by industry and the
civil servants, Norway, however, comes close of having seen a
united countryside front against the metropolis, i.e., a peasantry
together with the educated middle-class in provincial cities in
opposition to the civil-servant estate and its allies in the Capital.
But since this counter-cultural community was quite heterogeneous,
and to some extent also politically victorious, it never became a
source of recruitment to the fascist cause. In fact, what support
was mustered by the National Liberals and the NS was chiefly located
in the center of society, among those whose aspirations had been
thwarted by the peripheral movements, and thus very limited in its
mass potential.
A potent ingredient of Norway1s peripheral culture was the popular
movement legacy from the days of heated strife among non-conformists
and the orthodox, teetotallers and non-dogmatics, and so forth. These
conflicts profoundly affected the rural microcosms of the already
egalitarian and yet largely to be monetarized countryside. Such
localities proved resistive to the fascist message, whereas the
context most vulnerable to right-wing woes was that dominated by
market-oriented family farmers whose dependence on prices, credit,
and interest fostered protest as a response to the Great Depression.
Extrapolated to the macro perspective, these observations suggest
that the opportunities of Scandinavian fascism were reduced by the
production profile and the socioeconomic structure of the agri
cultural sector: particularly in Norway and Sweden social as well
as politico-cultural exit were still viable options.
Around 1910 the left-right cleavage had succeeded, but not
entirely replaced, the urban-rural cleavage as the primary conflict
structuring Scandinavian politics. The socialist-bourgeois
confrontation reached its peak in the early twenties as labor1s
radicalism was countered by anti-socialist militias like the
National Rescue. Though salient and pervasive3 the left-right
conflict did not drive Scandinavia into a political deadlock.
Suffice it to mention two factors that guaranteed for a minimum
of dialogue between the two blocs. First, the Scandinavian
bourgeoisie (save perhaps for that of Sweden) was relatively weak
and, more importantly3 saw too many unreliable links to put up a
united and lasting front against the working-class movement. For
instance, the clergy was already politically neutralized, Norway
had long since abolished the gentry and her civil-servant class
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and officers corps played a minor role in society; Denmark's
industrial bourgeoisie was comparatively insignificant, whereas
that of Sweden in particular held a prominent position in most
societal arenas. And by the very nature of its industry, big
business could always see a point in negotiations and bargaining
with organized labor. Indicative of this was the Danish collectivebargaining agreement reached already in 1899, and the pressure from
the business community on the Swedish Conservative Party to stop
fighting back the demands of universal suffrage. Second, the
employers were encouraged to throw out feelers toward their adversary
since tabor in Denmark and Sweden was reformist rather than
revolutionary and centralized rather than fragmented. Both the
industrial and political branch of the labor movement had secured
a stable hierarchy and maintained close contacts with each other.
(In face of the unruly labor market relations between 1919 and 1925,
one needs to add t he qualifying remark that the description above
condensed the main features of Scandinavian industrial relations
up to about 1929.)
Neither this comparative overview, nor that introducing the
volume, was meant to contrast Scandinavia with any particular country
facing a strong fascist mass-movement. Needless to say, however, the
German and Italian experiences loomed large in the background and
bountifully provided for empirical inspiration as the politicalhistorical determinants seemingly conducive to the spread of fascism
were delineated. Also, these macro-level observations primarily
served the purpose of substantiating hypotheses testable at lower levels
of abstraction in interwar Scandinavia.
Already at this point of the summary the deterministic scholarly
view, if taken to its extreme, indicates that the Scandinavian society
was impervious to the right-wing totalitarian threat. Of course, such
an argument is untenable since it would entail absurd consequences.
For instance, the determinist1 s approach implies that the phenomenon
of fascism, in its manifest as well as latent form, was identical
across European borders, and should be explained accordingly. Second,
if fate was imperative, it did not matter one iota what the political
institutions did or did not do after World War I or the onset of the
Great Depression; everything may be reduced to incrementalism at the
best.
Recognizing the importance of the historical circumstances, but
still believing that politics does make a difference, our summary
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moves on to discuss the 'Political-Economic Conditions1 bearing upon
the mass appeal of fascism. It is the Great Depression and its
political outcome, i.e., the three-way working-hypothesis of this
book, that will be revisited.
In terms of a national output measure Scandinavia was not very
severely hit by the Great Depression. The impact of the crisis was
abated by its sequential effects upon the different sectors of the
economy, and already by 1933 the trend of th e cycle was reversed.
Brought down to its politically significant level, however, the
Great Depression made itself felt hard among the working-class and
farmers y especially in Denmark and Norway. By contrast, the crisis
was relatively easy on the bourgeoisie, petty bourgeoisie, and the
functionary class throughout Scandinavia.
While the Recession of 1921-22 had been accompanied by an attrition
of organized interest's popular basis the Great Depression furthered
rather than impeded the recruitment of members to the primary interest
organizations. Between 1929 and 1939 some organizations were to double,
treble, even quadruple their membership figures. Yet, exit was part
of the picture too. An unknown number of, for example, jobless workers
became independent entrepreneurs or went back to the family's
smallholding.
With three important exceptions, the increase in mass mobilization
came to the benefit of already established organizations subsequently
earning themselves status as Big Interests in the functional-corporate
"branch" of government. Offsprings of the Great Depression, the DFA,
NFRA, and SNRU were likely to carry the peasantry in a right-wing
direction. While the Danish and Norwegian militant farmers' movement
wound up as victims of fascist scheming, the Swedish organization
secured a continuous membership expansion as well as a voice among
governmental institutions. As a rule, infighting and secessions were
rare features among organized interests in Scandinavia. So, for
instance, did the Communists fail to radicalize the working-class
during the thirties. In fact, from its already weak position among
the trade unions the Communist Party was pushed further back as the
reformists won almost complete control of the labor movement. A by
product of Social Democracy's ascendancy over the unions was that it
helped in reducing the number of workers on strike, the most sensible
influence of a society marked by deep class antagonism.
Indeed, with a concentration of power on a few hands in society,
organized interests felt the pressure mounting for consensus rather
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than conflict to guide its policy. In Norway and Sweden the
Federation of Labor and the Employers1 Federation reached a collectivebargaining agreement in 1935 and 1938, respectively. With government
waiting in the wings ready to "help" bring about a solution the two
parties to the negotiations became even more anxious to protect their
preserve from outside interference. Denmark's labor market relations
left no room for doubt as to the new role of government in interwar
Scandinavia. Faced with what seemed to end in a devastating clash
between labor and business, Parliament in Denmark simply prolonged
all wage-contrasts in 1933. Also the functionaries were to be affected
by the increasingly formalized regulation of the labor market. By the
end of the thirties the white-collar unions in Denmark and Norway
had won collective-bargaining rights. Organized interests without no
apparent

adversary, like the farmers and urban independents, were

granted an extensive mandate by government to mind their own business.
In return for public appointments on its executive boards and/or
other forms of government control, organized agriculture was pleased
to see the primary sector more or less legislated out of the market
and into a system based upon a network of producer co-ops. Similar
arrangements, only less comprehensive, were made to ease the burdens
of the artisans and petty industrialists.
Commonly, but erroneously, seen as a Scandinavian model of
corporatism, the political intercourse between government and
organized interests—the Silent Crisis Agreements—were founded
upon social classes, not economic sectors. The interest organizations
became a complement to the political parties in the governmental
process.
Overtly and covertly, the radical right toiled for political
prominence by employing the party format. Therefore, the final
section of the summary addresses itself to the 'PoliticalRepresentative Conditions' explaining the meager success of the
Scandinavian extreme right at the polls.
At first glance, Scandinavia did not seem to discourage new
party formations. On the contrary, a multiparty system based upon
proportional representation and dominated by the left-right and
urban-rural cleavages furnished the extreme right with sundry motives
for an attempt by way of the ballot box. In addition, this was the
time commonly known as that when the Scandinavian party landscape
"froze" into its five-party model. Be that as it may, the party
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system had already acquired a stability among the electorate
sufficiently stout to present the Nazi and semi-fascist parties
with an insurmountable task. In an oblique sort of way, this
conclusion is justified by the detailed analysis of the extreme
right-wing strongholds. Wherever the Nazi and semi-fascist parties
were met with a congenial response among the electorate the party
system had recently suffered from a flux in voter alignment, Southern
Jutland being the most evident case to substantiate this thesis. If
this avenue was closed, however, the extremists were given another
chance by riding the coat-tail of formal organizations dissatisfied
with the established parties. For instance, the NS profited from
discontent among the Stavanger House Owners1 Society and the SNP
took advantage of the Nazi-inspired SNRU leadership in Värmland.
Extrapolated to the macro perspective, these findings again pin
point the crucial implication of government's handling with the
demands raised by organized interests.
This puts the finger on the adaptability of the party system.
It was during the most gloomy years of the Depression that the
Agrarian and Conservative parties began noticing discontent among
voters regularly considered as their constituents. The forming of
the militant farmers1 movements, the DFA, NFRA, and SNRU, was to
spell difficulties primarily for the Agrarian parties, whereas the
increasingly Nazi-tainted youth branch discommoded the Conservative
parties. The parliamentary elections were soon to confirm that the
Agrarians and Conservatives were up against competition from the
far right. What did they do in this situation?
Although the topic

is insatiable in its demand for empirical

documentation, available data justify the conclusion that, in the
early thirties, the Agrarian and Conservative parties opted for a
policy ofaccommodation rather than confrontation vis-à-vis the
extreme right-wing values as well as the organized opposition.
Both the programmatical output and the internal activity of the
Norwegian Agrarian Party testify to its attempts to pre-empt the
rationale of the NS. The Conservative Party in Sweden is the second
most confirmatory case of an established party resorting to
acquiescent adaption to the right-wing challenge. Also with the
purpose of making fascist-inspired projects such as the National
Party expendable, the Conservatives founded the Right Front in 1933.
Denmark's Conservative Party lends further evidence in support of
the adaptation hypothesis.It was not until after the Crisis Agreement
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between Social Democracy and the liberal-center that the Conservative
leadership presented the youth branch with an ultimatum about the
inviolability of parliamentary democracy and the marketplace economy.
Deep in their political heart the Agrarian Liberals never hesistated
about the supremacy of their ideological heritage, but for the sake
of the party's popular position the Danish Agrarians were compelled
to yield to the peasantry's calls for government interventions in
the economy. It has not been possible to verify a right-wing
contamination of the Swedish Agrarian Party other than that which
left vivid traces in the party's principal program

of 1933. The

Conservative Party in Norway, in contradistinction to its sisterparties in Denmark and Sweden, made widely publicized and unequivocal
denouncements of the extreme right-wing ideas and parties all from
the early thirties. But, in order to prevent possible defection from
its constituency, the Conservative Party stepped up its antisocialist rhetoric.
Of all the possible motives that, in the final analysis, helped
bring about the red-green Crisis Agreement the most civic-minded
of them all-—the fortification of parliamentary democracy—makes
most sense. In face of the fascist and, although less imminent,
communist threat against pluralism, Labor in Norway and the Social
Democratic Party in Sweden revised vital elements in their ideology
and policy and thereby initiated a political process which was to
end in kriseforliket and kohandeln, respectively. Denmark's
Kanslergadeforlig—the fourth 'crisis agreement' passed by Parliament
in less than 16 months—is significant in two respects. First, the
national motives only put additional pressure on the negotiating
parties. Second, the continuity of Danish politics was an obvious
reminder that—throughout Scandinavia—certain prerequisites
accounted

for the successful outcome of the negotiations. It was

to take more than just a strong desire to protect liberal democracy
to reach the deals. Among the crucial factors instrumental to the
Crisis Agreements was the relative simplicity of the Scandinavian
cleavage structure,left vs. right and center vs. periphery, and
its corresponding party system. Returning to the dominoe above, one
is hard put to picture that any of the black little pieces,
representing the three lesser motives, should have been glued to
the floor.
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The impact of the Crisis Agreements on public opinion was symbolic,
and to the extent that the red-green coalitions improved the economy
at all, it helped strengthen the political implications of the deâls«
Norway's (twofold) Crisis Agreement registered an impact more forceful
than those in Sweden and, above all, Denmark. Between 1930 and 1936
Labor went from 31 to 43 percent of the vote; the National Bloc was
aborted; and the NS lost its rural component. This development has
its most vivid contrast in Denmark, where the Crisis Agreement did
not entirely uproot what was left of agrarian right-wing radicalism.
Both the causal background of and the symbolic aura attached to t he
Crisis Agreements explain the different impact of the deals. While
the Danes had been presented with yet another 'crisis agreement',
the Swedes and Norwegians were witnessing something extraordinary.
This served the Riksdag and Storting with a badly needed opportunity
to regain popular respect. In addition, both Sweden and Norway,
unlike Denmark, had a class structure indistinct enough to dress the
Crisis Agreement in a façade of populist nationalism based on the
worker-peasant (unholy) alliance.
Thus, in light of the analyses which have been adduced, the threeway working-hypothesis structuring our treatise appears legitimate.
The last, and certainly least important, determinant pertaining
to the electoral records of the DNSAP, NS, SNP, and t he semi-fascist
parties is the strength of the extreme right's organization and
leadership. Of course, the factionalization of the clear-cut Nazi
parties wore hard on their already dubious appearance as a serious
contender for political office, but the splits were self-inflicted
and related to th e very nature of the right-wing ideology. Since
the factions to these showdowns very soon exhausted th eir principally
argued pros and cons, the need for a political fix-star grew desperate
and was only too keenly catered for by the German connection.
True, resources—money—open doors, but not necessarily wide open
and some not at all. Access to formal organizations and social
groupings—which in terms of votes accounted for most of the
difference between a weak and a not-so-weak Scandinavian fascist
party—was not simply a problem of sufficient electoral fundings
and similar assets convertible into exposure. The NS, for instance,
did not fare much better at the polls in communities where the party
ran local candidates for Parliament. And as for the fascist
representative, it would be to blur the fundamental linkages-between
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causes and effects to ascribe the electoral failure of Nazism to the
Scandinavian Führers. With the benefit of hindsight, it has not been
easy to resist the pleasure of holding Clausen, Quisling, and Furu
gård up to redicule. But, personality compared, they were all pursuing
their college diplomas while Hitler was peddling watercolor postcards
in Vienna. The subsequent careers of Clausen, Quisling, Furugård, and
Hitler as fascist leaders are more indicative of the characteristics
of their political environment than their individual qualities.
The strength of fascist organizations and leadership is inversely
related to the strength of -pluralist democracy. Trivial as that may
sound, it is a deduction which serves to emphasize the second side of
the matter. The role of the established political institutions should
be made an integral part of explanatory approaches to the study of
fascism; contemporary generations may not altogether deserve the
fascism they get, but they must indeed assume responsibilty for most
of it.
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The socialist bloc was chosen out of convenience as the left-wing parties are less
numerous than the bourgeois parties. One of the three dummy variables, here Norway, was
omitted to avoid multi-collinearity between the in dependent variables. Similar regression
models with specific non-socialist parties as dependent variables yield less in variance
explained by socioeconomic factors and more by the dummy variables as these parties are
precisely nation-specific, e.g., the Agrarian Liberals dominated the farming community in
Southern Jutland more than did the Agrarian parties in the Bast Inland and Värmland.

The single best predictor of socialist strength in RuScan is
the proportion of actives within industry and handicraft. The
fact that some communities are 'Danish' adds another 14 percent
in variance explained, whereas the information that some are
'Swedish1 does not help us much in accounting for the socialist
vote. True, the nation-related characteristics did exert an im
pact on voting behavior that seems great enough to discourage a
'most similar system' design of analysis. It should be noted,
however, that the socioeconomic variables that went into the
model were too blunt to accurately measure the political sociol
ogy behind the strength of organized labor. The clas^ composit
ion of the localities would probably have sent the R up higher
than what the sectorwise distribution of the local economy did.
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APPENDIX 1
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The Election to the:
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vl3
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Agrarian Liberal Party
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Self Government Party
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Social Democratic Party
Communist Party
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16-20
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Conservative Party
Agrarian Party
Liberal Party
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Social Democratic Party
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Agrarian Liberal Party
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Radical Liberal Party
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National Party
National Union
Commonwealth Party
Comintern Communist Party
Social Democratic Party
Labor Party
Social Democratic Party
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Communist Parties
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SNP (Lindholm + Furugård )
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2
3
Rural Communities:1; Cities and Boroughs: 2
Resident address of NS Parliamentary Candidates as appeared on tickets in 1933 and 1936. No candidate: 1, candidate: 2

The Agricultural Census of
v58
v59
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v62

Conservative Party
Agrarian Party
Liberal Parties
Prohibitionist Liberals
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Social Democratic Party
Communist Party
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Conservative Party
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v45
v46
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v48
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SWEDEN
Riksdag, 1928
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Conservative Party
Agrarian Party
Liberal Party
Radical People's Party
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Labor Party
Communist Party
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Agrarian Indebtness
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vl8
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v22
v23
v24
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The Election to the:

Column
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6-10

11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
1929
Crofters
Smallholders
Family-Size Farmers
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Estates

1933
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41-45
46-50
51-55
56-60
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vl-v4
v3
v5-vl2
v8
vl3
vl7-vl9
vl8
v20-v29
v30
v32-v34
v33
v35-v44
v53-v57
v56
v58
v59
v60
v61
v62

Absolute numbers
Missing data for Norway
Relative figures according to: 0/00
Sweden: Frisinnade
Denmark and Sweden percentages, Norway pereenatges.+ 100, no data for Norwegian cities.
Absolute numbers
Missing data for Norway
Norway: votes for joint bourgeois lists distributed among the parties according to previous
election results.
Percentages computed as No. of Voters/No. of Votes Cast
Absolute numbers
Missing data for Norway
Relative figures according to: 0/00
Relative figures according to: 0/00
Missing data for Norway
Norway:
0.2 - 0.5 hektar
Sweden:
0.2-1.0
"
Norway:
0.5 - 2.0
"
Sweden:
1.0-5.0
"
Norway:
2.0 -10.0
"
Sweden:
5.0 -20.0
"
Norway: 10.0 -30.0
"
Sweden: 20.0 -50.0
"
Norway: 30.0 "
Sweden: 50.0 "

APPENDIX 2
Variable

Data
STAVANGER

The Election to the:

vl

v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
v7

The Election to the:
v8
v9
vlO

vl 1

vl2
vl 3
vl4
vl5
vl6
vl7

Municipal Council, 1931

Precinct Identity No.:
35-38
VOID
Conservative Party
Liberal Party
VOID
Labor Party
VOID
Municipal Council, 1934

VOID
Conservative Party
Liberal Party
Labor Party
VOID
VOID
NS
Socioeconomic Profile of Precinct; Working-Class:1, Mixed:2,
Name of Precinct (alphanumeric)
Name of Precinct cont.

Column
GOTHENBURG
Rikadag, 1928

01-34
Non-Voting
Conservative Party
Liberal Party
Prohibitionist Liberals
Social Democratic Party
Communist Party
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3- 5
6- 8

9-11
12-14
15-17
18-20

Riksdag, 1932

Non-Voting
Conservative Party
Liberal Party
Social Democratic Party
Kilbom's Communist Party
Comintern Communist Party
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Middle-Class:3

21-23
24-26
27-29
30-32
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36-38
39-41
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51-58
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